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CHRONOLOGY 

Note: all dates presented in this book are of course to be taken as "negative" 
and refer to the period before the Christian era. Before the fifteenth cen
tury these dates are subject to a degree of error that becomes larger the 
earlier the dates are. 

Starting fro", the sixth millennium the region emerges little by little from 
north to south and takes on its shape of a great lowland between the 
Tigris and the Euphrates. It was populated by unknown ethnic groups 
who had descended fl-om the piedmonts of the north and the east. 
There is no doubt that those groups also included Semites who had 
come from the northern edges of the great Syro-Arabian desert. 

In the fourth millenniutn at the latest, after the arrival of the Sumerians 
(most probably from the southeast), a process of interaction and ex
change started to f()nn the local civilization. It soon developed into an 
urban society through the unification of more or less autOIlomous prim
itive villages. 

Around ,Jooo: first "invention" of writing. 

Until around 2350: independent city-states. The First Dynasty ofUr (Ur I). 
the Dynasty of Lflga.'. 

Last third of the third millennium: the first Semitic empire founded hy 
SargOll the Great (Akkadian Dynasty); then, after a century of "anar
chy." the kingdom of Ur (Third Dynasty of Ur-Ur III) in thc south. 
Old Akkadian period. 

First third of the second ntillennirun: a return to a system of city-states that 
fought f()J' hegemony. Arrival of new Semitic trihes: the Amoritcs. 

Starting from. 1750: IJammurahi reunites the country in a kingdom cen
tered around Babylou: First Dynasty of Babylon. Old Babylonian 
Period (in the north of the country: Old Assyrian Period). 

Around ,600: invasion by the Kassitcs (and Kassite Dynasty) who pull the 
country into a political torpor, which fflvors a vigorous cultural devel
opment. Middle Babylonian Period. 
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CHRONOLOGY 

Around 1300: the northern part of the country, Assyria (around Assur, later 
around Kalbu and then around Nineveh) gains its independence. 
Middle Assyrian Period. 

Startingfram 1100: Babylonian revival. The battle for hegemony between 
Assyria and Babylonia. Even when the latter was politically domi
nated, it kept its cultural supremacy. Arrival of new Semitic tribes: the 
Arameans. 

First third of the first millennium: Assyrian dominance. The Sargonids 
(Esarhaddon, Assurbanipal). Neo-Assyrian Period. 

60g: Nineveh is defeated by Babylon, which takes control over the entire 
country. Neo-Babylonian Period. The Aramaic language, written in an 
alphabetic script, starts to relegate Akkadian, which was still written ill 
cuneiform, to the state of a literary and scholarly language. 

539: Babylon in its turn falls to Cyrus, who incorporates Mesopotamia into 
his empire. Persian Period. 

330: Alexander conquers Babylon and Persia. With the Seleucid rulers 
Mesopotamia becomes part of the Hellenistic world. Seleudd Period. 

Starting with the middle of the second century the country is invaded and 
conquered by the Parthians and for a long time loses all political and 
cultural importance. Mesopotamia is dead and a new era begins. 

viii 

RULES OF TRANSCRIPTION 
AND TRANSLATION 

TRANSCHIPTION 

Names of people and of places arc usually rendered in their usual transcrip
tion (tIammurabL AssurhanipaJ, Nineveh), except where it seemed hetter 
to show their component parts, f()J' one reason or another (A~lI-su-namir; 
Atm-basis). 

The same applies to divine names, which are usually written in italics 
(MarC/uk; Utu; Nin.twrsag). 

Sumerian noulls arc transcribed into Roman characters and their 
elements arc always separated by points, the way they are spelled in 
cuneiform (dam.kar). Akkadian nouns are in italics and their syllabic divi
sion in the writing is expressed hy hyphens (tam-kll-rrt). 

For both languages most of the consonants and thc vowels used in the 
transcriptions maintain their common values. But: 

\I is always pronounced ou (Uruk::::::: Ourouk); 
all the consonaTlts arc articulated (Nillginm = Nirl1l-girsoll); 
all the consonants are voiced: (Nill-girsil ::::::: NillTl-ghirsou); 
b corresponds to a sound close to the Spanishjola; 
s indicates our sh; 
~, to and q indicate s()-callcd "cmphatic" values that arc unknown in otlr 

phonetic system. 
The circumflex on 11 vowel in transcriptions of Akkadian indicates that 

the vowel in question is long: Atra-basis. 
Diacritical signs, i. e. accents and numerical indicators that arc f()und 

with certain syllahles (s,l., s11, li.p UIlU.\), have IlO phonetic value whatsocver 
and only refer to euneif(>nn signs that correspond to difl(,~rent Sumerian 
words (sec p. 95 n. 4). 

A Homan lowercase letter, appearing as a superscript hcf{Jre a word, 
reHects the use in the cllncif{)rm writing system ora "determinative" or a 
"classifier" (see pp. 59 and 89) that indicates the category to which the word 
belongs. Thus d in dSama,~ is used to indicate that Sumas is the name ora god 
(<I is the abbreviation of the Sumerian word dingir: "god"). 

ix 
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RULES OF TRANSCRIPTION AND TRANSLATION 

TRANSLATION 

The numbers in the left margin beside a translated passage refter to the 
number of the line or the verse in the entire work. 

The large Roman numerals refer to the tablet of a work that consists of 
more than one tablet in the original cuneiform version. The lowercase Ro
man numerals refer to the column if there is more than one on the tablet. 
Thus Gilgame!i I1iv; 8-15 is to be understood as verses 8 to '5 of the fourth 
column of the first tablet of the Epic afGilgames. 

Square brackets [. . 1 enclose passages that are lost in the original, 
and that are reconstructed; ifthe reconstruction is almost certain, the pas
sages are in italics like the rest of the citation. Othelwise the passages are in 
Roman letters, if we are only certain of the general sense. 1 have added in 
parentheses (. .) some words that do not appear in the original language 
but that J have considered to be useful for our understanding of the text. 

When the copyist was sometimes distracted and forgot a word or a pas
sage, it appears in pointed brackets ( ... ). If on the other hand he has 
written something that is superfluous, I have enclosed it with curved 
brackets {. .}. 

x 
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THE BIRTH OF THE WEST 

Beyond the recognized sources of our civilization, and the most easily ex
plored sources ofotlr thinking and ollr consciousness, i. c. Israel of'thc Bible 
and Ancient Greece, there is a much more distant source at the extreme 
horizon of history that influenced both the other ones. In my book Nais
sance de Dielt (since, at the moment, I seem to he devoted to origins), I 
tried to show the influence of this source here and there. But familiarity 
with this source, even the pure and simple knowledge of its existence, 
seems up till now to have heen reserved for a handful of professionals who 
are not very eloquent and remain in obscurity. The source is ancient Mcso- /' 

c 
potamia, the land of Sumer* and Akkad, * ofBabylon* and of Nineveh, * 

The best term to indicate the area whose history I will consider here 
(the ancient inhahitants usually said "the land" -kalam in Sumerian and 
mrUu in Akkadian) is Me,w>r!()~gmla, Liter,all~ ,it m,:ans "Betw~en-Rivers" 
and, although in the pa~th;;d a mOl:e-;:CsHlctive sense, it applies more 01' 

less to the territory of modern-day Iraq, We will find the term too orten 
repeated in this hook, hy necessity, as I do not know a term that is equally 
appropriate. Sometimes I have replaced it by Babylon. because starting I 
around the year 1750 that city became first the political capital, then the 
cultural metropolis of the country. But we could not extend the lise of the 
-term til the long period b(~f{JIT 1750, as it would he anachronistic. 
Bahylonia customarily indicates only the southern half of the Mesopota
mian territory fi-om the middle of the second millennium on. Assyria, with ( 
its sllccessive capitals: Assur, * KalllU, * and Nineveh, * was the northern i 
half. Whatever may have been its later political destiny it was always cultur
ally dependent on Babylonia, even starting in the mid-second millennium. 
For that reason the coupling of the two names in the term Assyro
Babylonia, as has sometimes been done, is more misleading than useful. I 
have avoided as much as possible the narnc Sumer: It referred in antiqllii"y 

* For the beuefit of the uninitiated reader it has seemed useful to establish at the end of this 
volume a type of glossary f()r some technical and commonly used terms ill A~,~yri9hU~y. I have 
usually tried to explain each of them when they appeal' ill the text, but nsee,r;-ed better to 
repeat their meaning when they appear several times. These words are indicated with an as
terisk almost everywhere in my text: e.g. Enlil," etc. 
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THE BIRTH OF' THE WEST 

only to the southernmost part of Lower Mesopotamia (the other part, in the 
north , had the name Akkad). It did not refer, as a Ililive and simplistic fad 
has made us believe for too long, and still makes us believe. to an indepen
de nt Sumerian culture that can be isolated as such . The existence of that 
culture cannot be doubted- the use of the Sumerian language vouches for 

\ it- but it existed before History-and in any case it falls outside our docu
men~n . Our sources, from the earlies t moment that we have them, re
veal nothing but oll e coherent civilization , even if it had bec n form cd by 
hvo inAu ences that originally did not have the slightest ele ment in com-

\ mon: th e Sum erians' on the one hand and the Semites,' "Akkadian s," on 
I the othe r. And thi s does not take into account t11ird cultures and e thnic 

groupS that are also prehistoric and about whom we know almost nothing. 
Thus 1 re frain delibe rately from talking as a hi storian about the Sume rians, 
about Sume rian culture, thought, and religion , and even about Sume rian 
litenlttlre, In ancient Mesopotamia onl y one composite culture existed that 

\ can be truly rccognized. And thus one thought, one religion existcd , where 
\ it is possible to reveal the features that were of probable Su merian origin , 

and othe rs probably of Semitic origin , by analysis, by comparison , and by 
conjecture, And also the re was but one lite rature , writte n partly in the Su
me rian language and partly in the Akkadian language, the ir proportional 
shares varying over time, One could , thc n, ta lk about a Slllllero-A kkac!illl1 
world , but I for my part have littlc affection for such a heavy dual noun . 

It is also to the credit o[l,;;;::--P.-Nora and Mr. M. Gauche t lhattliey have 
e ncouraged me with kindness and inte lligence to devote this volume to that 
culture , It gives me true pleasure to show thc m my warmest gratitude. 

I have not wanted to devote to my subj ect matte r a real synthes is, onc 
th at would Hatte r itself that it repruduccs, or even attempts to re produce. 
a\l the aspects or the subject. Precisely because I have haunted and sur
vcyed the subject matter in evcry way for hall' a centu ry, I have not felt like 
drawing up thc Baedeker of this old contine nt. Ancient Mesopotamia is lost 
in thc I~lraway past, imm ense and rough , badly explured , and diiTicult to 
explore. and largc arcas or it re main submcrged in the mists of prehistory, 
while the part of it that c me rges still re mains, in places, imprecise and in 
discernible to us, at such a distance . I-low can we pretend to draw the por-

, trai t of a civi lization .. attested by half a mi ll ion intelligible docume nts at a 
\ low eslimate, and ohen by many cultural vcstiges that are so rich , so dense, 

so complex, so original , that the ir e normous vitality has kept the m alive for 
> at lcast three millennia, but from which we arc separated by two thousand 

years of total oblivion ? 
It has seemed to me bette r to be less reckless and perhaps more cer-

tain , and sugges t only a discrete silhouettc of this civiliza tion. By using 
somcwhat bettcr es tablished features, I can indicate at Icast SO I11 C contours 
that are at the same tim e morc distinct and more unexpccted, while son1e 
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are also more important to us because we can reco nize . . 
clearly, from far away and despite the difference g 111 them qUIte 
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potamia. I have pointed out some rough indications of similarity-and 
sometimes of contrast-between Mesopotamian civilization and our own, 
in order that the oldest discernible state of a glorious cultural patrimony, 
which was digested, reworked, enriched, and transmitted to us through 
the long line of our ancestors will become recognizable. First, I will deal 
with Assyriology in itself, with its subject matter, its methods, and the 
value of its knowledge ("In Defense of a Useless Science," chap. 1). Then, I 
will stress the place it should occupy in a truthful and full knowledge of our 
past, a place that is still badly known ("Assyriology and Our History," chap. 
2). Then I will establish a balance-sheet of the upsets caused by Assyriology 
during the century that the discipline has existed ("A Century of Assyriol

ogy." chap. 3)· 
The countless discoveries in this regard, most of them quite revolution

ary, would not have been possible without the surprising decipherment of 
the cuneif()nn writing system, used in ancient Mesopotamia, the secrets of 
which had been lost for two millennia. I was eager to recall this exceptional 
adventure ("The 'Avalanche' of Decipherments in the Ancient Near East 
between 1800 and 1930," chap, 4), because perhaps the most often and 
most eagerly asked question put to Assyriologists is: "How were you able to. 
break the impenetrable code of the cuneiform signs, without the help 01 
any Hosetta stone?" 

The writing system is impressive in itself. It is also the earliest one at
tested in world history, and was perhaps the most shining and generous 
contribution of the ancient Mesopotamians to the development and the 
progress of our understanding, when we consider, rig!'lt now,2 to wl.lat de
gree the transition into the written tradition has profoundly transformed 
ollr intelligence, by rcini()rcing and multiplying its capacities, Contrary to 
what one still seems to think, those who "invented" writing at the end of the 
(HIrth millennium, did not develop it all at once, and the history of the 
stages of the evolution {"From Mnemonic Device to Script," chap, 5) illus
trates its strange and fi"ightening complications very well, as well as its orig
inal down-to-earth character which was particularly "realistic." 

It was precisely this "realism" of their writing system that so strongly 
marked, even modeled, the minds of its inventors and users. Being in the 
hahit of taking their written signs as an immediate reflection, as a real suh
stitute i()r what they represented, it was mllch easier ft)r them to pass from 
the written sign to reality, and from the name to the ohject. They devel
oped an entire system of dialectics and of hermeneutics, which allowed 

2. Especially after the ilmdamenlai worb of} Goody. See especially The IJomesfica/irH/ 

of tlte SrHmge Milld (Camhridge and New York: Cambridge Uuiversity Press. 1977). and Tlw 
Logic of Writing (lrld the Org(JlIizatilHi (!fSociety (Cambridge and New York: Cambridge U ni

versity Press, 1986). 
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them, they thought, to go forward in the knowledge of things by scrutiniz
ing and analyzing their written indications ("Writing and Dialectics, or the 
Progress of Knowledge," chap. 6). 

Whatever we think of such outmoded and imaginary postulates, it re
mains a fact that they invited the ancient Mesopotamians to a rational exam
ination and a profound study of things from various angles. The most 
surprising in our eyes, but also the best known because of an abundant doc
umentation, is what I have called "deductive divination. *" In order to illus
trate its mechanism better, avoiding the risk of excessive dilution of my 
explanations, I have devoted myself to one of the numerous divinatory 
areas explored in the country; an area which is especially captivating and 
well attested: the taking of omens from dreams ("Oneiromancy" chap. 7). 

The innumerable documents related to deductive divination strike us 
first of all by the frivolity of their object and by the discouraging monotony 
of their presentation, If, however, we turn our attention away from the "su
perstitions" at work, and if we take our courage in both hands to confront a 
sleep-indUcing list of words, we can strive at evaluating and analyzing with 
care the underlying mental operations. There we discover a strange wish to 
analyze the elements of the universe systematically and rationally, by 
obstinately searching in them what they hide that is permanent, necessary, 
and universal beyoncl their casual and fleeing materiality. And, all things 
considered, the first features appear to he at least the result of an awareness 
and an application, if not a theory, of causality and proof; in other words, 
the first seriolls rough outline of what was later taken over, expanded, 
deepened, and organized by the Greek thinkers, and developed into the 
"scientific mind." It is the oldest rough draft of this science and this type of 
re-'s;;;;jn~gjT;at we still highly esteem ("Divination and the Scientific Spirit," 
chap. 8). 

The authenticated custom of sometimes replacing the ruler of the 
country by a simple subject when the king's life was threatened hy super
natural f(Jrccs, and of killing the suhstitute in question without any form of 
process in order to ward of}' this danger entirely, had some type of divina
tory origin, because the ffital destiny promised to the king was only recog
nizable through omens. But the recourse made to suhstitution obtained its 
validity from an entirely different institution, which was more immediately 
religious and which, if we judge by the enormous dossier in our hands, 
seems to have played a considerable role in the life of the ancient Meso
potamians. It is often called "magic," but it would he better to speak of "ex- \ . , 
orcism." By IIsing diHerent manual and oral procedures, its users sought to \ 
ward ofT' from their person Evil: i.e, bad luck, suffering. The particular ap- L 

plication of eXOI:;:ism that I have chosen to highBght here ("The Substitute 
King and His Fate," chap, 9) has the advantage, in my opinion, of turning 
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OlIr attention to another essential parameter of the local civilization: the 
monarchical conception of power. 

This concept bursts out from a famous monument, one of the few works 
of the literature of ancient Mesopotamia that is vaguely known outside the 
small circle of professionals ("The 'Code' of J:lammurabi," chap, 10), How
ever, this exceptional document, which is almost entirely preserved with 
its three thousand five hundred Hnes of text, has heen taken since its discov
ery in the heginning of the century as something it is not, by relating its 
point of view and the thoughts of its authors and intended readers through a 
naIve anachronism to our own model. Thus it was worth the trouble to at
tempt to examine it once through the eyes of its authors and readers, not 
only to understand it better in itself, but also to find in it cultural elements, 
important in their own right, which are useful for helping us understand 
our ties to, as well as our differences from, these ancient people. It shows 
how they understood the knowledge, the "science," and the teaching onaw, 
the exercise of justice and of equity, and the importance and the meaning of 
royal power. 

We find also other notions and practices that are familiar to us as well as 
to them, but upon which they looked in a way difTerent from our own, For 
example, all that involves love, carnal love, was understood in its free ex
pression not to be "subjugated" to family life or to the propagation of the 

\ species. This love, homosexual as well as heterosexual, was practiced not 
\ only in a greater spiritual freedom than our own, which is still hurdened by 
:I~ the heavy Christian curses that we have attempted to shake oH'with such an 
, uproar, but 1t was also held in the highest esteem and devotion. Nonethe-

less, still without the least moral or religious connotation, they despised 
and kept at a distance its representatives; the prostitutes ofhoth sexes that 
seem to have officially prospered in their society. In order to resolve such a 
contradiction ('''Free Love' and Its Disadvantages," chap. 11), we have to 
make reference to a primary notion in their system of thought; that of' 
Destiny-or as we would say, of Nature. Because these professionals offree 
love were considered by the Mesopotamians to have strayed from the 
straight path of their "destiny," an attitude was taken towards them that was 
certainly not hostile or condemning, but ontologically pejorative, if we can 
use these words. It was an original view, and especially so because it reveals 
to us one of the major expr~ssions of the "theology" of the believers. 

Such a conception of nature and destiny, as well as the royal ideology, 
the beliefs and manipulations of exorcism, and even to a degree those of 
divination, all converge towards the same central point which is consider

j ably particularized and reduced in our "disenchanted" world, 3 but which in 
ancient Mesopotamia still ruled as sovereign over the entire existence both 

3. M. Gauchet. l.,e desenc/ullitement du monele (Paris: Gallimard, 191:)5)· 
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of individuals and of the state: religion, Their religion was boldly poly theis- I 
tic and anthropomorphic. A multitude of testimonies about it, extraor- \ 
dinarily varied and difBcult to penetrate, are preserved for us. They are 
fi'om all periods of a long history but separated by large lacunae, Beil)re 
such a mass of documentation we feel at first as if we are losing hold, as if we 
are being suhmerged by such a multiplicity of varied phenomena that most 
often seem to have no connections. I have preferred to avoid organizing 
them in a perspective that would be sufBciently objective and illuminating 
at the same time. As I am convinced that we can, and must, adopt a differ
ent attitude from that type of nonchalant phenomenology, I have tried to go 
further, on two levels. 

First of all, I triecl to see if, behind this apparent jumhle of individual 
clements, there does not exist a central axis that ordered all of them and 
conferred on all of them their sense and their value. I think I have found 
this backhone in the principle of royal power, simply transposed from earth 
to the supernatural universe hy mythological reflection. Around it, religion 
was organized in a real system that was coherent and, in its own way, ra
tional and logical ("The Religious System," chap, 12), 

The problem of arranging such a staggering mob of gods and god- f 
dcsscs, that at first view seems to be chaotic, is possibly more acute. I-IelleD, 
it has seemed to me useful to show to what degree this pantheon itse1fhas 
been systematized in a balanced hierarchy that was usually stable and in 
which each deity played an irreplaceable role in his position and with his 
prerogatives. Thus they contrihuted, each in their part, to making the gi
gantic, perfectly oiled machine of the universe function, like wheels in a 
mechanism. Also in that chapter the close study (>fone example has more 
value than a panoramic: view, which would be much less clear and telling 
even though, numerically, more complete. Thus I have stressed one of' the 
gods whose personality and actions arc the best characterized, a god who hy 
himself aTld by his own office reflects excellently the recognized priority 
given, in such a society of production and consumption, to technique and to 
practical intelligence ("Intelligence and the Technical Function of Power: 
Enki/Ea'," chap, 13), 

A notion that is of concern to me, hecause I consider it to hc essential to 
the religious feclings of the ancient Semites (in spite of its ancient Sumerian 
components, Mesopotamian religion was partly created and espedally de
veloped during at least two millennia by Semites!) is the propensity to vig
orously reveal the distancc between gods and men; the divine superiority 
in existence, in action, in duration, and in intelligence over mankind. To say 
it in one word; the transcendence, which truly culminated in the ahsolute 
monotheism of the ancient Israelites. 4 In order to hetter establish the pres-

4- Na;SSllllce de lJieu. passim. 
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ence in Mesopotamia of such an apprehension ofthe supernatural world, I 
have concentrated on a short literary piece that has an unusual presentation 
and a bearing which remains quite enigmatic among experts ("The 'Dia
logue of Pessimism' and Transcendence," chap. 14)· 

And finally, as death terminates everything here on earth, I was in
clined to finish with it. Not a single religion or philosophy in this world has 
escaped answering the anxious questions about death and what follows it 
that have been tormenting mankind, even if none of them has been able to 
answ~r these ques't{ons with anything by "calculated guesses." Hence, I 
have collected in rough outline in the last chapter what our texts show us 
about "The Mythology of Death" (chap, 15). In that chapter the oldest f(lUn
dations of our own traditional imagination about the "final end" can be 
found easily. 

I am not sorry that I have kept the texts of these studies as they were, even 
when one overlapped more or less with another, or repeated some aspects 
of it. In fact, when I repeated myself two or three times in order to discuss 
an issue of importance, my point of view was never entirely the same, to 
such an extent that these repetitions were more complementary than over
lapping, encouraging us as a result to survey the subject in its entirety. I can 
say this without repeating the golden rule that repetition is the best guaran
tee of efIiciency, in the communication of knowledge as well as in magic or 
exorcism. 

Even if my subject is seemingly far removed, and much earlier than the one 
that I addressed in Naissance de D'ieu, my methods of approach, of exam
ination, and of reflection, as well as the balanced combination of stubborn
ness and of reservation in the methods, have remained the same, since they 
are imposed upon me by my professional duties as a historian. Historians 
and actors have this in common that they have to be able to step into the 
skin of their characters, not in order to play them better, but to understand 
them better. Thus it is not surprising that I show as much "sympathy" for 
the ancient Mesopotamians as I showed for the ancient Israelites. 

But not f()r the same reasons, however. 

In my earlier work I have so sufficiently praised the authors of the Bible that 
one cannot doubt either my inveterate admiration or the good reasons for 
it. In general I did not have the same motives for associating myselfwith the 
oldest inhabitants o!'the Land-between-Two-Hivers, It took me time to free 
myselffrom the deception that had taken me durin~ my first contacts with 
original cuneiform inscriptions. Not to mention the diflerenee in lan-

\ ~uages: biblical Hebrew, by far closer to the beautiful Arabic language, is 
j phonetically richer, more vigorous, more sonorous, and more fascinating 
I 
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than is Akkadian. And with regard to Sumerian, it is so remote from liS and 
so strange that one has to be a person with a very low melting point to be 
excited when listening to it. I came to this field from the warmth, the natu
ralness, and the color of the "Life of Elijah from Tishbi" in the Book of 
Kings;''} from the powerful and commanding opening of Genesis;6 from the r 

impetuous and cursing convictions of Amos, Hosea, and Isaiah;7 from the ~ 

tenderness of Jeremiah;8 from the prodigious outbursts of Second Isaiah!) 
and of Job;!" from the emotions contained in between the "philosophical" 
and the gloomy Hnes of Ecclesiastes. II I came upon an infinite formal and 
cold prosaicness; upon a formalist and conventional court poetry that is 
without real lyricism and where deep feelings themselves are often fab
ricated, if not stilted, the few times they are visible. Even the "scientific" 
works presented themselves to me as unending and gloomy lists of words or 
of propositions, juxtaposed with no clear connections between them, with
out the least apparent attempt to subsume this infinite number of pieces 
into larger units or synthetic concepts, into abstractions that are more 
t~lIniliar and more useful for our way of thinking. And then, I have to admit, 
although this polytheistic stirring was systematized, coherent, and "logi
cal," it seemed to me to be earthbound, singularly lacking in absolute value. 
Was there not enough to discourage even the hest will in the world, and to \ 
send me very soon hack to the Bible, or to Greece, and their universe' 
which was accessible to me? 

By good fortune, I was soon able to overcome that original feeling of 
dejection. First of all, when I started to explore the literature ofSumer and 
Akkad, of Bahyloll and Nineveh, I was able to uncover more easily here and 
there parts that somewhat warmed my heart. But I soon became especially 
cOTlvinced that where warmth, glitter, and the power of words wcre absent, 
there ruled secretly the intelligence of thought, a strident need f(Jr un
covering, a thirst to understand, and an extraordinary creativity. In such a 
harsh country, deprived of almost everything except clay, bitumen, and L 
reeds, with a muddy and {(,~rtile soil, and two rivers to irrigate it serving as 
the only earthly resource, these people, just emerged from the uncertain
ties, the poverty, and the primitiveness of prehistorY, conceived and cre
ated everything. In a few centuries they develop~d f()I' themselves an 
existence that was ecollomically opulent, they constructed u political and 
military power that was for a long time unique, and almost always lIH-

5. NaisslIIu:e de [)iCII, pp. 61)f1'. 
6. Ihid., pp. J(ioff. 

7· Ihid., pp. 7sfI'. 
8. Ihid., pp. 94ft 
9. [hid., pp. 102ft 
to. thkl., pp. 120fr. l;pJr, lG7ff 
11. Ihid., pp. 22~Jff. 
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equalled, in the entire Near East They were the very first to expend a con
siderable amount of energy not only for making use of the world by the 
in$~D:pity of their rapid technological prog~~ess but also for attempting to 
understand it by their observations, their comparisons, their thinking, and 
their interpretations. In a sense they made up a particular system of 
thought, unprecedented in those distant times, but also admirabl~ in itself 
even if it is so remote from our own. And the system was especially fruitful if 
we judge it by the elements that have been retained from it until today. 

I am not forgetting, nor do I want to belittle, the venerable and sump
tuous Egypt which was as old, as magnificent, and undoubtedly much more 
filscinating with its numerous incomparable monuments. But we must rec
(}golze that in the Near East, where the cultured and exciting world was 
located at that time, in the opinion of historians, the kingdom of the Phar
aohs, the window of Africa on the Mediterranean, was at first an edificc al
most entirely closed off in our direction. Mesopotamia, in contrast, first of 
all by its geographical situation and by its people, seems to us from very 

\ carlyon entirely open to its environment which businessmen and warrio;s 
\ surveyed and explored in all directions. At the latest, since the middle of 
1 the third millennium, the Elamites* of southeastern Iran, and the Semites 
of Ebla* in Syria horrowed their script and, in part, their languages from 
Mesopotamia-a sign of a strong cultural dependency. In the second mil
lennium the same situation appears among the Semites and the I-Iurrians* 
ofSyria-Paiestine and among the powerful Indo-Europeans of Anatolia, the 
Hittites. * \\le find almost everywhere, either iII the originallangllage 01' in 
translation into the locallanglJage, fragments of mythological, epic, poetic, 
literary, and scientific works (even plagiarisms) that had been produced 
with great cfTort in Babylonia. The extensive international diplomatic cor

\respondence of the pharaohs themselves with all the courts of the Near 
1 East in the fifteenth century was found in Egypt, at el-Amarna, but written 
I in the Akkadian language and noted down in cuneif()rm. In the first millen
nium the same Egypt borrowed its astrology from Babylonia, which had 

/ also spread out its age-old practice of extispicy (divination by the exam ina
, .JiOIl of entrails) to Asia Minor, and even to the Etruscans. All things con

sidered, Egypt does not really !'ieem to have transmitted very much that is 
substantial to the various authors of the bH)lical books, where on the other 
hand themes and structures developed in Mesopotamia are still recogniz
ahle despite the transfiJnnations that the convinced monotheists of Israel 
imposed upon them. Even ancient Greece did not escape thc tfH'-reaching 
hut intense radiance of Bahylonia. Its reflections appear more clearly in the 
period of the formation of Greek thought. The Theogony of Hesiod shows 
more than one element of the Poem oj Crelll'ion,* and even Thales of 
Miletus, the ancient Ionian thinker, kept water as the primary matter of the 
world. But a sign ofa more widespread and more radical dependence, even 
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if we find the effects more and more rethought and reinterpreted over 
time, is the [act that all ancient Greek philosophers worked exactly within 
the path outlined by the earlier mythographers of Mesopotamia, for in
stance i~l the subject of cosmogony. They all postulated a unique primary 
matter for the universe, and by concentrating only on the problems of evo
lution and transformation, none of them even asked the question of the ab
solute origin of everything. For anyone familiar with Mesopotamia and its 
thought and literature, and who carefully considers those of Greece there 
is no doubt that such connections will appear to he all the more nu~erous 
and strong. They will be understood better once the historians who direct 
their attentions to that filraway source will agree to expand their horizons 
far l~eYOl~d the necess~~ry philological quibbles and the supercilious study of 
the InfinIte number of contracts and administrative documents. 

Those arc the things that have kept me "by the rivers of Babylon, "with
out romanticism, without parochial spirit, but with only my historical wit
nesses, in order to recognize there the homeland of the first discernible 
filthers of our vVestern world. 

A last word: it is not because of a lack of interest, but because of a lack of 
space and opportunity that I have failed to present here a larger number of 
pieces or ~ragments of the enormous dossierofMesopotarnian writings. Let 
me say t.fll,S so ~hat one does not think that 1 am so much discouraged by the 
(rea11) d.lfTlculhes of translation. I hope as soon as possihle to start working 
on a thIck volume prepared in collaboration with the great Sumeroiogist 
S. N. Kramer, in which we plan to publish, in a succinct, annotated transla
tion, all the remains-a few thousand lines and "verses"-ofthe fifty or so 
surviving myths in the Sumcrian and the Akkadian languages, in order to 
gi-:e <~n id~a both ,of the corpus and of the specific ways of mythological 
thmkmg of those forgotten and hadly known ancestors of our own theolo
gians and philosophcrs. 
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In Defense of a Useless Science 

I
T IS INEVITABLE THAT, WI-lEN ONE HEACHES A CEHTAIN POINT IN LIFE, 

one is tempted to look backwards in order to evaluate, and as a result 
justify, a road that is already long. I wnuld like tn confide in you, by fits 

and starts, a certain number of things that have been on my mind and that 
involve what I call my "prof(~ssion": Orientalism. I am not unaware of the 
fact that this term covers an area much broader than the one with which I 
have been involved, i.e. ancient Mesopotamia; hut I am convinced that 
even if I were not an Assyriologist, hut an Egyptologist, or an Iranist, a 
SClllitist, a Hebraist, an Arabist, an Ethiopianist, etc" I would base myself, 
certainly, upon dillerent elements, but I would not say anything else, 
Hence, it will be easy f<}r you to listen to all such scholars through my 
mouth. 

When I entered the field of Assyriology- I am talking ora louM time ago, as 
Hahelais said-I had just completed seven or eight years of study of the 
philosophies of Plato, Aristotle, and Saint Thomas Aquinas. I had learned 
therc a n1lmber of lessons that since then have heen very useful to me, 
Here are two or three of them, that can he lIsed as 1.1 starting point. 

The first lesson was that the highest nohility of mankind lies in knowl
edge, in knowing, and that man has it in his nature to want to kllow every
thing: everything about the order and the evolution of the universe, This 
pursuit is, at least, presclltcd to us as an exalting and shining ideal, even if 

A lecture given in Brussels (rvtul"eh 198z) 011 the occasioll of the fiftieth alliliversary oftlw !IHlIl
dation at the Free University of that city orlhe Institut de Phiiologie et d'Histoire orientales, 
alld published ill Akkadic(I 30 (Novemher- December 198z): IZ-ZG. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

we can never attain its completion because of the vastness and the infinite 
cbaracter of its object. Secondly, on all levels including that of knowledge , 
all that is useful is servile and in itself inferior to what it serves. There was 
one consolation when I engaged myself in the unending, arduous, and 
fatiguing study of that frightening cuneiform writing system; of those lan
guages extinct for millennia, so far removed £i'om us, so loaded with pitfalls; 
of these endless texts, too often gloomy and deprived of any spark, and that 
at best excite us very little; of the strange outmoded mentality, wbich is 
often inaccessible to our present-day minds. My consolation during all this 
was the conviction that I was never going to learn anything that would be 
useful or usable for anything else than the enrichment of my mind. And this 
knowledge precisely gained its value from this awareness. At least such a 
point of view encouraged me to set off on this unending journey. 

Afterwards I have never regretted this motivation nor the path it has 
led me to take. But I have reflected upon it-one tends to reRect more the 
older one gets-and I have slightly modified it, or, if you wish, I have spec
ified my first opinions. I am still convinced that the chief greatness of man
kind is to know, to store knowledge, and as it were to decant in one's mind if 
not the entire universe-that is the purpose of philosophy-at least the 
greatest possible part of this cosmos. Insofar as our actions are necessarily 
inspired by our knowledge, the higher, the larger, the more loyal and un
selfish knowledge becomes in each of us, the more righteous and irre· 
proachable our behavior could be. But, without trying to take away 
anything £i'om the nobility and the detachment that I have assigned to As
syriology, I am not as convinced as I was before that it can be really useless 
and unusable, and as a consequence I am not so convinced of its indepen
dent and autonomous nature. 

Let us quickly pass over a first use, or a practical use, that I have discov
ered. Assyriology made me neutral. Not only because when I was involved 
in it, lost in my illegible scrawls, surrounded by heavy books, by volu
minous file cabinets a,nd dusty tablets, I could not have a prejudice against 
anyone. In this day and age, when so many people spend their lives by get
ting involved with other people's aflairs, by sticking their noses and their 
hands into their lives, by pestering them, hy persecuting them or even 
worse, this is a great advantage-at least for other people. The discipline to 
which I have devoted myselfhas made me especially incapable of in terv en
ing in the lives of my contemporaries, as I have turned all my attention to 
the past. I do not know what wise man once said that there are t\vo large 
categories of scholars, One that speeds up the world and brings its end 
nearer by its discussions, its inventions, its experiments, and its teachings; 
the other that goes back in its curiosity to the origins of the world and as a 
result leaves the universe and its inhabitants in peace. Without doubt, 
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Orientalists and Assyriologists faU into the second group. Their discipline 
acquires by that fact a negative usefulness, and how precious that is, espe
cially in the present time! Perhaps you could even agree with me that it 
would be best for the proper development of the world if a number of our 
contemporaries would be converted and assigned to that discipline. Those 
people would then be able to spend their time without getting involved in 
that bickering, in that havoc, even in those massacres with which they arc 
now so merrily involved-with the best intentions in the world, I am will
ing to believe if they say so, but to the greatest discomfort of aU of us. I will 
not insist upon this generous, but unfortunately utopian, view on a possible 
use of Assyriology. I have to talk about a more realistic point of view which is 
clearly positive: the usefulness of Assyriology on the level ofknowJedge it
self, 

In order to explain to you what I mean by that, and what will he the essen
tial part of the rest I have to tell you, I must recall the evolution of my Own 
thoughts, with your permission. I have to admit first o{'al1 that I have always 
detested writing prose without knowing it, because that is a behavior, so to 
speak, f()r animals. Thus I have visited many archeologists, even a certain 
number of philologists, and in the beginning I was amazed (later I became 
used to it) to sec to what degree even the smartest among them could Ull

det·take their activities with some kind of psychological automatism that 
was extremely surprising to notice. They worked with some kind of burrow
ing instinct that could be compared to that of moles, by all appearances 
without ever in their lives having had the slightest conscious idea ofthe !'Cal 
and the final purpose of their work, of the deep sense of their research, of 
the place and the value of their discoveries ()r knowledge in general. In 
order to guard myself fi'om such a mistake-such a mess-I have asked 
questions only about Assyriology, and about what that science could teach 
me, in the very restricted area to which I was f()ft-'ed to limit myself: after 
my original, somcwhat f()()lish, philosophical ambitions. I told myself: it is a 
historical science; thus it will give me access to a historical vision of the 
world. It involves the history ofartcient Mesupotamia: thus my knowledge 
will he limited strictly to the horders of that country and its influence in thc 
ancient Neal' East, ii-om the "beginning of time" to around the beginning of 
the Christian era. But, still concentrating only 011 the subject of enrichment 
of the mind, what would he the advantages of compens·ating ()r these re
strictiolls? 

History (let us start there) grows out of human curiosity, as does all human 
knowledge. "By nature men want to know" Arh;totle said, and men ask 
questions when confi·onted with things. They ask themselves "What is this? 
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How is it made? What is at the bottom of this'!" They try to answer these 
questions by mentally isolating the simplest and most universal elements of 
what interests them, and when they try to draw from these elements the 
laws and the principles that govern their origin and functioning, they con
struct what we call "sciences" in the pure sense of the word, These sciences 
start out from concrete objects and end up with abstractions that are more 
and more removed from the obvious reality. I had just completed eight 
years of dealing with quintessential truths, and such an ascent did not 
tempt me, As a reaction I was more drawn towards recovering a contact that 
was as dose as possible to living and individual material realities, Before 
them I was indined to ask myself a string of questions: "Where does that 
come from? How did it become this way right in front of my eyes? vVhat was 
therc before it, in its place?" This inquiry did not involve "science" as de
scribed above, but it involved criticism, at least if we understand the re
sourceful control of answers to one's questions as such, The way of 
progressing in knowledge here is not by analysis, Analysis ten~s towa.rds 
the general and the abstract, but it is ohservation which remains face to face 
with the tangihle and moving objects, as they revolve around us, here on 
earth, It is involved with individuals, and especially with humans. Because 
in the end, and I do not want to displease the misanthropes and the most 
zealous members of the society of the protection of animals, the most inter

esting individuals on earth are still humans. 
All of this pleased me immensely, After years of remaining in the thin air 

of the higher metaphysical altitudes, [ felt like [ lacked the full-bodied, 
odorous, warm, and moving air from the earth, After all, I told myself, still 
thinkingifnotofmy philosophies, at least ormy philosophers, once Aristotle, 
had achieved his "metaphysics" he came hack down to earth to keep himself 
husy with men and animals, If the entire universe is really the potential 
ohject of our inquiries, why should we limit our curiosity to abstractions? 
Why should we give a place of honor to the so-called "pure" sciences, when 
there are so many captivating and capital questions about living and moving 
human beings; when one ofotlr most natural and most praiseworthy instincts 
guides our attention to those who surround us, and to those who preceded us 
and have left us such a rich heritage'? Besides an explanation hy laws and by 
principles, is there not a place fiJI' explanations by individual causes and by 
precedents? Do we have to understand a river only in terms of chemistry, 
hydrology, and the mechanics ofHuids? Could we not also walk npstream to 
find its source? Genetics and psychology arc all very well, but are there not 
among the children of mankind characteristics and resources that can he 
understood only by reference to their f~\thers P Do we not have to look in the 
past for vivid, concrete, and pertinent reasons fcn' what is at issue in the 
presentPThis is why history at once became Illy business, without giving me 
the least impression-to the contrary!-that I had abandoned my first ideal 
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of understanding things after having stored in my mind the largest possible 
wealth ofinformation about those things. 

Certainly, the fact that we deal with the "past" poses great difficulties. 
Our existence is short, and what we can understand of the past by having 
been there personally does not encompass more than a few decades, But 
there are witnesses older than us, and we can still question them. Also 
there are especially the remains, or even better the works, OrOllr ancestors 
that have outlived them, often for a long time, and in which they have left 
behind much of themselves, even without wanting to do so. They are avail
able to us if we make them speak to us, These remains include not only 
what our ancestors have built and what constitutes the enormous field of 
archeology: their residences, their dwellings, their defensive walls, their 
palaces, and their temples; the endless bric-a-hrac of their tools, of their 
furniture, and their utensils; the remains of their labor and the dehris of 
their undertakings; their works or art, monumental or miniature, dazzling 
or touching, this entire treasure that has been taken out of the earth and 
that gives us contact with its creators, dcfinitively remote, hut tridimen
sional and based on solid grounds, The remains also, perhaps especially, 
include written works when we deal with a civilization that knew and made 
use ora script and a language that are decipherable to us hecause they wcre 
based on elements that were solid enough to have survived, Those r~mains 
are only two-dimensional and are less imposing than the purely archeologi
cal remains, as if more ethereal and less reaL But they talk of themselves, 
they reveal and they explain to us mnch more deeply, not only materiaiWf.\ 
but also the thoughts and the feeHngs ofthcir vanished authors. Philologists 
who have learned how to read them, to understand them and to qucstion 
them, are ahle to extract fi-om them an enormous accumulation of precise 
clements. Because of those elements we can actualize the faded past, even 
the farthest away, as an immediate observation, thanks to which historians 
succeed in re-presenting the past, in more or less extensive sections, With 
luck they are able to do so with sufTicient precision to allow us to recognize 
and evaluate in it what we received from our ancestors when we arrived in 
this world, Thus these elements give liS an answer to the fundamental ques
tions that haunt us always, to some extent, insofilr as we are ahle to lift our
selves above the daily routine: "Whence do we come? How have we become 
what we are? What was there before us?" With such perspectives in mind I 
could remain filithful to my original intent aftcr having associated it with 
more modest ambitions, and consequently I did not make a mistake hy het
ting on history. 

I also was not wrong in having chosen the ancient history of the Ncar East, 
more specifically of ancient Mesopotamia. True, it was not an easy field. 
BeI()re I could enter it and could move freely around in it, I had to confront 
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endless and often overwhelming initiation rites. I had to assimilate a 
chronological framework that was notoriously complicated, with a progres
sion of elusive ethnic groups, a succession of cultures, of political vicissi
tudes, of dynasties with more or less strict hierarchies, and of countless 
rulers with complicated names that sound alien. I had to master a writing 
system with a discouraging complexity. It had between four and five hun
dred characters that changed in outlines from one century to another, and 
even became unrecognizable. Each of these characters usually can be read 
in more than onc way, both on the level of ideography* and of phonetism, * 
and the choice of value can be determined only in function ofthc contcxt, to 
such an extent that there is never a question of just reading, hut only of 
deciphering. I had to be introduced to the mysteries not only of one lan
guage hut orat least two, both dead and forgotten for millennia: Sumerian* 
~~nd Akkadian. * These languages are as difFerent from each other as French 
is from Chinese, and their usages became dissipated in an abundance of 
dialects over a dozen centuries. Finally, I had to familiarize myself with a 
monumental vocabulary that was partly twoi{)ld. At a low count it includes 
some twenty thousand words, a large number of which relate to concrete 
realities that we can pinpoint only with difficulty, as we have never seen 
them-not to mention those words that are even more difficult f()J' us to 
understand. 

But once I had overcome this thorny hurdle, once I was in possession of 
the keys, once I gained admission to the house and was allowed to move 
around freely in it, I discovered in it, day after day, an incomparable pile of 
riches. Without considering the immense archeological furniture, the 
booty ora century and a halfof excavations in an inexhaustible soil, there is a 
gigantic library of at least half a million works. I have to outline a short 
catalogue of this library in order to give you some idea about it. 

Four-fifths of it are occasional documents drawn up from day to day fc:)r 
a particular and ~phemeral purpose, linked to the affairs of individual, col
lective, or politicallifc, on which they throw a surprising light: lists and 
invcntories of possessions; accounts of receipts and issues; of objects in stor
age or on hand; records of the regulations of communal life; price indices; 
international treaties and private agreements involving all imaginable 
types of transactions; sales and acquisitions, loans and deposits, marriages 
and "divorces," dowry agreements, wills and inheritance divisions, adop
tions and contracts fc.)1· nursing or for apprenticeship; ofTicial or private let
ters; commemorative and dedicatory inscriptions; property marks, etc. 

The subject of the remaining part is more detached from immediate 
interests, and is more devoted to a certain duration in space and in time. It 
translates the thoughts and the feelings of its authors more than their mate
rial existenee. We could call that part "literature," and it is also varied in 
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form and sumptuous. The lion's share of it deals with religious preoccupa
tions which are omnipresent at that time: myths, "theology," and cata
logues of the supernatural hierarchy; hymns and personal prayers; rituals of 
the official liturgy and of "exorcistic" ceremonies for private use, etc. The 
person of the king and his exercise of power characterize a large part of the 
other literary works: celebrations in honor of the ruler; royal annals and his
toriographic documents, in their basic form or reworked in compilations or 
in chronicles; epical and heroic legends, whose protagonists were most 
likely ancient monarchs; and even political pamphlets. What remains is an 
entire "academic" literature, i.e. inspired mostly by the profession, the du
ties, the prerogatives, and the tastes of the association of scribes, who were 
the only ones with the ability to read and to write: portraits, satires, tables, 
character sketches, and various essays; literary disputes and proverbs, or 
advice on how to live well; an enormous mass of lists and classifications of 
words and ideas; bilingual dictionaries (Sumerian-Akkadian), even tri
lingual dictionaries; encyclopedias; catalogues; "treatises" on mathematics, 
on grammar, on law, on medicine. on divination; notes and calculations on 
astronomy; and finally technical formulas for the production of colored 
glass, of perfumes, of dyes, of beverages, and even-I hope you will allow 
me to crown such a glorious list with this-recipes of culinary preparations! 

The oldest pieces of this amazing documentation were not that far re
moved in time from the moment when man had established, around 3000, 

in Mesopotamia the oldest known script. The documentation spreads out 
over three millennia. Inevitably, what we know of it was restricted by three 
processes: the recording of it in writing, the preservation of the works, and 
the rediscovery of the works. This is why large areas remain in the shadow 
or in the dark even ifcertain places and time periods are better known to us. 
We cannot compensate for such deficiencies; hut philologists and historians 
have learned how to reduce the inconveniences by ingenuity and acuity in 
analysis of the remaining parts, by comparisons, analogies, and hypoth
eses, which they handle with precaution or skepticism, in short by the sys
tematic use of this maxim of popular wisdom that has perhaps most inspired 
mankind towards progress: We have to make do with what we have! 

This is how I, once 1 had entered the field of Assyriology, and thanks to 
the efl()rts of Assyriologists, discovered little by little a suIRciently deep and 
lively picture of ancient Mesopotamia. It was an original civilization, rich 
and complex, that survived for three millennia through innumerable 
vicissitudes, across generations of people, of whom I personally know a few 
thousand: by their names, their comings and goings, their businesses, 
sometimes by their loves and their hates, the luck and the mishaps in their 
lives. For someone whose original candid ambition was to collect in his 
mind as much information as possible on our world, and even with these 
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much more moderate goals on which I had finally concentrated, I was not at 

all badly served. 

But, and here I return to my original purpose, I soon discovered that, con
trary to my first expectations, and by the proper logic of the history to 
which I had devoted myself, the accumulation of knowledge provided to 
me by Assyriology could not be treated as an isolated whole, closed in on 
itself from all sides, autarchical and consequently dressed up with the emi
nent dignity of a complete uselessness, We can isolate ideas, we can bridge 
un surpassable gaps between abstractions, but we cannot so easily dissoci
ate realities, and even less men, 

In the evolution of the reconstructed history of ancient Mesopotamia 
itself~ even tfthe reconstruction is imperfect, I did not only find bef()I'e Ine, 
from the end of the f(JUrth millennium on, between the simple, uniform 
cultures that were more or less rudimentary and sllrroundin~ it, a high 
civilization which was douhtless the first on earth-at least as known to 
us-that gave access to this density, this complexity, and this plentitude; I 
also encountered ubiqnitous signs that this culture at a very early stage 
started to radiate, like a light, over its entire geographic and political hori
zon: from the Persian Gulf to the Mediterranean, from Iran to Syria, Pal
estine, and Asia Minor, From around the year 2500 011, the oldest' 
documents fcmnd in the east at Elam* as well as in the west at Ebla, * show 
that the culture had spread out, together with its script and its languages, 
dissemillating its inventions and its cultural values, Excavators have un
covered alrnost everywhere in this large area of the Middle East hits and 
pieces of cuneiform literature from the second millennium on: of its myths, 
its cpics, aIld its scientific "treatises," And is it not highly sigllificant that the 
two large collections ofintcrnational correspondence in the second millen
nium, those from Mari* in the eighteenth century and from el-Amarna (in 
Egypt!) in thc fCHlrteenth century were drawn up in clmeifi:)rm script and in 
the Bahylonian language? If the Bible, which f()r a long time was COIl~ 
sidered to have hecn more or less a product ofthe supernatural and to have 
prescrved the oldest records of humanity, has lost this naIve privilege, it is 
hecause on Decemher 3, 1872, the Assyrioiogist G, Smith annolillced in 
London that he had discovercd on a cllneifi:)I'm tahlct an account of the 
Flood that was too similar to that of the bihlieal hook of Genesis f()T' us to 
dcny the latter's dependence, hoth thcmatical and literary, upon the 
Clllleif(lfIl1 account. All that we know of the impressive Hittite* empire, 
from the second rnillennium, shows us that this culture is also indehted to 
its Mesopotamian older brother: it received fi'om Mesopotamia its script, a 
part or its vocahulary-and together with the words, the things to which 
they rcierred!"-and a numher of literary, juridical, and scientific models, 
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Moreover, the Hittites lived in Asia Minor, and Asia Minor borders on the 
Aegean and on Greece. Even if they do not think about it with pleasure, the 
most stubborn "patriots" among the Hellenistic scholars today cannot deny 
any longer to what extent Archaic Greece was influenced by the East on the 
cultural level-and in all other areas, And in the East they borrowed first of 
all from the honorable and grandiose culture of Mesopotamia. 

For us, our "Western civilization" was inaugurated and launched hy 
Christianity, whether we helieve in it or not. Christianity itself finds itself 
notoriously in agreement with the biblical ideology on the one hand, and 
with the Greco-Hellenistic one on the other, Thus we too are remote de
pendents of the Sumerians* and the Bahylonians* through this double rela
tionship, Thercic)re the Sumerians and the Babylonians are our oldest 
recognizable ancestors in a direct line of descent. From ahlf, vcry I~lr, they 
he long to our fillnily, they are part of our past. The past has to be as indivis
ible in our knowledge as it was in its actual development. If we want to un
derstand it on the genetic level, if we want to rediscover our ancestors, if we 
want to take accollnt of the oldest and most fundamental part of our heri
tage, and if we want to find the irreplaceable and enlightening explanation 
of what we have become, the explanation that ollly history can provide us, 
i.e, "by individual causes and precedents," we have to go back as '~1I' as these 
ancient Mesopotamians, at the extreme limit OfOUf horizon, 

For a long time a double "miracle" (in any case, miracles arc always StlS~ 
picious) has prcvented historians from going on this road of return to our 
origins: the image of the Bible, "the oldest book Oil earth," written hy God 
and bestowed upon men in order to give a definitive answer to all their 
questions; and the f~lInolis "Greek miracle" which implicitly presupposes 
bd()I'C the Greeks a llniverse of primates that had barely come down ii-om 
their trees or nervously left their caves. No historian worthy of that title in 
its real SCllse, should see ahsolute beginnings either in the Bihle or with the 
Greeks-only two great steps on a road that goes milch filrther, much ear
lier, and cnds only he tween the Tigris and the Euphrates, right hef()re the 
uncertainties, the twilight, and then thc increasing darkness or prehistory. 

This is why I have renounced assigning to Assyriology a total useless
ness, which would ill my opinion have amounted to recognizing in it Ull in
disputable independence and preeminence, Since I have practiced the 
discipline and 1 have ohtained an idea of all lhat it can hring to liS, ( have 
learned to cOJ)sider it to he not only IIscful, hut (ohjectively!) as indispens
ahle I()I' a correct and global understanding of Ollr own history. Assyriology 
is not simply an enrichment ofthe mind, It should not have as its final goal 
our own pleasure and grandeur in discovery and learning, It is at ollr dis
posal to provide lIS with our oldest f~l1nily documents, if we want to consult 
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them. It is there to crown our past, to inaugurate our origins, and to lead us 
to the primal source of that enormous stream which still carries us. 

In this regard, Assyriology takes its own irreplaceable position in the center 
of knowledge and learning that make up this university of sciences, a uni
versity which was the greatest and most noble ideal of the Middle Ages. As 
in Plato, Aristotle, and Thomas Aquinas, the medieval ideal also placed the 
dignity and the greatness of mankind before all else in the pursuit and the 
satisfaction of its hunger for knowing and understanding. And it thought 
that, just as we all have a brain in order to see, to perceive, to think, to 
prepare, and to direct properly the activity of our mouth, our arms, and our 
legs, all truly human society worthy of that name must have the capability 
of knowledge, of perception, of understanding, and of inf(Jrmation that 
does not leave anything outside its field of vision, of research, and of study. 
As this cannot be done by a single man, it must be undertaken by a group: 
by scholars gathered to secure and to promote the university, i.c. the total
ity of sciences that form a system where nothing can be left out without 
compromising the whole. We have inherited this magnanimous and mag
nificent helief. The existence and the fame of your own university, and the 
en()rts you are making to preserve and to develop this ideal, show to what 
degree you still believe in it. 

And this is apparently not without merit. Because in our countries f()r 
some time now a great hurricane of subversion has arisen, pushed forward 
hy I do not know what vicious demons--and douhtless in accord with the 
lite-style that we have made our own, uni()Jtunatcly. This hurricane tries to 
reverse our traditional order of values, to throw out all that we put forward 
as heing unselfish, gracious and open to the world, open to things and to 
others, all that is active in dilating our minds and our hearts. It wants to 
replace it hy the single, brutal, arithmetic, and inhuman motivation or 
profit. Henceforth, all that COllnts, all that is to be considered and prc
served, is what brings profit. The truly ideal aspects of knowledge will not 
he more valuable than those of interest rates and of financial laws. The only 
sciences that are to be encouraged are those that teach us how to exploit the 
earth and the people. Besides that, everything is useless. 

That is an entirely different notion of useful and useless, entirely in op
position to the one I took as a starting point. Taken literally, it reduces man
kind in the end to the depressing state of the dismal mechanics of 
classifying and calculating. But even if it contradicts all that I have just ex
plained to you, it leaves intact the fundamental and explicit principle: all 
that is useful is subservient. 

We will say only that in this new perspective all that is usefill for profit 
is thus subservient to profit. And that brings us back very deviously to my 
first naIve version of things which I have slightly adjusted, as I have told 
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you, but which I have never decided to abandon. Thus I accept the verdict 
of these new standard-bearers and I urge you to accept it with me. Yes, the 
university of sciences is useless; fi:)r profit, yes, philosophy is useless, an
thropology is useless, archeology, philology, and histOl)' are useless, orien
tal studies and A.ssyriology are useless, entirely useless. That is why we 
hold them in such high esteem! 
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Assyriology and Our History 

F
OR SOME TIME NOW WE HAVE BEEN EXPERIENClNG A HENEWED IN

~er:st i.Il l~,isto?, especially in France. History is the controlled and 
sCIentIfic rediscovery of our own past, the ground where we meet 

our foref~lthers and whatever we owe to them, in order to measure our de
pendence on them at the same time as our own progress-or our own de
cline. This interest is witnessed by the noise made about certain historical 
works, even though they arc thick and difficult, and by the success of some 
serious periodicals of high-level vulgarization. 

But I would say that this interest remains selective. For example, As
syriology, which has existed l(>r more than a century and whose innumer
ahle discoveries arc almost all surprising and very important, is still 
regarded, with a degree of reverence or reservation that is almost ironic, 
more or less as a pastime for pure scholars. And as a scholar is, by defini
tion, a gentleman "who knows cverything about nothing," the subject ofthc 
Assyriological discipline, i.e. the history of Mesopotamia, is as a result 
thought to be negligiblc. That was understood some years ago when the 
powers that be, always so well informed and so clairvoyant, excluded thc 
field entirely fi'om the program of secondary schools. At most, this outdated 
adventure deserved to he glanced at in passing, in the same way that one 
decides on a rainy Sunday afternoon to go through the Ancient Ncar East 
section of the Louvre Museum, in order to kill time. 

Tb the extent that this attitude is not irrational, as are all filshions hoth 
positive and negative, the principal reason {()r this lack of intcrest, not so 

This chapter first appeared in [)jalogues d'Ilisloire (we/cltne de rUniversilii de Hes(Hu;cJI), 7 
(1981): ~KI~I()G. 
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much among the educated public, which is an obedient flock of Panurges, 
but among professional historians, cannot be the vague apprehension that 
the citadel of cuneiform script is guarded on all sides by an imposing wall of 
ultraspecialized competence. All sectors of seriolls history are more or less 
like that, each in its own way. This has never prevented the uninitiated from 
being involved with them, if they really want to do so, by falling into step 
with the specialists, the only certified guides in the labyrinths of this type. 
It seems to me that the real reason f()r this indifference is that the Assyriolo
gists themselves have not been able (1 think they have never seriously 
tried), to integrate the subject of their research into what concerns all of us: 
the history of our own past, what has made us the way we are. Assyriologists 
are too few in number and preoccupied with deciphering difficult docu
ments that have been taken out of the earth by the hundreds of thousands 
for over a century, and that are inscribed on fragile clay tablets in a language 
and a script that were both dead and f()rgotten for two mi1lennia. They give 
the impression of being astronomers who are fascinated only by an enor
mous globe that is wandering through the universe and is separated from us 
by thousands of light years. Such stubbornness can well be admired, but 
does not prevent us from leaving such touching eccentrics to their dusty 
unintelli!(ible scribbles. 

It may he useful to explain that the unintelligible scribbles in question, me
thodically nibbled on by these discreet rodents, really f(mn the oldest doc
uments of our family history, if we look at them closely. 

vVe may want to trace our genealogy hackwards in order to return to the 
origins ofollr own heritage, ofollr own ways of living and of thinking, to the 
origins of the Western civilization in which we still live, whatcver some 
pcople may think. An age-old tradition that is difficult to uproot stops us on 
our way by confronting liS with two "miracles" that arc different from each 
other hut that have at least this in common: they appeal enough to some
thing supernatural and irrational to stop liS on our way. 

Whether we like it or not, Western civilization derives directly from 
Christianity. And Christianity is at the conHuence of a double cultural 
strcam: the Bihle on the one hand, and I-Iellenism on the other. Let us start 
with the Bihle. For too long it has becn regarded as thc "oldest book on 
earth" and, even better, as written down "under the inspiration of God" or 
"revealed" hy him. lIenee, it is considered to contain stich an ahsolute and 
total truth that until recently few have lhought, and many of ollr contem
poraries undoubtcdly still do not think, to search he yond what it tells Wi 

about our oldest ancestors of the Israelite hranch-not to mention what it 
says about the very beginning of all things. With regard to the other 
hranch, no Greek scholar would still refer in explicit terms to this "miracle" 
as the sudden appearance of the Greeks in a world of humanoids. No one 
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would still claim that the Greeks invented almost everything, created 
everything in the real sense of the word, i.e. starting from nothing. But 
judging by what they write, many scholars are still more or less consciously 
indoctrinated by this amazing idea and do not feel any urge to investigate 
beyond the superhuman Greeks in the direction of the "Barbarians" to 
whom the author of the Epinomis (987-88a) already referred with a certain 
respect. 

The Assyriologists have the matcrial in hand to dcfusc this imaginary 
double postulate, that grants the status of absolute bcginnings to what is 
nothing but a stage in an evolution. 

Thc oldest documents, both biblical and Greek, do not date further 
back than the second half of the second millennium before Christ. The 
oldest "cuneiform*" documcnts that can he understood and used on a his
torical level are close to the year 3000. Even better, it is these texts that 
contain something of an unsurpassable limit in them: the oldest among 
them are very close in space and in time to the invcntion of cuneiform writ
ing in Mcsopotamia, probably even to the invention of writing itself. Be
sides, only written documcnts can give us an assured knowledge of our past 
that is precise, detailed, and analyticaL Prchistorians and archcologists as 
such can only sec a hazy and uncertain outline of the past. This is why his
tory begins at SUIner, as is emphasized by thc title of a popular book. In 
other words, history bcgins in Lower Mesopotamia in the first part of thc 
third millennium. 

And this history is our histOl)'l It is not divorced from us, as arc the 
remains excavated in the depths of Australia or ofTicrra del Fuego, It ex
tends in timc precisely the history of our ancestors, both Hebrews and 
Greeks. This is not only becausc the cuneiform documents present us with 
a historical framework that is earlier than both of them, and bccause the 
documents o1'a latcr stage redefine and complement what these people tell 
liS about themselves; but also, and more importantly, because we arc 
largely formed in all aspects of our culture by the Mcsopotamian civiliza
tion which was born in the fourth millcnnium and was already wcll
developed in the third. This civilization is perhaps the oldest in the world 
that deserves this noble title. It radiated to its surroundings during its en
tire existence and generously inspired and enriched its neighbors: Israel 
directly, after and together with its Semitic congeners; the Greeks incli
rectly through the Hittites and the pre-Greeks of Asia Minor. 

This is why Mesopotamia has its organic placc in the lineage orour OWJl 

past. This is why, on thc historical and the genetic level, which explains 
children by their parents and rivers by their sources, we cannot understand 
~Ulything of the past without going back to Mesopotamia, and without refus
ing to stop in Greece or in Israel on this road, This is why Assyriology 
should not be considered in itself as the pastime of a few obsessed 
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scholars-whatever one's opinion on the hcrmits who make it their 
profession-but as great history, at the same level as "classical" history on 
the one hand, and as biblical history on the other. Both of these are 
crowned, completed, and seemingly "explained'· by Mesopotamian his
tory. Because in the end, if the ancient Mesopotamians are real1y recog
nized as our oldest discernible ancestors in a direct line of descent, why do 
wc stop with their children, our older siblings, when we draw up our gene
alogical tree? Why do we consider futile and unworthy of attention and of 
study what the Mesopotamians have left us, and what was transmitted to us 
in a more or less altercd fashion, enriched or improved? 

As it is not very scrious to kecp on talking in the air, it will not be useless 
now to abandon the area of principlcs and return to the morc mundane 
level of hlets. Thus, I would like to bring in an example of how Assyriology 
can enlighten our own history, at least hom a cavalicr and elevated point of 
view. This examplc lics in an area that is really characteristic of us and that 
still is very valuable in our "Western" eyes, as things stand: the scientific 
spirit and thc practice and organization of science. 

Nothing would make it doubtftll that the search in all possible areas of 
knowledge that surpasses material and actual ohjects in order to record 
whatever the objects conceal that is universal, permanent, necessary, and 
foreseeable, is one of the characteristics of our culture. No one will dispute 
that this search has been bequeathed to us by the Greeks, even if we have, 
especially in the last century or two, particularly decpened, expanded, and 
enriched the notion that they had cxtracted from scientific knowlcdge, es
pecially on the experimental level. Thus, the creation of science has been 
credited to the Greeks, as so many other things. And the few historians who 
have been so rash as to ask openly "What existed beforehandP·· and turned 
their attention to the pre-Hellenic east, have even increased the ments of 
the Greeks, so to say, by finding among these ancient peoplcs nothing but 
reall'echnical progress, and no trace whatsoever of some sort of theoretical 
development. For instance, the Babylonians would have developed utili
tarian calculations and surveying, but only the Greeks would have ex
tracted mathematics and geometry from them, 

This is not entindy how things present themselves to the eyes of some
one who has Arsthancl acquaintance with cuneiform documents and has 
tried to f()lIow step-by-step the long intellectual trajectory that they reveal. 

Among the oldest cuneif()rm tablets, ones that are still almost undecipher
able as they are so close to the mnemonic device that the script originally 
was, we can already find some Lists* amid hundreds of accounts. These lists 
are groups of words, classified in different ways. They may very well have 
served first as catalogues of characters, of mementos that are indispensable 
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for learning and mastering the elements of the script. The continuing use of 
these lists, which were greatly expanded during the later history of the 
country, shows us that they had the ultimate purpose of arranging objects, 
of drawing up inventories of the numerous sectors of the actual world that 
were not only as complete as possible but that were, especially, methodical 
lists. 

One of the most spectacular results of this ancient enterprise was a fa
mous "encyclopedia," seemingly compiled in its essential parts in the first 
half of the second millennium, but based on older material. In nearly ten 
thousand entries this encyclopedia organized almost the entirety of the ma
terial and nonhuman universe, in its original form as well as in its form al
tered by human intervention, following a logic that naturally does not 
always correspond to ours hut that by all indications had its own rules. We 
can find the following things in it in this order: all known trees and objects 
usually made of wo~d; the reeds and reed implements; clay containers; 
skins ,-~nd articles in leather; variolls metals and what is made of them; ani
mals, hoth domesticated and wild; parts of the body; stones and ohjects in 
stone; plants other than trees; fish and birds; fibers, j"brics, and clothes; all 
that can be found on the filce of the earth-cities and dwelling places, 
mountains and watelways, in Mesopotamia itself and ill the surrounding 
areas; and finally all things, natural or prepared, that were used as f()od
stulTs.! A similar list was made for an purely human things ("classes," occu
pations, professions, trades, etc.).2 The considerable documentation that 
has come down to us frOl'n this "literature of ciassifieation," does not allow 
the least doubt ahout its fundamental character, however little one thinks 
about it. We have here the testimony and the results of an enormous and 
constant intellectual cfl()rt, typical for the state of mind of the ancient 
Mesopotamians, as an attempt to understand the universe hy classifying 
and organizing its contents, itemized by comrnon traits and hy specific dif
ferences. 

Other literary works testif)! as strongly in fiwor of this extraordinary de
termination to penetrate beyond the appearances of things. For example, 
starting fi'om the turn of the third to the second millennium we have at our 
disposal some fifteen Disputations, * sometimes in several "editions." This 
was a popular genre of literature in Mesopotamia, and it consisted of COIl

li'oIlting in a literary tournament two ohjects that were clearly taken as the 
prototypes and the representatives 0[' their species and that were ora simi
lar sort and werc given a human personality. By turns each of them pre
sented its own qualities, advantages, and prerogatives until one of'them 

1. The text is published in the lengthy and learned work by B. Landsberger, Materialiell 
WI/! sHlIlerischen Lexikoll (vols. 5-11). 

2. Ibid., vol. 12. 
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was declared the winner: Summer and \Vinter, Bird and Fish, Tree and 
Reed, Silver and Copper, Ox and Horse, Pickaxe and Plow, Millstone and 
Mortar, etc. 3 When we consider these short works carefully, we see that 
behind the mental games and the endemic passion of the "duel of prestige" 
there lies a real analysis of the objects presented, always with the same care 
to dissect, to compare, to classify, to understand things. 

Of course these things appear only in their concrete and existential 
f()rm both in the Disputations and in the Lists. They appear as they are vis
ible and perceptible. Their generic or specific characteristics are never ex
pressed in abstract terms, nor are their constant connections expressed in 
the form of laws. By all indications the ancient Mesopotamians balked at 
such formulations, which their language in any case hardly pennitted them 
to develop. Their language is not rich in words that are purely abstract, and 
there is no term for a notion such as that of "law. " But that is oflittle impor
tance, as everyone knew, and we still know, that with "ox" in the Disputa
tion or in the Lists one had to understand clearly what we would call the 
-idea itself of an ox: what is common and characteristic of all bovines, in op
position to the idea of the horse, which represents all equids. Certainly, 
these people's mode of ex pressi OIl differed fi'om ours, hut it reproduced in 
eflect the same mental processes that distinguish behind the physical ap
pearance of things what separates and what unites them. Underneath the 
obvious, the ephemeral, and the unpredictable, these processes can recog
nize universal, constant, and permanent elements-what we would call 
concepts. 

This desire to know and to understand is best expressed in a type of 
work called a Treatise* or a Manual which, by chance, represents the larg
est proportion of what remains to 11S fi'olll the literature of believers : several 
dozens of thousands of tablets at a cursory view. This type of work involves 
writings that are sometimes rather short-between fifty and one hundred 
lines on a single tablet, 01' even less; but usually they are much longer-we 
know of some that are spread over a hundred tahlets or more, which would 
result in more than 10,000 lines at a low estimate. Each of these is devoted 
to one of the "intellectual" disciplines that the ancient Babylonians have 
explored: ill addition to lexicography, grammar, and philology which were 
presented in Lists, there were also theology-we would almost say "phi
losophy" or "metaphysics"-partially also presented ill Lists and in 
Catalogues, but more commonly explained ill the f(Jrm of mythological ac
counts, and astronomy (which prohably developed rather late), also in part 
put down in Lists and spread out in a great number of observations, of 

]. The texts of the Sumerian pieces are not yet accessihle to the lIotl-Assyriologist. Oue 
can find fragmellts of similar worh ill lhe Akkadian language in W. C. Lambert. llaiJ!llo/lillll 
Wisdom Literature, pp. ISO-212. 
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]. The texts of the Sumerian pieces are not yet accessihle to the lIotl-Assyriologist. Oue 
can find fragmellts of similar worh ill lhe Akkadian language in W. C. Lambert. llaiJ!llo/lillll 
Wisdom Literature, pp. ISO-212. 
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reports, and of accurate calculations. We also have to cite jurisprudence, 
whose manuals take the form of what we mistakenly call "law codes"; math
ematics (arithmetic, geometry, and algebra), which was very well devel
oped from the first half of the second millennium on, and for which, !i'om 
that time on, there are amazing testimonies; diagnostic medicine, specially 
compiled in a great work of forty tablets (therapeutics was a technique 
treated separately); and especially "deductive divination," All of these were 
disciplines well suited for presentation in Treatises. 

Deductive divination is one of the oldest known and, especially, the 
best attested of these sciences. Without any doubt, it presented in the 
people's minds a disCipline of great importance during the entire history of 
the country, and its study is revealing to us in the highest degree. In any 
case, it has to be explained to readers of our time who may see it as nothing 
but a superstition, even though they take the puerilities of psychoanalysis 
seriously; theref{)re, I will concentrate my comments on it. 

The ancient Mesopotamians were convinced that the world could not be 
explained by itself, and to give meaning to the world they were f(Jreed to set 
up superhuman personages who had to have created the world and who 
governed it. In order to represent these superhuman beings they did not 
find a better model than their own political powers, with the monarch at the 
top of a pyramid of subordinate authorities, whose power emanated from 
his. They transposed this system to the supernatural level in order to orga
nize their pantheon and to represent the way the pantheon functioned. Just 
as thcir king governed the country, directly or through "vicars," by exprcss
ing his wishes, by making decisions, and by communicating them, the gods 
also made the world function according to their designs, hy deciding the 
destinies of all beings, as individuals or collectively. And in this country 
with an ancient written tradition, where the decisions of the king were reg
ularly promulgated in writing, the gods had to fix and memorialize their 
will in some way. How? 

We cannot forget that the fundamental principle of the cuneiform writ
ing system, invented in Mesopotamia and whose discovery and functioning 
profllllndly marked the mind, was pictography, both originally and later al
ways maintaining its power-in other words the possibility ofreprcsenting 
objects by other objects. The drawing of a (oot also evokes walking, stand
ing up, and transport. The drawing of a stem with an earof cereal also repre
sents the products of agriculture. From that principle the conviction was 
born that the "script of the gods" consisted of the things themselvcs that 
they produced when making the world function. When things eonf()nned 
to routine, as happened most frequently and most regularly, their message 
was also "normal" and undetermined, Le. the signs announccd a decision 
conf()rming to the routine. In other words, they represented a special non-
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decision, a purpose deprived of interest, as things did not do anything but 
follow their known and expected course. But when the gods produced ei
ther a creation that did not conf()rm to its model, or a singular event that 
was unexpected and eccentric, they expressed with it their will to an
nounce an equally unusual destiny. One could know the destiny if one knew 
how to decipher it through the prcsentation of the ahnormal phenomenon 
in question-just as one deCiphered pictograms and ideograms of the 
script. 

That was the f(Hmdation of deductive divination. It involved reading in 
events or objects that were unusual and irregular, in order to draw and de
duce from them divine decisions thal touched upon the future of the intcr
ested party: either the king or the country, or any individual who was put in 
touch with the object of the divinatory action. It should be said that this 
future was not a "real" future, an absolute future which would take place 
inevitably. It was a future that the gods had dccreed hic et nunc, and, just as 
the ruler was free to revoke his decisions, to give in to requests, and, fin 
exarnple, to put ofT the punishment of someone he had originally con
demned, the gods also remained merciful. The people had invented and 
developed numerous rccipes to urge thc gods to alter the more or less cruel 
"destiny" that they could have originally fixed, and that had been read in 
the omens in a more positive sensc. 

Thus the essential act of this procedure was a "deduction," ajudgment 
that started from one given bct and led to another fact that was considered 
to be contained in the first. From the aspect ora phenomenon that differed 
frOlH the ordinary and as sllch played the role oran onWTl, the definition ora 
part of the futurc, a prediction was drawn hya way of discourse. One ex
ample can suffice here, but several morc can he found in the book "Divina
tion et rationalitc" (pp. 70-19.3). This example is takcn from an enormous 
"Treatise on divination through thc accidents of daily life (in "Divination," 
p. loG): If (l horse attempts to mount a emv (this is the event, one that is 
quite rare and that by its very ahnormality would draw the attcntion and 
indicate that a mcssage could be f{Hlnd in it: it is the communication of a 
divine decision): there will be a decline qfthe land (this constitutes the deci
SiOB, the prediction, what one should expect as a result of the will of the 
gods. It Wl.l<; communicated in this fil'ihion, and would take place unles.'i pre
cautions were taken in order to make the gods change it). 

A certain number of considerations present themselves at this point. First, 
as the "medium of the script of the gods" is the entire world in its outlook 
and its development, so to speak, all areas of nature required dose atten
tion and ohservation in the divinatory perspective. We also find Treatises 
on mantic techniques* which have as object the stars and meteorites 
(astrology* and meteoromancy) in their presentation and their movements· 
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the days of the calendar (hemerologies and menologies, to the extent that 
the coincidental or accidental nature of a specific event on a specific mo
ment of the calendar could be ominous, as it would be asingular occurrence 
in itself); the birth of creatures and their form when leaving the womb 
(tocomancy* and teratomancy*), both of animals and of humans, and for 
births on time as well as i()r premature births or for abortions; the con
figuration of the land, of rivers, of cities etc.; the appearance and the be
havior of plants and of animals (divination through the accidents of daily 
life); the disposition of the human body and the behavior of men, by them
selves or in their interactions with others or with the rest of the world 
(physiognomy* in the narrow and in the broad sense; accidents of daily life); 
the contents of dreams (oneiromancy*), sometimes dreams that are in
duced or provoked (incuhation*); accidents and their occurrences and espe
cially unexpected noises that strike the ear (cledonomancy); not to mention 
other examinations after human intervention, such as the examination of 
the reaction of animals at the moment of their sacrificial slaughter, and the 
appearance of their entrail~ afterwards (extispicy* and especially hepato
scopy, * as the liver was considered to be a choice recipient of supernatural 
messages, perhaps because of the large variety of its possible appearances); 
or the examination of the configurations presented by drops of oil (lecano
mancy) or of pinches ofRour (aleuromancy), etc. In conclusion, during their 
investigations the authors of the Treatises could lise the entire infinite ob
ject of the musings of the authors of the Lists: the entire earthly universe. 

The universe thus explored was detailed and ~lassified in its compo
nent parts, just as in the Lists, hut more punctiliously and more deeply. Not 
only did one have to separate and to serialize the different f()nnal objects: 
the Treatises on astrology dealt with the examination of stars; those on 
physio~nomy dealt with the reading of the appearance of the human body; 
those on oneiromancy with the canvas of dreams, and so on; but each of 
these categories also had to be scrutinized and inventoried in all its eccen
tric fonns, which presupposed a complete and exact notion of their normal 
appearances. When the Lists of the parts of the human body were satisfied 
with a f(,~w terms f(JI' the various parts of the hlce, the Treatise on physiog
nomy took into account all the individual aspects of the same (flce: was it 
ahnormally lon~, or short; square or rounded; deformed, and if so, in what 
way; red or pale, or another unusual coloring; spotted, and if so, with what 
type of markings, ete. The first tablet of the Treatise (which comprised at 
least twelve tablets) devoted in that way more than one hundred and sixty 
ohservations to the head alone, most of them to the hair. In each Treatise a 
very well-developed operational diagram was systematically used, and it 
was adapted to the subject rnatter in question. It was a type of grid that was 
laid over the object or over elements of it that could he isolated. As a frame
work ofin<luiry, it permitted recalling anything of its abnormal appearance: 
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size, number or volume; absolute or relative position; shape; coloration; 
presence of adventitious elements, etc. And the various conjectures about 
these elements were methodically classified in a constant order with a 
painstaking rigor. Each eventuality was the object of a separate rubric, and 
all were exhibited in the same grammatical form, repeated ad nauseam, as 
so many hypotheses, or "protases, *" each followed by their results, or "ap
odoses. *" For instance, on a physiognomic tablet (translated and explained 
on pp. 174ff. of Divination et rationaliM) there is question of the presence 
on the human body ofa birthmark called urn,!atu. It is catalogued from head 
to toe in more than seventy imaginable positions (and the tablet is even 
partly damaged) on an entirely uniform pattern: "Hthe u~atu is located on 
that organ, . , "; "If it is located in the center ... "; "If it is located on the 
right. ."; "If it is located on the left. ... " 

Even if one needs a lot of patience to read these Treatises carefully and 
to think about them, and despite their sleep-inducing presentation which 
would easily put off even the most persistent of readers, they provide us in 
this way with analyses of an extraordinary minuteness. They involve nu
merous observations that are sharp and penetrating, and an eagerness to 
know that is even more impressive than the one that mHst have inspired the 
composition of the Lists. 

In the same way that the Lists constitute simple inventories of ohjects 
that are present and that exist bei()re the eyes of the observer, the Treatises 
also envision hypotheses ahout the future. They are based on observations 
of past events, hut they project them into the future. Ifa horse aUempts to 
mount a cow does not mean that once when a horse wanted to nwunt a caw 
this was followed by a decline of the land, but each time that a horse at
tempts to mount a cow, one has to expect a decline of the lanc/. J list like the 
words in the Lists, the situations in the Treatises represent universal 
things; prototypes that are everywhere and always valid. Hence, they ob
tain their character of proff:)Und knowledge and of importance to objects in 
general, surpassing individuality, time, and space, In other words, these 
Treatises have a scientific character that is even more obvious than it is in 
the Lists, 

This becomes much dearer when wc see that the ']reatises fi'cquently 
surpass the field of observation to tread on that of conjecture. Take, if:)I' ex
ample, a short manual 011 hepatoscopy that takes into consideration the 
strange presence of two gallbladders in the liver of a sacrificed lamb, an 
unusual but certainly an observable occurrence and definitively observed 
once. The mantlal does not stop there, however, but goes on to fc)resee 
three and so on tip to severt, a number not chosen because it is an unsur
passable limit hut because one has to stop somewhere, and olle has to allow 
the prospect of even more extraordinary quantities. Similarly, the Treatise 
011 tocomancy does not stop with twins (it involves human births!), hut also 
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envisions triplets, quadruplets, quintuplets, and up to nine children to
gether during one and the same delivery, a numher that is to be regarded 
like the seven above. Such anomalies apparently had never been observed, 
hut it is of the highest interest that they have been inserted into the Trea
tises. Precisely because the latter were not works of the simple recording of 
history, but of science, a discipline which bears not only on the past hut also 
on all times, they had to note down both what had happened, in fact, and 
what could happen, by right. In our predictions on these matters, we have 
enclosed ourselves within our biological laws, which exclude such even
tualities. But the Mesopotamian scholars, in whose opinion the universe 
was ruled not hy laws ofwhtch they were aware (at least not aware of them as 
laws) but only by the wish and, in the end, by the hee will of the authors of 
everything, did not see any possihility of imposing limits on those authors. 
If on a rare occasion the high beings decided that quintuplets or septuplets 
would be born, why not? This is a new characteristic that places next to the 
simple passive and detached knowledge of pure ohservation the desire to 
know everything: not only the observed reality but the possihle; in other 
words the universaL This is a new characteristic that forces us to put for

ward the term Science. 

Another important remark will take us one step further on this road. It in
volves the understanding of why the authors of thc Treatises considered 
themselves to he authorized to go From the omen to the oraeie, and with 
sueh a certainty that their propositions were always applicahle, or, in other 
words, nonnative f()rever. 

It seems to be he yond doubt that divination in Mesopotamia was hased 
and created at first on some type of empiricism. The truth or the judgment 
bv which one identified protasis and apodosis, by which one derived the 
o;'acle froIn the omen, was based upon the observation made at least once or 
the de fi:lcto consequence of two events. Traces of that survive in our Trea
tises when the deduction bases itself, for instance, upon a real experience. 
Thus we find in the Treatise on physiognomy in the broad sense (the be
havior of individuals): If a man has the habit of betraying secrets: he will 
never get access to all important office." Or, and this timc it is with a certain 
irony or with a eertaiu humor: ~fthere are nwnu wise men in a dtU: that city 
will he ruined; with the expected counterpart: -if there are mallY fools in a 
city: that city will he happy. 5 Moreover, a certain numher of(!racies presup
poses a "living heing" hy their precision and by the detail of their formula
tioll. One of them is very intriguing, even moving, and appears ill a Treatise 
on hepatoscopy: If . .. (it involves the appearance ofa part of the liver): the 
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wife of that man, pregnant by another man, will constantly pray to the god
dess IStar* and say to her while thinking of her husband: "May my child 
resemble my husband!. "(j 

On the other hand, certain oracles recall events that are seemingly 
historical-and that almost all belong to one period (particularly the period 
of the dynasty of Akkad, * between the years 2350 and 2150) during which 
we can assume for certain reasons that the divinatory discipline was devel
oped. For example, in a Treatise on extispicy put down in writing in the Old 
Babylonian period (first half of the seconcl millennium) we find: If the heart 
of the sacrificial animal resembles the testicle of a sheep: this is the omen of 
king ManWu§u (the third ruler of the Akkad dynasty, around 2250) who was 
assassinated by his courtiers 7 It is possible that the murder of the king had 
really been associated with the somewhat earlier discovery of an abnor
mally shaped heart in a slaughtered animal. This is all the more likely as the 
Mesopotamians, in accordance with their vision of the world, always seem 
to have devoted a lot of attention to mirabUia, to portenta, to any event that 
differed from the norm; and a few collections that have survived give the 
impression that they kept records of them. 

Moreover, it seems that such observations must have led them quickly 
to wonder to what extent the following events could not have been not only 
preceded, but also announced by the antecedent ones, precisely because of 
the idea that they had of both the role of the gods and of the mysteries of 
their writing system. It goes without saying that we do not know how and 
when they became aware of that, hut to the extent that we can take as histor
ical the following passage of another Treatise on hepatoscopy, also from the 
Old Babylonian period, we can f()rmulate some idea on it by way ofhypoth
esis: If in the liver, on the right hand side of the gall bladder two clearly 
marked perforations (Akkadian pi/Stl) are pierced (paUn): this is the omen 
of the inhabitants of Api.'al whom Nardm-Sin (/(llirth king of the Akkad dy
nasty: between 2254 and 2218) made lJrisol'ler by means of a breach in the 
wall (pi/.'/). Once more, if' the hlct is authentic, we would have a double 
reason to relate the two oracular elements, the omen and the prediction, to 
each other. Not only had the observation ora strange liver peri()rated in this 
way preceded the capture of the southern city of ApiSal by a breaeh in the 
wall, hut the wording of the omen and that of the oracle were tied hy charac
teristic similarities in sound: the perforations (piUu) pierced (paUu) in the 
liver evoked not only the breaeh (pi/Sll) but the name of the conquered city 
(Apisal), by a slight consonantal metathesis. Besides, we have to know that 
in the eyes of the Mesopotamians-we have numerous examples of this
names were not simple flatus vods arhitrarily attached to ohjects in order 

fi. See helow, chap. 8, u. IJ. 
7· A. Goetze, Old BabyloniaTi Omen Texis, pI. G, uo. 9: 211'. 
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to indicate them, they were the objects themselves, given a sound. The 
names emanated from the objects they represented, and hence any sim
ilarity in sound was highly significant. Whatever its value may be, historical 
or not, the oracle in question at least helps us to understand how the se
quence of two empirically observed events could evolve into a much closer 
relationship between the two, one signifying the other, which constitutes 
its recording in writing, i.e. pictography. * It is such a modification of the 
relationship between omen and oracle that has raised divination to an en
tirely clitTerent level. It is not any more purely empirical and pure registra
tion, but deductive and scientific. Because, henceforth one could entirely 
abandon the attention paid to the material succession of events, in order to 
concentrate on the decipherment of these that presented themselves as 
being significant and as bearers of written messages, by their bizarre aspect 
itself. That which was announced by unusual events was legible in the 

events that announced them. 

Such a reading certainly had its code, which escapes us now to a great ex
tent, because at the moment Assyrio}ogists have paid too little attention to 
those difficult and abstruse problems, and especially because we know the 
obscurities and the possibilities of the extraordinary cuneiform writing sys
tcm much less than did its original users. Thus there is little chance that we 
will succeed in using the cuneif()rm script with as much clarity and result as 
the ancient scholars. We know at least that the decipherment had to opcr
atc on a double level, which also exists in the writing system in question: 
the pictographic (or, ifyOlI prefer, ideographic) and the phonetic. We know 
in f~lct that each cuneiform sign could he read either as the name of a thing, 
ora certain numher of things or of notions that arc more or less connected to 
each other, or as the expression of one (or often several) syllabic sound(s). 
OIl the first level we can cite as an example almost all the omens where a 
lion appears, which is always echoed in the corresponding prediction by 
the idea of power, of brutal force, of carnage, or of tyranny. The lion was in 
some way thc ideogram of those ideas. Or, in a slightly different way, the 
oracle cited above can be recalled, where the attempted coition between a 
horse and a cow, which was in any case a sterile one, could not announce 
anything but a resulting sterility: a decrease in the harvest. With regard to 
the phonetic value of signs, the oracle ofNarflin-Stn and Apisal, quoted ear
lier, is also instructive with its assonances. But there are several other ex
amples of this: If a gall Madder is lying (ku,y,ya) in Fa: it will he cold (ku,j.1u), H 

or If it rains (zunnu) on the day ofthefestival of the cit!! god: the latter will 
he angry (z(?ni) at the city,H etc. 

8. A. Goetze, Old l3aiJyhmilJ1l Omen TexIs, pI. 4:3, no. :11, iii: .'12~:J.s. 

9. ReVile d'Assyri%/!,ie 19 (I~J22): 144: ohv. 20. 
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!he indisput~ble. existence of a code and of rules succeeds in showing 
to us the truly scwntific character of divination in the eves of the ancient 
Mesopotamians, These rules were not any less rigorous -and were not less 
foun~ations for the possibility of progress in a sector of knowledge, by de
duction and assured conclusions that were certified, necessary, ar~d univer
sally valid, just because they were never explained as such. Certainly, thc 
Mesop~)tamians, in compliance with their habits and with their own g~nius, 
never formulated these rules and this code in their pure and naked form. 
Mesopotamians did not believe in abstractions, thev were casuists. All 
their sciences were structured not according to axiom~ that were revealed 
and demonstrated, according to laws that were deduced and articulated 
but they were based on the accumulations of concrete and individual case~ 
that were enumerated in the way of Lists. When the contents of these Lists 
were sl~mcientl: varied, the result could he duly assimilated by inclllcatin~ 
and hy IInpressm~ upon the mind the principles of the solution by means of 
models and by references to analogy. That is the meaning of the Treatises, 
on the d.ivinatory domain as well as in any other area ever approached in 
that ancient country: they were didactic works that taught how to reason 
and how to draw concll~sions by using reasoning and the I~lculty of inferring 
from a large Humher of cases, whose sequence and order were informative 
by themselves. Uyou wish, they were the equivalents of our tables of multi
~)l~c~tion ~md of Ollr paradigms, by means of which we were in our youth 
IllJtJated mto arithmetic and into grammar, without the least rccourse to 

l~rinciplcs and to laws. Thus, it would be wrong to allege, based 011 the l1ni~ 
form and tediolls presentation hoth of the Treatises and of the Lists, that 
they are nothing hut boring and empty enumerations, as has been done 
implicitly up to now. It would be wrong to neglect thesc very precious doc
l1I~1ents that a~low us to take hold of the "hirth" and the ancient progress of 
SClCIlce and of the scientific spirit, so to speak. 

Ol~ly a Ilar~'ow, superficial, tlilivocal, and biased viewI)oint call ol)sctll'e tIle 
eVidence for lIS. This evidence is given to liS by the careful and detailed 
examination of' the cunei/()J'm archives and shows that these ancient 
schoh~rs, from the first halfofthe second millennium or somewhat later 011, 

had discovered abstract thought, analysis, deduction, the research and the 
eSb~blish.men~ of' principles and of'laws, in their own way and according to 
theIr r~ltlOTI<~hty and their world vision. In short, lhey had discovered the 
essel.ltJals 01 the methods and the spirit of science, even if they saw them 
and formulated them ill their own way, very removed from ours, and even if 
they also applied them to objects that arc in Ollr opinioll inconsistent stich 
~s divination. This. is not to diminish the merits of the Greeks hut ~o put 
forth the truths of history, i.e. the f~lctS. This will allow liS only to cir
cumscrihe the Greeks better and to define and to understand them hettel', 
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CHAPTEH TWO 

by putting them in their place in a lengthy genealogy that started long be

fore them. 
Good historians are always aware that history as well as life knows only 

developments, and that absolute origins escape them. There is always 

something earlier! 

40 

3 

A Century of Assyriology 

P 
HOFESSIONAL HISTOHIANS DO NOT LIKE TO BE QUESTIONED ABOUT 

"origins," as these escape us and as we find in history nothing hut pro
gress or decadence. 

Who can say when, exactly, Assyriology was horn? Was it when the old 
Benjamin of Tudela, who traveled through Upper Mesopotamia around 
1165, found Nineveh, the ancient capital of the Assyrians, "separated frorn 
Mosul only hy a hridge over the Tigris and completely in ruin',? Was it 
when, about half a millennium later Pietro della Valle, "a Homan gentle
man" returning from his travels to Persia and to Baghdad, brought with him 
to Europe the first "bricks inscrihed with unknown characters" which he 
had collected in the ruins of BahyloIl? Was it in late 1802 when the young 
Georg Friedrich Grotefend infcJrlncd the Hoyal Society of Sciences of the 
U uiversity of Giittingell that he thought he had discovered the key to the 
"Persepolis inscriptions said to be in cUllei!(mn''P Because it was indeed he 
who, twenty years hejc)re the ftllllOUS Precis du syste11lc hieroglypitilJ[lC hy 
Jean-FraJl(;ois Champollion, and wilhOilt a hilingual text or any help hut his 
own shrewdness and thinking, was the Brst to make progress on the long 
road that lasted halfaccntury, at the end of which one eould finally unravel 
the triple and f()nnidahlc sccrets that had (t)J' two thousand years protected 
the "Assyrian and Babylonian inscriptions." 

vVhatever may be the ullcertainty, in lHS7 Assyriology could walk hy itself 
and could hcgin its progress and its discoveries. At that time the Hoyal 
Asiatic Society of London suhmitted to IIcllry Hawlinsoll, Edward I lincks, 

This chapter first appeared ill Hisloire d Arch(:%p,ie--Les Dossiers 51 (Jg8J): IG""2S' 
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CHAPTER THREE 

vVilHam Talbot, and Jules Oppert, four of the most prominent historians 
who flattered themselves as knowing "Assyrian cuneiform," a long inscrip
tion that had just been excavated. The society asked each of them to study 
the inscription without communicating with anyone. When the transla
tions were compared, it was realized that there was sufficient agreement to 
be certain that an objectivity and a "scientific" certainty in the matter had 

been attained. 
It is remarkable that the progress of Assyriology was in the beginning 

the work of philologists, sedentary people who hate agitation and noise and 
avoid it in order to ruminate, their noses in illegible scribbles. All that the 
authors of those mysterious inscriptions and their contemporaries could 
have left behind after an occupation of several millennia in a country that 
was exposed to entirely new adventures for twenty centuries, was "com
pletely ruined," like the Nineveh of Benjamin of Tudela. In this region of 
clay and reeds the ruins were shapeless, with nothing to catch the eye or 
excite the admiration and the curiosity of archeologists. 

But from the moment that the small world of decipherers started to feel 
it was at the verge of finally breaking the secret ofthese "unknown charac
ters," around 1840, a great passion to find other remains of those shrouded 
people arose. An era of archeological excavations started, inaugurated in 

1842 in the north of the country by Paul-Emile Botta, the consular agent of 
France in Mosul. The excavations have not ceased ever since and, for
tunately, do not seem to want to stop. Thus it would be useful to draw lip a 
quick account of these finds, and of the accomplishments of Assyriology 
which today is more than a century old hut still young, active, and full of 

initiatives and projects. 

Assyriology shares with a few other fields of ancient history the inestimable 
privilege that in its quest for the past it can rely hoth on monumental re
mains, the Held of the archeologists, and on written documents, reserved 

I()!' the philologists. 
As historians we can join our ancestors in this ancient world, who arc 

removed from us in various degrees and whose lives and thoughts we at
tempt to reconstruct, only hy discovering the things they left hehind: the 
objects they made and, in the few cases when they could record their 
thoughts, their written compositions. In any given civilization, remains of 
material life and of works put down in writing go back to the people them
selves. Each in its own way, these remains preserve something of those 
people in a more or less eloquent, more or less lively, way, and when prop
erly analyzed, they better acquaint us with the people. 

The archeologist who has just excavated a statue looks upon it some
what in the same way as did those who sculptured it, who erected it, who 
admired it or honored it in the past. He trembles hef{)fe it as they did. lIe 

A Century of Assyriology 

becomes aware of their art, their perception offaces, of bodies, of poses, of 
the spirit they wanted to catch in the work. He finds out their feelings about 
clothes and about appearance. He may even know to what more or less re
mote place they went to find the stone from which the statue was made. 
However, without written words that are precise and detailed, he will 
never know the name of the man or of the god that the statue represents. 
He will never know the reason why the man or the god was represented, 
the role he played in his day, what moment in history, what point of view, he 
represented to his contemporaries; nor even on what basis the interchange 
was made that placed the material in the artist's hands. He will never know 
how the artist lived and what place he and his art had in the society of the 
time. All this they could explain to us, iftheir voices had not been silenced 
fe)r so many centuries. 

The archeologist finds a three-dimensional reality that is tangible, that 
has hody, reality, and emotion, but is at the same time speechless and intel
lectually vague. The philologist derives from his documents an image that 
is in some ways ahstract, disincarnate, and unreal, but that is of a~ irre
placeahle eloquence with regard to its dense and precise meaning. Using 
that image, he can, in the end, without seeing anything, know everything: 
Both the archeologist and the philologist have access to only halfofthe total 
object of historical research: the complete human of the past. Only the his
torian who has at his disposal both streams of information that derive from 
the same faraway source, and who mixes the two sources together, can re
construct that human being, as f~lr as the latter remains recognizable to us. 

Assyriologists have the ability to claim such a total historical vision, re
stored on the basis of the archeological evidence and of the details proVided 
by the written documentation. Of course, their historical reconstructions 
arc necessarily limited and imperfect. They are limited in time as they do 
not go beyond the beginning of the third millennium at the earliest. It was 
then, undouhtedly for the first time in world history, that the means to re
cord thoughts analytically and, somewhat later, speech were established in 
Mesopotamia. Before that, we depend on archeological research and we 
have nothing but material remains that are speechless. The reconstruction 
is imperfect, because in ancient Mesopotamia as elsewhere, people never 
b~t.hered to recall everything of their lives and of their ways of sensing and 
of feeling things. And whatever they reveal to us, both in the material re
mains of their lives and in the transcriptions of their thoughts, is badly pre
sented to us, scattered in various degrees of ohscurity depending on the 
time and the place in their vast empire and their endless history. We have 
recovered and explored only a fraction, one that is perhaps numerically 
enormous but proportionally minute. 

If we compare, however, even superficially, what we knew of ancient 
Mesopotamia at the beginning of this "century of Assyriology" with what 
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we know today, how could we not be dumbfounded by the enormous prog

ress? 

In the collection "L'Univers: Histoire et description de tous Ies peuples," 
the part devoted to La Babylonie: Assyrie, Chaldee, Mesopotamie, by the 
hand of Ferdinand Hoefer, appeared in 1852, ten years after the begmnmg 
of the first excavations and five years bef{)fe the definitive recovery of the 
Babylonian cuneiform system. It comprises almost three hundred pages. 
Besides commentaries and syntheses by the author, almost the entire book 
consists oftranslations of all passages devoted to the ancient country, on the 
olle hand from the Bible, Oil the other hand from the different "classical" 
authors: Herodotus, Ctesias, Xenophon, Berossus, Diodorus Siculus, 
Straho, Arrian, Pliny the Elder, Vel1eius Paterculus, Justinian, Ammianus 
MarcelHnus, Paulus Orosus, Agathias, and others. It also includes descrip
tions by more recent travelers, from the time of Benjamin of Tudela to the 
middle of the nineteenth century. The well-informed author added to this 
long extracts from the reports of the first excavations un~ertakcn "in the 
region of Mosul" a few years earlier, both those by Paul-Emile Botta and 

those by Henry Layard. 
The historical results of this long secondhand inquiry are summed up 

at the end of the volume in only thirty pages, not one more. There are four 
pages on "the religion of the Chaldeans," eight on their "astrology" Cbased 
on a paper submitted to the Academy of Berlin in 1~15"), and t.he rest on 
their "history." All told, the last part consists only ot a series of some one 
hundred names or rulers, most of them strange and ora hybrid appearance, 
deformed and disfigured hy their transcriptions in Greek or in Latin. Only 
the last of them arc reeognizahle to us as they are attested in Bihlical 
Hebrew, and less altered: Teglatphalassar, Scnnacherib, Asarhaddon, 
Nahuchodonozor, Nabopolassar. Although the real history is extremely re
duced and limited to a few details of their reigns, it really starts only with 
them, spanning the period from the first third or the first millennium 
belt)fc Christ to 539, when Babylon was captured by Cyrus. Only two 
centuries!-just enough time to see the collapse of an "Assyrian kingdorn" 

1(,lIowed by that of a "Babylonian kingdom"! 
If the honorable Ferdinand Hodel' would return to earth today, he 

would get hopelessly lost in the enormous flood of inf{}rmation that has 
risen from the tiny trickle of water that he had so lahoriously diluted ill his 

thirty pages. 

First of all, an uninterrupted series of excavations, starting with the ones by 
Botta, was undertaken in the entire country. rIb them alone the historical 
account would have to devote several large volumes. The BihUography of 
Meso1'0tamianArcheo{ogical Sites by R. Ellis (1972), which records all sites 
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that have been explored to date, at least on the surface, if not excavated, lists 
more than five hundred names for the territory of ancient haq alone. Of 
these, some sixty, at least, are names of centers of great importance, ones that 
are better excavated and have very often yielded incomparable riches: Nine
veh, Khorsabad, Kuyundjik, * Uruk,* Ur, * Eridu, * Tello, Nippur, * Sippar, 
Babylon, Borsippa, Fara, * Assur, * KiS, Nimrud, el-Obeid, Djemdet-Nasr, 
Larsa, Tell Asmar, Khafadjah, Ishchali, Tell Agrab, Aqarquf, Uqair, Tell 
Harmal, Nuzi, Tell Billa, Tepe Cawra, Arpachiya, Jarmo, Shanidar, Abu 
Salabikh, etc. This does not include the large and the small peripheral ex
cavations, such as those of Susa* in Iran, Boghazkoy in Anatolia, and 
Carchemish, Ras Shamra, * Mari, * and most recently Ehla, * all in Syria. 
Although these sites are outside the political boundaries of the ancient Meso
potamian kingdoms and of modern-day Iraq, all of them depend to various 
degrees on the Sumero-Akkadian cultural traditions and have provided us 
with invaluable pieces of evidence. 

This dogged enterprise undertaken by teams from France, Britain, 
Germany, the United States, Italy, and ten other countries (among them 
Iraq itself has taken a prominent place) was barely interrupted by the two 
world wars. It has revealed to us, through hundreds of thousands of pieces, 
intact or fragmentary, large or small, all the material aspects of life in an
cient Mesopotamia: Hving conditions; architecture; urhanism; fortifica
tions; waterworks; agriculture and date cultivation; animal husbandry and 
domestication; hunting and fishing; feeding and the preparation offood and 
drink; economy and trade, both local and international; travel over land, 
over rivers, and over sea; the technology of clay, of reed, of animal and vege
tahle fibers, of leather, of' wood, of hiltunen, of'stone, of metal; "(~lshions" 
and ornaments; various manifestations of plastic arts: ceramics, both 
painted and incised; etching; glyptics; sculpture; mosaie;jewelry; painting; 
monumental art; music, etc.-to end an infinite list that one can illustrate 
without difficulty by reference to the articles in the two volumes ofthc Dic
tionnaire arc/u1oiogique des techniques, for instance. 

More particularly, the religious domain, to which Mr. Hodel' had 
devoted (ClUr short pages almost entirely HlIed with rhetoric, is now ahun
dantly doctlrnented hy the recovery of temples, sanctuaries, cult instru
mcnts, sacred images, reliefs representing liturgical ceremonies, and hy 
numerous burials, that arc most often as modest as were their occupants, 
hut that are sometimes very rich and that betray by their accumulated trea
slln~s and hy the profusion of bodies of alii rna Is and of servants slaughtered 
ncar the corpse of the ruler, a sinister and grandiose mythology of death. 

These innumerable speechless objects, these sites and buildings, this gi
gantic archeological apparatus was origillally investigated fi:lr its own sake, 
drivcn by thc type ofcllriosity of collectors that haunts archeologists. But, 
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little by little, one learned tn question the objects at length with the help of 
technologies and analyses, in order to extract from them ever~ possible as
pect of their intelligible contents: all that by its material, its form, its con
struction, its placement, its setting, and its finality is preserved to us of the 
life and the thoughts of its creators. The enormous documentation of 
parched bones that has rediscovered its life and its speech, is supple
mented by the immense treasure of written pieces, that span the three mil

lennia before the Christian era. 
No one has yet made a detailed count of the plaques or objects in stone 

or metal, onhe bricks and espccially oftbe clay tablets, sun-dried or baked, 
that served as "papers" in local usage, and on which were engraved or im
pressed with a stylus the countless cuneif(.>rm si~ns: B~cal~se of the na
tionalities of thc excavators and the accidents of chstnbutlOn, all these 
documents are scattered among the great museums of the world: the Iraq 
Muscum in Baghdad, the British Museum, the Berlin Museum, the 
Louvre, the great American collections, especially in Philadelphia and at 
Yale, the Istanbul Museum, the Musee du Cinquantenaire in Brussels, the 
Hermitage in Leningrad, and many others. In total there must ,he more 
than half a million documents. Several times they have been found to
gether by the thousands, having formed archives and libraries before thc 
abandonment and the destruction ofthe buildings that housed them: lorty 
thousand in Tello, thirty thousand both in Nippur and in Kuyundjik, fifteen 
thousand in Mad and most recently in Ebla, several thousands in Assur, in 
Ur, in Urnk, in Susa, in Sultantepe, in Fara and Abu Salahikh, in KiS, in 
Sippar, etc., and hundreds and tens in some fifty or one hundred sites. 

The number, the variety, and the precision of the details of the three
millennium history of Mesopotamia that are revealed by this enormous 
dossier recovered over the last one hundred and thirty years, is inconceiv
able. It is not only that a mass of people from the past have reappeared he-. 
fore our eyes with their names, their relations, their origin: their place 0.1 
dwelling, their adventures, their brnily aflilirs, their love affairs or their al
birs in general, their businesses, their capital and their debts, their rou
tines and their special deeds, their acts of goodness and their crimes; not 
only do we know today annals of their political organiz~ltions hut also the 
almost f(}Ur hundred names of their rulers. Th,e first of these rulers were 
seemingly legendary and "antediluvian," but the later ones are all real, and 
we have f(}Und authentic inscriptions fiJI the majority and we can establish 
the lengths of their reigns and their place in time, sometimes with an accll
racy of one or two years. We are familiar with their dynasties and with their 

political and ethnic changes. 
Instead of the simplistic picture drawn up a hundred and thirty years 

ago of an "Assyrian kingdom" I()llowed by a "Babylonian kingdom," both 
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disappearing in two centuries, we have established a real historv of several 
millellnia. This history is complicated, difficult to understand: and full of 
unforeseen events, as are all histories. It is hased partly on documentation, 
and partly 011 reconstructions that cover periods of various lengths of time, 
using techniques developed for the study of' prehistory \lVe have now 
learned that the Land-betw0en-'1\vo-Rivers appeared onlv little bv little 
around the sixth millennium as a result of the general dryiI;g of the ~limate 
after the glacial periods in Europe. We know that it was then populated pro
gressively by the inhabitants of the piedmonts of Kurdistan and of the 
Zagros Mountains, themselves possibly descendants of the cave-dwellers, 
whose oldest remains go back more than a hundred centuries. We know 
that in this new, muddy, and fertile territory people seem to have devoted 
themselves to the growing of grains, besides the husbandry ofsmaJ] animals 
and cattle. Due to the extreme climate and the lack of rain, it was indispens
able to establish a tight network of canals that would connect the two rivers 
and give the earth an exceptional fertility. This collective enterprise not 
only enriched the inhabitants enormously but permitted the grouping of 
workers, first in villages and soon afterwards in larger agglomerations that 
became centers of administration and redistribution. 
, During the f{)Urth millennium the Sumerians, * who probably came 
from the southeast, seemingly came to mingle with the first population of 
"natives" about whom we know almost nothing, and with Semites* who had 
lcft the seminomadic groups that led their flocks of sheep and goats Oil the 
northern and eastern borders of the great Syro-Arahian desert, and that 
never ceased to infiltrate among the sedentary people. \lVe do not know the 
roots of the Sumerians or their earlier habitat, with which they seem to 
have cut all contacts and fi-OIl1 which they never received any new blood, ill 
contrast to the Semites, who were perpetually reinf()rced by the arrival or 
new relatives. It is especially due to this Sumero-Semitie symhiosis with 
the probable but to liS unrecognizahle participation of the ill-known earlier 
occupants and of their cultural heritage, that from the {(Hirth millennium 
on what we can call an urban high civilizal'ioll flourished. It was complex 
and original, and it was the first in world history. Numerous elements were 
gathered in this civilization: social and political organization; the creation of 
institutions, of obligations, and of laws; the production of all goods of use 
and of exchange, procllred overalHindantly hy a planned efl()rt, and their 
circulation in the interior of the country as well as ahroad; the appearance of 
superior and mOllumental art f()rms; the hasis of a scientific spirit, charac
terized first of all by a constant urge to rank, to classify, and to clarify the 
universe, And finally, around the year 3000, carne the last great innovation, 
doubtless the most decisive discovery of an importance that can harely he 
measured: the establishment of a system of writing. It was at first a simple 
mnemonic device, but in a few centuries it enabled the recording of all that 
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is expressed by the spoken language, and in the way it is expressed hy it. 
This ability of the script allowed people to objectivize knowledge, to orga
nize it in an entirely different way, and to propa~ate it. Hence knowledge 
became rapidly more extensive and more profound. 

The original Sumero-Akkadian civilization was not only going to ani
mate Mesopotamia and its inhabitants and condition all its progress for 
three millennia, which is admirahle in itself, but it was also Roing to spread 
into distant lands and profoundly influence the entire Near East. Its essen
tials were transmitted to us when, around the beginning of the Christian 
era, the foundations of our Western civilization were laid. In this way Meso
potamia is our oldest known ancestor by a direct line of descent. 

For three thousand years we can follow the history and the political changes 
as well as the cultural progress of these astonishing people, At first they 
were divided in small "states," each with a monarchical government and 
centered around an independent city. Their alliances, their struggles for 
influence, and their conquests regrouped them into successive kingdoms 
of greater or lesser importance, whose capital cities changed with the mili
tary victories. It seems to us that these struggles never had an ethnic or 
cultural motive. If a political or economic interest did not set one city 
against the other, Semites and Sumerians lived in good understanding. The 
first were mainly found in the center ofthe country in the "land of Akkad, *" 
the latter were dominant in the south in the "land ofSumer," 

In the last third of the third millennium the Semites took the upper 
hand for the first time, and created a vast empire that seems fiJr a while to 
have controlled the entire area from the Mediterranean Sea in the north
west to the Persian Gulf. But this creation soon collapsed and was replaced 
between the years 2100 and 2000 by a less imposing kingdom governed by 
southerners. The latter were completely overrun and absorbed-on the 
ethnic level-by new Semites who had come to the country, in increasing 
numbers, in successive waves. The Sumerians disappeared forever, leaving 
hehind only their language hesides their enormous earlier contributions to 
the ways of life and thinking and to every type of progress, As f,tr as Chinese 
is removed !fom French, their language was removed from the Semitic Ak
kadian language, which became commonly used in the country. But Sume
rian remained, until the very end, the scholarly and Iiturgical1anguage, as 
Latin was to us in the Middle Ages, That is undollhtedly the best proof of 
the intellectual preponderance of the Sumerians in the Sumero-Akkadian 

cultural complex. 
Thus the division of the country into Sumer and Akkad was practically 

abolished in the beginning of the second millennium, and the history was 
centered around the city of Babylon, from about 1760 on. The great 
Hammurabi* had promoted Babylon to the capital city of a kingdom whose 
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existence ended definitively the system of city-states. First Babylon pros
pel ed, then It was plunged for several centuries into a dormant period, not 
on the cultural level hut on the political level bec'tuse of th ,t ' . 1 ' <. e s range mva-
SiOn )y the Kassites* (ca, 1600), Around llOO Babylon saw th " ' tl h f M e me, III Ie 
nort 0 .. esopotamia, of its most formidable competitor: Assyria, first 
around Assur, * then around Kalbu*-Nimrud, and then around Nineveh 
The preponderance oscillated between these two poles of Mesopotami; 
u~tJl BabylOnIa took It away definitively from its rival around 610, But les; 
than a century later (539) Babylon itself fell to Cyrus 'md WI'th 't t' 
t 

. <, I S en Ire 
erntory, was annexed by the Persian empire. 

Of this long adventure only two moments the twl) last we ell LIlt ' ' , " r recore ee 
y - oe er, 111 less than thirty pages: the succession and th d' f hI" - e lsappearance 

o w at ,Ie called an Assyrian kingdom" and a "Babylonian kingdom," To
day a thIck volume would scarcely suffice to slim up all that we know of this 
hIStory, How many pages would we need for the three millennia of history 
tha~ came earher, and for the endless earlier prehistoric period none ( f 
whIch was even suspected in 18S2? Does this not point to the iI~credibl~ 
recovery by the spade of the archeologists and by the decipherment of the 
phIlologISts, both groups working hand in hand? 

~~liS ~riumph greatly. surp~sses, however, the history of events, the simple 
flUmework of the mIllennIa-long life of the people -rhe M' t ' . . .. . esopo amtans 
were ongll1al and II1telhgent and did not cease to improve their existe ' 
to enlarge th:~ir h(~rizon, and to deepen their thinking. In a sense th~y ~~~~ 
pared for t.IS fron~ faraway our own attitude towards life and the universe. In 
order to give an tdea of their creativity, their refinement, and their riches 
l~t us at .Ieast glance at the entirety of their monumental literary produc~ 
hon, winch has come down to us to this day. Certainly this is the ml)·t t, ' 

11 
'II' ' , . s rdllS-

parent ane 11'1 Jant reRection of their genius. 
Approximat.~ly f(mr-fifths of the almost half a million records are "busi-

ness documents which betray an extraordinary paSSl'l)n [)I)th f'l C I' 
( 

fl' ' , )r lonna Ism 
I~ost.o t 18 pl.eces in this dossier are drawn up according to rigid and reclIr
~~l~~ fc~rr~ltdat~0I1s, sorne;vhat like our notarized acts and our judicial de
CISHHlS) and for accountmg that deals in the ml)st metl'ctll) 'tl h _, .... I, . , ." ' {US way WI 1 
~.~. C~ICU .tliou of, g{){~ds: stock mvcntories; accounts of receipts and of 
Issues; contracts of selhng and ofhuying of landed prl)[,erty a d lei f' I ' f . . n 1I peop e, () 
?<~ns,.o marrIages, of dowries, ofacloptions, of wet-nursing, ofservicc' wills' 
~Ittg~tl~},n~, a~d court protocols, etc. Business letters often accompany' thcs~ 
admllllslldt~ve records. They arc sometimes written hetween individuals 
but most often hetween superiors and their subordinates. A rather larg~ 
n:lInber center ar~)Und the ruler and are written by him or to him, and they 
~ftell toud.~ upon mternai or international political issues. What were called 
law codes after the discovcry ofIjammurabi's "code" in 1902 (ourcollectioll 
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now consists of some ten pieces of various lengths), are collections of royal 
decisions intended in their totality to show the wisdom and judicial sense of 
the ruler, to preserve jurisprudeJ1(:e, and to serve as models to teach those in 

charge how to judge. ".,,, . 
If there were groups of real "intellectuals and scholars from the very 

beginning; in Mes-opotamia, they had their own ways of knowing and of 
learning. Still unable to accommodate themselves to abstract concepts, to 
general ideas, or to universal law, their knowledge was made :lP of concrete 
cases, duly drawn from reality, These cases were stripped of their singular 
characteristics and compared in mutual variations, in the manner of the par
adigms and the tables of multiplication that replaced the laws of grammar 
ane! the principles of calculus in our youth, and allowed us perhaps to grasp 
the laws so much hetter and with more certainty. The numerous treatises 
on "science" which they created and expanded, sometimes very early in 
their history, reflect this point of view, be it treatises 011 lexicography or on 
grammar, on jurisprudence, on mathematics (geometry and algebra), on 
medicine on deductive divination that was to some degree rational, or 
later, on 'astronomy, We have recovered a really enormous collection of 
them, that are much more developed than the few collections devoted to 
technical matters, Only a small number of the latter were seemingly con
sidered worthy of being put down in writing instead of being lelt to the oral 
tradition: hippiatry, perfumery, glasswork, dyeing, pharmacology, brew

ing, and cooking. 

They do not seem to have appreciated either art for art's sak~ or literature 
for literature's sake, or the unique pleasure of listening or of reading, The 
last skill was moreover accessible only to a very fcw, The imposing elifficul
ties of the system of writing made reading as well as writing real projes
siems. On the other hand, there were those who devoted themselves to it 
without any qualms from the moment they saw a theoretical or practical use 
f(w it. ,",Ve have, for instance, un entire series of short competitions between 
two persons, two animals, or two objects, that in reality attempt to arH~lyze 
and to evaluate the nature and the advantages of both, in the vein of aca
demic disputes (sec above, pp, 3of.). And we also have f(Hl11d an entire sys
tem of aphorisms, even of rhetoric, contained in the vast collections of 
"proverhs" or of instructions towards the leading oran "intelligent" life, i.eo 

a successful life. 
They were persuaded that the world had heen organiz~d and was di

rected by a supernatural body of divine personalities. Therefore, theyasso
ciated most of the problems that are raised hy our own nature and our 
existence, our destiny, the absurdities and the suflerings of our lives, to 
what we would call "theology." These issues were treated by them in a 
mythological manner, that is by allowing the intervention, not so much of 
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concepts and of conflicts of ideas, but ofimaginary persons and events. The 
origin and the appearance of the gods, of the universe, of mankind; the ava
tars of their existence before the actual, the "definitive" world so to speak, 
was able to function; the happiness and the accidents of human life, our 
destiny after death, all f<)rm the subject of an entire literature that is neither 
the poorest nor the least revealing of intelligence, of imagination, of logic 
and of the heights in thinking to which these ancient people could rise, so 
long ago. They even attempted to explain thus the great events of their 
past. And it is perhaps in this double field of the theology of nature and of 
history that they created several times real masterpieces of world litera
ture: Atrabasls* (The Supersage) and the great Poem of Creation* in one 
field, the Poem oj Erro* and the Epic oJ Gi/gillne,,' in the other. 

vVe cannot leave belles-lettres without mentioning a number of songs, 
of hymns, and of prayers that were sometimes quite admirahle, and the 
flood of'''exorcisms,'' a type of procedure where incantations and sacramen
tal gestures alternate, that were considered to be mutually suitahle for ob
taining from the gods the withdrawal of the evils of life, whose causes were 
readily imagined to be the acts of an entire litany of "demons. "We should 
also not forget the pious almanacs of daily life indicating the supernatural 
risks and the chances, the devotions, the religious prohibitions and the oh
ligations of every clay of each month, Nor the great liturgical ceremonials 
the masterpiece of which is undoubtedly the one that describes the eleven 
days of the great Festival and the procession inaugurating the New Year, 

It would be wrong to take a cavalier attitude towards the riches accumu
lated by Assyriologists during their first century as some type ol'diploma of 
self-satisfaction, These people arc historians, and honest historians are too 
much aware of the extreme disproportion between the little that is pre
served from the past and the infinite density of the past itself, to ever feel 
satisfied. What is the lise of these two or three million pieces of archeologi
cal debris and nick-knacks and of yvrittcn pieces in reconstructing the his
tory of three millennia and of a prehistory that is even more enormous, 
involving the lives ofhllndreds of thousands of people? The halance-sheet 
that I have drawn up here, fiJI' on ly one of these" stages," is something that 
must be done from time to time, in a good system of accounting, in order to 
know where one is, hef()re one goes on in a hetter way. 

Numerous questions remain on all the levels and in all the arcas of the 
discipline described ahove, Vast reaches of spacc and time are not docu
mented by the least hit of influomation, and about numerous sectors of life, 
about the economic, social, or political organization, ahout the religious 
practices and thoughts, about the "scientific" views, we know practically 
nothing. A large number of documents in ollr dossier are incomplete! Thus, 
we have to pursue this work indeffltigably. First of all we must pursue the 
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excavations because they feed us, both the archeologists and the philolo
gists; but we must also pursue the questioning of the objects on the one 
hand, and the decipherment of the texts on the other, and finally this his
torical synthesis as the result of the two, which is the only thing that can 
reconstruct, even imperfectly, a total image of our subject of research: the 
past of a wonderful ancient population to which we owe infinitely more than 
we realize. 

Perhaps a century from now-I certainly hope sol-our descendants 
will consider our "balance-sheet" to be as weak and lacking as we judge the 
meager catalogue drawn up in 1852 hy the scholar Ferdinand Hoefer to he. 

II 

WRITING 
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The "Avalanche" of Decipherments 
in the Ancient Near East 
between 1800 and 1930 

R
ECENTLY TilE VENERABLE TEXT OF THE COMMUNICATIONS DELIV

ered from October 3, 1802, to May 20, 1803, hy the young Latin 
teacher G. F. Grotefend (1775-1853), announcing to the Hoyal So

ciety of Sciences of the University ofC6ttingen that he thought he had suc
ceeded in "reading and explaining the Persepolis inscriptions, said to be in 
cuneif()rm," was re-edited in Cermany: Praevia de cuneatis, quas dicunt, 
inscriptionibu8 persepo/ita1'lis legerulis et expiicarulis relatio. 

These modest forty pages arc useful for reminding us that in the begin
ning of the nineteenth century, when certain long-deferred or uTlimagin
able inventions were suddenly "in the air" and in our reach, it was not only 
Ancient i£gypt that was the suhject of a sensational discovery, of a wonder
ful decipherment that was to overturn and enrich infinitely its and OHr his
tory, hut also the Ancient Near East. Thc Ancient Ncar East had kept its 
secrets for many centuries, and its documents remained inaccessible to all 
efforts of analysis and to all understanding, until the find hy someone "who 
was less than thirty years old," and who was not even a specialist, hut who 
was appropriately inspired I>y genius, 

Matters were actually much more complicated in the Ancient Near 
East than in Egypt. This is perhaps why the discovery hy Grotef(~nd was 
received with indifference, even if it preceded the Precis tlu s!lsteme hiero
glYl'hique of J. -F. Champollion by twenty years. It reqllired another 
twenty years after the appearance of Champollion's immortal work hefore 
Grotefend's discovery, meanwhile taken up hy others and further devel-

This chapter first appeared in Archeolop.ill S2 (1972); :~7~4S, 
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The "Avalanche" of Decipherments 
in the Ancient Near East 
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oped, was accepted and greeted by everyone, as if first the security of an 
amazing success in a related field had been needed, 

However-and this will be better understood further on-the subtle 
Grotefend and his successors did nothing but lift a seetion of the heavy cloak 
of darkness that had fallen on the documents that had been found and no
ticed for several centuries in the Near East, especially in southwest Iran 
and in Iraq, and of which originals and copies had been brought back. All of 
these were covered with a bizarre and grim confusion of marks that were 
each comparable to a "wedge" or a "nail, "1 hence the qualification that was 
given to them of cunelltus, "cuneif()[m," or in German Keilschriftlich. 
Some people even wondered whether these were not simply decorative 
zigzags. But many wagered that it was a writing system. Nothing more was 
known, and, except hy recourse to divination, it could not he seen how any
one could "enter" this hermetically sealed blockhouse. 

THE "FIRST SCHIPT" AND OLD PEHSIAN 

C. Niebuhr was the first to have closely examined these obscure scribbles, 
around 1775, and especially to have roughly counted the dHferent "signs" 
that they contained. He suggested that we had to assume three distinct 
writing systems. One of them consisted or only some rorty characters, 
which made it similar to ollr alphabets and theref()[e made it less formi
dable. It is this script that Grotefend started attacking, in order to win the 
bet he had made with a friend, so he tells us, to "find the meaning of written 
documents whose alphahet and language were at the start entirely un-
known." . 

As the title of Grotefcnd's presentation indicates, he had taken as the 
suhject of his study the inscriptions ofPersepolis which were better known 
and hetter preserved. They appeared on the facades of the ruined palaces 
and the majestic rock tomhs of Persepolis, the ancient capital of the 
Achaemenids. Thus he devoted his attention entirely to the shortest among 
them, where the same sequence or identical signs was found. Taking into 
account the intuitions and the discussions of his predecessors, Niehuhr, 
O. G. Tychsen, and especially K. I-l. MOnter, he compared the inscrip
tions, and he established first of all that one could find three darerent 
scripts in them. These were, moreover, sometimes attested in parallel col
uums Oil the same monument, seemingly to translate the same text, which 
presupposed the existence of three dHl'erent languages. To distinguish the 
scripts, hc called them provisionally Prima scriptum (I), Secunda scriptura 

1. Later on it was understood that they owe their llartkuiar appearanc(~ to the ilK,t that 
they were impressed with a stylus in unbaked clay, instead ofheing tmeed with a sharp object 
in stone, as had been the original idea. See below, p. 73· 
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(II), and Tertia scriptura (III). The first of them represented the script that 
Niebuhr had recognized to be "alphabetical." 

Then Grotefend posited that in such a graphic system each sign had to 
represent a different sound, and not "as in China or in Japan" a word or a 
syllable. This "alphabet" had to be read like ours, from left to right, if one 
took into account the way in which it appeared on the monuments. The 
position itself of these monuments implied that the language underlying 
them had a good chance to be the oldest known language of the Persians 
the "Zend" as it was called in those days. It also implied that they had to b~ 
accredited to Darius and Xerxes, the greatest Achaemenid kings, the suc
cessors of Cyrus the Great, who had made Persepolis the capital of their 
empire, as we particularly know from Herodotus. 

Once Grotefend had limited, and in a sense specified, the field of his re
search as the result offortunate intuition and of shrewd reasoning, he COITI

p<~red the shortest inscriptions with each other. He found identical groups 
of signs, repeated in the same phrases in various situations, but sometimes 
,:ith different endings. These were woreL'), as they were clearly separated 
from each other by single wedges. He concluded that they had to be proper 
I~ames, which were probably declinable-as happens in Zend-and royal 
t~tles and genealogies, considering the assumed character of the inscrip~ 
bons. 

In reading them he attacked first of all the proper names, as de
cipherers usually do. These change only very little from one language to 
another, and can offer a quite certain "entry" into a text's cipher. It seemed 
to him that these proper names were represented hy groups of signs inter
spersed between the "royal titles" and reappearing from one inscription to 
another, sometimes in different places, as if for a genealogical line. As it 
indeed involved royal names and as they contained the same letters, it was 
easy to recognize them and at the same time to know the value of the signs 
llsed to write them: DaRius, XeRXes. Some ofthe signs were also (HInd in 
the presumed "royal titles," whose reading could then be discovered by 
llsing the Zcnd vocabulary. 

Thus Grotefend succeeded in reading, with enough exactitude and 
with some luck, two or three inscriptions: Darius, mighty king, son {~r 
llystaspes; Xerxes, mighty king, king of kings, son of Darius, and so on. lIe 
succeeded ill determining the vallie of almost a third of the alphabetic signs 
llsed i,ll the "first script," and hence he had f(Hlnd the key to the script. 

If the scholarly society to which he submitted. his finds would have en
couraged him just a little, instead of remaining aloof, undoubtedly he 
would have pursued his discoveries further, not only in the area of the ;'first 
script," but also in that of the other scripts. 

In order to achieve the identification of the entire alphabet and to 
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acquire a more substantial knowledge of the underlying language (which 
we now call "Old Persian") others took up the torch that the rebuffed 
Grotefend had dropped: R. C. Rask, F. Burnouf, C. Lassen, and especially 
the extraordinary H. C. Rawlinson (1819-95). Rawlinson was a simple 
officer of the East India Company by profession, but his intelligence, his 
tenacity, and his genius must make him, after Grotefend, the greatest name 
in the budding history ofthe Ancient Near East. It was Rawlinson who dis
covered on the western border of Iran, not far from Kermanshah, the ma
jestic and long trilingual inscription on the rocks of Be his tun. The abundant 
proper names in it allowed him to achieve the decipherment of the alphabet 
and the reconstruction of "Old Persian." 

Today this language is well known and it has heen given its place in the 
group of Indo-European languages. Today there are, however, not many 
new documents in addition to the Achaemenid royal inscriptions that were 
already known to the original decipherers. The extraordinary importance 
of their success does not lie in the historical and cultural resonance of the 
language. It lies in the fact that after half a century of genius and of pro
digious efforts they obtained an "entry" into the block of the cuneif()rm 
scripts, until then without a crack, and that they were hence in the same 
position-hut at what price!-as was J.-F. Champollion with his Hosetta 
Stone. Of the three columns of the Persepolis inscriptions the first one was 
perfectly well understood, and consequently one could f(}rce the other two. 

TJ-IE "SECOND SCHIP1'" AND ELAMITJ, 

The less imposing script was the second, which contained only about .110 

signs of script. Between 1838 and 1851 the examination of the proper 
names allowed E. Norris rather quickly to notice that it involved a mainly 
syllabic script. That is to say, each sign indicated a syllable, most often a 
simple syllable (of the type a, ha or ah), but sometimes a complex one (of 
the type bah, ka/), or hak). Where the Old Persian column wrote D-a-r-i
w-u-s, we find lJa-ri-ia-wtt-u-'is in the second column. The large number 
and the great variety of these proper names, especially in the gigantic in
scription of Be his tun (containing more than 260 long lines), permitted a fi:.lst 
mastering of the "syllabary" and tbe spelling of the second script. 

The language written in this script, which one could understand and 
reconstruct throngh the already intelligible Old Persian text, was entirely 
unknown and unrelated. Aftcr having been named "Scythian," "Median," 
and "Sacian," it was finally called "Elamite" becausc, later, quite a lot of 
documents were found in the southwestern part of Iran in the area callcd 
Elam, where the second script seems to have been the oldest language. 
Considering the small variety of these documents-they were chiefly royal 
dedications and administrative texts-and the confirmed impossibility of 
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relating Elamite to another known language family, the understanding of 
thIs langua~; has. eS,~entially not progressed since Norris, and it is o'nly 
known and studIed by half a dozen specialists today. However we can 
count on the fact that a systematic exploration of ancient Elam will some 
day reawaken interest in this obscure language, by bringing to light more 
numerous and especially more varied documents. It will increase the num
her of people who devote themselves to it, and it will allow us to recon
struct, in some way, large segments of a forgotten ancient history, of which 
we have found only some scraps. 

THE "TI-IIBD SCHIPT" AND AKKADIAN 

vVhile the Elamite language was being deciphered, other scholars, among 
them L. Lowenstern, E. Hincks, W. 11. F. Talbot, J. Oppert, and the untir~ 
ing Bawlinson, d~votcd themselves to the analysis of'the third script. This 
was much more fonmdable, with its four or five hunored different charac
ters that exclueled the possibility of a simple syllabary, as for Elamite, and 
many idiosyncrasies and complications were foreseen. Moreover, the 
stakes were much higher, as the scholars recognized that the third script of 
the Persep.olis monuments was identical to the only script encountered on a 
number of pieces found outside the Iranian area and especially, in increas
ing numbers, inside the borders of ancient Mesopotamia, present-day 
Iraq. 

The identification of the proper names soon made it apparent that this 
script involved a very complex graphic system. It used a syllabary, as did 
Elamite, but with rather striking variants: Da-ri-ia-a-wu-us, Da-a-ri-la
(l-Wlt-ftS, Da-ri-ia-wu-lls, etc. Moreover, it contained a certain number of 
signs that seemed to he purely "indicators" or "classifiers*", indicating the 
gen~ral value of the word which they preceded or {()Bowed. 1''or example, a 
vertIcal ~edge was placed systematical1y before all proper names of per
sons; a dIfferent, more complex, sign bef()re toponyms, and another imme
~i.ately after them; and still another sign before the names of divinities, etc. 
F mally, as there were common terms that were spelled with more than one 
alphabetic or syllabic sign in scripts I and II, but appeared here with a 
single character, it was necessary to attribute to the latter an ideographic 
value, where a character indicated immediately an object and not the 
phoneti? pronunciation of the name of the object. For instance, after the 
name of the Achaemenid rulers a single sign appeared to indicate his func
tion as "k~ng." Moreover, the use of this "ideography*" seemed to be ex~ 
tremely frequent in the third script, which accounted partly li)r the 
~xtravagant number of characters that made up that script. The filct that 
from one inscription to the other, or from one passage to the other in the 
same inscription, sometimes a single ideographic sign was f(mnd for the 
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same word, and sometimes a certain number of signs could be used to spell 
it syllabically, allowed the recovery of the phonetic content of the ideo
grams, whose meanings only had been known, stressing thc difficulty of the 
system. Thus the sign for "king" had to be spelled sar-ru, that for "great, 
mighty" ra-bu, and that for "father" a-b,.I, etc. 

These parallels and this variety helped to master the structure of the 
third script, with time, with patience, and doubtless with some headaches, 
even if it was unusually complicated, as we have seen. The language that 
was revealed in this way was related to Hebrew, Aramaic, Arabic, and to 
the other Semitic languages, although it had a rather particular position 
among them. First it was called "Assyrian"-hence the name "Assyriolo
gist" which still survives for the specialists devoted to it-as a reminder of 
the terrible monarchs whose exploits were denounced in the Bible; or it 
was called "Bahylonian," because it was closer in time to the rulers of 
Babylon who had defeated and replaced those of Nineveh. 1l}day it is called 

Akkadian.' 
In 1851 Rawlinson had been able in this way to finish the translation of 

the third column of the Behistun inscription (containing 112 very long 
lines). With what he himself and his J(,llowers had learned both of the script 
and of the language of "Assyrian," it was possible from that moment on to 
read and to interpret the unilingual inscriptions {Le. those not accom
panied by an Old Persian version}. These had now begun to be l(HlIld in 
abundance in Mesopotamia. In fi.lct, it seems that the tour de force of the 
deCipherers and their resounding philological Sllccesses arouscd a strong 
intcrest in the ancient Near East, and set off an entire epidemic of excava
tions in the homeland of the cuncirorm inscriptions, particularly in Iraq. 

Onc of thesc inscriptions, rreshly taken from the soil and still "virgin," 
was submitted in 1857 by the Hoyal Asiatic Society of London to the four 
"Assyriologists" who were most f~lInous at that time: Hawlinsoll, IIincks, 
lhlhot, and Oppert. They each had to study it alone, without communicat
ing with the others. When less than a month later they sent the results of 
their work to the illustrious society under seal, the {(HII' translations coin
cidcd sufficiently for the unbiased mind to conclude without douht that the 
mystery or the third and last Pcrsepolis language had heen solved indeed. 
This result had required more than half a century of ohstinacy, of exhaus
tion, of patiencc, of ingenious intuition and shrewd deductions hy at least 
ten great scholars and great minds. As we stated in the beginning, the situa
tion had been mueh morc difTicult than that of the Egyptian language. 

In a certain sense, the results had to he comparahle. Through repeated 
excavations, in one century, in the entirety of Mesopotamia and its sur-

2. "Bahylonian" and "Assyrian" are nothing hut lhe two main dialects or the Akkadian 
lallguage; the first liJr the south. the second fiJI' the north. 
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roundings, hundreds of thousands of documents in this third script of the 
trilingual Persepolis inscriptions began to be unearthed. It became clear 
that they opened up not only large parts oflong-past millennia that had al
most completely escaped human memory but also the secrets of the oldest 
history of mankind, and of its first steps in civilization, in the Jormal and 
most complete sense of that word. What an incomparable treasure that can 
be credited, in the end, to the genius of Grotefend! 

But in contrast to Egypt, whose ancient history has not known any spe
cial turns offortune in the linguistic field once a prefatory decipherment of 
the script had been ascertained, Assyriologists have not reached the end of 
the surprises of this diabolical cuneif()rm writing system. The "chain reac
tion" set off by Grotefend from Old Persian to Elamite, and from those two 
to Akkadian, continued. 

THE DISCOVEHY OF SUMEHIAN 

It did not take long before questions were being asked about the function
ing and the composition itself of this "Assyro-Babylonian" script that was so 
complicated and so strange. The mixture of ideograms* and syllahograms* 
suggested that the script had been originally entirely ideographic, each 
character designating first of all an object. Afterwards would have come the 
idea of using the signs to indicate, not the things whose ideograms they 
were, but the entirety of the sounds hy which the things were named in the 
spoken language. 

It was, in f~lct, noticed that in this system the same signs could be used 
freely either as ideograrns or as syllahograms. Thus one of them indicated 
sometimes the "bovine," and at other times the syllable gud. Anothcr ideo
gram indicated in some contexts "cutting," "scparation," in others the syl
lable tar, and yet another indicatcd in some places "mouth," in other places 
the syllable ka. Under these circumstances it was dHneult to attribute to the 
Semites, * who lIsed the Assyro-Bahylonian script, the invention of that 
script, hecause none of the words corresponded to the Semitic lexicon in 
general, and the Assyro-Babylonian ill particular. There "hovine" was pro
nounced alp, "separation," "cutting" paras, and "mouth" pft. Would not onc 
have to assume at the origin of this way of writing a population in whose 
language "ox" was pronounced {!,I.ld, "to cut" tar, and "mouth" ka? 

There were heated and long discussions about this original language. 
More than one scholar refused to admit its existence and preferred to see 
in the cllneif()rrn writing a system that was invented in all its elements, an 
"allography" as they said. Assyriological f(}lklore reports that in this de
hate two hOIlOrable French Academicians exchanged blows with their um
brellas in the hallways of the Institute. Those were epic times! The most 
ohstinate proponents of "allography" did not give an inch when in the 
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same word, and sometimes a certain number of signs could be used to spell 
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dls_me_dDa_gan 
it.a Nibnt k • 

sag. us 
Urimk'.ma 
1I4 . da gub 
Eriduk'.ga 
en Unugk'.ga 
lugal kalag.ga 
lugal i .sLink'. na 
fugal Ki.en.gi Ki.uri 
dam.ki.aga 
~IIrUlnna.ka 

!Sme-Dagan, 
provider of Nippur, 
support 
ofUr, 
who daily stands for 
Eridu, 
priest of U ruk, 
mighty king, 
king of Isin, 
king of SUIller and Akkad, 
beloved "spouse" 
of In anna. 

FIGURE 1 REPRODUCTION OF A ROYAL INSCHIPTION 

One of the earliest cuneiform documcnts published after the decipherment of the 
script. An inscription, in Sumerian, on a brick by King Bme-Dagan of Isin (1953-
1935), from a copper engraving in H. C. Rawlinson-E. Norris, The Cuneiform In
sCripti(ms of Western Asia (London, 18fh), 1: plate z, no. V. 

south of Iraq, where excavators had started to work shortly bel()re 1880, 
documents that were written from beginning to end in pure "ideography" 
started to come out of deeper and more ancient levels. A strict linguistic 
study of the texts had to convince the less prejudiced scholars that the 
"ideograms" surrounded by prefixes, infixes, and sufIixes, were in fact 
words of a language. This language was correctly characterized as being of 
the "agglutinative" type. It was isolated from all other known languages 
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and language families, as was Elamite, and was also as different from 
Akkadian as Tibetan is from French. After various attributions to "Scyths," 
to "Touranians," and to others, it was finally recognized as being the lan
guage of the Sumerians, * the ancient inhabitants of southern Mesopota~ 
mia, who had promoted a high civilization starting from the end of the 
fourth millennium, who had invented writing around the year 3000, and 
who disappeared afterwards, absorbed by the longer-lived and more nu
merous Semites, at the latest during the transition from the third to the 
second millennium. 

The existence and the autonomy of this language-and hence of its real 
place in the ancient history of Mesopotamia-was irrefutably proved by the 
great Fran90is Thureau-Dangin (1872-1944) when in 1905 he presented in 
his famous work Les inscriptions de Sumer et d'Akkad the "ideographic" 
royal inscriptions, i.e. those in Sumerian, in a coherent and exact transla
tion, which implied a substantial reconstruction of the Sumerian grammar. 

In the latter field enormous progress has been made, and the language 
which is attested in a good third, if not more, of our collection of cuneiform 
documents, opens the door to the ancient history of Mesopotamia. This his
tory is the most imposing as it has seen the establishment of a civilization 
that was perhaps the first in mankind's past to really deserve that name. In 
any case, for three millennia it has illuminated, inspired, and instructed all 
the people of the ancient Near East and has radiated into the Greek world, 
and through that civilization, to tis. 

HITTITE AND ITS DIALECTS 

The final step of this "avalanche," a new, unexpected decipherment in the 
first decades of this century, allowed liS to reconstruct an intermediate 
stage in the spread of Mesopotamian civilization to the Greek world. In 
1906 German archeologists under the direction ofB. Winckler dug the first 
trench in the Anatolian site of Boghazkoy, some 100 kilometers cast of An
kara. Soon they ()Und an abundant number of texts redacted there in a 
cuneif()rm writing system identical to that in lise in Mesopotamia. More
over, they found documents written in a strange script, which was said to be 
"hieroglyphic" because of its very vague similarities to the Egyptian seript 
and had already vexed a number of scholars who had not been able to mas
ter it. 

A part of these archives was written in the Akkadian language. These 
tcxts could be understood without difficulty, and thus immediately allowed 
the rediscovery of a powerftll empire that had entirely disappeared from 
human memory after it had developed a high civilization in Anatolia during 
the second millennium; a civilization that had transmitted to the West a 
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number of treasures from the ancient and still active Mesopotamian civili

zation: the Hittite empire. 
The cuneiform signs of the other part of the documents were certainly 

easy to read for the Assyriologists, but the underlying idiom, apparently 
the indigenous language, "Hittite" as it was called, remamed enhre!y un~ 
known and unintelligible. Two pieces of it had already been found In tbe 
cuneiform archives at el-Amaroa in Egypt (1887 and following) and, as it 
involved diplomatic messages, scholars were able to reveal and understand 
in them some recognizable stereotypical formulas, especially thanks to the 
presence of ideograms. Thus: "1 am well, my house, my wives, mychildre~, 
my officers, my soldiers and my horses . .. are well! May you be well In 

your house, may your wives, [etc.] be well!" F~rom this a numl:er of observ~
tions were drawn dealing, for instance, w1th the posseSSIve pronouns, 
which seemed to relate this language to the Indo-European ones. Such a 
hypothesis still had to be proven before anyone could embark on an analysis 

and a translation. 
It was in '9'5 that among the documents of Boghazkoy the Assyriolo

gist B. Hrozny came upon the following phrase: in winch he could at least 
understand one of the terms as it had been wntten wIth the Ideogram fm 
bread.' nu BREAD ezzateni watarma ekuteni. Moreover, the word h:-ead 
was followed hy a word that recalled the Indo-European root ed-Iess- for to 
eat: EZZA-te-ni. Then the -te could be compared to the verbal des.lgnatlOn 
for the second person plural in these languages, The second part of the sen
tence called to mind the words water: \VATAH-11la and to dr~l1k, another 
Indo-European root that is found in aqwa: EKU-te-ni. Except for some par
ticles, he could understand: !lOll eat hread and !lOll drink water, and .he 
could consequently explain this sentence as being Indo-European. After 
that it seemed practically impossiblc that the "Hittite" lan!(\lage could \lot 
be associated to the Indo-European ones (it even revealed itself as the 
oldest representative of this language family). Thus its rec(~nstructio.n, 
based on its character and on its lexicographical and gn:lmmatl~a,l aSS(~CUl
tions with other languages of that group, was only a matter of tllne, rhe 
understanding of the texts was moreover greatly facilitated by the abun
dance of ideograms known to Assyriologists. 

1bday the "Hittite" language has its grammar and its dictionar~es, Se:,
eral adjacent dialects have even been distinguished and, as one of them IS 

hidden behind the enigmatic "hieroglyphic" script, scholars have heen ahle 
to pierce the secrets of an isolated pre-Hitt~te lang~Hlge, Hattic, wI.Iich ~~ 
also attested in the cHneif()nn documents of Anatoha-new stages tn tIllS 
"avalanche." "Hittite" has its numerous specialists who, each working on a 
number of documents, have been able to reveal several centuries of the his
tory and the culture of the great Anatolian empire that up to that moment 
had heen entirely erased from mankind's memory. 

Deciphennents in the Ancient Near East 

URARTIAN AND HURRIAN 

For the sake of completeness, we must mention two other languages writ
ten in cuneiform and similarly deciphered, It was possible to read them and 
even, in part, to understand them, thanks to the use ofeertain ideograms or 
the existence of short passages that were almost bilingual, having a parallel 
text in Hittite or in Akkadian. These two are Urartian, spoken and written 
in the first millennium in ancient Urartu (Armenia), and Hurrian, its ances
tor (the two are closely related), the language of a people who descended 
since the end of the third millennium from the mountains of the north and 
who played an important role in the history, the politics, and the culture of 
the Near East in the second millennium. Considering the isolation of these 
languages, and the restricted number and variety of the documents of both, 
they were only partly understood, somewhat like Elamite. But a breach 
has been made and here again are two large reconquered areas of history, 
In the end this is due to the decipherment of cuneiform and the genius of 
Grotefend. 

THE ALPHABET AND THE LANGUAGE OF UGARIT 

A last important discovery must be mentioned here, since it is of interest 
[()r the ancient Near East and since it belongs in its own way to the 
cuneiform area, somewhat like Old Persian. 

As in the case of the latter language, it involves in filet an alphabet, im
pressed on clay tablets and with elements in the shape of "wedges" or 
"nails." These clements have nothing else in common with the cllneif()nn 
scripts of Mesopotamia, properly speaking. On the other hand, the lan
guage is almost a millennium older than Old Persian and some scholars 
have even wondered whether it is not the oldest alphabet in the world. 

The first documents in this script were found in 1929 in Has Shamra, 
ancient Ugarit, Oil the Mediterranean coast, a dozen kilometers north of 
Latakia in Syria. As in Mesopotamia, these were inscribed clay tablets, but 
not one of the characters on them resemhlcd those fiuniliar to Assyriolo
gists. Ilow do we read them? And what do they conceal? 

The learned Orientalist eh. Virollcaud quickly recognized that it had 
to be an alphabetic script, considering the small numher of signs (some 
thirty at the most). H, Bauer, taking into accollnt the location of the finds 
and the small Humher of characters Hsed to write each word (the words 
were separated hy a vertical wedge), suggested that we were dealing with 
a Semitic language. Under these conditions, the two scholars, joined hy 
E. Dhorme, worked in concert and communicated their finds to each 
other. They soon managed to identity certain signs (in Semitic languages 
words composed of a single letter-as occurred on the tablets of Has 
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Shamra-are rare and easy to recognize; moreover, only a small number 
can serve as pre fi x or suffix, at the beginning or at the end of a word: 1, b, k, 
111, n , t, .. ). Some lucky guesses or deduc tion s permitted the m , the n , to 
reconstruct the e ntire alphabet in a few months. For instance, th ey used 
the h ypoth esis- which proved to be correct- that the four characters on a 
bronze axe preceding a group of characte rs, which was found by itself on 
othe r axes and which clearly contain ed the name of the owner, could incli
cate the name of the object: axe of so-and-so. Bes ides, in Semitic languages 
the re just happe ns to be a word of four le tte rs (fou r CO Il S01lants which were 
the on ly le tte rs writte n in th e oldest alphabe ts , as is well known) that can 

have the meaning "axe": CaRZeN. 
In this way the Ugaritie a lphabet was soon deciphe red - by 1931 it had 

been accomplished ! It was clear that it in volved a Semitic language that 
could be re lated to the group call ed "Canaani te, ", " and thus the grammar 
and the lexicon were drawn up quickl y, and the lew thou sand docume nts 
were translated . Thus the ve il that covered the h istory, the dai ly life, and 
the thoughts of a population in the nor thwest of Syria-Pales tine in the 

middle of the Rrtee nth century B.C. was pulled aside in one sweep. 

In the e ntire his tory of historical research there is perhaps nut a s ingle ad
ven ture that is morc re markable than this one. In one century it has led 
scholars from a Rrst spark , to wh ich no one paid attention origina ll y, to an 

ex plusiun of discoveries and deciphe rm cnts, all of which were di/lie ult . in 
geniou s, and un imagillab le . It brough t to Ii ~ht e normous and im portant 

segme nts of ou r pas t, that until the n had bee n mislaid in tim e , 
In reality, if the minds or o ur contc mporaries were somcwhat less 

doud ed with worri es about the usefu l and thc profitabl e, with earth ly 
things and with numbers , if they were sUlll c\vhat· more aware uf the rca I 
grandcur or mankind , which on the inte llecl uallevcllies in the knowin ~, 
and the real knowing, of p ure knowledge that has nol the least practical ap 
plication , th ey wou ld have to ce lebrate th is gloriOUS e pic as bei ng cqllal to 
the must mcmorahle e p isodes of the his tory or our progress. 
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T
HI S C I IAPTEH DEALS W IT II TilE IJI SCQVEIIY ANDTII E DEVELOPj\'I ENT 

i n. I ,uwe~·. ~eso.p~tamia , nca r .~he e '~ ~1 oft.!,e fourth mil~ennium O.C., 

of a WI 111I1g sys te m called c tJlle donn (because 01 its c le me nts 
;vh ich created t he e f-Tcct of "wedges" or or "na il s" j see above, p. 56 n . I). 
rhe sys te m was used in that country ulltil appruximatel y the beginn ing or 
th e C ll r isUan era, and spread throughout thc dinere lll rcgiuns of the An
cie llt Ncar East. It is probably the firs t writing sys le lll kn uwn, and it is lIot 
im possi hle lhat it infille nced , fro lll ali,,', the ot hc r archa ic writing systclTls: 

ill the ,:esl (Eg)~ pt , shortly after 3uou) and ill the cas t (Ind ia, aruund 2500 , 

and C IUlla, aro und 20001 J 5(0). Thai is wll )! it is illl-e res ti,,),!; to con sider it lo r 
a mome nl. 

T il E SETTI NG 

The geograph ica l sc t-! ing or this" i nvenliun" is I he lower part or I raq , more 
Or less he tween Baghdad and the Pers ian C ldf 
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gence witll archeologica l in (i)l' lllat iun. 

Th is ch:lpltJ r firsl ap]ltJarcd illlhc I\ des dll ClIlloqll tJ illl tJ l'IHLtiollal d tJ l'ul1i v(' rsi lc Pari s 7: f.:cri
III rc,\'. SY'~'/(;II/es it/IJU/1,rfl l l /l !l,li es cI Jln/(;II (lr u"~ ('.rJln'.\\~IVf·.,· ( I yH2): 13- 2($. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

In the geographical area of southern Iraq in the middle of the. fourth 
'Ilennium a complex and original urban civilization was born, which was 

ml ' , I" I "I I 
perhaps also the first in the world to have surpassed ~Il.np e Cll ~ure. )y t le 
accumulation of progress. There was a social and polittcal orgamzatiOn, ~nd 
the creation of institutions, of rights and duties. Ther~ w~~s the pr~du,~tiOn. 
and the circu lation-on an internal level as well as with the outside -of. 
all goods of use and exchange, plentifully procured by a planned labor of 
agriculture, animal husbandry, and of tr~nsform~tlOn. Also ther~ was t.he, 
appearance ofsllperior and monumental forms of art, and the ruchments of 
a "scientific" spirit, characterized foremost by an extreme concern to rank, 
classify, and clarify the universe. The invention of writing is undoubtedly 

e ()f 
the most recent accomplishments-and the most unexpected and 

on ' II"S remarkable one-of the prehistoric civilization that we can ca c mnero-

Akkadian" in its ethnic setting. . 
The ethnic setting. Setting aside the intervention of other people, 

whether natives or immigrants (such an intervention very likely took place 
hut we know almost nothing about it, and, in any case, it was marginal and 
secondary), the ethnic setting is in fact the result of the symhio~is b:~ween 
two populations, two cultures: the first Sumerian, the other SeHutlc and 

conventionally named Akkadian. , 
The Sumerians* must have arrived in Mesopotamia during the fourth 

millennium, apparently from the southeast. But we do no~ know ~nythin.g 
of their earlier ties, and they seem to have burned all brIdges wlth ~heir 
country of origin, from which thcy never received any new hlood, as f~lI' as 
wc know, They were originally predominant in the southern part of the 

country, later called Sumer. * . . 
The Semites* are much better known since their descendants stlll Ul-

hahit a large part of the Near East and its surroundings. They were preva-, 
lent in the area more to the north: in Akkad. * They were members of 
seminomadic sheep-herding tribes, living on the northern and ~astern 
Fringes of the Syro-Arabian desert, who came to settle be~een the I~uphra
tes and the Tigris. Such an immigration movement contmued dunng the 
entirety of history in successive "waves" or "layers," Over time these people 
became dHlcrentiated from their original stock in various degrees-. 

The linguistic setting. The language of the Semites (still widely sp~)ken 
today under various f~llnilies of dialects: Hebrew, Arammc, ArabIC, South 
Arabian, Ethiopian) is inflected. This means that it expresses. the gram
matical correspondences hy internal phonetic modiRcations of the words 
(dedension and conjugation), and the words are mo~tlyyolysyllahi~. 

The Sumerian language is entirely isolated and IS of a type that IS called 
"agglutinative." This means that it translates the sam~ .grammati~~l corre
spondences by juxtaposing with the essential words ( full words* -those 
that remain phonetically unchanged) equally invariable prefixes, suffixes, 
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and affixes, isolated or in a chain ("hollow words'''), On the other hand, a 
considerable pat of its vocabulary seems to have been monosyllabic (conso
nant + vowel; vowel + consonant; consonant + vowel + consonant) and it 
must have contained a surprising number of "homophones," which were 
phonetically more or less identical, but of different meanings: for example, 
du was used for "to go," "to build," "to butt," "to frce," etc, The majority of 
these homophones were undoubtedly sufficiently distinguished in the spo
ken language, hut we do not know how. 

The cultural setting. Sumerians and Semites lived in communities as
sembled around a "city-state. *" These city-states were agglomerations that 
served as the governmental, administrative, economic, intellectual, and 
religious center ofa usually not very extensive territory (a third or a quarter 
of one of the departements of France). They were occupied mainly by peas
ants and herdsmen. Power of a monarchical type was recognized on two 
levels. The temporal power was in the hands of a sovereign whose title var
ied from city to city and who resided in a palace in the capital. And the su
pernatural power, superimposed OIl the temporal one (with a prohable 
tendency to a certain theocracy, at least in the earliest period?), was in the 
hands of one of the principal gods, He resided in a temple, surrounded by 
his entire "family" and by his "court" of minor deities, paralleling the image 
of the royal f~lInily and court. 

These Semitic and Sumerian urban communities seem to have existed 
side hy side, sharing the samc civilization, and were separated only on the 
politicallevcl, with no more hostilities or aversions than those that could be 
caused hy territorial or economic disputes, For the rest, over timc, more 
and more Semites lived in Sumerian "states" and vice versa, 

The Sumerians seem to have played the role of pacernaker in the estah~ 
lishment, the promotion, and the development of the clllhlral c.'omplex that 
was inspired by both Sumerians and Semites. The Sumerians were more 
inventive, more open, more daring than the Semites-which does Ilot 
mean that the latter did not contribute anything of their own culture and 
mentality. A proof of this eminent role of the Sumerians is that after their 
disappearanc.'e as an autonomous ethnic.' group, "swallowed" hy the Semites 
(at least by 2000, and probably much earlier), their language remained until 
thc end of the history of the country, shortly bef{JI'c the Christian cra, the 
liturgical and scholarly language, as Latin was for us until the HenaisSHllce. 

It was in this milieu and in this setting that writing was "invented" 
around the year 3000. 

THE CONDITIONS OF THIS DISCOVERY 

The oldest written archives in Mesopotamia found to this day consist 
roughly of/(JUr principal collections of those clay tablcts that served as the 
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"papers" of the country. The oldest come not only from the soil ofSumer, at 
Vruk* (whence the name Vruk tablets), but also from Akkad, at Kis. They 
date to the period around 3000, and we have good reason to believe that 
they are very near to the "invention" of writing.l 

Of the second group, dating about a century later, deposits have been 
found in Vruk, but also in the north, near Kis, at a site that has given them 

their name: Djemdet-nasr tablets. 2 

The group excavated at V r* in the south, and called VI' tablets, dates 
from around 2700.3 Those discovered in Fara* (and in Abu Salabikh), in the 
land of Akkad, are from around 2600. 4 Those groups of tablets represent 
the stages of the first evolution of cuneiform writing. 

The fact that the Vruk tablets were located in the enclosure of the great 
temple of that city, and that the pieces clearly constitute accounts of tbe 
movements of goods, listing numbers first in detail and then totalled, 
makes us think that this script was established mainly in order to memorize 
the numerous and complicated economic operations centered in that 
temple. The temple was the exclusive or principal owner or redistrihutor of 
the products ofthe labor of the land. The finds from Djemdet-nasr and VI' 
are almost exclusively composed of analogous pieces, with the single ex
ception ofa small number of sign lists evidently prepared especially f,>r the 
teaching, the training, and the use of the scribes. 5 It is only starting with 
2600 (the first royal inscription and the "literary" archives of Fara) that the 
use of the script was extended into other areas. In other words, Mesopota
mian writing did apparently grow from the needs and necessities of the 
economy and the administration, and therefore any kind of religions, or 
purely "intellectual" preoccupation seems to have been excluded from its 

origins. 

FOHM AND PHESENTATION OF THE CIIAHACTEHS 

First we have to note that on the morphological, or if you will paleographic, 
level, the script tn question was not at first "cuneif()rm" hut linear, It was 
made oflines engraved in stone or marked with a pointed instrument on a 
small slab orsoft clay (in the end sun-dried, or later, and only in some cases, 

baked with fire). 
These linear traces make up generally rather simple entities of which a 

I. A. Falkenstein, Arc/wische Texte aus Urllk, 
2. S, Langdon, l'iclograpllic iflscripliotlsjro1lljemdel NasI". 
]. E. Burrows, (II" Exc(lvatiorls. 'i'exts, 2: Archaic 'i'exf.~. 
4. A. Deimel, Die Ifl.w;III'jjtellvofi Fara, I-a: It D. Biggs, In.w:riptiomfrom Tidl AM 

~alilhIk". 
5. The text was edited in B. Landsberger, Materials/or the Sumeri(w Lexicon, 12.: pp. 3-

2.1 and pis. I-II. 
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large number are real sketches of easily recognizable objects, such as heads 
or parts of the human body or of various animals plants ute'l d fil f . ' ,nsl s, an pro-

es 0 mountallls (see fig. 2, cols. I and II). Their abbreviation and their 
styhzatlOn IS of the type of those practiced in Mesopotamia since the end of 
tbe fifth mlllenmum both on painted pottery and on engraved seals. 

~not~er group of signs that are more or less geometrical or arbitrary 
and m wh~ch we cannot discern any model in re, perhaps reproduces type~ 
of tokens III stone or in clay of which we have archeological collections and 
whIch were made according to some convention and used to f: 'l't t ,I I,' 6 . ' acl I a e 
ea cu ahons. For mstance, a type of pellet whose surface was incised with a 
cross was u,sed to. i~dicate units or groups of sheep, One could sketch the 
tok~n as a CIrcle dIVIded by two lines intersecting at right angles. That draw
lllg III effect came to designate "the sheep": (no. 761 of the Zeicherrliste b 
Falkenstelll, cited below). y 

ffi-EB-Mr 
Finally, a last group of characters [)ossibly more' I'mporta It . ,II . _>' • • . ' I numer

lea y, I emaIllS~~ltlrelyemgmahctoliswithregardtoitsorigins.This fact is 
not at all surpnsmg considering the five millennia that separate . f· ·t· . I f' .. . us 10m 1 s 
peno( 0 ongm. Thus no. 631 of the Zeichenliste: 

o 
1 • A~pr~ximatel~ a fH,th of these characters, even among the two last 
~1 Oll[~S: h~\~ h.een Identified by various comparisons and cross-checking, 
~~nd .h.ds been I elated to the more recent stylized representations which 'Ire 
farmlt,:lI' to the Assyriologist. These comparisons allow LIS at least' to "t1nd~r
stand the characters individually, even in the most ancient documents. 

., A catalogue (~f the "pri,mi.tive" characters of'the "cuneif()rm" script was 
~I:dwn IIp hy A. FalkensteIn HI 1936, in his fundamental work Archaische 
lex~e {illS Uruk. In his ZeichenUste he listed 891 characters, in addition to 
49. for numerals, Bu.t he took into account only the tablets found in Uruk, in 
I?.Iemdet-ll:lsr, and III Fara hefore 1932. One has to add those from VI' pub
lrshed abo Ill. 1935-36, anel especially all those that have been disc;vered 
~lIlce, prlInan~y in V ruk itsclfwhere each excavation campaign (some thirty 
III total) has YlClded some tablets, sometimes even hundreds. Their total 

~. See ~'t. A. Brandes, Modelllge et Iml'rimerie aux debuts de recrllure ell Meso )otamie 
pp. III. of Akkadica 18 (May-August 1980). 1 ' 
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I. A. Falkenstein, Arc/wische Texte aus Urllk, 
2. S, Langdon, l'iclograpllic iflscripliotlsjro1lljemdel NasI". 
]. E. Burrows, (II" Exc(lvatiorls. 'i'exts, 2: Archaic 'i'exf.~. 
4. A. Deimel, Die Ifl.w;III'jjtellvofi Fara, I-a: It D. Biggs, In.w:riptiomfrom Tidl AM 

~alilhIk". 
5. The text was edited in B. Landsberger, Materials/or the Sumeri(w Lexicon, 12.: pp. 3-

2.1 and pis. I-II. 
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large number are real sketches of easily recognizable objects, such as heads 
or parts of the human body or of various animals plants ute'l d fil f . ' ,nsl s, an pro-

es 0 mountallls (see fig. 2, cols. I and II). Their abbreviation and their 
styhzatlOn IS of the type of those practiced in Mesopotamia since the end of 
tbe fifth mlllenmum both on painted pottery and on engraved seals. 

~not~er group of signs that are more or less geometrical or arbitrary 
and m wh~ch we cannot discern any model in re, perhaps reproduces type~ 
of tokens III stone or in clay of which we have archeological collections and 
whIch were made according to some convention and used to f: 'l't t ,I I,' 6 . ' acl I a e 
ea cu ahons. For mstance, a type of pellet whose surface was incised with a 
cross was u,sed to. i~dicate units or groups of sheep, One could sketch the 
tok~n as a CIrcle dIVIded by two lines intersecting at right angles. That draw
lllg III effect came to designate "the sheep": (no. 761 of the Zeicherrliste b 
Falkenstelll, cited below). y 

ffi-EB-Mr 
Finally, a last group of characters [)ossibly more' I'mporta It . ,II . _>' • • . ' I numer

lea y, I emaIllS~~ltlrelyemgmahctoliswithregardtoitsorigins.This fact is 
not at all surpnsmg considering the five millennia that separate . f· ·t· . I f' .. . us 10m 1 s 
peno( 0 ongm. Thus no. 631 of the Zeichenliste: 

o 
1 • A~pr~ximatel~ a fH,th of these characters, even among the two last 
~1 Oll[~S: h~\~ h.een Identified by various comparisons and cross-checking, 
~~nd .h.ds been I elated to the more recent stylized representations which 'Ire 
farmlt,:lI' to the Assyriologist. These comparisons allow LIS at least' to "t1nd~r
stand the characters individually, even in the most ancient documents. 

., A catalogue (~f the "pri,mi.tive" characters of'the "cuneif()rm" script was 
~I:dwn IIp hy A. FalkensteIn HI 1936, in his fundamental work Archaische 
lex~e {illS Uruk. In his ZeichenUste he listed 891 characters, in addition to 
49. for numerals, Bu.t he took into account only the tablets found in Uruk, in 
I?.Iemdet-ll:lsr, and III Fara hefore 1932. One has to add those from VI' pub
lrshed abo Ill. 1935-36, anel especially all those that have been disc;vered 
~lIlce, prlInan~y in V ruk itsclfwhere each excavation campaign (some thirty 
III total) has YlClded some tablets, sometimes even hundreds. Their total 

~. See ~'t. A. Brandes, Modelllge et Iml'rimerie aux debuts de recrllure ell Meso )otamie 
pp. III. of Akkadica 18 (May-August 1980). 1 ' 
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PALEOGHAPHIC EVOLUTION OF THE CUNEIF,OHM SIGNS: 
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STYLIZED CUNEIFOHM SIGNS 

I f' II ' ,I nn I the clay tahlets OIl which the signs were written In the co UlnllS () owmg co til , ,. II d ' 
arc turned 90 degrees. Hence the reorientation of the signs. 1111s ta) e was r~\wn 
by S. N, Kramer, l-listory Begi1l8llt Sumer (New York, Douhleday, 1959), p. XXI. 
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number has never been calculated to this day, or at least published, much 
less the number of new signs of the script that One finds on them, I believe 
that the researchers from Berlin who are undertaking the study of the total
ity of these documents have counted something like 1,500 characters that 
can be sufficiently differentiated. 

The f{)rmal evolution of those signs was determined by the habit adopted 
early on (since about 2900) of replacing the method of tracing on clay by a 
method of impressing by means of a reed whose end was cut to form, not a 
point, but a bevel. Each time the instrument was impressed lightly into the 
clay, it made a line that was somewhat broader at olle end than the other. 
Thus came the club-shaped or cuneiform aspect 

This technique not only forced the distortion of curves into straight 
lines, it necessarily led to a more advanced stylization, which without delay 
abolished all that could have remained "realistic" in the primitive sil
houettes of the "pictogram."7 This stylization was extended to all the 
characters (easily seen in fig, 2), During this process semantic and other 
motivations were certainly not lacking, especially induding deliberate for
mal acts of bringing together complex signs that indicate similar realities or 
those imagined to be similar; for instance the denum: uclug 

and the spirit of the dead: gedim 

(sec also PI', 27 11'.), This stylization was pursued until the last third of the 
third millennium. Afterwards, the graphic material was mOre or less estab
lished, and underwent only inevitahle paleographic evolution (fig. 2, cols. 
V-VIII), at the pleasure of the copying centers and of the scrihal schools, 
especially those in the south (Babylonia) and in the north of Mesopotamia 
(Assyria), 

7· [0 Ill}' opinion there i!l another difTerelHX\ On the !lemantie level this time. While the 
pietograru ref(~rs more immediately to the material reality that it represents, in a dired or 
indirect manlJer, the ideograrn refers Virtually to un entire semantic constellation which was 
developed around that object. This means that one ('au say "pictography," when talking ahout 
the general type of script, insolilr as the characters have nothing to do with phonetics, aud that 
we deal with a script of things, lIot of words. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

THE GRAPHIC SYSTEM 

Other ethnic and cultural groups (for instance the Incas) found themselves 
in similar conditions throughout the course of history: at the same time 
highly civilized and at prey to the distress of an enveloping and complex 
economy; taking advantage of a strong tradition of plastic arts; heir to an 
extensive repertory of themes, signs, and symbols by which they could 
project and "fix" their internal life. However, none of these other groups, 
ever {()Und or even searched for a real script. Thus the Mesopotamians of 

old took a further step, Which one'! And how? 
Some historians and archeologists have used the term script much too 

lightly, in my opinion. From the moment that they find sufliciently com
plex tracings not due to accident, or drawings which are by all indications 
intentional and thus bearers of messages, they refer to them as script. It is 
thus that scholars have talked of "the script of the megalithic Bretons." In 
fact, if words have a precise meaning (something that seems to be forgotten 
or denied more and more these days, at least in practice, if not openly), to 
have a script it does not suffice that there is a message, an expression of 
thought or of a sentiment. In the same way, to have language it is not suffi
cient to have a scream. Otherwise all plastic art would be writing, and ev
erything would be jumbled. It is necessary to have a system of transmitting 
and recording all messages. In other words, one needs an organized and 
regulated corpus of signs or of symhols, hy means of which their uscrs can 
materializc and record clearly all that they think and feel, or want to ex

press. 
In 1928-29 the first tablets were unearthed in Uruk. These, dating to 

the end of the fourth millennium, bore a great number of "signs," repro
duced with regularity, and put in relation to numbers, rendering account
ing transactions, by all indications. It was inevitable, then, to think that we 
had not only some typical examples of intentional suggestions of a thought 
or ofa wish, with only the ahridgements of the plastic arts, but also the first 

evidence of an authentic script. 
The difficulty is in knowing to what degree this identification as script 

was right. How was this writing system established, and how did it func
tion? In its first stage did it totally present the aspects proper to writing, in 

the true and total sense of the WOl'(W 

More or less consciously, Assyriologists seem to have given a positive 
answer to this question, and even when they speak among themselves 
about the invention of the cuneiform writing system, one has thc impres
sion that they present or see it as something exact-something definitive, 
estahlished all together, at one time, like fire or the internal combustion 
engine. Even if they accept an evolution, a progress, not only in the pal
eography but also in the use of signs-the m<~ority among them have a suf-
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ficient sense of history not to discard this-they behave as if such a 
phenomenon (which I have never seen them dearly define, moreover) was 
only a small detail and did not in the least affect the essentials of what writ
ing is in reality. 

I would like to show here that this is not the case. Between the oldest 
cuneifor.m do~uments and those that have been found dated approximately 
l~alf a m~llenmum later, or even more recently, an entire profound evolu
tIOn has mtervened. 1 have summed up this evolution under the title "from 
mnemonic device to script." Thus I have to analyze the three important 
stages of that progress: (a) pictography, (b) phonetism, and finally (c) writing 
in the literal sense. 

PICTOGRAPHY 

Firstly, it is a well-known hlet that the Uruk tablets (and to a lesser degree 
those of D.lemdet-nasr, and to an even lesser degree those of Ur, and to a 
much lesser degree those of Fara) are almost indecipherable to us. An ex
ception to this fact are some more striking documents or passages, which 
have to be dissected, however, and compared uneasily, with the aid of con
j.ectllres and hesitations, in order to derive some modest and uncertain in
formation about the accounting operations found in them. Only the system 
of Bumbers is intelligible to US,8 by the fact that very often their entries, 
marked, a~ first line by line, are totalled in the end. If I note the presence of 
te.n half-cll'des spread here and there on the obverse of thc tahlet, and that 
of a full circle on .tl~e reverse, and if this ohservation is confirmed hy other 
parallels and sufficlGntly numerous cross-checkings, I understand that the 
half-circle designates H unit and the full circle a decimal, and so on. With 
the signs that appear isolated or grouped together with the numhers, it is 
another matter. Even if we identify them indiVidually-which is, as I have 
said bef()I'e, possihle f(}r only a fifth or less of them-and if we derive from 
them, as a result, some notion of what the copyist could be alluding to by 
draWing them, their "message" as a grouT' almost always escapes us. 
. The ge~lC.ral .clH\~·acter ~)f the tabJets, summaries of accounting opera

h(ms and of dlstnhutlOns of goods, makes liS think that each numher com
manded a.corresponding quantity of a specific product, distributed to, or 
collec~ed frol~, or b~, a given illdiv,idual or group. But which sign played the 
role of the object, of the person, of the recipient, or of the donor? What is it 
that indicates whether it is a receipt or a delivery? 

Let us take the ease of a tablet (fi'mn Djemdct-nasr: A. Falkenstein 
Archaische J'exte ailS Urflk, no. 595, rev. 2 and 4) where the character tha~ 

8, See the work of C. Ifrah, IJistoire utliversdle des chiffres, pp. 16011'. 
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follows the number of unity is the diagram of the pubic .triangle w~ich we 
know to designate '"woman'" (fig, 2, line 4)' This woman, IS she the dll':ct 0;' 

, I' ct ()l)j'ect or the suhj'ect of the operation? Does the number one 
mClre ., ' , h b] 1 
refer to her or to the product that is transferred? In any case, t eta et (oes 
not tell us everything with only these two signs. It supp?se~ that w~ know 
both the quality of what it docs not mention (direct or tndIre~t ohJ~c~, or 
subject, ofthe operation) and the sense of the registered transfer .. Thls IS an 

, Ie ()f the c1ement'lry insoluble problems that nearly all of these ar-
exam P' 'II 'bl 'WI 'I 
chaic tablets present to us. The archaic tablets are thu: ~ egl e to ~s. , 1y. 

Because thc signs in question are pictograms. I h~y are sttll. from a 
rudimentary stage of writing. Each sign translates first of all the ohJect that. 
it '"depicts,'; that it sketches, that it evokes immcdiately, Thus, the head of 
, (fi.' 2 line ,6) rel)rcsents '"the ox,'" the three half-Circles stacked as a 
dB ox g. , . " h f' 
triangle (line 5) represents the profile of "the mountam,. t e. ear 0 .gram 

(1 ' e 18) rel)resents "cereals," etc. Such a script is derIved lInmedtately 
In " ] ,", 't 

from the representations of the plastic arts. It reproc uces, 10 1 S own way, 

material objects or concrete realities. . ' 
Things do not end here, however. Just as in the plasttc arts a drawmg 

may suggest much more than it repres~nts. (~ tree, the forest; a ,~1an~, al~ 
human labor), a pictogram in this type of wrItmg syste~ not only Cdn evoke 
other things than those "contained" in the sign that IS t~sed, but such a 
broadening is necessary. To the extent that on~ ha~ avt.'lliable only suffi
ciently precise and particularized sketches of objects to exp~e.ss the 
thought, in principle one needs as many signs as the concrete r~ahtlCs one 
knows and wants to express (one for the ox, one for the cow, one f~)1~ the calf; 
one for the bufralo, etc.). In theory one would need thousands of signs, and 
in that case the knowledgc, and the usc, of sllch a writing system would ~)e 
beyond, I would not say human capabilities, but the practical usage for 

wl~ich it is needed. .. ' 
In order to reasonably diminish the numher of pictograms (111 fact, the 

maximum number of 1,500 that I have suggested above, is already eloqlle~t 
in its relative modesty) one has to estahlisl~ certain .procedl~:es, c,erta~n 
tricks, or lift the pictograms out of the uses of the plastic arts. 1< lrst of all, 10 

addition to the object that it "depicts," a pictogram can relate to other real
ities, attached to the same ohject by mental processes tlH~t are more or less 
f()Unded in reality, or downright conventional, and perfe,ctly well ~nown 
and utilized in the representations of art. The pictogram of t.~ mOU1~ta1l1 sug
gests also {()reign countries which are bordered ~lY mountam chams to th: 
north and the east of Mesopotamia; the ear of corn represents all agn-

cultural work. . 
An equally inevitable extension is that a certa~n numbel: of th~sc ~'ea)

ities can scarcely be represented directly. vVhat IS the outhne of agrIcul
ture'? How can one draw power, or ferocity, or slaughter, or terror, or 
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tyranny? This can only be done, for instance, by representing a lion in sil
houette, or by drawing its head, or its claws. And how better to give the 
idea of verbs of action, such as "to go," "to walk," "to stand up," tha~ by the 
sign that represents the essential part of the body involved in all these ac
tivities: the foot (fig, 2, line '3)? 

In the cases where such associations of images and ideas were con
sidered impracticable, or too obscure, the difficulty could be managed in 
another way; by having recourse to other practices of figurative art, and by 
composing, fIJI' instance, small scenes that bring several signs together. 
Thus (to mention only the elementary applications of this procedure), by 
adding the pictogram of water to that of the eye, tears could be indicated; 
by adding the same pictogl'am to that of the mouth, the verb to drink (line 
12) could be indicated; and, if water was replaced in the latter case hy 
bread, the verb to eat (line 10) was indicated, Also, if one added the sign 
that indicated wood to the sketch of the plough, that hlrming tool was di
rectly evoked (ploughs were in fact originally made of wood), If the sign of a 
man was added to that of the plough, the individual who handled the 
plough, the ploughman or the farmer, was indicated; and so on. Evidence 
that such procedures of joining signs in order to ohtain a more precise or 
more complex sense derive originally from the usages of the representa
tional arts is that the order of the pictograms in the entire scene was origi
nally the same as in drawn, engraved, or painted scenes, and remained so 
for a long time. 

Pictography thus has its roots in the practices and the conventions of 
the plastic arts. There is only one dHlerence, hut this (lifl(,~rcnce was radical 
and sufficient enough to have created "a change of nature" from art to writ
ing. The difference is a deliberate and manifest desire to signify at the same 
time the more generalized and the more distinct, and thus it is a true sys
tematization. The representations of the signs are made as uniform as pos
sible, and arc no longer left to the fi'ee will of the artist. Their repertory 
became organized, as one can see in the lists that the scrihes have drawllllp 
for their own lise. The dHk~rellt possible meanings of the same pictogram 
were even codified, it scems, hy reducing them to a small, suHiciently de
fined number. The sign of the f()ot, which could after all ref(~r to other 
things hesides the bodily part itself, was reserved few the few types of no
tions listed helow(pp. 82 and go!:); and the use of "scenes made up of signs" 
became general while their meanings hecame specific. For instance, the 
sketch of a woman combined with that ofa mountain (fig. 2, line 6) was used 
to indicate, not "the woman of the mountains," or "the ()reign woman," or 
even "the woman who comes (back) from abroad," but "the woman brought 
back from abroad" as booty of war, in other words "a slave of the female 
sex." 

However, if they managed in some fashion to construct a real graphic 
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follows the number of unity is the diagram of the pubic .triangle w~ich we 
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mClre ., ' , h b] 1 
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, Ie ()f the c1ement'lry insoluble problems that nearly all of these ar-
exam P' 'II 'bl 'WI 'I 
chaic tablets present to us. The archaic tablets are thu: ~ egl e to ~s. , 1y. 
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In " ] ,", 't 

from the representations of the plastic arts. It reproc uces, 10 1 S own way, 
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syste m, designed in the first place to mate rialize and to fi x thoughts, afte r 
all they had obtained nothing more than what can be called a script oj 
thill gs, The object signified by these pic tograms is still always a thing; tru e 
as it is I.hought , as it fits into a struc tured body of vis ions, re fl ections, and 
combinations, but still , inevitably, a thing, as in the representations of art. 
That is why such scenes can be imm ediate ly understood by anyon e who 
examines tbe m without regard to th e articulated language that he hears and 
speaks, as in artistic representations. Whe n seeing the signs for bread and 
wate r in the sign lor the mo uth , one unde rstands immediate ly that it con 
ce rns "to eat" and "to drink ." Just as today whe n a Fre nchman , a Ge rman , 
an Italian , or an Iraqi have even so little as a poste r with a fin ger pointed to 
the le ft or to the righ t, they unde rstand immediate ly that one has to go "that 
way." What the concept evokes in the language of each man is : par Ill , hier
du rch , do gfl esta pa rte, or m,imu1. 

Such a direct and unive rsa l unde rstanding certa in ly has a great advan 
tage , but the advantage is counte racted by a major inconve nience. The abil 
ity of such a sys te m to signify is rudime ntary and slight. Hanly things- le t 
us say in Aristote lian language, "substances"- can be re p resented by im 
mediate re presentation or by represe ntations mediated lor each of the m by 
a ske tch as s tabl<;; and as immobile as the things the mselves, how call one 
ind icate " incide nts," i.e. the move me nt of things in th e ir mobil ity itself; the 
re lat ionsh ip be tween things; possessio n, causality, simu ltan e ity, finality, 
e tc. , and the nume rous de tails that surround the m and de fin e thc m con4 
c re te ly, just as we sec the m hie et 1Wrle? For instance, whe ll it is not "the 
action of walking" in itse lf that needs to be indicatcd ,' a notion which is ane r 
all rathe r vaguc , but the fad that the pe rson in front or me, to whom I am 
addressing mysell'at the mome nt, is not walking but is prepa ring himself to 
do so-"Will YOIl walk?"- only language is capahlc , with its words , of re n
de ring e ntirel y the way in which we see the real ity. Its "full words" indicate 
the things, the "sl lbstan ces," and its "ho llow words" (o r I'he ir gl'ammalical 
equivale nts) indicate nuances and "inc ide nts." But pictography is not a 
.cript oj words, 

Precise ly becau se pictography is impe rfect' and rudime ntary on th e 
le ve l or meaning and incapabl e or recon struc ting th e comple te ness ora con
cre tc situation , or depicting il', or or cornmunic~)ting it , but is ahl e only to 
ex tract from it the mate ria l objects and the substantial e lc me nts , it can ab4 

solutcly not p lay the ro le of teache r or informer vis-li-vis thc "reade r." Lt 
cannot re veal to hil1"l in a precise filshion a truth that he did not know, hut 
on ly rc mind him oran eve nt' , or a st'ri ng orevcnts the de tails of which he was 
alread)1 inlormed of before , I may ve ry we ll accumulate pictog ram s, and 
usc the m with all the resources possibl e from within th e syste m, but I wil l 
not arrive at an yth ing more than if'I would put forward in speech only "full 

t 
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~vords" and nothing e lse- or if I would compose a very nice small picture 
In the manne r of an Aztec "codex." , 

To ~al~, mounlain., t~ purchase. bread. lvoman. is nothing but a quill 
tessentl~1 diag ram , of which the only unquestionable e lements a re that it 
d:als With walking, with a mountain , with purchaSing, with bread , and 
With a woman. But who walks, and who purchases ? And when? And ho 
nlOny re~liti es are at work? Is the mountain tile starting point or the goal::;' 
the walk? Is the woman , like the bread , the object of the purchase, or is she 
ItS (fesl. mal. lOll~ or. ItS source? On the othe r hand , if I had the experience 
dUring a vacation III the mountains of buying a particular loaf of bread or 
seve ra l of the m , in orde r to take them to my wile, these five words sho'uld 
suffi.ce to make me re me mber a ll of it, in the case that) wou ld have fo rgot~ 
te n It , or that I wou ld have lost sight or some de tai l. 

Th is is why and how cune iform script in its first stage of pictograph y, 
was and cou ld not have been more than a 'mnemonic device. 

PI-IONETISM 

In orde r that script would becom e capab le not only of recording me mories 
bl~t also of comn~unicating thoughts; not on ly of bringing to mind known 
~hln~s but' ~I so of tea~hing the unknown , .it was sufficie nt t·o relate the script 
to th.lt \~h I C ~l cons ~ltutes the most pe rled instrum enl of analys is and or 
c~mm ll n .l cat l on availab le to man: th e spoken language. Now, from the t-im c 
o~ the DJe mdc t-nasr tab lc t.'> , only on e cent1lry afte r the establis hme nt of 
pl~tography) another discove ry e nabled the ancient Mesopotamians to take 
th iS most decisive step forward . 

. ~ l is.self.evidc nt that we do not know th e <lulho rs 01' the c ircumstances 
~f thiS (~I s~ovcry. The only cerhlin information that we have with regard to 
II', aJ1C!. It' IS an il~lpOrl'ant on e, is a ve ry te lling sequ e ncc of' three "p i cto~ 
grams on one 01 the table ts in question (A. Falke nste in , i\rchaische 'J'exte 
(~.',I,S. ~,"'.'k , no. 6~~ , 2: I). We h~~ve good re <lson lor inte rpre ting\) the first two 
~ I g ns LIS the tr:~ld l ~ I ona l name 01 the highes t Su Ine r i ~ln god: en . lf l. (i. e . LorcL
al.mo~pl.l e ,~e - for this inte rpre tation see p. 233 n. 3) writte n he re liI .ell , 

and ~h l s IS followed by the sign that re prese nts an arrolU Now it is knowil 
t l~at III the c lassica l sc ript this last sign in its cune iform sll3pe, read ti, is 
?fte n lIsed to des ignate life, its homophone in Sum erian . We also know that 
In the ant hropon ymic tradition of' Mesopotamia (whe re th e prope r names 

9 · Th is int c l'I)fc tatiOH has hccil rcce ntly disilut cd by A A Vr ' "U" , " t - I ' I .. . . ,lIIllan , .IC I' ( IC pr04 
OSUlllc n sc IC Sc lrin , A cta (1II1iql/(I A cmlellliflC SciClltitll-1l111 1I11111!.(ll"icac 22 (1974)- 15 B t-
SUPJlO.~ i l lg, that his c riticis m is pe rtine nt ;uld collrinncd- he docs not quest ion tile m'ClI;OlII~ d 

suggests Ih.at olle can ouly call il s applicfltion into lise with cx:unples that hc cOlis ilic rs 10 ~ 
more (;c r/;Ul1 but that he docs nOI .~peciry otlw .... yisc. e 
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solutcly not p lay the ro le of teache r or informer vis-li-vis thc "reade r." Lt 
cannot re veal to hil1"l in a precise filshion a truth that he did not know, hut 
on ly rc mind him oran eve nt' , or a st'ri ng orevcnts the de tails of which he was 
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are most often pious exclamations of the type This-god-is-m~~~s~f),i,or!, This
divinity-has-rnade-rne-live, etc.) the use of the concept of hfe attached 
to a divine name is extremely common. We thus have reason to conclude 
that the three signs in question must represent a proper name of a known 

type, something such as Enlil-gives-life. . 
From this reading, three important conclusIOns can be drawn: 
1. The language underlying the Djemdet-nasr tablets, and thus most 

probably also those from Uruk (which immediately pre~ede them on the 
same site, without a cultural break) is Sumenan, because It IS only m Sume
rian that the homophony between ti: arroW and ti: life is possible .. 

2. Consequently we have to credit the Sumeria~s wi~h the ?Isc{wery 

and the establishment of the first writing system-which after allis not sur-

prising, considering what we know of them. . 
3. Finally, at most a century after the first discovery, the S~lmenans 

made a second one, perhaps even more important that the first, If we con

sider them in their entirety: that of phonetism. 
It is probable that phonetism was at first nothing but a new procedure 

intended to bring a remedy to the semantic restrictions which are insepar
able from pictography. Homophony, which is common in the Sumerian lan
guage, could have given the idea of using a pictogram to designate not {~nly 
the object that it represented directly or indirectly, but also another object 
whose name was phonetically identical or similar (a common practice, later 
on). 10 We see this in our rebus, where the drawing of an eye followed by one 
of a reed, has nothing to do with the organ and the plant, but has to he read 

I read. 
There is nothing to prevent the use of the pictogram of. the arrow, ti, in 

order to indicate another thing that is also pronounced ti: life. One had only 
to detach the primary connection of the signs to an object.(arrow), to arr~ve 
at a phoneme (ti), i.e. something that is not a concrete realIty hut somethmg 
more universal, and belongs only to the spoken language. , 

Because, as a pictogram, the sign of the arrow can refer only to the 
thing that is an arrow, and consequently in its function as an ideogram it can 
refer only to a more or less extensive group of things that ~an b.e evoked ~)y 
it (let us say: weapon, shooting, hunt, etc.), the sound tJ deSIgnates WIth 

10. I can cite !{)r this a rather illuminatin~ parallel, one [ horrow from the memoirs {~fT. 
Ghirshman, Archeologue malgre moj, p. 116: "Kassmn (the confidential man ofhusiness.o! th.e 
excavators at Susa, in Inm) cannot read or write, Howt~ver, every day he presetltt~d me With Ius 
accounts, which he had written in a notebook in a very particular way. For ex~m~le, to indicat.e 
meat he would draw an car. Meat is got/cht in Persian and cannot he drawn. Ear IS gouch aud IS 

easily represented. For milk: cliir, one can see the paws o~ a lion, an animal.tl\so called ~·hi~. 
Buttermilk: milst hecomes the moon, mil, and so on. . .. In a cultural ~~lv~rOlunen~,':lth:l 
written tradition, hut of which he was only on the margin, Kasscm thus reHlvented 111 Ius 
way, not only ideography, but also phonetism, even tterophony* (for the Itlst, see p. go). 
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precision a phoneme. Hence it can he related to the spoken language, and 
can be used without the least reference to whatever material object it may 
be, to indicate some word or some part of a word (for instance, eventually to 
write ti.gi: a type of drum). Thus, the sign is no longer a pictogram or an 
ideogram. It no longcr "depicts" or represents anything. It is a phonogram: 
it evokes and records a phoneme. The graphic system is no longer a script of 
things but 1.1 script of words; it no longer transmits only thought but also 
speech and language. And as such, even though one needs henceforth to 
know the language of the person who has written something in order to un
derstand the writing, on the other hand what is written is able to indicate 
everything that is expressed in the spoken language, and as it is expressed 
there. It is thus no longer reserved to commemorate, to recall, it now in
forms and instructs. It is not a simple "mnemonic device" anymore but a 
script in the full and proper sense of the word. 

Perhaps, after all, we are proceeding here a bit too rashly, as if the discovery 
of phonetism in Mesopotamia by itself would have changed pictography 
into phonography overnight, with all the consequences following right 
away. The proof that we are not yet there, in the period that one knew how 
to write Enlil-makes-live phonetically, is that the tablets of that time 
(Djcmdet-nasr) remain mostly incomprehcnsible to us, even if we can deci
pher here and there some groups of signs analogous to En.lil.ti. vVhyr 

It is probably the case that no one was totally aware of the fact that a 
discov?ry capablc of revolutionizing writing had been stumhled upon, 
when for the first time a phonetic rendering had been given to a pictogram. 
Othelwise, what would they have done? What could they have dOlle, at 
least according to our logic? First of all pictography in itself would have 
been eliminated, hy keeping only the phonetic values of the signs. Then, 
among the phonetic values only those that are really useful everywhere, 
i.e. thc monosyllabic ones, would have heen preserved. Monosyllabic signs 
were ~llllnerous in Sumerian, we think-because it is easy to find frequent 
uses for the signs fiJI' water, tt)r man, f(-)r father, and ft)r companion, which 
~~re pronounced a, Iu, ad, and tab respectively. It is hard to imagine that 
frequent lise could have been made of the signs for donkey, anse, and for a 
metalworker, Ubira. Even with a little ingenuity-and we know that these 
people didn't lack thatl-they could have gone still filfther, by rejecting all 
monosyllahic values that have double uses, by the effects of homophony. 
They could have prcserved, for instance, only one du instead of a dozen or 
more. With less than one hundred signs, they would have reached the most 
advanced stage of simplification (as was the case later in Cyprus) with the 
greatest clarity that could be attained starting from pictography on the one 
hand, and fi'om the Sumerian language on the other: a script that was en
tirely syllabic. 
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Ir thi s radical progress did not take place in the very beginning or the 
third millennium (or e ve n later during the endless history of the cune iform 
script), 11 as it could have th eore tically, it is because, as I have suggested 
be fore, phonetislll has bee n regarded in general as a simple comple men
tary procedure , useful for improving the writing system as it was used at the 
time , i.e. the pictographic syste m. Th e latter has also been preserved , 
purely and simpl y, with its signs indicating first or~1I1 ~lil'lg~ .. The po~s il~ i1ity 
of taking advantage, whe n needed , of the signs ability to lI1 (ilcate 
phonemes corresponding to th e names of these things , was also main 

taincd . 
From thi s situation came a double result. First , even if the use of 

phonet ic values could have contributed to the reduction of the numbe r of 
signs, which we see indeed happen little by little (the re were only some 8 00 

in Fara; and later there remained arou nd 600 of which some 400 were com
monly used), 12 still the script became altoge the r quite complicated, Each 
characte r, whil e maintainin g its objective meanings ( /.0 go, 1.0 stalld , to be 
well [Dlmded , 10 lransport , La carry- for the pic~ogram ? f a foot). assu med 
corresponding phone tic values (the samc sign lor the loot could he read 
du- I.o walk; gub- I.o st.ll/ul; gin- Io he well founded; and t(lIll - l.o trallS-

purt , 10 carry) and as a resu lt doubl ed its semantic capacity, . 
To introd uce som~ orde r and certainty with in the irresolutions 01 such a 

militiplicily, the context was ce rtain Iy decis ive, But One could also resort' to 
a numbe r of aux ili ~lry procedures, For instance, aside from the usc of 
"c1assifiers" (p, 89), whe n a charactcr had La be read not as the sign oran 
ohject but' phon eticall y, and it was known to have more thOln OI:C valu e 
among which one had to choose th e correct one, the scribe had the Ir~.edom 
to add to the character another sign, also phone tic, that would spccdy that 
value. Thc same drawing: of a loot, rollowed by the sign to bc read in , had to 
be spelled gi n; preceded by the sign to be read gu, it had to be pronounced 

guh, e tc. . 
I n conseque nce ort"hi s state of amlirs th e wril i n~ syste m re mained IlIn 

dame nta ll y what it had been at the tim e ol' the first Urllk tablets : it sim ple 
11111e monic de vice. And that is why, ignorant as we still arc of thc precise 
cin;ull1stances of the various ope rations registe red on the DjCl11dct-nasr 
ilnd Ur tablet's, we re main stillllnahi c to read and comprche nd them CO I11 -

pletely. At most we pe rceive the conte nt somewhat bc lte r than with the 

Uruk tahle ls. 

II. O illy once was a 1)'pC of sy llahary developed or somewhat less thall 12.0 si~l1 s, all of 
them pluUletie, ami wit h very few idetl~rallls, in the ninetecnth century iu Assyria . U,lItthis 
syste m was used liS li. r as we know Hu ly ill Ih e arca O,,"hllsil1ess duclllll cnts." slII'vi\'cd lor It'sS 

Ihall a ce lllllr)'. ami does not see m to have had ;III Y echoes. 
12 . n. L:lhallisls 5gB sigll s, including those f()I' nlll nct'a l.~. in his ",.follud d 'iJ,JiJ!,rtl ll/dc 

akk(/(/ic llllc, 
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For various reasons this progress wi ll become more noticeable in the 
Fara period . First of a ll , around 2600, the conrormation or the signs had 
become close to the one that wou ld become familiar to us he nceforth . "Ve 
unde rstand the larges t majority of the signs from the n on directl y and , 
thus, at least thc content and the details of each docume nt can be suffi 
cie ntly clear to us, eve n il' occasionally the e nti re and tile precise sense es
capes us. 

. On the other hand , the documentation expanded at that time. I-I e nce
fortl,1 we do not have only adm inistrat ive and eco nomic texts, but also 
dcd Icatory royal inscriptions, and especially the Rrst outlines ora rea l lite ra
ture: hymns and prayers , myths, and wisdom counsels, 'J e tc. Th ese in
scription s and this "lite rature" can be compared to pieces of more recent 
date of the samc type or with the same subject matter, or that are in the 
same ve in , and so me tim es have the same te nor. This allows us at leas t to 
guess at or foresee the sense, and e ve n, upon occasion , to unde rstand th e 
sense rathe r we ll . With regard to "business docume nts," the repe titive for
mulas, the almost unchangeable orde r that pres id es over thei r redaction 
and the small amount of "grammar" they in volve, g reatly filcililate the i:' 
und erstand in g. 

And this is the maximum of comprehe nsion that can be procu red from a 
script t h a~ was sti ll so fllndam e nta ll y pictographic: an ove rall grasp or thc 
conte nt of the tex t, with, hc re and the re, a cleare r pe rception of some de
tails, 

The reco urse to phon etic writing is still limiled 10 a rninimllm in thesc 
te~ t·s , and the. rccordi ng oron ly the "1'1111 words" with so mc rare pre fix es alld 
afTlxcs,,( MU .sl. le; IM.de . E) is ke ptas mueh as possible. NOlhing but ·"-ull 
words ;Ire found : Enki IsilllU g l~l. dc : Ertki- Isilllll -shoul , while !at"c r all the 
grammatical nuances wil l be reproduced : Enki . kc Isimu , rag!"l. tnl l,un . n:.l ,dc.e: 
Ellki* (s ubject), to 18il//II (dati vclsl'oke (I itc rally: shol/ted = ve rb in Ih c I h i rd 
perSQl1 s i~'l gu,lar, in .lhe prc t~ rit , and wi th the usual rcpe tit ion ort he com ple
t~1C llt ~vh l c h IS al~() 111 th ~ thlJ-d pe rson s ingular by an infix), Th e onl y indica
hon of t~l e role ol each 01 the two pe rsons in the earlie r script is I he ir posit-ion , 
the subJ Cd first alld , as always, the ve rb last , with 1lo thing to ind icat'e to us 
the te ll se and the va riolts Illodes. It is st ill fundam e ntally or the orde r of I he 
III ne mon ie device_ Not onl y do th e conI nlel's and the "busi ncss doculTle nt s" 
reg~ s tc r sole ly the essentia l c1c me nts ol'the ai-f:lirs in qu est'ion , to preserve 
the ir me mory and thei r value . wit h the comple te unfo lding ortlle aff:lirs not 

13- "Ve find also I he II ~C ofa Yt:I'Y s t ral\~e ,~ys l c lll ofnolatil)l1 Il ml seems to liS l1lore IIr I ~ss 
erypt~graphic in (:omparisoll with the lIslial syste m. III any elise it be trays an int ense dTllrl l~ 
cslalilish the sll pply of charac l c r,~, hy way of chuicc.~ that wcrc more 01' l es.~ tllt)l t,L:hl uut ;111<1 

leamed , or Ihal varied from OIiC "schour 10 the other. 
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being recognizable except to the parties involved. But the royal inscriptions 
also constituted reports recalling a dedication or an offering, ad perpetuam 
rei menwriam. And the rough drafts of the literary pieces were, according to 
all indications, also destined to evoke the pronunciation of a text of which one 
or more versions circulated in their entirety in the oral tradition. 

Such was, in fact, the radical defect of the cuneiform writing system at 
that time. It could not establish and communicate aLL that the spoken lan
guage expressed of things, and haw it expressed them, he cause it remained 
too hadly and too loosely connected to the spoken language. 

REAL SCHIPT IN THE FULL AND COMPLETE SENSE 
OF THE TEHM 

\>Vhat was needed in order to arrive at the stage of a real script was the coup
ling of the script to speech by the development of phonetic writing. "':hat 
finally encouraged such a step forward was the existence and the use of the 
Semitic language, besides the Sumerian one, in Mesopotamia during the 
first half of -the third millennium, and the consequent obligation to tran
scrihe and record the Semitic language with picto-phonograms that were 
invented by the Sumerians fiJr their own language, The proximity, and 
often even the mixing of the two populations, placed in front of the scribes 
persons with Semitic proper names who also had to appear in the accOl~nts. 
of the movements of goods or in contracts, Moreover, the mental osmOSIS of 
the cultures was, as can be expected, evidenced by linguistic borrowings, 
The foreign products usually kept their names in the new environment in 
which they were adopted, Semitic words which passed into Sumerian had 
to be phonetized, such as rakklihu, written n\-gaba, messenger (literally, 
horsenum); ,§umu, written SU.me. or reversed me,su in Ur, garlic, and 
sa. hi.li for sahlU, cress(?). Or in the Ur 1* and Fara periods, and somewhat 
lat~r-aroun~l 24oo-tamaaru, written dam, bu, ra, confrontation; and 
the proper names of the Semites, such as l-lunt-qur-a(/; Qr-sum; l-pit-itr?
Il' and Pii-ahi which we erroneously read Suh.ad for a long time, Here, 
o;,ly the first ~art of the word was phonetically rendered, and the sign-lor
a-thing was maintained in the second part, a procedure that became 

common, 
Therefore, the Semitic language infringed more and more in daily use, 

upon the Sumerian, It even became the official and state language at the 
time o[ the Akkadian empire (ca. 2340-2160) and, even though we do not 
have more than trifling and shapeless remains, it is possible to think that a 
Semitic literature started at least to sec the light of day at that time. If the 
always unchangeable character o[Sumerian words (both "full" and "hollow" 
ones) was well suited to the use of the ancient pictograms, it was difficult to 
render clearly a Semitic text, of which at least the "full words," the most 
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important ones, change constantly in aspect according to the role they have 
in the sentence, It was difficult to represent these words always and every
where with the same unchangeable profile. 

Due to this, it became necessary to "attach" the script more and more 
to the spoken language, first of all to Semitic, but equally to Sumerian. By 
the end of the third millennium-and perhaps precisely because, due to its 
death or its passing away, the language had to he recorded in the absence of 
an oral tradition-we see progressively the writing down of all the prefixes, 
affixes, and suHixes that are indispensable to the clarity of the spoken lan
guage, in addition to the recording of the "full words." 

In the same way, the cuneifc;rm script became capable, not only of 
commemorating the known, but also of teaching the new, The long literary 
and religious works known as "The Cylinders ofGudca"* (dating to around 
2130), that were respectively close to 800 lines (Cylinder A) and 550 (Cylin
der B), are perfectly understandable in themselves without the least appeal 
to an oral tradition, and without the need for more explicit duplicates 
(which do not exist in any case), 

Hencef()rth, it can be said that the script, after more than half a millen
nium in existence, plus some additional centuries to accommodate itself 
entirely, had arrived at its most accomplished state in Mesopotamia, The 
writing system was based on the language, or even on several languages (at 
t~at time Sumerian and Akkadian, but also "Ehlaite"* and Elamite*; soon 
aftelwards I--lurrian, * Hittite, * and the other tongues of Asia Minor, Urar
tean, * etc,), Due to its phonetic capabilities, which came into full use from 
that moment on, the script rendered very distinctly all that the spoken lan
guage could express, and as clearly and perfectly as the spoken language 
did it, This was a real script in the full and f()rmal sense of the word; it was 
no longer a simple mnemonic device, 

lfowever, the script was always to keep prof()Und traces of its primitive and 
imperfect stage, This is not the place to describe these traces in detail, be
cause, to do that, we would have to take apart the terribly complicated 
mechanism of the "classical" cllneif()rm script. 1,1 

It suffices to indicate two points, First, the script never did attain the 
l~gical conclusion of its evolution, which we have already described as per
fect syllabism, It never rid itself of its antique pictograms (which one can 
l~etter, call ideograms, as we have seen, from the moment that the styliza
tIon of the characters docs not permit seeing in them the "draWings" of any-

, 14, Th~ complete system and the functioning of the usual cuneiform script are explained 
In Manuel d epigraphie akkadlenne by R. Lahat, pp. 1-2H, and on pp. xv-xli of Akkadbches 
SylLalJar hy.W, Von Soden and W. H611ig, In this book a very summary idea of the fully devel
oped cuneiform script can be found on PI>, /:18-91. 
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From Mnemonic Device to Script 
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thing at all) 15 is to the benefit of phonograms* only, Almost everyone of 
these 400 or so cuneiform signs in common use has one or more double 
values: ideographic (Le, it indicates a thing, a word or a concept, if you will), 
and phonetic, Thus the sign of the mountain can designate the land (matu 
in Akkadian), the mountain (Iiad,,) and also the idea of conquest, of reaching 
(ka"adu); and it can be read phonetically-kur, mad, lad, Iiad-and have 

other values which are more unusual. 
[n thc end, it is the context that permits the reader to choosc the right 

reading: this is why in our foreign and removed eye a cuneiform text can 
never be simply read, it bas to be deciphered, According to periods and 
usages, the variation of the phonograms and of the ideograms changes; but 
it is rare that some ideographic readings do not occur in even the best 
phonetized text. And sometimes ideograms replace phonograms, espe

cially in the learned literature, 
In short, not only does a text always have to be deciphered, but to fulfill 

that task in the best fashion it is indispensable to know well both the lan
guage and the general context of the documents that one is studying, 
Hence comes the extreme difficulty and the uncertainties of the translation 
of entirely new pieces, which are without duplicates and without parallels, 
In order to understand well one has to know already, or at least to a certain 
degree, at least for us, The native literate ancients knew perfectly well what 
to think of, because of the living tradition in which tbey grew up, Thus the 
cuneiform script has preserved some of the disadvantages that were inher

ent in it when it served only to recall to memory, 
Second, let us go further in time, Around the fifteenth century (at the 

latest?) the alphabet was established in phoenicia, perhaps at first under 
the more or less evident influence of the cuneiform script. This ultimate 
perfection, by which the script was reduced to the smallest possible num
her of univocal signs that correspond exactly to the fundamental (and the 
virtual) sounds of the language, refrained from reserving characters to incli
cate anything but the consonants, therefore leaving to the reader, who is 
supposed to know the language and its mechanism, to supply the vowels, Hi 

Thus even then the written text did not express everythin!\ and acted still, 
in that regard, as a mnemonic device, We have to wait until the heginning 
of the first millennium bef()re our era, until the intervention of the Greeks, 
who added the signs lor vowels to the alphabet borrowed from the Phoeni
cians, to complete once and for al1, thanks to them, the tn~ectory of writ
ing, henceforth arrived at its ('ttll maturity and perfection, 

15. Assyrio!ogisls prefer to talk of sumerograms* lo the extent that these ideograms 

L'OVer in fact Sumerian words ofthe "classical" period. 
16, The vowels in fact rlonnally played a secondary role in the lexicographic and gram

matical system of the Semitic languages, where all the significant elements are essentially 

composed of consonants. Cf. J..C, Fevrier, Iltstoire de l'ecrlture, p. 208, 
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Writing and Dialectics , 
or the Progress of Knowledge 

T
HEBE AHE VEHY STHONG INDICATIONS AS 'V c' IIAV ' , 

> ',.. _" ' ' V I~ E SEEN, THAT 
tl~c. f~I st ,wlltmg system known in our history, the clmeif()rm system, 
,was Invented amI developed around the year 3000 in low(' M -,. 

potat~"~ by the Sumerians, We do not have apodictic proofofthe Jr:ori~s::r 
~hls dls~overy, only a sohd mass of indications, Apodictic proofis i! '1 :. . " 

tnToSSl,ble in the study ofhistory, where only "indirect observa;io:I:~~~:lS: 
10 e, usmg t~stlmOTlleS wInch become less rcvcalin~ and mean in ,fill ti ' 
fa,~tlllel'l back 111 time they originated, 1" all the probabilities that ~ave ':I~ 
I Col( Y )ecn <:ollectcd and that are well known tl ". > " I ,II I f I' I ' let e IS one t HIt must be 
~1~ C cC,.o ,w lIC 1 not a gl'?<lt,deal secl,ns to have been made up to now: it i's the 
;l~t~n~hll:g andtowe.rfull~n~)act of this script, precisely in its so-called TUl

"~veT,s,,,(lP(;' lor~,~ ~~ rOlI~t,~)f VieW, the mentality, and what one may call the 
OglC or tIC (m echc and the rules that commanded the )1'0 'ress 0 

kn,owledge among the inhabitants or Ancient Mesopotamia, It ils asgif;\,' f 
Splflt had h~en profoundly marked by the discovery itself. 1ell 

A, certalll, numher of documents that are more or less well k 
st I' I' f f I ,,' nown or 
, lIC ICC III onn H,S () ,slle 1 an influence, One ofthcsc is !J'lrtl'cllI'll'ly' I' 
tive It', tl I II ' ,< < 111 orma-
, ' IS wor 1 t Ie troll) e to pause over it for '1 mOlllellt I'V 'I' I f t > I ' 'I . ~, " en I we lave to 
t;~;f: ~;p, ~r;,I1!\ l~ lere to depth, I due to the lack of space alld the intrinsic 
.• , cu les or tIe non-Assynologist. However, in explaining it ev('n 
sh,ghtly, onc cannot avoid disCl,lssing Sumerhn 'liltl Akk' I" 'I' ' 't.. I fI ,~ ,IC Ian, even I we 
seer c ear 0 leavy erudition, The document under study involves Ilothing 

1. As I have attempted to do in the article "[ cs noms de M' I ' . 
en M6sopotamie ancienne," pp. 5-28oftl 'F" ~.' I, '. an uk, I ccnture et la 'Iugiqllc' 
Finkelstein, which I am summarizing andl:d;lsl~::;~:(;~~:~/'I,(A>,",C,'ole'Jt NI~(1r ~';(jstlill Memory of]. I 
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less than the final section of the famous Epic afereation* (here dtedEp,; 
f the end of tablet VI starting with verse 123, and especmlly theentIrety 
:~;:blet VII), This epic justifies and celebrates the acceSSIOn 01 the, g~d 
Marduk* to supreme sovereignty over the Ul1lverse of heaven

h 
and ear~~~ 

After his coronation the entire chorus of the gods was t~ou,g t to.,co~ 
" h' 'fI,e maJ'ority of the names are lD SumerIan and "fifty names upon IITI,' 'I ' 

h ' I, ml)er of prerogatives that theIr accumu atlOn 
represent suc ,I arge nu 'VII f) 

, t'onal personality among his equals (Ep, : 143 ' , makes hIm an excep 1 - . I' tl' 
, f h ' followed by a sort of gloss that exp ams 1elr 

Each 0 t ese names IS - h .' f th c> 

, ' f' ~ -,' N)w it is pelfectlv clear that in t e opInIOn 0 e be'uIng lD a ew verses. <- , , I ' I I d I 
'. fir 'tl th _ . _ par'lphrases were entire y mc IU e ., anc 'Ulcient scholars 0 tIe 11;11 1, ese < " \." "11 

: .'f' h~ally contained, in the few syllables of the corresp~nc ln~, name, '*~ 
as I ac I ' 'd' El' VII: 1-2 that by the name of Asan 
take an examp e: we I ea In ' . 

Marduk was defined as: 
sl1rik meresti giver of agriculture 

d ( f fi II ) sa e,~rate ukinnu founder of the gri 0 e ( s 
J' 1ft banu se' am- tt qe 
creator of cereals anc ax " , 
producer of (all) greenery muse1'~u Urlfltl 

These scholars have shown us in one of their "treatises" of which a good 
number' of fragments are preserved and which we will use here as an ex: 
, I. tll'lt this entire theological phraseology, can be drawn out of the 
~;mp e, n':hles :)f Asari In order to understand how, and to penetrate at 

l1'ee,sy < 'I'th: Ie's (,ftheir logic of their knowledge, it is indispens-
once mto one 0 e ru . ',' ii 't 
able to recall first, in a few words, what their writing system was, anc lOW I 

functioned. 

THE SYSTEM OF THE SCHIPT 

I , . h ,* tl1is mc'U1S tInt on the hasis of Cuneif()rm writing st~\I·tec as T'wtograp y. , ~: <, • " 

tIle sim )lified and stylized reprcsentations of decoraltve arts an~l glypttcs: 
the ;eri:,t at first represented objects by their outlines: profiles 01 th~ Wl('~~ 
oh'ect (the fish; the profile of mountains, etc.) or of an Hnportan~ p,u t t e 
PI;I;iC triangle of the woman; the starin the sky, etc,), (See fig, 2, lines 15, 5, 

4 and 1 p, 72 above,) I 
' Sucll a procedure could not lead far. 11)0 few realit,ies can )e .repre~ 

sented in that way and, in any case, too large a numher of clH~racter-lIn~Fe~ 
~()uld have been required to make the system suitably useful. It has t llIS 

heen improved upon by usiug different tricks. ' 

I . s· I ' 234 where it appears in 
2 We do not kIiow the meaning ofthis arc laiC name. , c: it so p. , IT kit Fa * who 

an equ;llly enigmatic composite name of all ancient divinity 01 t Ie elltollfage 0 ',II " 

was ultimately absorhed hy Marduk, 

88 

\Vriting and Dialectics 

First of all, still according to the usages of the figurative arts, small 
scenes were composed that said more than each of the elements used in 
their composition: bread or water in the mouth for to eat or to drink; a 
woman associated with mountains for the foreign woman:3 because the val
ley of the Two Rivers was separated from the other inhahited countries hy 
mountain ranges in the north and the east. 

Some of the small scenes allowed the use of recurring themes that 
could, in some way, act as indicators, as "determinatives" or "classifiers," 
and they could relate the object with which they dealt to a determined se
mantic category: man to indicate that it dealt with an agent, or a state; wood 
to indicate the objects usually made out of that material, etc. The former 
sign placed in front ora plough indicated the farmer; the second placed in 
front of the same tool indicated the fanning -instrument. 

But one could also (and this is a vein that was even more exploited) en
rich the semantic contents of the characters hy recourse to the natural ties 
that the objects have among each other (a foot also evoked walking, stand
ing up, solid foundation On its hase, the ground, the earth, and even the 
underworld, and also the site, the place, etc.). Such connections could have 
even been entirely arhitrary, like the circle divided hy a cross to indicate 
sheep, which had been copied from the old clay pellets marked in that way 
to keep account of herds, 

By these variOliS shifts, each character could thus he enriched by an 
entire constellation of meanings, actual or potential, llsed or usahle. This 
process worked so well that even when the field was limited by the assign
ment ora definite and redllCed numher of Iisual meanings to each character 
(apparently very early in time), the users of the original ideography* kept 
open the possibility of overstepping the bOllndaries and of concentrating in 
one and the same sign an entire aspect of reality, an entire network of mean
ings that were more or less connected, till the very end oflhe history of the 
script. The sign of the star, for instance, which in the common script only 
referred to heaven and to thc god(s), could also he taken to signify every
thing that was "on high," "superior," or "sovereign," The scholars'" of the 
country never t<>rgot this original and deep-seated capability of their script, 
even if the redactors and the copyists'" did not take it into account at all. 

This awareness was so strong that the original ideography remained in
tegrated in the script and inseparahle from it, even after the phonetic 
values of signs had heen discovered; that is, after the realization that each 
sign did not only attaeh itself to the objective universe, to the things, the 
objects or which it was the image or the symhol, but also, f()rcihly, to the 
spoken language, to the names of these ohjects, to words, each of which 

3. Or more precisdy "woman brought hack from abroad as war booty," "slave of the 
female sex" (see above, p. 77). 
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was expressed by an ensemble of phonemes. It is possible, even probable, 
that in the language of the script's origin, Sumerian, words had been mostly 
monosyllabic (but we do not have evidence for it), That is why the phonetic 
value of the signs is almost always monosyllabic: single vowel; vowel + con
sonant; consonant + vowel; or vowel between two consonants. Even 
though the original monosyllabism of the Sumerian language might be an 
illusion, it is still imaginable that the "inventors" of this phonetism could 
have maintained only the first syllable of each word, to confer to the corre
sponding sign its phonetic range. This is elsewhere called acrophony. * But 
this problem is oflittle importance. The only thing that counts is the essen
tial result of such a process: the cuneiform characters (known among As
syriologists as "sumerograms") from that moment on were each given one 
or more syllahic values. Each represented first of all the name (or the begin
ning of the name?) in Sumerian of what it immediately designated, as an 
ideogram, and continued to designate this name, hecause in this highly 
conservative country, phonetism was always taken and preserved as noth
ing more than a reinforcement and a help, even a double, of ideography 
instead of revolutionizing the writing system by simplifying it considerably 
into a syllabary, The character of the fish no longer evoked only this animal 
but also the phonetic entity ku which designated "fish" in Sumerian, The 
foot was read at times du when it indicated walking, at times gub, standing 
up; gin, the solid foundation on its base; and tum, to transport. The use of 
these phonetic values presented an assured way to transcribe polysyllabic 
and even monosyllabic vocahles not only in Sumerian, but especially also 
those of foreign origin. Instead of writing gin one could coin the word gi. in; 
instead of adaman, "disputation, discussion," one could spell dearly 
a.da.man, and dam.gar could render the name of non-Sumerian origin of 
the "merchant": damkar. But due to the fact that ideography was identified 
with the idea of the graphic expression itself, it never occurred to the an
cient inventors and organizers of the script that henceforth one could ig

nore this hasic ideography. 
With this new and supplementary register of meanings, it followed that 

each character first of all obtained a certain poluphony, in the sense that as 
an ideogram it referred to a "constellation" of objects and thus acquired, on 
the phonetic level, a proportional multitude of syllabic values-as we have 
seen above for the sign of the f(}Ot: du, gub, gin, tllm. On the other hand, a 
certain honwphonu among the totality of characters was unavoidable, be
cause a great number of the names of the realities to which these characters 
rderred originally, and to which they always kept on referring, coincided 
phonetically (or their first syllables did, separated according to the acro
phonic principle). The phoneme du, l(n instance, corresponded to a good 
dozen of signs whieh were different, but which referred to objects that were 
in their designations more or less homophonous, if not homonymous. 
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"Foot," production, ruins, hlm-v, goodness, to speak, and still others were 
all pr~nounced more or less like duo Distinguished by their ideographic 
~eaIHn~s, these. characters were all confused in the phonetic register. But 
m practIce, varymg according to regions and time periods a deli' d 1 f 1 ' ne num-
}er 0 va lies was reserved to certain signs, and the copyists used th . 
values almost exclusively. The scholars could always resort to any value :~~ 
f~ecly replace one by another in their speculations, without any restri '_ 
tIOns. c 

BILINGUALISM AND ITS CONSEQUENCES 

In tl"e establishment and the elabOl",tion of tIle wrl't' g' t I • < In sys em anot ler 
mam elem~~t play~d a role, whose importance we have to stress now: the 
thorough bllIngualtsm of the civilization that used this writl'ng syst, Th" "1" I ' ' ,em, ,s 
CIVl lzation was ( erived from the confluence 'md svmlll'osl's {If tw ,,'I I ' < • , ' , 0 ongma 
ell tures, w~o~e repre~entatives found themselves rcunited in Lower 
MesopotamIa from the fourth millennium on' (In the (lne h' 1 S ' I 1 . .' <Inc, umenans 
on t 1e ot ler the Semites that we conventionally call Akkadians. " 

· Thei~' r,espec-,tive languages were as f.:'1f removed from each other as 
C~lInese. 1~ from F rench, even if their users did not seem to have kept track 
of ~h~ dlflerences, treating them apparently less like two irreducible lin-
gUlshc systems than like simple coherent variants of one 'Incl t'l,e' s', I, r _ Tl I < • < me <Ul-
gllagc: 1C p l()J1etic material of Sumerian was less rich than the Semitic 
material. AI.ld while a large number of the Sumerian words could have been 
mOlI~)syl~a.b1C and remained unchanged whatever their grammatical role, 
the Se~l1lhc vocahl.es were usually polysyllabic, and changed their outlook 
accOl.·dmg to their fur~ction within the sentence, as in all languages that have 
nom mal and ver!nll mflection. The Sumerian language, which was origi
nally the only offi~ial1angllagc of the administration, religion, and culture 
soon cOl~peted WIth Akkadian, and was then replaced by it. Sumerian dicl 
not .survive except as the learned language among scholars, somewhat like 
Lat~n ar~on7 us in the, Middl~: Ages .. It remained the scholarly language 

C'~h'tIl the very end of the history of Mesopotamia, shortly before the 
nstmll era. 
· The~e linguis,tic divergences and avatars had their repercussions on the 

SCriPt.. Created for SlIme~ian, the script underwent important changes 
when It had to be adapted for Akkadian, 

I~irst of all, in the ideographic register, each of the signs was enriched 
by references corresponding to the Akkadian nOllns (Ill t(IP of'l'ts f' S . . , . re erences 
t~ un~enan nouns. In addition to du, gub, gin and t(un, the use of the sign 
of the foot was extended to indicate also the verhs a/a'ktt ,'ZltZZL k' d / b I ( " " t, eflU, an 
w ta, t1 ", and all thei,~ multiple infl~cted forms which were required by 
the context: tzzaz for he stands up, tukiln for "you fix," "you establish"; 
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uilatbalu "they make transport," etc.) which in the Akkadian language indi
cate "to walk," "to stand up," "to he solidly fixed on its foundation," and "to 
carry/transport/bring. " 

On the phonetic level, the first readings (du, gub, gin, tlim to use the 
same example again) naturally remained in use, not only to transcribe Su
merian, but also Akkadian. Certain signs, however, could also receive new 
values, drawn this time from their correspondents in the Akkadian lan
guage, just like the older ones were drawn from their Sumerian correspon
dents. Thus the sign for head, which was pronounced sag in Sumerian and 
was syllabically read sag, took on the ncw syllabic value nlil, derived from 
the Akkadian noun for "head": res. 

""hen one wanted to transcribe an Akkadian term, one could always 
resort to ideography, as long as it mostly involved current and well-known 
realities: the man, the king, the house, etc.; otherwise (but even in these 
cases according to the circumstances) one necessarily had to spell in some 
fashion the successive syllables of the Akkadian word by representing it 
with syllabic signs. One of the oldest Akkadian personal names inscribed in 
our texts is Ilum-qurild (which is translated as The god is a valiant war
rior!). It was rendered by the ideogram of the star to indicate the god, illlm; 
and two signs with phonetic values, quI' + ad, were used, to spell the epi
thet. However, as the division orthe syllables remained in theory arbitrary 
(even if it became sufficiently regulated in time for the use of the copy
ists), one could also coin I-lumlIlum-qu-ra-ad, I-lumlIlum-qll-rad. Even 
l-lumIIlwn-qu-ra-a-ad, ctc. could he writtcn in order to stress the length 
of the last syllable by repeating the vocalic sign, according to a usual con
vention. The scholars also used this theoretical freedom in the division of 
the syllables of the words with the utmost liberty in their "dialectical" usc of 
the script. 

On the other hand, the characters which were devised for Sumerian 
phonetics could not express the suhtleties of Akkadian phonetics. The 
latter, as in other Semitic languages, contained a number of particular 
phonemes unknown in Sumerian: an entire range of laryngeals and of sih
ilants, as well as the "emphatics," pronounced with a particular stress. With 
the material of Sumerian, such phonemes could he rendered only very ap
proximately and in an amhiguous way. Moreover, written Akkadian seems 
to have contained only two largyngeals; a weak one and a strong one. The 
same signs recur, especially to indicate the voiced, the voiceless, or the em
phatic consonants: hi f()r hi and pi; ad for ad, at, or at (emphatic); ku f()r krt, 
gu, and £fU (emphatic); sa f(lI' sa, .§a, za, and ,)'a (emphatic), etc. In this way, if 
~e want to introduce here a theoretical example, the same signs ka + pa + 
du could, at least in principle, refer to Akkadian terms which are as 
phonetically and semantically diflerent as kapddu "to plan," koMt" "to be 
heavy," and ka]J(ltu "to succeed." For a spelling such as LUI + Ztt + u, only 
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the context could distinguish between hasu "to cover" and hazu "to ob
ject." In such cases the context generally enabled the' exclusion of certain 
possibilities which sufficed to compensate for sueb a graphic ambigUity; not 
to mention the customs of the copyists, which varied according to period 
and place, but which more or less regulated the use of the characters and 
their phonetic specifications. 

If Sumerian was responsible for the imprecise way in which many Ak
kadian consonants were rendered, one perhaps has to attribute to the latter 
language a certain limited but real ambiguity in the expression of the 
vowels. In fact, as explained above, the Semitic languages in general assign 
only a semantic and grammatical role of secondary level to vowe1s. FlIrth~r
more, during the evolution of the language certain vowels were deformed 
or muted, especially those at the ends of words. This led the copyists, who 
in this syllabic script could not separate vowels from consonants, to use 
signs where the place of the muted vowel was taken by whatever vowel they 
chose. These phenomena were able to introduce a certain vocalic fluidity in 
the phonetic values of the signs in Akkadian. There was confusion not only 
between i and e, whose pronunciations seem to have been very close, per
haps already also in Sumerian, but between other vowels as well. This does 
not happen when the vowel precedes the consonant; hut when it follows the 
conson¥lnt one finds signs that refer to Slt as well as to sa, to ku as well as to 
ki, to ta as well as to ttl. And this is even more frequently the case with the 
interconsonantal vowels: bal can be read as hul; lum as lim; nak as nik; and 
mad as mid and mud, etc. 

However, one docs not have to conclude from the preceding that in this 
hellish script every sign was uncertain with regard to the consonant or indif
ferent with regard to the vowel. That would at once have taken away any 
coherence or precision whatsoever from the system, rendering it then, if 
not impracticable, at least almost useless. In reality the users of this script 
made the m~lximum effort to avert any ambiguity. This efl()rt coincided with 
the gradual evolution of the systcm from its original state as a simple 
"mnemonic device" to that of a script in the fl.lll and accomplished sense of 
the ternl, capahle not only of recalling the known to its readers, but also of 
teaching them the unknown. Varying according to location, period, and 
even literary genre of a text, the choice of signs and their values was re
stricted. Classifiers, ahout which I said a few words bef()re, were used and 
phonetic indicators were placed bef()re or after a sign with several ide
ographic 01' syllabic values, in order to point to the value that the copyist 
had in mind, not to mention the clarification that was necessarily provided 
by the context. All of these elements together eliminated almost all ambi
guity from the text, and conferred upon it an exactitude and coherence 
without which it could not have fulfilled its role. 

Because of the origins, the formation, and the development of the 
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Because of the origins, the formation, and the development of the 
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script, it always remained true that a certain nu~be: o~ permutations ~nd 
side-steps could intervene, on the level of the things mdlcated as well as on 
that of the signifying words, Certainly, when wntmg and recopymg the 

t t the scribes and the copyists avoided these ambIgUItIes as a rule; but 
ex s, I h' 'I b- t 

scholars could return to them at their leisure,: A~("t at Is"p~eclse. ~,w d 
tbey did, Even better, tbey derived an entire logIc and a dIalectIC, from 
them, as we are going to show by returning to the document that IS the 

subject of this chapter. 

THE "DIALECTICS" OF WRITING 

First ofall, in the light of such principles, ,:"e can undcrstand without diffi: 
culty how one could, in some way, extract from th~ name Asan the contents 
of the two verses cited above which comment on It. 

A copyist spelling this name phonetically to write it would never have 
divided it otherwise than a + sa + ri, But a scholar, who had to analyze It 
on an entirely different level, not that of script, but that" as he thought, ~f 

, l'ty (I ecause he thought that the name was identIcal wIth the thmg), WdS 
re,l 1 ). d' h' 'd tl 
not bound by the rules of orthography, What counte m IS mm was ',e 
actual or potential phonetic contents of the name, of which each syllalJl~ 
element represented a Sumerian word-like all the syllabIC values ,of the 
characters of the script-and beyond that word, a reality, Thus he dlVlded 

Asari into a, sar, and rio f 
The sign sal' was represented in the pictographic sketch by two ears 0 

grain along a furrow: 

2 J 

I-upright, 2-turned goO (see fig. 2 above), 3-cuneiform 

In the daily script the sign was reserved for t~e m~aI~ings of greenery 
and garden (orchard or vegetable garden), Therefore, It IS to be expected 
that one would find greenery at the end of the two verses cited above. But It 
also preserved, in it~ primary semantic conste~lation, the capa~ity to evoke 
all that touched upon the labor producing useful plants: all agncultural and 
arboricultural work, by itself (the agriculture of the first of the two verses) 
and by its results (the cereals and the flax of the second verse), By virtue of 
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the polyphony of the signs, the same sar could also be read ma:, a Sume
rian word that corresponded to the Akkadian verb a~il, to (make) leave (pos
sibly from the idea of the "sprouting" of the plants, of their "leaVing" the 
earth), which figures at the end of the second verse in its "causative" form: 
who makes shoot up, who produces, 

The hmdamental and central value of the character a is "water." It 
seems that the scholars referred to this "water," by an indirect way of rea

soning, when they mentioned the grid (of the fields), of the fields' outlines, 
Le. their delineation and distribution on the ground. Such a delineation 
was done automatically by the use of canals and ditches, without which all 
agricultural work would have failed in the country, for want of irrigation. 
This is why the a in a + sa + ri referred to the grid (of fields) mentioned in 
the first verse. 

Ri, as such, was not useful in the context of the commentary on Asari. 
But by virtue of the secondary character of the vowels, explained above, 
one could substitute the sign by ni or ru. The latter had as equivalent the 
Akkadian verb "anlku, which means to give (as a present) and is used here 
in the heginning of the first verse. The sign ra corresponded by homophony 
to another sign, ordinarily read duo The latter sign translated the idea of to 
create, and appeared at the beginning of the second verse. 

Thus all the "full words," all these notions included in the gloss in two 
verses on Asari, were found in the name in the f()fm of' Sumerian words 
evoked by the phonetic breakdown: to give (ru for ri); agriculture (sar); to 
found (d, for ri); tracing/grid (hydrography of the agricultural fields) (a); 
creation (rei in its reading dil); cereals (sar);]lax (sar); production (sar, in its 
value ma) and greenery (sar). These notions composed the name; they 
were an integral part of it: it is thus not sllrprising that one could extract 
from the name Asari the details of the prerogatives that it accorded to 
Marduk: 

Giver of agriculture, f()under of the grid lof fields], Creator of 
cereals and flax, producer of [all] greenery, 

Only the "full words,"* those that ref(~r to realities, were taken into ac
COllnt here. The "hollow words" which indicate the relationship between 
them, those relationships that in Akkadian were indicated by the nominal 

4· To avoid the confusion caused by the homophony oflbe cuneiform signs ill their tran
scription into our script, Assyriologists have choscn to attach a conventional mark to the 
transcription of each sign, in order to indicate exactly to what character the trallscription re
fers. Eitlwr a "mark zero" (the simple and pure transcription, rna to refer to the charact{lr of 
the./ig); or 1111 acute accent (rna for the character of the hoat), or a gnlve accent (ma I()r the Sigll of 
a box), or a numerical index placed in small type below and to the right of the transcription 
(rna .. if)r to Leave; mas for to grind, etc.). Thes{~ diacritics'" have no relationship at all to the 
pronunciation. 
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or verbal inflection and by the use of prepositions, conjunctions, and even 
of pronouns, were entirely left aside. This concept is in perfect accordance 
with the archaic state of the cuneiform script described above. 

Some one hundred lines are fragmentarily preserved to us of a type of 
explanatory analysis that must have covered in its complete form at least the 
entirety of the seventh tablet of the Epic of Creation. It demonstrates very 
well to what extent the scholars, authors, or readers of the work (which can 
be dated in broad terms, at the earliest, to the end of the second millen
nium or to the beginning of the first) were convinced of the total, real, and 
substantial identity between the prerogatives and the powers of Marduk 
detailed by his epithets, and the corresponding "names" which had been 
conferred upon him by the council of the gods at his accession. It shows to 
what extent the conferring of the "names" and the granting of the realities 
implied by the names were in their minds one and the same. For each of the 
twenty names that are extant in the fi'agments, one can find a syllabic 
breakdown. This was done, not according to the usages of the copyists, in 
actual and juxtaposed syllables, but in potential syllables for which it was 
sufficient that they could be found in one form or another in the name. Each 
of these syllables was understood in its ideographic value, thus correspond
ing to a Sumerian word. It was either understood by itself, as it was {(lUnd 
traditionally specified on the semantic level (just as, above, sal' was under
stood as greenery). Or one could pass on to one of its phonetic equivalents 
which referred to another Sumerian word (with the vowels as well as the 
consonants eventually interchangeahle according to the rules indicated 
above: sar read ma

4 
felr to produce; and ri read ra or I'll {(lr to found and to 

create). Finally, the syllable could be understood by a more or less oblique 
or suhtle reasoning (a starting from "water" to end lip with the grid of the 
fields, which was created hy the distribution of the irrigation water in ca
nals). Each of these values corresponded to the syllabic contents of one of 
the terms whose sequence constituted the theological paraphrase of the 
"name" in question. Such equivalencies show very clearly that in the eyes of 
these ancient scholars the multiple attributes identified hy the various 
"names" of Man/uk were really and materially included in those names. 

There is thus no need to multiply the examples of the dialectical mech
anism whose functioning we have shown. Nor is it necessary to cite other 
works, or simple pieces or principally religious documents, such as myths, 
hymns, and some others, not to mention "commentaries," where the same 
procedures are clearly visible-and there are many of them. 

The system is not i(Jrmally attested until the seventeenth century 
hef(lre the Christian era. A fillllous passage of the Supersage, * a long myth
ological account that descrihes the creation of mankind and the establish
ment of its condition until after the Flood and the beginning o["historical 
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times," is incomprehensible if one does not study it according to this same 
vision of things. S The creatures in the story are entirely identified with 
their wri.tten names, to sllch a degree that in analyzing the names it is possi
ble to dl~cover and to know their entire nature-somewhat like taking 
apart an mstrument or dissecting an animal. It is possible that such her
meneutics were as old as the script and thus attached to it in its original 
state, more or less explicitly and consciously. -

PRESUPPOSITIONS OF THIS SYSTEM 
OF HEHMENEUTICS 

Hone ~hinks ahout it, this type of "dialectics" which consisted of analyzing 
the written words to advance the knowledge of things, was founded on a 
dou~)I~ postulate. that is also filr removed from our own vision of things: a 
realistIC conceptlOn, hoth of the name, i.e. of the word insofiu' as it names 
and deSignates, and of the writing. 

The first point is known to all who work with the civilization of ancient 
Mesopotarni<~-or with some neighboring and tributary civilizations. We 
have known for a long time that the name in ancient Mesopotamia was not, 
as in our own view, an epiphenomenon, a pure accident extrinsic to the ob
j~c,t, ajllltu,~' vocis, a simple, arbitrary conjunction ora relationship ofsig
lllflCahon :vlth a group of phonemes. On the contrary, the ancient people 
wer~ convm~ed that the name has its source, not in the person who names, 
hut 111 the obJect that is named; that it is an inseparahle emanation from the 
object, like a projected shadow, a copy, or a translation of its nature. Thev 
helieved this to such an extent that in their eyes "to receive a name" and t~) 
exist (.evidently according to the qualities and the representations put for
\~ard ',n the IHU!'le) was one and the same. The first couplet of the Poem oj 
Creat"",* (I: If.) states: 

Whell, Oil high, the heaven had IlOt (yet) becn named (all d), below, 
the earth had not heen called hy name 

to indicate the lIonl>eing, the lIonexistence or Heaven and Earth; of Above 
a,~d Below, This passage is always quoted in order to illustrate this manner 
of viewing things. It is but oIle piece of an enormous dossier, one that does 
not IH~ve to he discllssed here. This realistic conception of the onomasticoll 
and of the vocalHilary is especially clear in the list of names or Mart/uk with 
their paraphrases, hecause each designation of that god contained, ill some 
way materially, all the powers, the merits, and the attributes that identiHed 

s· ~:e J: ~ottcr(), "La ('«'alion de I'homme et sa nature dalls Ie pO{':llle d'Atrabllsis," pp. 
24~32 01 Socreiles ami r.rmgtlllges oj tlw Ancient Near Ellst. 
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him . The fabu lous total offirty titles for him alone thus fo rces one not on ly 
to recognize in hi m an extraordinary personali ty, even on the divine level , 
but allows one to acqu ire a profound and detai led knowledge of this person-

al ity. 
The contex t of the list of names in the sa me epic allows a be tte r percep-

tion of where eaeh name derived its value in the e nd- its realistic value, of 
cou rse. Each name, in the opinion of the authors, was the expression of a 
will and or a particu lar deci sion of the gods concerning that which was the 
subject of naming. ~11J put it accord ing to the local te rminology, each nam e 
predsely slated that dest.iny or th e nam ed object. The tex t places dest.iny 
and Home in a re lat-ionship of quasi-ide nti ty whe n it shows the gods taking 
the decision to l111me I.he dest.i,nies oj Man /uk , ill order that one could i ll 
oake I. i Ill. wil.h (as man y) differe,,1. /lam es (E/I . VI: 1651'. ). This no t ion ol' des
liny, so im portant in th e Mesopotam ian view of things, de fin ed the very 
lIature or be ings, but according to the calculations and the desires or the 
gods. ] t is the nature of be ings in lhe sense unde rstood in this good old 
scholaslic word , i.e. the ir constitut ion inso l~\ r as in it their be havior and 
th eir speci fi c activity were programmed- something comparable, if' you 
will , to the ge netic code , but on an e nti rely dilre rc nt lcvel. And it is such a 
nat ure tha t allowed one to find and to bring forth the analys is or the name, 
because the name was nothing but the translation of the deslin y, in other 
words, the prope r and authe ntic express ion or the nature . 

Undoubtedl y this is why in the mythological tradi tion ort~\ ith the des
ti ll ies of ereatu r(:s , resu lting simi larl y from the del ihe rate decisions of the 
gods , we re often prese nted as be ing consigned to a 1 ~IIl1Uu s T(/IAe l. ~oJ
desti llies whose keeper was the highes t god himse lf. Thus in Mesopotamia 
the name or the word had its full value onl y to the exte nt· that il was estab
li shed in writin g, as a result of thi s realistic way of see ing. 

The realism oj I.he wril.ten, this o the r pos tulate of Mesopotamian "Iugic," 
has bcen discussed less. Perhaps it has even heen misllllClers tood or mis
judged up till now. Ilowc\'er, it was eq uall y important .. ~nd well docu
me nted , and we have to think about it as care f'llll y as we did lor the dia lectie 

me thod describcd above. 
ror ItS, the entirely alphabe tized script (Le. lou nded on the phon 'lie 

analys is of the word, which is hrokcn down l' o irreducible cle me nts) h llS as a 
primary runction to fix materially that which has but a transitory existence 
as a pronounceable word, and but a me ntal and incorporeal realit)1 as a sig
ni fi ed concept. The script thus se rves, first 01' all , to bestow an objective, 
indel2.ende nt, and lasting ex i stenc~ 1.lpon spe~ch , .\~ hich translates our. 
thoughts and our vision or things. SCri pt keeps Itse lf III lhe background 01 
speech and of that which is represented hy speech. It is nothing without 
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speech and does not add anything to the spoken, if not mate riali ty and du
ration. 

It was not at all like that with th e ancie nt Mesopotamians. As there are 
so many differences bet\veen us and the m on this point, as on Illan y others, 
it is nccessary to re membe r not only that they had created the ir own script 
(and pe rh aps , at the same time , script in gene ral), but also that the first 
stage orthe latter, the first rorm that it took whe n it appeared , was piclogra
phy. * Moreove r. pictograp hy was not a script of words, because it d id not 
recognize any phone lism, but a script or thin gs. It transcribed the things 
directly by sketches or conve ntional drawings , which were things in the m
se lves because, directly or in di rectly, malerial objects were recognizab le in 
the m. Even afte r the inve ntion or ph onc tism (that is, or the possihilit y of 
st rippin g these ske tches of the ir objective specifications in orde r to attach 
the m on ly to a group or phone mcs which constituted the pronunciation or 
the object in th e language in use) the cune iform writ ing sys te m never aban 
doned its o rigi nal. deep-seated hab its or imm ed ia te refe re nce to things. 
Even wit l1 regard to phonograms* the Mesopotarn ians neve r lost sight or 
the 1~lct that these were, ane r ali I pictograms stripped of their objective 
contents, lor lhe benefit of'th ei r phonetic va lue. Alld thcy could in any case 
find the object ive conte nts immediatelYI as is e loquently shown by the "log
ica l tliialysis" of t ile" names , .. ill ustratcd above. 

This is why in the opi nion or the ancien t scholars or Mesopohlmia the 
script was fund amen tall y c01lcrete (lnd realistic. One did not write first or 
all the word , th e pronou nced nam e of' th e tilillg, but the thing itsc lf, fu r
nished with a name. Th e name was inseparable rro m the th ing, confu sed 
wi th it , as 1 have just res ta ted . And this written nam e, equal to thc t·hing, 
consl'i tuted a mate ria l given, which was concre te , solid , an d con1parablc to 
a sll bstance or which each portion, even th e sma ll es t one , contained all the 
lilcldties orthe lotal, j\l st as the sma lles t grain or sal!' has all the characteris
lics of' tllc heavies t block. O ne cotlld also makc usc or Lhc word , just as milch 
as o lle co uld use thc thing itself. O ne cou ld scrut-inizc the word li ke the 
th ing, analyze it , reduce it to its cle me nts and thlls take out or it all ,·hat it 
eonlained oflh e realily and the i nle l li~ibilil y or lhe thing. 

Me ntal processes were being utilized in order to do these analyses, 
these exa minations, these advances in knowledge, these "reasonings" (as 
aile could call it). They allowed the passage from one and the same writl.ell 
sumcrogram * by inte rm ediate te rms to vario lls adjace nt te rms whose accu
mulation e nriched th e knowledge or the subject or the nam e. O ne cannot 
ack now ledge these me ntal processes, unde rstand the m, judge the m as nol 
be ing abs urd, nor pen:e ive the ir rationality, ifone docs not place them in 
the realistic pe rspecti ve of the scri pt. As I have recalled above, the mu lti 
va le nce or th e signs, the ir polysemy as li ngui sts wOlild say, goes back in 
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effect to the original pictography and to the obligation of organizing around 
each of them a "semantic constellation" based on the things themselves and 
on their real or imaginary interrelations. 

The script detached itself sufficiently from this realism later on and, 
hooked up tothe language, it could have become a more abstrac~ instn~ment 
of communication for common use by the scribes and the COpYIsts, WIthout 
reference to the original pictography. However, the scholars always kept, if 
not the archaic vision, at least the memory and the consciousness of a script of 
things, and of the possibility of having recourse to its first realism, to its 
concrete and polysemic character (fueled even more by the catalogues and 
the lists of which we have large sections). This character permitted the pas
sage from one thing to another in one and the same sign, the extraction of (~ne 
reality from another, and the resulting enrichment of the knowledge of an 
objec't derived from the analysis of its writt~,I,l name,~mly, as we have seen it 
practiced above by the authors of the list of names of Manluk and by the 
exegetes. 

THE IMPORTANCE OF THIS SYSTEM FOR TI-IE 
MESOPOTAMIAN MENTALITY 

This is quite an irksome and dry subject. It is however n~cessa? to deal 
with it ir only to reconcile our point or view with a card mal pomt of the 
ancien~ Mesopotamian Weltanschauung. A professional historian. is alw:1Ys 
ill at ease and suspicious when someone thinks or e1ain~s to have found 111. a 
civilization so filr removed, cultural phenomena that can be taken exactly In 
the sense of our cultural phenomena and that can be superimposed upon 
ours. After all these pages, the demonstration seems at least to have indi
cated that the conceptions and practices of Babylonia were lilr removed 
11'olll our own. They differ like night and day concerning the script and its 
hearing, as well as in the relationship between the words and their c011-
tents, and the possible lise of names to increase and improve the kno:vl,edge 
of the named things. It is one thing that we cannot accept this type 01 dmlec
tic and its presuppositions, hut with regard to qualities the historian C<HlIl~)t 
make value judgments on the past that he recovers. He mllst only ascertam 
and try to understand it, not according to his own parameters, hut by plac
ing the ancient concepts in their own time and milieu. I-Io:vever.str~l~-I~e, 
even aberrant, such a vision of things, such a treatment of the slgmfYlllg 
and the signified, and such a realistic and simple agreement hetween writ
ten signs and words and things may seem to us, they are nothing less than 
rooted in the very origins of the script. These concepts have ruled the coun
try to the same extent as the script, and they were integrated iI.1 the I:ation
ality and the culture of the country. They ,may have .provoked III theIr own 
way a real progress of thought in spite of all their fantasy, and they were 
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spread all around in the ancient Near East,6 where perhaps their meaning 
would have escaped us if we had not understood it at its source. 

In its country of origin, this vision provided us with the clues to a num
ber of phenomena that, without the clues, were unintelligible and even ab
surd. Let us not talk about the entire mythology of the contacts between 
gods and men, of the profoundness of the gods' creative powers and the 
mysteries of their behavior towards their creatures, Let us simply take the 
very ample sector of thought and practice which I have called deductive 
divination. * It was most probably typical of ancient Mesopotamia and 
carefully developed there, and it is widely attested in thousands of docu
ments. According to the opinion of their devotees, the gods had to deter
mine and to decide first of all the destinies of all things, in order to produce 
and govern the world and the people from day to day. Their orders had to be 
written dawn in order to give them substantiality, publicity, and force. Uti
lizing as pictograms and ideograms the things to come, which they created 
as needed, they impressed in them the "individual words" of their decrees 
by anomalies and surprises in their presentation or their evolution. Who
ever understood the code used by the gods (a real transposition of the code 
of cuneifiJrm writing), in other words, the significant value of their "ide
ographic signs" materialized in the objects of the universe, could decipher 
the signs and read in them the irrevocable will of their authors. They would 
understand, f()r instance, that one had to prepare oneself for violence, for 
brutality, f()r something all-powerful, or f()J' carnage each time a "lion" 
appearcd~as in cuneiform every "star" made reference to the heavenly, 
the elevated. It is for all these coordinated and related reasons that de
ductive divination had hecome rational and po!)sihle, and that one could 
develop logical and strict ties between "divinatory ideograms" and their 
"real contents" by devoting oneself to this divination intensively and with 

G. Especially in the rabllinkal (~xegesis of the Bihle. where a type of hermeneutic rcasotl
iugcalled tWlar'ihjn figures which is nothiug more than the adaptatioll oflhe procedures ofthe 
ancient scholars of Babylonia, studied here, to the Hehrew writing syst(~m. Conforming to the 
alphahetic character of the Hebrew script, one did flot proceed from syllahles. hut only from 
the consonants that appear in the written text. Consider verSt~ 21 of Psalm 77, where this is 
said to Cod: 

You have led your peopJ() like a Hock 
by the hand ufMoses aud Aaron! 

lh understand all that was cOIlcealed in this doublet, one took apart the written dements of 

the first verb, Nli! UTn. i.e. the consonants: N recalled the word NasiI/!. miracles; 11, lkliim, life; 
I. Jam, sea, and T. l(}ra, the Law. In other words, to "lead his lwople like 11 floek l;y the hand of 
Moses alld Aarou" Cod had to per/emu miracles on behalf of his people, tht! moment that he 
made them leave Egypt in order to make them aeeeptable to him: he gave them life, going so 
far as to part the .~·ell beltlre them, in order to deliwr them and to give them finally the Laws 

that eonstituted his charter, his rules. and his prerogatives in the Sinai. See, furth(~r, 1. 
Koenig, L'IlenllCrwlltjlflU~ (Uwiogique dujllc/ai'sme llntique, pp. :392 1'. 
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perseverance. These ties were constant, universal, and necessary. We can 
thus discern, in a discipline that seems frivolous to us, the first outlines of a 
rigorous mechanism of systematic inquiry, of analysis and deduction of the 
intelligible connections between materially distant realities that, at a cur
sory view, seem unrelated to each other. Moreover, this entire divinatory 
system was a simple projection of the "graphic dialectic" studied above, 
which was extended to an area of reflection as extensive as the entire 

earthly realm. 
It was thus worth taking apart such a mechanism, however strange and 

grim it may seem at first glance. Starting from a situation as far removed 
from our own point of view as possible, a development oriented to what had 
to become our own notion of knowing was inaugurated. 
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Oneiromancy 

I
N CONTHAST WITH OTHER CULTUHES, SUCH AS THE CULTUHE OF 

pharaonic Egypt, the recognition, the practice, and the study of the di
vinatory value of dreams in Ancient Mesopotamia did not occupy more 

than a small sector of a much larger enterprise, the object of which was vir
tually the entire earth. In the eyes of the Mesopotamians, everything in the 
world was divinatory; and dreams were just like the rest. Therefore, it 
seems useful to me to start with a presentation iII broad outlines of this uni
versa] divination. It will be easier, and certainly more fruitful, to place 
oneiromancy in this context. 1 

DIVINATION 

It is impossible, however, really to gain access to the Mesopotamian way of 
viewing the subject without recalling a few fundamental parameters of 
their system of thought. They were convinced that the world arollnd them 
did not have a raison d'&tre within itself. It depended entirely on supreme 
forces that had created it and that governed it primarily for their own advan
tage. The images of these gods were based on a human model; they were 
greatly superior, however, by their endless life, hy their intelligence, and 
by their power that was infinitely above our own. Everything on earth, all 
objects and events, came f(wth ii'om the gods' actions and their will, and 

L See Divination el ratioll11iite, pp. 7()~197. 

This chapter first appeared in Klenw 7 (198z); S~ 18, under the Litle "L'oniwrnancie ell Mcso
potamie uucieune." 
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CHAPTER SEVEN 

fitted into some kind of general plan that they had in mind. This plan w,as 
. t 'ble as such to humans who discovered Its unfoldmg from day nnpene ra, , '. 1 f 
t d y Nothing that we are ignorant of m the past, the present, ane, 0 

o a. th fut,'lre escaped the gods' knowledge and their decisions. But 
course, e " '. h . 
they could report on it to mankind at their pleasure: thIs was t e entire 

meaning of divination. ,. Th 
Such notification could take place in a direct and an II1dlrect way. e 

direct W(llj consisted of the gods revealing frankly what they had to say. 
There are' only one or two examples of such p.ublic revelations (once to the 
anny-M. Streck, Ass!lT/J(mipal, 2: 48f., 95ft.), The gods preferred clearly 
to take a single intermediary, a "medium," and to commUl1lcate to hun thcIr 
secret, by ordering him to broadca~t it. It seems that at~yone cou,ld .be 
chosen and could receivc a message from a supernatural bemg by mc<UlS (~f 
an auditory or visual signal, but preferably by means of the tw~) togethel. 
This message could pertain to the past, the presen.L or especwlly .to the 
future. The content of such revelations was sometimes clc~lI' a.nd Imme
diately intelligible, but it could also be obscure, and a certain lI1~lspensable 
exegesis of it was reserved f()r specialists. T~?is first type of l~(mt~c, m()~l~led 
on direct discourse-"from mouth to ear -we can call msplred dWln~
Non, taking into account its supernatural context. T~) our knowledge: th,l~ 
f()rm of divination does not seem to have been very wldespre~ld-and It ~dS 
even lcss valued, by the literate in any case-in MesopotamHt proper, WIth 
the exception of certain periods and certain milieus. " , 

The other type of mantic, the 'indirect one, which I call dedrlctwe d~vt
nat'ion was br more usual, to judge by the innumerable texts that t~IT lelt to 
us. This method of divination was hased on the mo~~e1 of writt~n (hsco~~rse: 
the gods did not communicate what they had to say .by, word o~ moutl~,., ~)Ut 
coded it graphically, and put it in writing to otTer It for rcadmg to Its <1d-

dressees. , 
One must not fc)rget that the ancient Mesopotamians, probably the In-

ventors of the oldest known system of writing, create(~ <~round ~he year 
3

000
, were prol(HlIldly impressed and influenced by t~)lS IIlnov(.~t~on·2Not 

only because this transf()rmation placed them in the wntten tradItIon, In.lt 
als(; hecause the writing system in a certain way inspired and shap~(~ the~r 
way of thinking. This writing system was fundamentally pictographl~ln Ori

gin (and always remained partly so): i.e., the script called to, mlll(~ the 
things that it had to express hy signs that re.pre~ellted ~hese thmgs ~l.the.r 
directly (an ear of grain for cereals, the puhlc trIangle f<~r w(~nul1l) 01 IlH.\J

rectly (the profile of mountains for the land, ahroad, lhe toot I(~r to stand, to 
walk, to hring, etc.). In bet, one represented c()nc~pts or actlOI~s hy o:~)~~ 
things that were drawings, which themselves referred to objects. I ius 

2. See the Catalogue de l'exI'ositiofi Naiss(lrIce de L'Ecrilure, p. 29· 
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method struck the imagination of the ancient Mesopotamians, and, as we 
have seen, gave their "logic" a certain number of patterns, among them, the 
one that in a certain way rationalized a type of divination. 

The "objective" foundation of deductive divination was without doubt 
the repeated observation of sequences of events. One event that drew at
tention because of its unnatural character preceded the other which was 
equally accidental and unexpected. The first event was imagined as the har
bioger of the second, regardless of whether their mutual bond was real or 
imaginary. For example, some unusual meteorological event could inaugu
rate an agricultural catastrophe; the appearance of a monstrosity might 
calise the fear of an accident; some unusual behavior of an animal or a man 
might prefigure a change in life. It is here that the mechanism of the script 
intervened, in the sense that the premonitory phenomena were takcn as 
things intended by their authors (the gods) to signHy other events. Thus, 
types of "divine pictograms" transmitted a message from above, conveying 
what had to happen next. 

Once the fi'amework of this type of "pre-diction" was established (per
haps because it was best adapted to the classHying and rational spirit of the 
ancient Mesopotamians), they at once developed it to an extraordinary de
gree, and systematized it. Thus they estahlished a type of "code" which was 
entirely parallel, even here and there identical, to that of the script, from 
which thc experts, informed ahout the values of the "divine pictograms," 
could decipher exactly and univocally their messagc concerning the future 
(in contrast to the haziness and uncertainties inseparahle from intuitive div
ination), They could extract it from the divine pictograms, deduce it lj'OITI 

them; hellce the name deductive divination, And as tIlc entire universe was 
at the mercy of the gods, who regulated its functioning and progress, the 
Mesopotamians logically considered the suhlunary world in its totality as 
the supporter of their "script" understood in this fashion, and also as the 
bearer of their messages to he deciphered. Through this shift, the whole of 
nature assumed a divinatory value: the movements of the stars and the pro
duction ofrneteorites; changes in the weather; the curiosities of the mineral 
and the vegetable world; the appearance (especially at hirth or at the mo
ment of dying) and the hehavior of animals, and even rnore so of men; the 
particular aspects of their physiognomy and their conduct; and, finally, 
their dream life. 

DHEAMS 

'[() grasp hetter how this last aspcct could integrate itself into sllch a IIlliver~ 
sal divinatory system, it is useful to recall the little we know of the idea the 
ancient Mesopotamians had of the world of dreams. Supposing that such an 
idea was entirely clear in their eyes, which is greatly to he doubted, they 
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3
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never took the trouble to explain it to us, and we ourselves have to extract it 
Irom their vocabulary and from the way in which they talk to us about their 

dreams. 
The names that they gave to dreams show clearly that they attached 

them essentially to the night (ma. mll(d), after A. Falkenstein, and m,\S. gir;, 
product(?) of the night, in Sumerian;3 in Akkadian, t(Jbritmft~i, m~;tu:n(ll 
vision), and to sleep (in Akkadian, suttl.l, dream, is of the same root wsn
Hebrew ysn and Arabic wsn, to sleep-as sittu, sleep). The dream was thus 
an essentially nocturnal phenomenon, and especially proper to sleep (e~~n 
if it was accidental, as there was also sleep without dreams). However, to 
dream" did not constitute a specific action or state. No verb expressed it in 
Sumerian or Akkadian. One said only to see a dream (Akkadian, amlinl, and 
natlilu; sometimes fwplusu and .~ubru), and the dream was first of all a vi
sio'n (as is shown by the Akkadian tabrit mu,H above), a spectacle. 

Not every vision, not even every unnatural one, was a dream, however. 
For instance, the cases are well distinguished where one dreamed the 
death of people and where onc saw them appear in full daylight. 4 It is Cblf 

that one was perfectly aware, as elsewhere, that the objects of the on~lnc 
visions had a consistency, a particular appearance that set them apart from 
objects that one saw around oneself, as well as from supernatural "appe.ar
ances." This is without doubt the reason why one imagined a god to presIde 
over dreams. The god himself was called Dream (liMa. 'mil in Sumerian
see above), and especially Light Breath, "Ziqlqtl, in Akkadian, a t~nn 
known and also used here and there to indicate the immateriality of the 
"ghost" of the dead, a kind of"douhle," evanescent" untollchable,' ~l11d dis
incarnate, to which people are reduced after death. rhus the onel~'Ic world 
in Mesopotamia has to he regarded as a universe in some ways mfY, hazy, 

ungraspahle, and immaterial. 
Another difference with the three~dimensional world that surrounds 

us when we are awake, is that the dream gave rise to experiences that were 
completely unknown, indeed unimaginable in conscious life, not only hy 
their illogical character (one dreamed of being decapitated, or of eating 
one's own penis, etc. -see below), but also by other ,unusual condition~, 
such as the extreme mobility that made the author of a letter address hIS 
t~lnlway correspondent as follows: Whatever you do, down there, Tny 
dreams will bring to me (rextes cllneiformes tiu Louvre, I, no. 53: 27f.)· 
But, as dillerent as they are, dream We and daily liIe still have one and 

:3. L(I [)ivillati(m ell Mesopolamie (lIIciell1ie .. , ,p. 56 and n. :~f. . 
4. While in the Treatise on olleiromanc~: the dead .are sCCl~ Ill, a d.r~:~'~l (O,ppel~heHn: 

Dreams, pp. 32]: 66 and 7zff.), iu the Treatise on the acclden~s of ~la!lY h~e It, de,llt w~th th~ 
appearance of )!;hosts (elemmu) or of the dl!ad as if(they were still) alwf!, (mJ/u kmw bal(I). One 
saw them, they frightened, they cried out, they stood at the efl{~ ()fth~ bed, ente~ed a.nel left, 
etc.: see Cutlei/onn 'J'exts. . inlhe,British Museu11l3S, pI. 251.: 2311; and pl. 30 1.: Ill. 
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the same individual as a subject, who passes from one state to the other, 
sometimes in an instant (as when he "woke up with a start" following a 
nightmare-negeltt1; tebit), wbile perfectly aware that he has left the dream 
world to return to earth. 

In short, the dream world was only a possibility, a modality and a mo
ment of life, a mysterious pursuit. In special circumstances (that seem not 
to have been further analyzed) it was a part of conscious life, with a felt dif
ference, but without the slightest opposition between the dream world and 
conscious life. That is why this dream life could be integrated in the divina
tory system along with conscious life. 

INTUITIVE ONEIROMANCY 

The first subject to be dealt with in intuitive divination is intuitive oneiro
lIwncy. vVe have said that it is founded on the belief that the gods are fi'ee to 
communicate directly what they alone know to whomever they want, and 
that they can choose at their pleasure for that purpose the dream as setting 
and vehicle. In the Flood story (Gilgame." Ninevite versian, Xl: 187) the 
god Ea wants to ward off the annihilation or mankind, and for that purpose 
reveals the imminence of the catastrophe to the Babylonian Noah, He says: 
I have revealed to Atra[wsls a dream, and it is thus that he has learned the 
secret af the gads. 

Such a belief in divine revelations through dreams is archaic in ancient 
Mesopotamia. The oldest example appears in the fitmous Stele of Vultures 
where the author, the king of Lagas Eanatum I (ca. 2450), engaged in battle 
against Umma, tells how the god Ningirsll* appeared to him during his 
sleep to reassure him of the happy outcome of the war: Evert KH will not 
suppart Umnw! The gad Utll will side with you! (VI: 17IT; E. Sollberger-J. H. 
Kupper, Inscriptions royales smruJriennes et akkadiennes, p. 49). And we 
know other analogous manifestations from the Old Babylonian king Am
miditana (1683-1647), who was warned in a dream that he had to ol1er a 
statue of himself to the gods (Reallexikan der Assyrialagie, 2, p. 187b: 223), 
to the time of the Neo-Assyrian Assllrbanipa1* (668-627), and to the last 
Nco-Babylonian ruler, Nabonidlls (555-539; li)r instance S. Langdon, Die 
nelliJabylanischeTl Kilnigsinschriften, Pl'. 218f., i: 1611~). However, perhaps 
because our preserved documentation concerns mainly puhlie affairs, sllch 
private "revelations-in-dreams" are exceptional (Archives royales de Mari, 
10, no. 100; S. D. Walters, WatersjiJr Larsa, p. 93, no. 69: 4-10, H. F. 
Harper, Assyrian and Babylonian Letters, no. 1021 = S. Parpola, Letters 
from Assyrian Schalars, no. 294: 13f.). 

Yet, even when their message was addressed to the ruler, the gods 
seemed to preier to resort to simple subjects as intermediaries, I-lere is a 
very detailed example through which it will be easier to imagine the fUllc-
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tioning of the system. In a letter addressed around the year 1770 to the king 
ofMari, Zimri-Lim, the governor of a province of the north explains to him: 

On the very day that I sent this tablet to my Lord, an inhabitant of 
Sakka, a certain Malik-Dagan, arrived here to tell me: "In a dream I 
intended to go with a companion from Sagarfitum to Mari .... Ar
riving in Terqa I immediately entered the temple of Dagan to pros
trate myself. When I was tbus prostrated, Dagan addressed me: 
"Tbe Sheikhs of the laminites and their men, he told me, are they 
on good terms with the people ofZimri-Lim who come up here?" I 
answered: "They are not on good terms!" And just before I left the 
temple, he talked again: "Why then do the emissaries ofZimri-Lim 
not reside here with me all the time to show me in detail this affair? 
If they had done it, it would have been a long time ago that I would 
have delivered the Sheikhs of the laminites to Zimri-Lim. I com
mission you thus now to go say this to Zimri-Lim: "Order your emis
saries to corne and reveal this affair in detail to me'''This is what this 
man told me to have seen in a dream. I send thus today this message 
to my Lord, so that he can think about it. And if my Lord wants it, 
may my Lord bave his aflair explained before Dagan, and that, I,JI' 
this purpose, tbe emissaries of my Lord may be sent regularly to 
Dagan. The man who told me this dream must make an animal sacri
fice to Dagan, and therelore I bave not sent him to you. On the other 
hand, as this man is (already) worthy of trust, I have taken no piece 
of his hair or of the fringe of his coat. (Heoue d'Assyriologie, 42 

[1948]: 1281'.) 

The entire mechanism is taken apart here: a certain individual receives 
in a dream from a god a revelation hearing on a public matter. He reports it 
immediately to his superior, who quickly transmits it to the ruler, so that 
the latter, being warned, can draw his own conclusions. We understand 
that accordin~ to the rules he should have verified, if not the veracity oftbe 
account-an impossible thing-at least the good faith of its author: either 
by presenting the man himself to the king f(Jr interrogation or inquest, or 
by sending something personal such as a piece of hair or fdnge ofa coat, for 
a verification whose procedures escape us. 5 But, as the dreamer was known 
to be worthy of trust, such an examination was unnecessary. In other 
words, such dreams lend themselves easily to a certain imposture, and one 
can even discern "pressure groups" hehind the scenes, heginning with the 

clergy of the temple of Dagan in question! 

5. See A. Finet, "Les symhoies du chevell, dll boni du vet{~Illent et de l'onp;le en Meso
potamie," Annales du Centre des anciennes religions, 3, pp. 101'-30 . 
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On the other hand, if in the cited example the message of th d 
seemed sufficiently clear, at least to its addressees (we know of cases ;h!~e 
the dream and the message are repeated several days in a row so that things 
are eV,en c1ear~r, e.g. Arc~ives royales de Mari, 13, no. 112, rev.), we have 
others where ~t seems emgmatic, where it is spoken or expressed in more 
or.le~s figurative gestures or situations. There is an eloquent example of 
thls m another letter addressed to the same Zimri-Lim, this time by a 
woman who seems to have played an important administrative role in the 
palace of Mari: 

After the reestablishment of my father's house (= Zimri-Lim, 
a:o~nd 1780, after the Assyrian interregnum) in truth I never had a 
slImlar dream .... In my dream, I had entered the temple ofBelet
ekalhm*: but (the statute of) Belet-ekallim was not there! And even 
the statues (of the other gods) usually placed in front of her, were not 
there! At that slght I started to cry for a long time. I had this dream 
III the first part 01 the night. Later I had another: Dada the pri t f 
nl'" d h ' eso s ar- mra was stan ing at t e gate of the temple of Be!et- k lI' 
while a hostile voice did not stop crying: "Return! Dagan l6 eI1eat 1m; 
D I" ( h ..' lim. 

agan. Arc ioes royales de Mari, 10, no. 50: 3ff.) 

~n thi~ case not only the situation is unclear, but even the shouts of the 
hosttle vmce are ambiguous, because Return! Dagan' in Akkadl'a " ··d 1'( [) h ." n IS 5,1] 
~.lra- agan, w ich is also the proper name of several contemporary indi-

vld.uals, some known to us, some not. Such dreams could thus necessitate 
an mterpretation. 

T~lat is the .reaso? for the existence of the .M'ilu, literally examiners, 
q~estl(~rwrs, or mvesttgators, but in reality often specialists in the exegesis 
of these dreams. ~e do not know their techniques but there are cases 
where,. by a.sort 01 counter-proof, they had to appeal to the "objective" in
fO,r~na,h.O,n ~)f deductive divination. B~t it seems dear that their profession 
':~lS basc(~ above all upon personal gifts, a certain temperament and a par
tIcular WIsdom and "inspiration"-something like our modern fortunc
tellers, on~ might say. This is apparently the reason why, by preference 
the profeSSIOn was often exercised by women (.fij'iltu), more or less relatcci 
to pythonesses and sorcerers. A famous p'lssagt' ()f tl,(, ()Id B I I' . . '~. , ,.., ',. a)y oilian epic 
of Gdgal1w.~* I,nay at least give us some idea of this mode of exegesis. This is 
the account 01 the first dream ufthe hero. Bel,)re meeting Enkidu, who will 
become IH~ fflend and companion, Gilgames has his first premonitory 
dream, winch he telL, (paiiiiru, to explain in the sen,e of to detai~ to his 

(l. Dap;an was a p;od. 
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tioning of the system. In a letter addressed around the year 1770 to the king 
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[1948]: 1281'.) 
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clergy of the temple of Dagan in question! 
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agan. Arc ioes royales de Mari, 10, no. 50: 3ff.) 
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mother, who then interprets it for him (the same verb pasaru, to explain, in 
the sense of to give meaning; Gilg, Pennsylvania: 1-2 3): 

1. When he woke up, Gilgames, "explaining" his dream, 

said to his mother: 
"Mother, during the night, 
with all my dignity, I was walking around 

5, among the men 
under the celestial stars, 
when a "block" {i'om heaven fell in front of me, 
I wanted to lift it, but it was too heavy for me; 
I wanted to move it, but I couldn't stir it! 

10. The population ofUruk* was standin~ a~:o~md it. . "! 
and the men were paying homage to It ( kISsed Its feet ), 
I pushed it in front of me, while they helped me " 
so that I ended up by lilting it and bringing it to youl 

'5, The mother of Gil games, who knows all, 
said to Gilgames: 
"It could well be someone who resembles you, GilgameS! 
After he was set on earth in the steppe, 

20, 

the desert saw him grow. 
When you will have rnet him, you will rejoice 
and the men will pay homage to him! 

I I" You will embrace him, and bring lim to me. 

And in fact, Enkidu, born and raised wild in the steppe, as strong and 
powerful as Gilgames (this is a "lock), and sent by the gods (he fell fr?m 
heaven) will arrive in Uruk, surrounded by the CrlfWSlty of t~w lJOJ~ula~um 
, I dmired /,y the men, At first GilgameS will measure hlmsell agamst 
all( a· . III f" I 'tl h' d him to lift him and to defeat him, then he wi )ecome nen< s WI ') 1I~ an 
leaci him to his mother so that she will bless this brotherhood, hI reahty, to 
interpret the dream, the mother of Gilgames has proceeded With .:1 sort (~f 
intuition mixed with foreknowing. There is nothing rigorous ar~d tec~I1l
cal" about that, nothing comparable to what we see of deductIve onelro
mancy. The other dreams of Gilgames and Enkidu-there are many, s~llne 
of which are frankly incuhatory*-insohlr as the pertinent passages of the 
Epic are preserved, are all interpreted by analogous ~::oc~dures, e~,s~n
tially by intuition. There was even, seemingly, a case of clmrvoyan.ce III a 
dream with Enkidu participating in the council of the gods where IllS death 
is decided (Hittite fragment corresponding to the beginning of t~lblet VII), 
That dream is very clear; hut one could say that Gilgames. (Ninemte verSIOn 
VII/H), dismayed at this nightmare, tries to reassure his friend and suggest 
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to him that to understand the message he should proceed by inverting the 
values, and that, consequently, this terrible dream can only be reassuring. 

DEDUCTIVE ONEIROMANCY 

To pass on to deductive oneironwncy now, we are going to see that, if we set 
apart the common supernatural character of their source and the remedies 
that arc brought to their inconveniences, deductive oneiromancy is di
ametrically different from intuitive oneiromancy. 

First, it was valid for everybody. There was no longer a question about 
extraordinary dreams and explicitly supernatural messages, which were 
perhaps more easily reserved for the great of this world(?), but of orcli
nary, current, daily dreams of "the man on the street" and valuable for 
all. Whoever dreamed, and whatever his dream was, that individual was 
the recipient of the message that the dream bore. Only, the message was 
"written" and "coded," and to "read" it one needed a real technician, a spe
cialist initiated in this "writing": a haru, i.e. an examiner; someone who 
looked closely at and studied the "pictograms" incorporated in the dream, 
who deciphered them and translated them for the interested party who 
came to consult him. And as if to emphasize the small place held in this 
technique by temperament, natural disposition, and inspiration, we find it 
practiced only rarely by women (as with writing itself), 

The oldest example of these "oneiric pictograms" is interesting hecause 
of its notably late date (around 1700), and hccause of its context and its 
form. It appears in a small collection of some sixty oracles, drawn from 
physiognomy as well as from human behavior by night and by day-a com~ 
bination that underlines to what degree dream life was considered but a 
particular moment in life, in everything and fe)r everything. The dream in 
question is what we could call a nightmare. It is presented to us in two 
antithetic propositions; each starts by depicting the dream in the form 
of a hypothesis and ends with a laconic indication about the future that wil1 
ensue: 

Ira man, while he sleeps, dreams that the entire town fillls upon him 
(in the materia] sense of the collapse oflmildings, or figuratively, the 
hostility of the citizens?) and that he cries out and no one hears him: 
this man will have good luck attached to him. 

If a man, while he sleeps, dreams that the entire town falls 
upon him and he cries out and someone hears him: this mun will 
have bad luck attached to him, (VAT 7525, iii: 28[, in Archiv fiir 
Oriefltforschuflg ,8 (1957-58): 67) 
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A similar presentation is found for all other oracles, not only from the 
cited table t , but from all divinatory collections, already numerous (some 
one hundred) and varied at th is time (especially oracles of extispicy;* also 
ph ys iognomy,. tocomancy· and teratomancy· at birth , even astrology,· 
and from other sectors of deducti ve divination). Already at that mome nt it 
had been customary for a certain pe riod of time to formul ate the unive rsal 
deductive divination in a particular way, and the odds are s trong that the 
nightmare cited above was only a short extract from a "Dream Book" al· 

ready developed and late r e nriched . 
Our docume ntation is too scatte red and weak to put us in a position to 

1i:) lIow its subsequent his tor y. On ly re mnants arc available to us that can be 
conside red as an inte rmediary stage (3 collection of some one hundred 
dreams, very Illutilated , found in Susa* and to be elated probably in the 
second half of the second mi lle nnium) and the hnal result : the classical 
Treatise on d eductive one iromancy, the canon ica l Babylonian "Dream 
Book ," of wh ich the principal manu scripts are li'o m the first part of the first 
mille nnium , but of which we have fragments that go back a few centuries 

earlie r. 
This work, ca lled - as usual - by its incipi/.: I/Ziqlqu , I/Ziqiqu , "0 , 

Dream God! 0 , DrclI1u God . ..• " in its entire ty must have consis ted of 
c1cvenlable ls. We will come back to I·he firs t table t and the last two, which 
are not immediate ly divinatory. but exorcis tie, The body of the work in 
c i~hl tabl e ts (II - IX) with about 400 to 5 00 oracles each , had to yie ld a 
respcctable tutal of at least three or lour thousand drcam situations. Un lor~ 
tunale ly, only a paltry amount of that total has com e down to us , approxi
mate lya nlt-h , interrupted by man y lacunae, But ifsuch sparse re mnants clo 
nol provide us with e nough to eve n recons lrLlc t the ge ne ral plan of the 
Treatise, alleast we can form i.l rathe r good idea of it , and pe rce ive its prin 

c iplcs and methods. 7 

'rhi s 'l'reatise was composed of cle me nts exactly !node lc cl in the ir leJ r· 
mal presentalion on the ';n ightmarc" ci ted above. I:!:ach e ntry is introduced 
by a hypothesis (which gramma rians call "protasis·"), to unde rlin c the 
the me of the dream take n as omen , and ended with an "apodosis·" to draw 
from it the pe rtinc nt prediction . As in all othe r divinatory collections and 
trealises. these omens we re carefull y class ified by the ir principal c1emcnts. 
Thus we have categories of chapte rs de voted to dreams of movc me nts and 

7. Sec L. O ppe llhe im . J)remll.Y. wllt'rc Ihe 'l'realisl' is published in its :tCl llal rorm . and 

studi ed . Add , fWIlI the S:IIHC author. "N t·\\, Fra).,\ lIIc llt s uftllc A SS)' I'i :1I1 Dre:llll Book." hm/ . 3 1, 

( 1 9fi~)), pp. 15:]/1'. For Ih e S ll ,~ a h;.~ I . scc V. Sche il. M Cllloin:s tit' In JJf:ltll!,(f tiOII I' ll I'er ,\'(', 14, pp. 

'mil alld pI. n. Cons ult as we ll pp. 90- 11>8 or A "I/IUlire 1!/i9- 1!J7(J rle rf.:t.:uh: /Jrtltiql lC (it:!> 
1I IIlII('.\· Etude.". Tht: roman IUlUl e rals :lnd Ih e capil:lllf'ltcr.~ Ihat al'C u .. ~cd in thc ciialiOlIS hel'c 

"de l' 10 Iht.: urdc l' cs lablisl1t:!d h y L , Opptmhci lll ill On;IIIII .Y. 
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voyages (table t I ), othe rs to consumption of diffe rent foods, the n of drinks 
(A); the making and production of multiple merchandises (lil l i, e tc.); the 
transfe r of objects, received or take n by the dreamer (B), and a numbe r of 
other affairs: for instance, a long paragraph on the e mission of urine (VII , 
rev. 1- e nd). He re are two sufficie ntly long extrac ts: 

3' If (a man dreams that he eats) the meat of a dog: rebe llion, 
d esire not realized . 

If . . of a beave r(?) (in Akkadian : dog-mortar): rebe llion 
5' If. . o fa gazelle: ski n rash ("I). 

If . . of a wild bull : his days will be long. 
H. . of a leJx . : skin rash ; for the ill , this is a good sign . 

10' If. . of a monkey: he will succeed . 
If . . or (some anima l, o the rwise} kn own: peace or mind . 
If . of (some animal , othe rwise) unknown : no peace of 

mind. 
If . li'om a man : he will acquire great wealth . 
H .. from a d ead !nan : somcone wi ll take away a ll that he 

owns. 
JS' If ... from a corpse : (same oracle) .. 

and so on ; after which he eats hi mscl l'; he eats the fl esh o f his ne igh hoI' (CO I1l 

!llllliorl ); thc n uf diffe re nt parts of his own body-hands, leet, pe nis, e tc. 
The n f(JUOW a numbe r or dishes that lorm an impressive "me nu ," the n 
various meats ; all sorts ofl'ruil's and vegetahles; the n an imnllood- Iood 1'0 1' 

bovin es and lu I' wild animals (once a/t.e,. h(lvilll!. sniffed it ); straw: cut straw; 
wood ; reed . , baked brick; unbaked clay; earth ; leathe r; excn .: ment (A 
obv, ii : 3' - re\l, i: 27'). 

And this is the li-agme ntary passage (rcle re nce above) whe re the em is
sion orurine is stud icd : 

4' Ifhis urine, directed by his pe nis, [inundates] a wal l: he will 
have childre n . 

10' If ... a wall and the (adjace nt ) s treet: he will have children. 
If . several streets: his he l ollg ill ~s will be stol e ll or dis-

tribUted to his fe llow citizens . 
15' If, once his urine has le n his pe nis, he prostrates before it : 

the son that he wi ll e ngcllder will hecome kin~.M 
20' If ... he moistens a wall and Ihat [ I: he wi ll have children. 

K. Ollt.: has 10 /'('cOII1 hc rc ti ll' slm'y (lAsIY:l}!t·s, lold 11), 1ll 'r()(lolll s, I. HilI'.: his d"l1~hkl' 

drea llll Ihal ..... ·/11' "duoi/,r! .\'0 IIIlIch Ihal IIII' d l y rl-YI ,Y iurIlH/nl('( / , , '1)1' /1 till' {' lIlirf'ly of A,\' j{1 1/.'0 .<; 

,\'Ir/J/lwI'l!.r'd." The 1' ... la~ i intel'pretc rs of drcll lIl s Itlld hirll tiwi Ille c1ri ld wtlll ld become kill~ ill 

hi .~ plm.:e. 
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If with his urine he moistens "small reeds(?)": he will have 
children. [ . : lacuna] ... 

5" If.. he washes his hands: several people will devour the 
goods of his children(?). 

If, he soaks himself with his urine and wipes himself: (the dis
ease called) Intervention ofIStar. * 

lOll !fhe directs his urine towards the air: the son whom this man 
will beget will become famous, but his own days will be 

short. 
Ifbe urinates into a river: his harvest will (not) be bountiful. 

15" If ... in a well: he will lose all his goods. 
If ... in an irrigated field: the god of rain will flood his har

vest. 
If ... on (the image of) a god: [he will not recover] his lost 

property. 

Then, after a certain number of hypotheses, one reads, at the end of the 

tablet: 

Ifhe lets his urine run when he is sitting: sorrow. 
Ifhe urinates upwards: he will forget what he has said. 
If he drinks the urine of his wife: this man will live in great 

prosperity. 

THE ONEIROMANTIC SYSTEM 

What is most striking in these examples is the system. The subjects that are 
considered and classified include, if not all existing hypotheses (which 
would be an impossible task!), at least the largest possible number of them. 
The classification is arranged according to a system which is often impene
trable to our minds, but which exhibits a logic that is clear to us now and 
then: dog -i> badger; straw -i> cut straw -i> baked brick, in which cut straw 
was mixed -i> clay; urine inundating a single wall, then a street, then sev
eral streets, etc. The entire system composes a type of casuistry which, by 
resorting to analogy, permits the extension of the conclusions drawn from 
what is established into those areas not explicitly mentioned. This was the 
universal procedure in ancient Mesopotamia used at the same time for ped
agogy and scientific explanation. 

The Dreams 

On the other hand, each oneiric situation that was collected and catalogued 
is never presented by more than its essence; i.e. the elernent which was 
considered to play the role ora "pictogram" and to carry the "message. "The 
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concrete factual circumstances of the dream, those which made the dream 
particular and associated with a specific person, are set aside. That is why, 
based upon the evidence of the Treatise it is impossible for us to seek an 
"entry" into the daily life of the dreamer, past or present (i.e. the psyche of 
,~he dr:,amer), asone likes to do these days. One does not find anything 
a.live. The erotIc dreams, for instance,9 are only defined by their object 

WIthout mention of anything else. The concerned party dreamed that he 
slept with the goddess of love (Utar), with a god, with the king, with the 
WIfe of another man, with the son of another man, with a young woman, 
with a young man, with a young boy, with his own daughter, with his own 
sister, and even with acorpse. Nothing is added, however, about the Sitz int 
Leben of the dream. There is no indication about the precise way in which 
the incidents took place, about the sensations and about the released emo
tions, and so on. Clearly, the only thing that counts is the central theme of 
tl~e situation dre~rned, as only that in its ahstraction is considered to be sig
IlIficant. In the pIctographic script it is any ear of corn, any foot, any moun
tain, any woman that is significant in itsclfand not a particular ear of corn a 
particular llJot, a particular mOllntain, a particular woman. In passing, it h'as 
to he said that the acknowledgment of this care f()t. abstraction convinces liS 

to speak here of research, not of the individual and the accidental, hut of the 
universal and the essential. In other words: of "science . ., 

The Oracles 

These characteristics of abstraction also apply to the "messages" de
~iphered in the pictograms. The oracles are presented only in a generalized 
form and are stripped of even the smallest concrete and individual f(~atures: 
desire not realized; rehellion; skin rash; long and short life; success; (great) 
wealth; peace of mind or no peace of mind; he will have children; one of his 
children will become a person of importance, or king, etc. The divinatory 
collections seem originally to have been filled with particularized and de
tailed oracles taken ii'om daily life. They were recorded hecause of an origi
nal attention to sequences of events, even if with time they tended to 
narrow the expression of these "apodoses" down as much as possible to a 
yes?r a no. In other words these apodoses became merely a ff\Vorahle or an 
unfavorable answer to the question asked, which is essentially what one ex
pected ~he.n q~I~~,tioning a diviner. More than one of these original "frag
ments of dally life were preserved until a very late date. For instance, in a 
Nco-Babylonian treatise 011 extispicy, dating to the middle of the first mil-

. g. In Dreams p. 134 (n. 1). x + air. For the vulue te!1I1, to approach someone. to s/eqJ 
wllh someone, of the sumerogram UM/DU B used here, and Hot translated by Oppenheim 
see H. Borger, Zeiclienliste, p. 95, no. 134. ' 
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lennium, real morality tales are still found: If (the surface of the liver ap
pears in such and such condition), this woman, pregnant by another man, 
will constantly pray to the goddess !Star, saying: "May my child look like my 
husband!" In every known part of the Treatise on oneiromancy the ancient 
Mesopotamians seem to have cut out such realistic or fantastic "visions of 
the future," to the benefit of generalities that tend towards a yes or a no 
answer to the most precise question that the dreamer could ask when con

sulting the diviner. 
Perhaps we have to considcr the fact that the "predicted" ftlture in the 

same Treatise is more than once presented as depending on the peculiar 
condition of the dreamer, that it is the result of a certain resistance to such 
an increasing universalization of the oracles, somewhat like the fact that, in 
writing, the precise sense ora pictogram depends on its context (e.g. home 
or ahroad fen' the profile of mountains, to walk, to stand up, or to carry for 

the foot, etc.). 

Ifhe dreams that he eats the meat ofa fox: skin rash; but f(JI' him who 
is (already) ill, it is a good omen. (A obv. ii: x + 7)· 

If ... that he received a seal marked [ ... ]: ifit is an important 
man he will become poor; if it is a poor man, he will become 

wealthy. (B obv. i: 2,5). 

If. . that he has wings and that he Hies to and fro: his t(Htndation is 
not solid 10 (and) if he is poor, his bad luck will leave him; if'hc is rich, 
his Kood luck will leave him. (C rev. ii: 21). 

and almost immediately i()llowing: 

If. . that he has winKS and that he takes ofl'and flies away: ifhe is 
poor, his bad luck will leave him; if he is rich his K(lOd luck will leave 
him; if he is in jail he will leave the jail, he will become li'ee; ifhe is 
sick, he will get well. (C rev. ii: 2,5). 

Perhaps we havc to reason ill the same fashion when the situation arises 
of one and the same dream prcdicting variolls futures (and this is not un
usual). According to the same hypothesis, different oracles, when pre
sented one after the othcr, are to he regarded as variants: 

If. . he eats mandrake (in Akkadian: "plant-of-destiny"): catastro
phe; he will prevail over his enemy (in court); conscription (in the 
armed forces); alanninK news. (A rev. II: x + liff.) 

10. Note that this proposition is in some seuse a general one, which would indicate tlw 

global sense of the omen I)cf()f{~ its concrete applicaliOlls. COlllpare it to the doclimcilt studied 

in [JivimlfilJll et mtiOlwfile. pp. lHSII'. 
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Of the four "conclusions" to the dream foreseen here, at least two are of evil 
portent, and one is favorable! Such multiplicities, even contradictions, pos
sibly preserve the memory of the empirical origins ofcleductive divination. 
The same unusual event could have been followed by different situations 
according to the circumstances. As a result one can imagine, as well, differ
ent "schools" of interpretation. But as in the preceding case, such variants 
could also betray the awareness of a certain ambiguity and multivalence of 
the pictograms, in divination as in the script. 

The Code oj Decipherment 

What remains to be discussed is the problem of the "code" used for the 
reading of these "oneiromantic pictograms." What was it that determined 
their value and that allowed the biirf' who examined them to "decipher" 
these pictograms in a way that was sufficiently univocal and assured, and to 
pass thus, without the least arbitrary element or the least fantasy, from the 
omen to the oracle-from the protasis to the apodosis? When we consider 
the millennia and the prof(lUnd ideological differences that separate us 
from the ancient users of the Babylonian dream interpretation, we have to 
expect that it will not be easy, often not even possible, to understand in the 
pictographic script, the usual one as well as the divinatory, the reason for 
the connection between the signs and the signified. 

In the divinatory and oneiromantic messages, as in the script, this se
mantic connection often seems to have heen based on a real, imaginary, 
analogical, or purely conventional relationship, that made one the sign or 
the syrnhol of the othcr. To him who dreams that he is eating the fruits of a 
vincyard, it is natural that one can promise cithcr joy, or-a fi'equent draw
back of such gluttony-stomach pains (A obv. iv: 10). In dreams, as in every
day lif", if water assllres health and prolongs liJe (B rev. ii: x + '4), abllse of 
winc shortens it (ibid. 1: 9 and ii: x + 16), while too much beer makes one 
lose one's head. That is why he who dreams that someone has given heer to 
him will no longer know what he said (ibid. i: 10 and ii: x + 1,5). We find this 
pathological loss ofconsciollsness in another area: in daily life to wet oneself 
implies a lack of control over oneself: if not senile decay. It is thus not sur
prising that a sirnilar accident, dreamed. promises the sante decline (VII, 
end: 2 ' f.). In all these cases, aspects and eHeets of things of the conscious 
universe were simply transposed in the world of'dreams. The modern~day 
'~dream hooks" do not proceed in a Jillcrent way, when thcy explain to us, 
for instance, with regard to the sea seen in a dream: "ifit is hlack and wild 
that is a had omen; if we sail on it in a heautiful hoat, then it is an omen of ~ 
subdued, control1ed ftlture, of victory over the obscure forces of the uneoll-
scious, 
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For us at least, things are, at tim es, somewhat more complicated, and 
in orde r to explain the transition from the protasis to the apodos is, we have 
to appeal to a way of seeillg or a habit which was indigenous but which has 
become lore ign to us. For in stance, why is it that someone who dream s he 
f ell ill (I river, and came lip again , leels assured that he will stand lip (in 
court) to his adoersary (C rev. ii : 4S)? It is the effect of a reie re nce to th e 
procedure of the ri ver ordeal practiced in Mesopotamia. Whe n the aspects 
of a court case did not al low the judge to decide, he subjected the parties to 
the judgment of" the gods, in this case to the river as a supe rnalurallorce 
commissioned by the gods. 1fthe accused sank into the ri vcr, he was shown 
to have been guilty by this b et. If the rive r let him "come lip again ," it de 
clared him to be inllOcent and made him win the court Cilse. 11 In th e sam e 
way, he who dreamed that he slept with his daughte r (still under his author
ity, and thus bcl(Jre he r marriage was cI-TeeLive) had to expect a decline in his 
fiIUIII C;(// gairl~ (S usa, iii : 9). This mealls that the marriage has become less 
"profitabl c" becau se of the de floration of the girl and he r subseque nt de
preciation . The inte res ted party will thu s not receive ~I S high a compensa
tion (what one called the ler[wl"m) as was customarily expected to be 
granted by th e in -laws to th e "1Il1i ly orthe bride. 

In these transposit'ions of e le me nts of con scious life to the world of 
dreams, a re ve rsal of va lues inte rve ned , for reasons that- escape li S. In the 
nightmare cited above, he who did not get he lp in the dream recei ved good 
Ilick. and vice versa. \,IV/wever dreallls t./wi. he is silling Oil I.he grollnd: he 
will receioe liollors (III ohv. II : 6) and L. Oppe nh e im , (Dreal/ls, p. 266a) 
observed tha t', totall y against the grai n of rcalil-y, thc dreamed il1li'acl ioll s 
against inhihitions and "taboos" regularl y produce happy res ults. 10 him 
who eats his own excre me nt in a dream , fl/l i"crt:a~e of hi~ good.,· is prom 
ised (A rev. i: 23), and a greal. prosperil.y is promised to him who drinks the 
urine of his wile unde r th e sam e conditions (VI I rev ii : e nd). 

Sy mbolism al so plays an important ru le in the lIl echanism of the de
ciphe rm c nt of ome ns. Il e re nlso our "dream hooks" know that vc r)1 we ll 
("The way of the dream symbolizes destiny, the 'road of ollr liIe' ... the 
mOllntain re present s an insurmountabl e dilTicult-y"). It is thus that almost 
eve rywhe re , as wc have seen above. the e mission of urine promises 
children- by assimilation of urine to spe rm . In the same way. he whu 
dreal1ls himself to be eat.i1'i g his penis- i.e. to sllppress it- has to ex pecl 
the death of one of his childrc n (A obv. ii : x + 30). Thc semanlicsofthc pe nis 
arc not IIni vocal , howeve r (and this is also 1'110 case for more than one (1icto
gram in the scripl), and it can be t'ake n not onl y as an instrumc ntofprocrea
tion but also as a sign or virility. Thlls , he who dream s his penis 1.0 be very 

I I . Sec "L'ordalic en M {j .~opolamic Hliciellllc," AIHlt/li rid/II SCflofa NonlUJ/(! SII/)/u 'jm"e 
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long: lie will/woe no rioa/ (Susa, iii : 18). An other inte res ting symbol is the 
cylinde r seal. As a usual mark and substitute for a person, it often repre
se nts that othe r mark and exte nsion of each of LI S: our offspring. Whe n we 
nnel the seal g;ven in a dream, the apodoses are mu ltiple: the dreame r will 
have a SOn as his oldest child (B obv i: 11 ); he will have SOilS alld daughters 
(~3r. ; '7; 18; 20; e tc.); and ifhe dreams that his seal is take n away from him , 
eltlier IllS SOil or /1IS dallghter will die (ibid .: 23). 

In ce rtain cases the conn ection be tween the ome n and the oracle is cre
ated b~ i.~ s il~lple resemblance of sounds, what we wou ld call a "play on 
words. )-or IIlstance, to him who meet.s (I dOllkey (in Akkadian : imenl ) in a 
dream , ~h e V;S;OI1 (imerlu) of children is promised (A re v. ii i: z + 6). This 
strange Image, an hapax as faras I know, to indicate simpl y that the dreame r 
wi ll see chi.ldre n around him , that he wi ll have the m, was seemingly chosen 
because of th.e quasi-homophony with imeru. 1n a partly lost protasis, 
wh <.: re the ma1l1.ve rb at least is preserved , the dreame r sees himse lf ealing 
(aka/II ) [som e thlTlg], and the apodosis prom ises, first of all , that he will eat 
(akel/u ) sweet things (word for word, sweet bread- aka/II ; the general sense 
IS that he .wlli be we ll fed = al case); then, as a variant or a conseque nce, 
that lie wtl/ be wasting aW<lY (el,kII/lI ) (VII obv. i: 191'. ). I Ie wilo goes to the 
land 01 Laball (= Le banon ?) in a ciream , will build himselJa liolls{] (IX: Sm 
29+: 10). This conclusi~,n \~as drawll because the nam e or the country 
evo~es th e vc,~b labfillll , to lashion bricks." And the te rm tlll/l ill j , terror, 
IHIIIIC, Fig llres 111 th e damaged apodosis ora dream or a voyage to the land of' 
/l fllii (to the Hittites ' ) (IX rcv. i: 6-7). Bllt these arc not s imply plays on 
words, as we would think. [n Mesopotamia, whe re nouns we re not con
sid ered to be arb itrary e pip he nome na and conseque ntl y subject-ivc cle
me nts, bu.t \~ere thought to be the real objective expression or the prope r 
esse nce o lthlllgs, each phone t"ic similar ity was conside red to be seriou s and 
very significant: two realities whose names coincided were houlld as closel y 
togethe r as the ir designations. 

Anothe r poss ihle technique lor "readin g" dream pictogram s appears in 
the inte rpretation of a travel dream to the (unknown) land of Itrtln: it is 
promised I~ tile inte res ted party that he willJree himself Jrom a crime (IX 
rev. II : 2 1). fhlS latte r concept is expressed in Akkadian as aran; and the 
name of th: country in question is writte n with a first sign IT that can also 
be read A: Irom/.l -ra -an (unde r lhc assumption that it was spelled that way) 
one.call thus eas ily pass to A-ra-arl , homophonOlls to arlin . Il e re it cannot 
~e forgotte n that in cune iform writing the rathe r freque nl homophon y of 
signs, and the regulnr multiplicity of th e ir phone tic as we ll as ideograph ic 
values, both in Sume rian and in Akkadian , was the foundation of an e ntire 
~~ste lTI or "dial cctics" and of a he uristic me thod . 1'0 us, this system scems 
fnvol o lls, but the Mesopol':lInians conside red slich substitutions most se
rious ly. It is ve ry likely that among the num e rOll s "readings" of divinatory 
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For us at least, things are, at tim es, somewhat more complicated, and 
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pictograms that we cannot understand or explain, some played on such sub
tleties, which are difficult for us to discern. Due to lack of information, it 
will most often be foolhardy to speculate on these interpretations. This is 
why an ample portion of the "code" for the reading of omens is beyond our 
reach. Here is an example of a double oracle, which is unusual in that the 
protasis and the apodosis are identical and identically expressed. One or
acle deals with a fox, the other with a supernatllrallucky chann, called a 
Lamassu in Akkadian: he who takes a fox in a dream, will take-i.e. will 
obtain-a Lamassl/; in other words, he will have good luck. But if the fox 
escapes after it has been caught, the Lamasslt also will escape, after it has 
been caught (B rev. iii: gf.). There is thus a total assimilation between the 
f(lX (in Akkadian ,seiibu; in Sumerian ka5-a) and the Lamass[l in (Sumerian, 
Lamma; written AN.KAL). BlIt what is the intermediary term, what is the 
relationship between them, what is the symbolism, what is the phonetic or 
graphic-even iconographic-"pun"? No one, at the moment, is in a posi
tion to know; and this is very often the casco 

Despite these uncertainties, it still remains a fact that divinatory ap
odoscs, and those of oneiromancy, were not an arhitrary, and that there ex
isted an entire system mastered hy the technicians, the /}(lru. They would 
deduce from the protases, and read, as such, in events of oneiric hfe, that 
which the gods had written in it concerning the future. 

HECOUHSE AGAINST AN EVIL FATE 
PHEDICTED BY DHEAMS 

A last question: what future is concerned? An ahsolute, unavoidahle future? 
The entire hasic sense of oneiromancy-and of diVination-depends on 
the answer. We have to return here to tablets I and X-XI, which frame the 
body of the dream treatise. Not much more than fragments are left to us, 
hut wc can partly restorc them by means of hetter-preserved parallels. 
What do we see in these fragments? They are exclusively devoted to what 
we call "incantations," or better yet, in my opinion, prayers ofa "sacramen
tal" type. These prayers were addressed to the gods in order to obtain from 
them thc dispelling ora threat, of bad luck, or of an evil, and they are made 
up from a mixture of oral rituals and manual rituals, which support each 
othcr mutually. IIere are one or two of the shortest examples: 

If a man had a dream of evil portent, he must in order that its evil 
consequeIlces may lIot alTed him, say to himselfhel()re he sets his 
feet upon the lIoor (in the morning): "The dream is good, good, ver
ily good hef()I'e Sin* and Samas*!" In this way he Inakes a good omen 
for hilllself{instead oran evil one), and the evil fate promised by his 
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dream will not come near him! (Sm 1069 rev: 3ff. II KAH 252, i: ;'ff; 
Dreams, p. 300a). 

"0 [the name of the god invoked is no longer legible] dispel and re
move the curse (that threatens me)! May the wind carry off the evil 
fate promised by the dream I had!" This is the prayer to remove the 
evil consequences of the dream in question. To be accompanied hy 
the following manual ritual: when he has such a dream he shall make 
a libation of vinegar bef()re he sets his feet upon the floor (in the 
morning while reciting the above prayer), and only then he will set 
his I(~et on the Hoor. Then the evil fate to be expected from his 
dream will be removed from him! (K13,130 II KAH 252 iii: 47f.; 
Dreams, p. 300b). 

Thc presence OfSllCh exorcisms in the eanonical* Treatise of deductive 
oneil'Omancy itself suggests that it can only apply to dreams that are re
corded in the Treatise. The exorcisms apply evidently to those dreams that 
are had omens and that promised an unfilVorahle fate. The very existence of 
thc exorcistic rituals shows that fate, even ifcommunicated by the gods and 
clecided beforehand by them-as was everything that involved the way of 
thc world and its occupants-could be (HIght, even annulled, by having 
recourse to the authors of the decision themselves and of its "written" com
munication. And keeping in mind that the way of communicating-which 
was after all the only difference hetween deductivc oneiromancy and intui
tive oneiromancy-is totally secondary to the value of the cor~municated 
decision itself, we can asslIme without hesitation that the same recourse 
was applkable to the content of "supernatural" dreams. Thus the hltUI'C re
vealed by oneirornancy, deductive as well as intuitive onciromancv-and 
in more general terms of deductive as well as inspired divination-~as not 
the ahsolute future, that which would unavoidably and really happen, hut a 
conditional future. I have called itjllciicialj'uture because its decisions and 
consequences seem to have heen taken directly from the decisions of jus
tice. When the judgc has to decide the btc of a defendant, he has bei,)re 
him a certain numher of I~lctors OIl which he hases his decision. Similarly, 
the gods-whose entire doctrine in ancient Mesopotamia was based upon a 
transposition of the powers exercised here 011 eal'th--when they decide the 
I:lle of a IIlUIl, do so based on the given clements of a eertain Humber of 
circumstanees and, once sllch a decision is arrived at, they annOllTlCe it, 
either immediately or "ill writing," specifically by means of dreams. 
Whether these dreams arc immediate and "intuitive" commllnications, or 
"written messages" that are "to he deciphered and deduced," their content 
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is, all in all , nothing but a legal decision. This decision does not indicate 
what will infallibly happen to the concerned party, but what is, at that mo
ment, promised to him and what he has to expect. The contents, as that of 
all legal decisions, is thus circumstantial , and may be the subject of an ap

peal to the clemency of the judge. 
This is why the "exorcisms" of tablets I and X- Xl of the dream Treatise 

were establi shed and propagated , as we ll as numerous othe rs for all the sec
tors of di vination , for all the commu nications of divin e decisions relating to 
the futu reo They were called nalll/;u r/;ii , '" procedures or"dissolution" of the 
evi l fate promised by the oracles, l2 and th ey give the real meaning of Meso
potHmian divination. Divination did not exist on the level of the unavoid
able and did not appeal to forces which were in so me Wily metaphysical and 
immovable. It did not relate to decisions that we re arrived at for all e ternity 
and that we re infallibly realized . Such gods are unknown in Mesopotamian 
theology. I n that theology the role of the representatives of the super
natural world was to admi niste r the world . The gods fun ctioned like the 
kings on earth hut on a supe rior level , with a power and an inlelligence infi 
nitely larger, and with imlllortality in add ition . They governed and regu
lated the role and the fate of the ir subjects. But , as with kings, the ir 
dccisions werc always Lied to cirClimstrmccs, and wcre pe rfectly modiflablc 
on condition that one knew how to deal with thcm. These are the decisions 
that th e gods communicated, directly or "in wri ting," in the revelations or 
dream um ens; and these are the decision s tha t the peopl e involved had to 
avoid , and could change by praycrs and the proper ritual s. 

In this way, divination in ge ne ral , and one irOlnallcy in particular, are 
intelligible in ancient Mesopotamia only when re integrated into the sys
tem ol'thought orthe illhabitants or that ancient count ry, onl y when placed 
into th e global vision thaI the Mesopotamian s had orLhe unive rse. 

12. Sec M!ltJw,~ et r ites de HahljlvI/(!. pp. 29- (i4 . For Ulore genera l infOl'lnatiol1 011 cxor

ciS Ill (wh k h is too ort ell confuscd wilh ma~i c). sec the llrticll' (in I"rc lleh) Ma /.!, ie ill H(;(lIIt:xikulI 

d" ,. ,\ ss!jdofoJ!. iIJ.7· 
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Divination and the Scientific Spirit 

I
N TI-IE III STOHY OF SC IENT I F IC THOUG HT IT HAS BEEN SUG G ESTED 

more ~ h an once that .the Cree k science or astronomy had its origin s in 
one of Mesopotamia s divinatory practices: that or astrology. But the 

proofror that has neve r been given, and perhaps it is impossible lo do so, as 
the re are so man y basic differences be tween thc two. 

I wonde r whe ther the ques tion fo rmulated in thi s way is not badly put, 
and .\~ heth e r we cannot take it up again in a diffe rent way than from this 
r~c tllln~ar and simplistic point of view. I would like to show influence by 
(h s~uss I11 g-from a great' distance, or course- conn ections be tween divi
na.tlOn and science ~n. M e.sop~tnmia ; in other words by suggesti ng that it is 
Wl 01~g to rcse rve dlvlllatlon lor Mesopotamia and science lor Creece , bllt 
~hat.ln Mesopotamia itself, 1'1'0111 vcry early and long before the Creeks, div
illat ion hac.1 become a scientific type orknowlcdge and was, essentially, al
re~ld y a sCle ncc. What may have bee I! passed on to th e Creeks was this 
sClcntific point of view, scientific treatment, and thc scientific spi rit. Con 
seq~, e ntl ~ the Crecks did not deve lop the ir conceptions of scicnce, which 
we In he rited , out of nothing; in this im portant point, as we ll as in othe rs 
thcy owc a debt to the ancient Mesopotamians. ' 

DIVINATION I N ME SOPOTAM I A 

As we have seen, two types of divination are attes ted in Mesopotam ia: onc 
by .t l~e re~elation of the gods, inspired dl v;/wli011 , '" the othe r by a mental 
actwlty of the people, by a type or deduction , dedu ctive divi1lation. '" 
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CHAPTER EIGHT 

Inspired divination is rather badly known and is confined to a few 
areas that are chronologically and geographically restricted. It does not 
seem to be typical for Mesopotamian civilization, and we will not discuss 
it further. 

Deductive divination, on the other hand, is attested, without interrup
tion, from the beginning of the second millennium to the Selencid period 
shortly before the Christian era. It must have been the subject of an enor
mous mass of works and documents, if we judge by the considerable 
amount that is preserved to us. Not counting the numerous pieces dealing 
with practice, we have found more than thirty thousand oracles divided 
over some one hundred Treatises at the very least. It is doubtless the best 
known, at the same time as being one of the most characteristic, intellectual 
activities of Mesopotamian culture. 

This gigantic mine of information does not seem to have been suffi
ciently explored yet by Assyriologists. There are today only a few special
ists in divinatory texts and they behave like Talmudists. One of the reasons 
for this neglect is perhaps the extraordinary monotony of the Treatises on 
divination that make up the principal pieces of the dossier. But I wonder 
whether the main reason is not that divination is considered, consciously or 
unconsciously, to be a simple superstition, trivial, outdated, and not really 
deserving of attention. Such a point of view implies an attitude that we 
could call "egocentric," and is particularly harmful in the discipline of his
tory. The proper vocation of a historian is not only to rediscover the past 
through the witnesses that remain to us, but to discover it as it was; not as 
we see, feel, and judge it from our point of view, hut the way it was seen, 
judged, and lived by its actors. Ifhe really knows the meaning of his profes
sion, the historian will always leave himself and his time behind and put 
himself in the place and time of the characters whose deeds and works he 
studies. To consider, even subconsciously, Mesopotamian divination as a 
superstition is to judge in our terms. Such ajudgment will prevent us from 
ever understanding it, and this means that we will fail one of the essential 
rules of our discipline. I-Iencc, let us try to consider and judge the mantic 
techniques* by putting ourselves, as much as possible, in the position of 
their ancient users. Of course, we will deal here only with deductive divi
nation as an intellectual activity and a type of knowledge. 

THE APPEAHANCE OF DIVINATOHY TEXTS 

The essential, the most original and most typical documents, are those that 
we call Treatises, collections of oracles (sometimes several thousand). In 
each Treatise all oracles are drawn from the same material ohject con
sidered in its particular and ahnormal appearances: fiJI' instance, such and 
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such position of a star, or the more or less monstrous aspects of a newborn 
or of the liver of a sheep. 

If we count the objects whose appearance was considered to be 
ominous*-to use this latinized synonym of the term "divinatory"-and 
that were listed in the Treatises, we see that they cover almost the entire 
material universe: stars and meteorites; the weather and the calendar; the 
configuration of the earth, of waterways, and of inhabited areas; the outlook 
of inanimate and vegetal elements; the birth and the conformation of ani
mals and their behavior, especially of man himself-his physical aspeets, 
his behavior, his conscious and sleeping life, and so on. In addition to these 
phenomena which present themselves to observation, a number of others 
were latent and had to be revealed, such as the internal anatomy of sacri
ficed animals. Or they could be virtual and needed to be provoked, such as 
the shape taken by oil or flour thrown on water. 

Of course, we should not say that the multiple ominous areas always 
and everywhere had the same interest in the eyes of the practitioners of 
divination. But what is important here is that everything could be con
sidered as the possible object for examination and divinatory deduction, 
that the entire material universe was taken as the evidence from which the 
future could in some way be extracted after a careful study. There was al
ready an eneyclopedic curiosity that was very remarkable, ancl that is the 
first thing to notice. 

The irreducible elements of the Treatises, from the stylistic as well 
as from the logical point of view, are the oracles, each of which indicates 
and explains an ominous appearance of an object from the Treatise, and 
then deduces what it allows us to f(Jresee about the ftlture. All of the oracles, 
from the first to the last, are constructed exactly on the same grammatical 
and logical pattern: the first part of the sentence, the "protasis"* as the 
grammarians say, is f()llowed by a second part, the "apodosis."* The protasis 
is introduced (at least virtually) by the indication of a hypothesis-if, 
supposing that (in Akkadian: ,§umnw)-and then gives the special appear
ance of the object-the omen. The apodosis shows the part of the future 
that can be derived from the omen: it is the prognosis, or the prediction. 
For instance: 

Ira man's chest-hair curls upwards: he will become a slave. I 
Ifa man has a flushed filce and his right eye sticks out: he will be 

devoured hy dogs fill' from his house. 2 

If the gallbladder (of the sacrificial sheep) is stripped of the 

1. \':\1' 75'2.5, i: 19f .• in ArcJdv far Oriellt/orscli!mg 18 (19571'.): 63. 
'2.. CUllei/onll Texts . .. ill the British Museum. '2.8, pI. '2.8: 121). 
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F[ GU Il E 3 Fnt\ Gl\ I ENT 0 1;' TilE T A IJ LE 0 1;" CONT EN T S F IlUM '1' 1110: 

CII I~ AT TIIE AT I SE ON ASTHoLO r;y 

( Til e seve " c lltl pt,crs d ca/ i II I{. wit. II ,,, e t:cI j pses of' he III 00 n) 

Nis(f ll is the rlrst month of the Mesopotamian year (March- Apri l) and 'fd dt is the 
seventh (Septe ll1be r- Octobe r) in :.1 total oft wclve months. 

On lines 1 Sf. the copyist Hrsl indicates the total of all the table ts cnulllemted up 
to tlle n in his table of eon ten ts: 22 in all . The preccdin~ chapter, on the ecl ipses of 
the Moon , 01'1 1), (.'Ontainccl S table Is. I-I e the n s1I1lllllari'tes the essential contents of 
I he S inst tab le ts. 1-1 e e nds by stress in~ that , after counting tllid ve rifying. he guaran· 
tees his copy 10 he correct. 

In line 12 lhe exclamation point indica tes a correction. The tex t gives the nurn· 
be l' l ,200 which is clea rl y mistake n. 

Photo: Musce dl! Louvre, Paris. 
Apograph)': Fran~o is Thllreuu· Oangin , Tal)/cUes d'Umk (Paris, 1922), plate 29. 
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I\ I' OC II A I'II" 

156 (hypotheses, under the titl e); !rlhe Moon be /olnes da r lk f~l s t in t'he 

85 
8. 

I (). 82 
80 

eve nin g: 
(u nde l' the lille): I I' the sk), heco1lles oven; ;I.~ 1 during an eclipse 
(under the tit le): Ifon the 14th of Nis<ln an ecl ipse happens in the 
evening, I. . I 
(under the tit le): If an eclipse happens in Tdrlt 
(under the title): !ran eclipse happens in the evening and lasts l illthc 
e nd of the v i~il , and the north wind (the n) eD ifies lip 

1201 (unde r the title): If, when an eclipse happens un the 15th ufN isan , 
Vellus / . . J 

60 

68 

(under the lit Ie): 11', whc n all ecl ipsc hap pens UII the 15th or Nisan , the 
sky becol'lI es uvercast in the south and thall .. . I 
(u llde r the til le); Iri n the he~inllingofthe year, un the 15th ofNisan, 
the eclipse of the M/oun takes place I 

In total (tiP to now) 122 tab le ts including 2, 065 lin es. Observa tions of eclipses and 
orades (take n) from (these) eclipses, as well as predictioll s (based on the 
moveme nts) uf'th e Moon. (T he total ) is eOllip le te. 
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CHAPTER EIGHT 

hepatic duct: the army of the king will suffer of thirst during a mili
tary campaign. 3 

If the north wind sweeps the face of heaven until the appearance 
of the new moon: the harvest will be abundant. 4 

MEANING AND ORIGIN OF DEDUCTIVE DIVINATION 

What is most important for an understanding of divination as an intellectual 
activity, as a way of knowing, is contained much less in the protases or apod
oses themselves than in the transition from the first to the second. How 
could someone decide to base the conclusion that a man would become a 
slave on the fact that his chest-hair curled upwards? 

To answer this fundamental question we have to understand how de
ductive divination originated in Mesopotamia. We know enough of it at 
least to make conjectures, with a high degree of prohability, based on con
verging elements. Often all we have to be satisfied with are such conjec
tures when we write the history of a world so old and so cut ofT from us. 

Divination seems to have been at first entirely empirical, i.e. based on 
simple a-posteriori observation. A certain number of specific oracles from 
the enormous collection that we have allows us to think this, and at the 
same time explains this original stage. They have been called "historica\" 
oracles because their prognosis, instead of dealing with the .future, men
tions the past and refers to an ancient event in the history of Mesopotamia 
that the Mesopotamians thought would repeat itself. For example: 

If on the right side of the liver (of the sacrificial sheep) there are 
two finger-shaped outgrowths (probably what anatomists would call 
"pyramidal process") it is the omen of a period of Anarchy (in other 
words the period between 2198 and 2195, approximately, that pre
ceded by some thirty years the fall of the dynasty of Akkad).·' 

And also this passage already cited on p. 37' 

If in the liver, the part called 'The Gate of the Palace" (the "um
bilical incision" of the anatomists, it seems) is double, if there are 
three "kidneys," and if on the right-hand side of the gall bladder two 
clearly marked perforations (Akkadian pilsu) are pierced (pal.'u): 
this is the omen of the inhabitants of ApiSal whom Narum-Sin 
(fourth king of the Akkad dynasty: approx. 2260 and 2223) made 
prisoner by means of a breach in the wall (piUu). fi 

3. A. Goetze, Old Bahylonian Ome1l Text.~', pI. 43, no. 31 iii: 6fL 
4. ZeitschriJI Jilr Assyrio{ogif! 48 (1936): 3og: 6r. 
5. Texte.~· clmeiJormes du TllIISee till Louvre, 6, pI. 3, no. 1. rev. 23· 
6. A. Goetze, Old Babylonian Omen Texts, pI. 29, no. 24: 9· 
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Another formulation, found among the oldest documents that can be 
formally associated with deductive divination, i.e. the famous "liver 
models" found at Mari, * is perhaps even more telling: 

When my country rebelled against Ibbi-Sin (last king of the 
Third Dynasty of Vr: approx. 2027-2003) it is thus that the liver ap
peared. 7 

It should be noticed that these "models" were only half a century later 
than the revolt, which stresses that a close connection had been observed 
between the particular appearance of the liver of a sacrificial animal on a 
certain day and the revolt against the last king of the Ur III dynasty. 

Moreover, we have to take into account that almost all the events re
corded in the historical oracles are from the half-millennium between the 
period of the Akkad dynasty and the first years of the second millennium. 
We have good reason to assume that it was just in that period that deductive 
divination was developed, matured, and established in Mesopotamia. 

What we know from other sources about the events recorded in the his
torical oracles seems to indicate that at least some of those events have a good 
chance of being authentic. From its closeness in time, the last example 
cited above, the liver model from Mari, is particularly impressive in this 
regard. On the other hand, as there is by all indications not the least intrin
sic and necessary connection between any of the events and the aspect of 
the omen with which they are related, it has to be true that these oracles 
were based on the observation of the coincidence of the two phenomena. 

In this country where we know that from very early on there was an 
interest in what the Romans called the portenta-unusual events that allow 
the prediction of something-sacrificers, when dissecting their victims, 
would have noticed if a liver had an unusual appearance. And somewhat 
later a special event must have taken place, a "turning point" in the history 
of the country. The coincidence must have been first noticed, then 
stressed. Perhaps because of other similar appearances, multiplied in the 
eyes of the people who "believed" in them, and who expected thern, the 
coincidence was later considered to he something entirely different than an 
accidental encounter. Post hoc, ergo propter hoc. The first phenomenon 
would thus have heen regarded as the announcement of the second, and 
the two together were recorded as an oracle of universal value, so that one 
could expect to see a repetition of an analogous event in the destiny of the 
land or of the king, whenever the anomaly was noticed again. 

These conclusions should certainly not be reserved only f<}r historical 
oracles properly speaking. Many others that deal with the country, the 
king, or with simple individuals seemingly must have had their origins in 

7· Revue d'Assyrioio{!,ie 35 (1938); 421'., no. 7. 
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3. A. Goetze, Old Bahylonian Ome1l Text.~', pI. 43, no. 31 iii: 6fL 
4. ZeitschriJI Jilr Assyrio{ogif! 48 (1936): 3og: 6r. 
5. Texte.~· clmeiJormes du TllIISee till Louvre, 6, pI. 3, no. 1. rev. 23· 
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Another formulation, found among the oldest documents that can be 
formally associated with deductive divination, i.e. the famous "liver 
models" found at Mari, * is perhaps even more telling: 
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7· Revue d'Assyrioio{!,ie 35 (1938); 421'., no. 7. 
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similar observations: the only difference is that it was considered necessary 
to keep a me ntion of the names and of the individualized circumstances 
which are preserved in the historical oracles. Prognoses such as: 

Omen that the (entire) coun try wi ll be covered by snow· or 
O me n of retreat (i.e.) whe n the army beats a retreat9 

maintain in the ir presentation itself the indications of h istorical ome ns. 
These indications are especially nume rous in the oldest Treatises, but we 
find the m sti ll he re and the re in a foss ilized form in more recent pe riods. 
Man y othe r omens that do no t maintain these indicat ions have preserved 
e nough particular e le me nts for us to recognize eas ily a concre te and partic
ular event or an an ecdote, afaU divers, take n from tll e dail y routine. He re 
are some examples take n from the thousands ava ilable: 

A lion, after having kill ed someone before the city-gate, wi ll be 
killed himself. 10 

A small boy wi ll "'11 From the roof. II 
When yuu will be in front of the city that you came to besiege, 

its garrison will break through the barricades put up to lay siege to 
it, and will attack you. 12 

And Rnally this gem, already cited : 

The wife of that man , pregnant by anothe r man, will not cease 
to implore the goddess IStar, and say to he r while lookingal he r hus
han e\: "May my child look like my husband! ". I " 

The oldest layers ororacles have thus a very good chance of having bee n 
lorm ed in this way: from an observation or i.I sequ ence or eve nts that do not 
have ony apparent lin k between the m , but wcre noticed to have fo llowed 
each oth er once, it was thought that such events would always foll ow one 
'1Il0the r, That is what we would ca ll e mpiricism. 

It seems that from very early th e re was a des ire to go furth e r by looking 
beyond the appearances for a ll in te rnal co nnection be hveen the two events 
which fo rm ed an oracle, Le t us look agai n more closel y at the first historical 
prognoses IHc ntioll cd above, III one of t-i lC m the t,tvO finge r-shaped out
growths evoke the rivalry be tween competitors for the th ro lle, a ri valry that 

8. Hevue dib,~yrif)lol!. ie 38 ( 194 1): 82 (all<i40 1194Sr.] : 82): AD 70290Iw.: lOr. 
9. lIeVlw di\ssyriolo~ie . 35 ( 1938): 46 III). ,6 (I;o freeled tralis lat iOll ). 
to. A. Cucl:l.C, Old Ufluyhmili ll Om(:11 'Iex /s, pI. 26. lUI . 21 : Sf. aml 8. 
II. Ihid .. pI. 17, 110. I T 53· 
12. Ibid ., pI. 74 , IlO. 4 1:4 1. 
13. A. T. C lay, E,}ic:~·. IIIj Ill/lS , OIlWtlH IIIII O lllftr 'l'e.rI.\' , pI. 14, 110 . 12:36r. 
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causes a "Time of Anarchy." In the second , the perforations (p ilSu) pie rced 
(palsu) in the liver correspond in the prognosis not on ly to the breach (pilsu) 
in the wall that causes the collapse of the besieged city, but also to the name 
of that city, Apisal, with a slight metathes is (and we have many othe r ex
amples in the re ligiolls he rme ne utics of these phone tic similarities). 

In Our eyes such "connections·' do not ex ist . They are pure coinci
dences without importance. We have to be lieve (and we know it from othe r 
sources as well ) that such was not the ease wi th the ancient Mesopotamians, 
especiall y with the ir well -known doctrine of the world's gove rnme nt by the 
gods, and he nce the pre liminary fi xing of the dest inies, that is, the names, 
of a ll th ings by these gods. 

1n Mesopotamia, whe re writing was inve nted in th e beginning of the 
th ird mi llennium , and where this invention played an important role in th e 
mate rial and inte ll ectual life, it was imagin ed that the fates thus decided 
we re inscribed by the gods on the lilblcl, of Destinies. The gods were even 
thought to have written these decisions in things whe never they created 
the m or directed the ir movements. A certain number of texts, such as this 
one speak in this way: 

o Sail/os . .. , you who wril.e down the oracles ariel indicate the di oina
tory decisions in I.he entrails of I.he sheep!. 14 A!ld even if the n1 i.UllISeripts in 
which we find these state ments are from the first mille nnium , they must 
record a much olde r tradition . 

O n the other h::l nd , the origina l and bas ic nature itself of the cune ifo rm 
script reqllired that it was first of all a writing or th ings, and it always re
main ed more or less so. Jt used pic tograms that arc after al l things that indi
cate othe r things: the ske tch or a root fo r "to walk," or "to stand up"; the 
fi gure or th e pubic trian gle for "woman ," "womanhood." He nce the idea 
could orig inate that the two fin ger-shaped outgrowths, instead or the ex
pected single one, written by the gods on the live rs of the ir vic tims indi 
cated , beyond doubt, duality, opposition, and confl ict , and played in a 
sense the ro le of the "pictogram ,. of rivalry and competition in the "divine 
writing sys te m ," just like thc pfaforatiuns expressed the brea.ch . 

This way of see ing things became a no rm , un expressed but always applied , 
based 0 11 the rule that governed the writing syste m: whcnever the same 
sign appeared in an omen, one could "rcad" in it the same future event. In 
f~lc t- , whe neve r one find s ill tllC deseript ion of an oracular object a dual ity (i t 
has to bc abnormal and unexpected . bccausc what is comlllon , usual, and 
occordi ng to the rul e has no va lue at al l as an ome n), one has in the prognosis 
an idea of opposition , of riva lry, of misunde rstanding, orbattlc. 

14· E. Ebeling, Die tlkktl(lisclw CI:I; I: /ssl)d e " lInlldcrlu:!JulIg,·' p. 48: J 10. 
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We could compile numerous examples to show to what degree divina
tion really functioned as a writing system in Mesopotamia: by deciphering 
the "pktograms." Of course there are numerous cases, both in the divina
tion and in the script, where the connection between the signifier and the 
signified is not clear, not even intelligible sometimes, or imaginable for us. 
However that was certainly not the case for the ancient Mesopotamians, 
and this is important. 

It is thus that divination passed from its primitive state of simple em
pirical observation to that of knowledge a priori, to "deductive" knowledge. 
From the moment they discovered that a lion is the sign, the ideogram, of 
violence or of power, it hecame useless to "wait for the events," which 
would have been indispensable in an empirical system. They could foresee 
without fail brutality, carnage, or domination from the moment that they 
noticed the presence of a lion in an ominous circumstance. This was a capi
tal transformation and of considerable importance: because, in fact, a 
knowledge a priori, deductive knowledge, is already the essential element 

of science. 

DIVINATORY SCIENCE AND ITS HECOHDING 
IN TREATISES 

Such a "scientific" character explains well the elements that are revealed 
from the oldest Treatises on. Notably this wish to analyze and systematize 
which strikes the readers of these documents so much. In each treatise the 
oracular object is taken apart in a sometimes surprising number of ominous 
appearances. For instance, the configuration of the head ora man and espe
cially of his hair, takes up not less than sixty-six paragraphs in the Treatise 
on physiognomy. * These analyses and classifications are usually done ac
cording to a certain number of recurring categories: the presence of an oh
ject or its absence; its quantity and its dimensions; its internal disposition 
and its relative position; its coloring, which is sometimes extended to some 
ten different hues around the prinCipal colors, which in those days were 
red, wbite, black, and yellow-green; then the addition or the lack of nones
sential elements; and so on. All these eventualities are ranked in an order 
that is quite rigorous and constant. 

It is very clear that at least in a certain number of cases not an of these 
hypotheses could have been observed in reality. There are even some that 
are entirely impossible. Thus in the liver of the sacrificial animal two gall
bladders are f()reseen, which is an imaginable though rare phenomenon 
(and that is why it is ominous). But then, driven by his wish to systematize, 
the author of the Treatise talks about three, five, and up to seven gall
bladders, numbers that are entirely fantastic. In tbe same way, after the 
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mention of twins delivered by a woman, the possibility of triplets is envi
sioned, then quadruplets, quintuplets, and then sextuplets, septuplets, 
octuplets, and finally nonuplets! 

In a systematization that rejects all empiricism, all appeal to experi
ence, all reference to a controllable reality, and ends up with eventualities 
that are entirely impossible, there is in the end a wish to record not only all 
that has been observed but also all that could be observed in theory, all that 
could exist, without ever having existed. And, in fact, for someone who 
does n~t have our biological evidence, if there can be two gallbladders, why 
couldn t there be more, even up to seven, ifthe gods wanted it? 

Thus the scientific character of divination has led them beyond the ob
served reality to the possible: in other words, in logical terms Mesopota
mian divination has attempted to study its subject as being universal, and 
in a certain sense in abstracto, which is also one of the characteristics of 
scientific knowledge. 

It is because divination because in its own way, and certainly from the end 
of the third millennium on, a real "science" that the need was fclt to put it 
down in Treatises. The Treatises were manuals of a science that they 
wanted to make available to those who wanted to learn it-and this defini
tion is also valid for other disciplines common among the Mesopotamians: 
jurisprudence, medicine, and, in its own way, mathematics. They did not 
teach the same way we do, by extracting and formulating principles and 
laws: it is well known that the Mesopotamians of the past never formulated 
any such abstractions, as their minds did not at all tend towards them and 
in ~,heir voc:~l:ulary there is not a single word to indicate "principle," "'taw," 
~)r concept 10 any field . .In conformity with their type of intelligence they 
Ignored :-;uch :-;tatements, which were universal and abstract in i()rm. In
stead they preferred concrete and individualized cases that they accumu
lated and changed to show the general idea from a particular angle. 

The Treatises are manuals of casuistry: by surveying the vf~riable ele
ments of the same object, whether they were real or imaginary, observed or 
posited a priori, he who assimilated them acquired the sense oflaws and 
principles, without having to learn them in abstract terms. Nowhere is it 
said that a lion announced tyranny, carnage, violence, or supreme power. 
But by the fact that the reader f(nmd in the cases where a lion appeared in 
the pr~tasis a prognosis of either empire, or massacre, or oppression, or 
brutallorce, he became aware of this constant element, of this law, without 
ever having seen it formulated. We were taught in this way when we were 
children and our minds could not yet grasp the abstract formulation of some 
principle of arithmetic or of grammar. We were made to learn by heart the 
tables of addition and of multiplication, and the nominal and verhal para-
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digms, which are also lists of varying cases, as are the Mesopotamian Trea
tises. Therefore the existence of such works stresses the scientific character 

of divination. 

THE "DISCOVERY" OF THE SCIENTIFIC SPIRIT 

From a knowledge based on pure observation a posteriori, starting from 
individual cases that were fortuitous and unforeseeable, divination became 
thus an a-priori knowledge, even before the period of our earliest Treatises, 
i.e. before the end of the third millennium at least. That knowledge was 
deductive, systematic, capable of foreseeing, and had a necessary, univer
sal and, in its own way, abstract object, and even had its own "manuals." 

That is what we call a science, in the proper and formal sense of the 
word, as it has been taught to us by the ancient Greek teachers, after Plato 
and Aristotle, and as it still in essence governs our own modern idea of 
science-at least for those among us who keep our minds sufficiently sharp 
and open not to reserve the term only for the mathematical disciplines, as if 
the universe was nothing but numbers and quantities, and as iflogic, ab
straction, and certainty were confined to that mocking field alone. 

In this divinatory "science" we have to distinguish carefully between 
the object and the method, or spirit. The object is the possible future as it 
can be known through the present, as it can be deduced from the present. 
It could keep some type of consistency only in a mentality sucb as that of the 
ancient Mesopotamians, as in their eyes the world was directed by superior 
forces, who decided at their pleasure its fate to come, and also knew the 
details of it. This they could communicate, and they communicated it in 
fact by "inscribing" it in objects. Such an object would lose any value in a 
different world vision. Thus the Greeks already-I am talking abo lit thc 
philosophers and the scholars-repudiated this object, and we even more 
strongly find it empty of all meaning, outdated and "superstitious." 

Bllt the method, tbe spirit, once it had been established, did not de
pend on the primary object, and kept its value even when the object was 
ignored. The encyclopedic curiosity; the way to approach the universal re
ality by looking for a knowledge that is analytical, necessary, deductive, and 
a priori; the "abstract" and scientific attitude bef()re things: these were de
finitive acquisitions of the human mind. They represented an enrichment 
and a considerahle progress that could not be lost once they had been dis
covered, like fire or the technique of making pottery. I do not have to repeat 
how the Greeks learned and assimilated this "scientific spirit," born before 
them and in another country. I am only looking for the origin and I find that 
it appeared in Mesopotamia more than fifteen centuries before Socrates, 
Plato, and Aristotle. Its birth and establishment cannot be observed bettcr 

Divination and the Scientific Spirit 

outside divination, a science which constitutes one of the most essential and 
typical characteristics of the ancient Mesopotamian civilization. 

We have to acknowledge that this constitutes a great moment in the history 
of mankind. Just like the discovery of fire, the domestication of plants and 
animals, the invention of metallurgy and of writing, this invention of ab
straction and of universal and rational knowledge, in a word, of what we call 
~he scientific spirit, at least in its roots, represents remarkable progress, 
Judged from our point of view, i.e. in relationship to what we have become 
and to what still makes us live. 

Does that not justify in itself the existence of Assyriologists and of all 
their labors? 
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The Substitute King and His Fate 

T HAPPENED SOMETlMES IN MESOPOTAMIA THAT THE SITUATION HE-

I qui red a single individual to take the place of the king for a while. For 
instance, we have preserved to us a fragment of a ritual for the prepara

tion for war, I and, of course, f<)r a victorious war. In order to imitate and 
thus "make real" the battle hom which the king, and the country with him, 
had to emerge victoriously, they fashioned from tallow a figurine represe,nt
ing the ene~y, whose head was turned backwards (as a sign of Heeing after 

the defeat); and they confronted the figurine not with the commander of 
the army himself, i.e. the king, but with one of his o/Tieers who had the 
same name as the king and was dressed with his sash. In thi~,fictional com,~ 
bat, which was supernaturally dangerous because it was sacrame~tal, 
there was some risk l(>r the ruler, and this is why he was replaced. HIS rc
placement, however, did not have the title ofsubstitu:e king, lit,:ral1y ki~g 
or image 0/ substitution, of replacement (,sar/~'alam pu1.Jdandunam; In Su
merian nfg. sag. fla). 

That designation seems to have heen reserved for the central character 
in a real institution, which was at the same time religious and political, and 
was intended to save the king's life when it had been condemned by super
natural f()rees. It is this substitute king that I would like to discuss here. 

Our documentation on this institution is very scarce, but it allows us at 
least to formulate an idea ahout it. An idea that is very imperfect, I have to 

1. H. Zill1mern, Beitriige zur Ketmtnis del' lJalJyloliischeli Heiigiotl, 2, pp. 172f., 110. 57· 

This chapter first appeared ill A~.k(1dic(l9 (1!)78):2~24, under the title "Le substilut royal et son 

sort ell Mesopotmme anCiCune. 
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admit, because our documents are almost aU in a fragmentary state, and 
extraordinarily badly distributed in time and space. The oldest known 
example appears in the Chronicle of Ancient Kings2 which we have some 
reason to think preserves a number of historical aspects. It reports that 
the ninth ruler of the First Dynasty of Isin, Erra-imitti (1868-1861) died 
prematurely in his palace after having sipped a "broth" that was too hot 
(A: 3ff.). He had as successor a simple gardener named Enlil-bani (,860-
1937) whom he had taken as a replacement, in other words as a substitute 
king, and who after his death simply remained on the throne. 

After that, if we disregard a Hittite ritual from around the thirteenth 
century3 which unveils to us an analogous institution in Anatolia, probably 
borrowed from Mesopotamia, we must go to the time of the Neo-Assyrian 
rulers to find our substitute again, and it is almost exclusively for this period 
that we can grasp the situation more or less clearly. The sar pi"tbi is men
tioned once, erratically, in an administrative document of the last year of 
Adad-nirari III (810-783; NO 3483 in Iroq 'S, 1953, p. 148 and pI. IS). But 
he reappears more than once, principally in the correspondence of 
Esarhaddon (680-669) and also in that of his son and successor, Assurbani
pal' (668-627). Directly or indirectly, in clear statements or with oblique 
allusions, some thirty letters of the royal correspondence of that time deal 
with the substitute king. 4 These references are often broken in important 
parts or difficult to understand, as is the usual case in this type of document. 
We have also Iound in the lihnu)' of Ass urbani pal some fragments of a ritual 
that seems to have been devoted to the substitute king. 5 

Later it is only for Alexander the Great that we can read accounts of one 
and the same method, only differing in details, in the works of three Greek 
historians (Plutarch, Life of Alexander, LXXIIII'.; Arrian, Anabasis, VII, 
24; Diodorus Siculus, Bibliotheca, XVII, 1l6). They undoubtedly reveal 
the same institution as that of the time of Esarhaddon and his son. I am not 
entirely certain that we should associate with this, without reservations, 
a passage by Berossos, *6 which would complement a short note from De 
Regno by Dio Chrysostom (IV, 61'.) where there is mention of the festival of 

2. A. K. CraysoH, Assyria1l uTid Babylonian Chnmicle.~·, no. 20, pp. 450'. and 15211'. 
3· g, Laroche, Catalogue des texies hittites, IlOS. 419-21. 
4· These letters, which were published in cHlleifimu hy It F. Harper hetween IH92 and 

1914 in the fOllrteen volumes of his Assyrian atul Bahyl(miatl Letters (ABL), were at least 
partly trauscribed, translated, and commented upon hy S. Parpola in his Letters from As
syrian ScllOlars to the KiligS RsarluuLdon aTu[ Assurbanipal, 1 (1970) and 2 (1983). I am citing 
them here only with two Ilumhers: the first from the collectiou by Harper, the second from the 
translation by Parpola. 

5· W. C. Lambert in Archivfur Orient!orsclltmg 18 (19571'.): 109£. + 19 (19591'.): II!). 
Cited Iltlre as Ritual. 

6. Babyloniaka in P. Schnabel, Berossos, p. 256, 1: 15. 
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the "Sacae" and of their ephemeral ruler. But we find, almost certainly, a 
reRection of the ideology that explains the Mesopotamian substitute king, 
on the one hand in Persia, if we believe Herodotus (VII, 15), and on the 
other hand in Rome at the beginning of the Christian era, according to 
Suetonius (Life of Claudius, XXIX, 3) who, moreover, does not seem to 
have understood well the real importance of what he tells us. 

Even if this dossier is incomplete, fragmentary, and scattered, we see 
throughout it such sinister glimmerings around the central chara~ter, re
lated to the final fate reserved for the substitute, that for a long time the 
Assyriologists, good-natured people who have little feeling for sadism, have 
refused to see the worst in it. But now it proves to be true that we must 
accept the worst. On the other hand the phenomenon is characteristic of a 
certain way of seeing and feeling that is not at all like ours, but whose co~
templation should help us to discover and to understand better, through It, 
these ancient Mesopotamians, so far removed from us, That is why I h~ve 
told myself that it might be fruitful to reopen and look through the dossIer, 
even if! have nothing essential to add to it. . 

Instead of exhibiting first the facts regarding the substitute king and hIs 
fate in order to comment upon them and to explain them later, it seemed to 
me more enlightening to turn this logical order around and to be~in ~)y ~iv
ing what I think to be the key elements of this institution. The IIlstItutIon 
st~nds, in fact, at the crossroads of three axioms, each of them Hl Its ~ay 
particular to the mentality of the ancient Babylonians and Assyrians: fa~t? 
in the prediction of the future, the "doctrine" of substitution, and the polIti

cal hierarchy. 

THE PREDICTION OF THE FUTURE 

We know that in the eyes of the ancient Mesopotamians unexpected 
events, abnormal conjunctures, and unusual encounters constitute? warn
ings, "signs" through which the gods, organizers of~he worl~l and.(ltrect~)rs 
of the way things evolve, let their decisions regardmg the fate of Il,Jankmd 
be foreseen, according to a definite code. The hirth in a stable 01 a lamb 
with two heads attached to each othcr and with eight legs, but with on~ 
spine, predicted internal strife in the country and a period o~ trouble. 
Someone who laughed while fast asleep had to expect a serious Illness. 8 If 
the planet Venus seemed to be stationary at its zenith, it ,would a~nollnce 
the stopping of the rains. {) When a horse tried to couple With a cow It prom-

7. E. Leichty, The Omen Series summa izhu, p. 86, vi: .zo. . 
8. VAT 7525 (in Archiv fiir Orilmtjorsc/umg 18, pp. fizL), i: 391. . 
9. eh. Virolleaud, L'Astrolof!,ie c1wldeerme, War, p. 3, no. z: 16. 
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ised a decrease in the growth of the cattle. \0 If one discovered bright red 
splotches on the lungs of a sacrificial sheep, one had to dread a coming 
fire. 11 These "omens" taken from all aspects of nature had been studied and 
scrutinized over the centuries with an incredible zeal, and then classified in 
lists, each accompanied, as we just saw, by its predicted outcome: the part 
of the hlture that it was thought to announce. 

Among the countless Treatises made up of these lists, some concern 
mostly the life of the individual and the joys and sorrows to be expected by 
him, others concern mostly the future of the entire country, and conse
quently that of its political leader: the king. 

In the earlier periods it seems that the role offorecasting for public life 
was played by the haruspcx*. Beginning in the second half of the second 
millennium, and even more in the first millennium, this role was paral
leled, rein1()I'ced, and perhaps even partly supplanted by astrology, whose 
manifest omens from heaven encompassed the entire world. Among the 
signs in the heavens one of the most revcaling, most dramatic, and conse
quently most infallible, in the opinion of the time, was the eclipse. The oc
cultation of the light of a star was a transparent omen of another occultation 
here on earth: the disappearance of him who played the role of illuminator 
and pride of his people-the king. Things were not that simple, however, 
at least when important oracular decisions were involved, as was douhtless 
the case with the hlture of the ruler. They were complicated by the fact that 
people had noticed during the development of the divinatory "science" that 
the signs on earth do (not) give us (assured) warnings (regarding the future) 
(if not) in agreement with these from heavelL The omens have to be the 
product both of heaven and of earth: even if they seem (to us) to be (mate
rially) separated, they are inseparable (in divinatory terms) because heaven 
and earth constUut'e one whole. 12 In other words, every important divina
tory inquiry required the examination of omens drawn from various areas of 
nature, compared, criticized, weighed, and calculated as the result of a 
"parallelogram of forces," even if one of them, readily taken from astrology, 
gave an alarming signal. 

Considering what we have just seen, the future predicted by the omens 
was, seemingly, the object of a total and unreserved faith. But we have to 
specify that in the eyes of those f'lithful the future was not what we would 
call "absolute": that which had to happen unavoidably. It was a conditional 
future, olle that I have called "judicial," because the decision of the gods 
who determined the future predicted by the omens was somewhat like the 

to. F. Notscher, Die Omen-Serle ~ulllnHI alu, Oriental/a 51-54, p. 16z, Tal'. 7zl:: 25. 
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sentence handed down by ajudge. Each oracle was like a verdict against the 
interested parties on the basis of the elements of the omen, just as each 
sentence by a tribunal established the future of the guilty person based 
upon the dossier submitted to its judgment. The divinatory future, the pre
dicted future, was what had to be expected at the moment that the gods 
publicized their decision by means of and in the omen. But there was pos
sible recourse against the decision, as there is recourse against that of 
judges here on earth. Each verdict could be commuted by the gods, as is 
often the case among men. Thus a certain number of procedures were es
tablished to urge the gods to "give pardon," to reverse their decrees that 
condemned-i~ other words, an avoidance of the evil predicted by the 
omens, by those to whom it had been promised. This was accomplished by 
exorcistic rituals, named namburbu* and composed, as are all analogous 
procedures, by a "sacramental" intertwining of ritual acts and addresses to 
the gods, i.e. of prayers, or, as is said improperly, of "incantations. " 

THE "DOCTRINE" OF SUBSTITUTION 

This was precisely one of the essential postulates of exorcism: it was 
thought, in fact, that evil, either actual or promised and predicted, could be 
transferred from one individual to another, and could in some way shift its 
weight-as with a burden. Among the innumerable exorcisms that have 
been preserved, and that evidence a universal and continuous practice, 
and a profound belief, whether they are very short ceremonies or long and 
solemn liturgies, this transfer of evil played a major role. 

The sine qua non of its success seems to have heen a close hond be
tween the starting and finishing points of the "evi1" in question, between 
the first bearer and the one on whom the evil was loaded. This bond could 
be either by contact, or hy resemblance, with a frequent combination of the 
two. Often it was possible to he satisfied with some material object that was 
considered "to take" the evil (like a contagious disease). In a letter from 
Mari* dating to around 1770 we have the oldest evidence of the knowledge 
of such an infection, of disease that is caught after the immediate contact 
with the "sick person. "13 Very often figurines (~almu) in clay, in dough, in 
wax, in tallow, or in wood were used lor that purpose. This had the advan
tage of being able to represent, more or less accurately, either an enemy to 
whom onc wanted to pass on the evil one suffered, or another carrier who 
could even be the bearer of the evil himsell~ if needed. An example of the 

13. L. C. Dossin and A. Finet, Les Medecifls(Ju royaume de Mari. Annaies de l'lnstitut 
de PhHologie et d'Hisloire orientales et slaves, 14 (1~)54f.), p. 12gand 11. 1; and J. Bottero, "La 
magic et Ia medecine regnent 1\ Bahyione," L'lIistoire, 74 (1984), p. 19· 
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latter is the fetus which promised bad fate and which was thrown in the 
water according to a certain namburbu. 14 

When the threat was especially serious, for instance when it involved 
the life itselfofthe interested party, an animal could serve as substitute. We 
have a fragment of a ritual intended to ward off the death promised to some
one, and entitled: In order to (procure) for Ereiikigal* (the queen of the 
dead) a substitute ( pu[w) of the interested party. 15 It should be said in pass
ing that we know that this ritual had been performed several times in the 
circle of Esarhaddon and Assurbanipal (ABL 439/140: '4; and 1397/299 
rev.: 5). Here is a summary of the text; it is instructive and suitable for 
making us understand clearly both its flmctioning and especially the spirit 
that inspired it. The sick person had to take with him to bed at night a small 
"virgin" goat. The next day a ditch with the outlines of a tomb was dug, and 
in it the sick person had to stretch out, still with his small goat. After that, 
the gestures of cutting the throat of both of them were made, with the (lif~ 
ference that for the man a wooden blade was used, which did not hurt him 
while for the animal a metal blade was used to cut its throat. Then the small 
corpse was treated as the human remains would have been. It was washed 
and perfumed, it was dressed in pieces of the clothes taken from the "dis
eased" person, and the officiating priest started the period of mourning by 
reciting a prayer and by proclaiming, as ifit involved the "diseased"; Behold 
the dead one! Then he organized a triple sacrificial funerary meal (kispu) in 
honor of Ereskigal, who had to he appeased, and for the commemoration of 
the spirits of the family of the person involved, as if a new deceased had 
~oined their ranks. All that remained was to place the corpse ceremoniously 
III a shroud and to hold mourning i<}r a decent period of time. The ill person 
had nothing to fear anymore because a living creature, identified with him 
both by contact (the night spent together) and by assimilation (the simulta
neous cutting of the throat, the clothes of one placed on the other the treat
ment of the corpse, the proclamation of death, etc.), had lost it; life in his 
place. 

Such a substitution was not an evasion or a way of leading the gods 
astray. The person just wanted to enahle the gods to realize their wish, 
to accomplish their decision, under the same conditions hut on another 
"hasis" as close as possible to the one they originally had in mind, even if it 
was materially different. Similarly in law it was aceeptable that a member of 
the immediate family of the debtor settle the debt in his place, and work as 
his substitute in the service of the creditor. That was the idea that the an
cient Mesopotamians had about substitution and its role. 

14· Translated and explain(~d in Mytlws et rites de Baby/one, pp. 4411'. 
15· E. Ebeling, K£ilschrifttexte aus Assur religWseninliaits, no. 245, and E. Ebeling

F. Ki)cher, UterarL~che Keilschrlfttexte (jus Asstlr, nos. 79 and 80. 
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THE POLITICAL HIERARCHY 

It is not necessary to split hairs about this principle, which implied the ab
solute primacy of the ruler. We have perhaps the same idea from another 
point of view; it suffices to think about all the excesses and the crime,~ that 
we have seen and that are still committed in the sacrosanct name of state 
reasons." The only clear difference is that today we ascribe, in sentimental 
and ideological terms, a greater, theoretically even absolute value to the 
existence of the individual, and to the rigbts of the people, even with re
gard to power-though it has never prevented anyone in political power 
from scorning those rights for the least reason, real or imaginary, 

It is probable that the Mesopotamians of yore-and this is still the case 
for several contemporary civilizations-regarded an individual and his 
death in an entirely diflerent manner, even if their way of thinking may 
have undergone some evolution on that point. After the first dynasty of 
Ur* in the middle of the third millennium, we seemingly do not find any 
more traces of those terrible hecatombs of an entire royal court being 
ceremoniously immolated to accompany its master in the hereafter, But it 
is quite certain that the rituals were in the first place made to prese~ve for 
the country him who was its head, master, director, shepherd, a.~~ fat~er. 
It is enough to reread the prologue and the epilogue of the Code of 
Hammurabi to be informed on that point. If danger threatened the hfe of 
j~lst the crown prince, the immediate successor of the kin?, the ?oods,. the 
interests, and even the lives of the subjects could be sacnficed, fhe ntual 
for preparation for war, summarized above, shows to what degree they 
were careful in protecting the existence of the bearer of the royal power 
from absolutely any danger, and perhaps especially from any supernatural 
danger. We know from at least the eighteenth century (I helieve it is in 
Mari* that we find the oldest example) a revealing formula for expresslllg 
one's allegiance, one's loyalty, one's attachment to the king: It was said to 
him ana dinfika lullik: May I go in your place (to danger), as the Iranians still 
say today: gorban-e ,yuma. In this way it was expressed to wh~t degree e~lCh 
subject considered it conceivable to offer himself a~ a vic~im for the wel~are 
of his master, by substituting for him in order to free hIm of any pOSSible 

danger, 

It is impossible to understand anything of the facts and the legal aspects of 
the substitute king if we do not consider together these three axioms of the 
viewpoints and tl~e feelings of the ancient Mesopotamians: the feeHng of 
the absolute primacy of the king, the practice of'substitution, and the firm 
belief in the predicted future. 

'44 

The Substitute King and His Fate 

THE OCCASIONS AND THE REASONS 
FOR SUBSTITUTION 

Let us meet this substitute king and see what his fate was. He was needed 
only in case the life of the king or of the crown prince was at risk on the 
divinatory level. In other words, it seems that only when the "scientifically" 
observed omens, criticized and studied, indicated that the king's death was 
certain and near, was one authorized to search for a substitute. A certain 
number of diverse omens could in that way promise a fatal future, to judge 
by our "treatises." We have some examples ofhepatoscopy16 and of terato
mancy.17 In fact, regarding Alexander, Plutarch talks about a battle be
tween ravens which gave rise to consultation ofharuspices and was followed 
by another "marvel": one of the king's lions was killed by one of his asses. 

It seems, however, that at least in the time of the last Sargonids, in 
what I have called the "parallelogram of divinatory forces," composed from 
all the used "-mancies" and illustrated by the expression that sometimes 
appears, the signs of heaven and of earth, the greatest weight was given to 
the astrological omens and, among them, to the fatal eclipse. It was espe
cially the eclipses, whose appearances were "surveyed" anxiously by the 
people specialized in the protection of the king, that were the most signifi
cant (because they could calculate in advance when they would happen) 
and almost all the documents in our file mention them directly or indirectly 
(23/185 rev: 14ff.; 38/25: 6; 46/2g8 rev.: 10; etc.). 

Before these eclipses were regarded as being really threatening to the 
ruler, they had to be studied according to the month, the day, and the hour 
of their appearance, according to their place in the sky, and according to the 
direction of their darkening (Ritual, A: 13, and especially 38/25 rev.: 2ff., 
etc,). From such an examination the terrestrial correlative of the phenome
non was first of all derived, i.e. the part of the world that it threatened. That 
could be Amurm' (the west), for instance, in other words either the land of 
the Hittites', or that of the Arameans*-only to the ruler of one of those 
countries was death predicted in that case (629/279: 16r.) and one did not 
have to worry about it in Mesopotamia. Even when it involved Meso
potamia the eclipse could affect the northern part (Assyria) or the southern 
part (Babylonia). Moreover, the evil predicted}()r Assyria and the evil pre
dictedfor Babylonia was not all the same thing. When infact the omen (the 
eclipse) that took place related to Assyria, it was here" that one had to act 
(48/2g8: 18f.). The matter was ofimportance because at that time the king 

16. "If the gall bladder is "taken" [enclosed hy flesh?]: the king of the land will die," in A. 
Goetze, Old Babylonian Omen Texts. pI. 47, no. 31, xi: 22-25. 

17. "If a U)OtlUlU gives birth to a child who already has (j skin disease: .. . the king will 
die in his ClI1Jila/ city." in E. Leichty, The Omen Series summa izbu, p. 67, 4: 10. 

18. The letter was written at Nineveh. 
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of Assur and Nineveh was also the king of Babylon. Thus , in the case that 
the threat was upon Babylonia, it was in the cap ital city of that country that 
the procedure of substitution had to be executed (compare, for instance, 
4371280, be low, pp. ISIL ). 

This doubling of the threat, no less than the recurrence of the ecl ipse, 
must have compe lled the Mesopotamians to take recourse to this pro
cedure a certain number of times even in the shortest reign. Everything 
depended on how the eclipse prese nted itself, the other omens in the "par
alle logram ," and the conclusions that the experts drew from them. In cer
tain cases it seems, for in stance, that less radical actions were sufficient 
(1397/299 rev.: Sf. "Replacement o!t.hepersonpromisecl t.o Ereskigaf'-see 
above). Or some lucky conjun cture inte rvened unex pectedly to give the 
evil a proVidential remedy. He re is one orthese cases, described in 46/298, 
(rev.: 10- 14) by One of the "chaplains" of' Esarhaddon , Akkullilnu . First 01 
all he reca lls the principles which we know from other sources: III If , during 
all eclipse (in th e month Nisan- Marchl April), Jupit.er remains visible , it is 
a good olnen./or the king, because ill his 1J/ace If Iligh.-placell person or an 
official will die. And he continues: Did,,'t the king notice that before a 
month had passeci after the eclipse his chief judge (sa rtilHHI) passell away? 
Such an accidental occurrence must have taken place on ly exceptionally, 
however, and thus the use of substitution in case of dange r did not have 
to be, alter all , extraordinary. The chie r exorcist of Esarhaddon , Adad
sumu-u~ur, remi nded him that he had already lIsed the procedure twice 
b62/ ,66: J 5, and compare pe rhaps 46/2g8: J 5), ano S. Parpola20 has calcu
lated that he used the procedure at least lour times during his entire reign , 
as f::lras we know. 2 1 

Each timc that the totality 01' the omens, starting with the prim e "re
veale r," the eclipse , prese nted itself after proper analys is as being f::ltal to 
the life orthe king, one had to act immediately: in othe r words install a sub
stitute for the king, eithe r at Assur or at Babylon , according to the case. In 
fact, on ly this pe rson could dj~pel the evil considered to threaten I.he king 
(674/24 rev.: 5; Hi/.lIa!, A: 7) and saoe his life (23/ 185 rev.: 20), by taking 
"1'011 himself the evil omens (223/30: 13 f. ), in short by taking the place of the 
king (compare 4371280: 10), and the tcx Ls repeat this ve ry clearly, because 
that was the whole purpose of the procedure. 

19. Ch. Virollca ml , A~·trologiecllflldceflllC . ~(lfll (/,f. p. 11 , 110.8: 38: p. 16. 110. 10: 46. e tc. 
20. l...l;/t cr,\·!mm (\ SS!lriall Sc/!o//lr's tu IIw Killl!.s E.\·urluu!dull (II1f1 A.~slI,.b(lIIifl(/l _ vol. 2: 

u iir. 
2 1. Around 26 Ayyar (April / May) 672; around 14 OU·l1 ,.,l1 (Jullc/Ju ly) of the fo llowing 

year; around 14 Te bet (December/ january) urthc sallIo yea r; lind ilround 14 S im:.in (May(june) 
66g. For AsslII'lianipal we know of on ly Oli O example, ill'OlInd 15 N isillI (MarchI April) 666. 
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THE CHOICE OF A SUBSTITUTE 

This was certain ly done by experts: diviners and astrologers, exorcists and 
various "priests, -, who in a sense made up the defense council of the king, 
his protection team in matters that were at the same time religious and po· 
litical. The criteria and the form alities of this choice escape us. Only some
one (mem,eni) to replace the king is mentioned (23/ 185 rev. l B, and compare 
674/28 rev. 4), In the case of Alexander, Plutarch presents us with a com
mon criminal who was alread y in prison , a tradition that An-ian mentions 
after having suggested that , in his opinion , it had to be a l1Ui11 0/ the street . 
As we have seen , it was an ordi11ary subjecl: a gardel'l er, for Erra-imitti . A 
famolls le tte r by th e governor or Babylon , Mar-IStar, to which we will re
turn , has probably the same meaning, when he stresses the necess ity to 
select, (IS befure, a saki" (4371280 rev. 15f'.), a te rm that ind icates , in gen
eral , a man who was simple, nai·ve. pe rhaps even somewhat "re tarded.-' 
But, in th e contex t, Mar-IStar had to stress the insignificance of the individ 
ual , who was without importance On the social level and whose rate reall y 
could not be of interest to anyone. However, the same Mar-IStar seems to 
impl y that, before he could choose this individual as a substitute, he had to 
give hi m the office of satammu : someone who was simultaneous ly an ad
ministrator and a cult official in the tem ple . Thus, at least in this period, it 
was conside red necessary that the subsLitute had to be of a high social 
standing in order to be worthy or the man he was going to replace, even if 
the social promotion were fictitiou s. The same lette r shows that a person 
rea ll y of the uppe r class could be chosen, when it describes the scandal 
caused by the choice of a son of a real ,{atltlIl.1I'I.11 . I will re turn to that later. 

In any case it is possible that, spontaneously or un de mand , the gods 
had tlle i r say in the choice: the in te rven tion ora prOIJ/-"et.ess , of' a soothsayer 
as thcy were known in Assyria at that tim e (ragi'mtll ) ( '49/311' 7fT. ; 4371280 
rev.: 1) could have played a determining role in it' , at least by contributing 
Lhe supe rnatural warning. 

Be ('ha t as it may, once chosen , the substitute see ms to have been prop
e rly warned , at least, that he had to take ev il omcns upon himself. Bllt it is 
not certain that this was always done clearly and explicitl y. Th e wording of 
629/279: 11f. is purpose ly obscure (the substitute is /tuttle to recite I.he 
[lisua l]fon '!.ltiaB of I.he scrihes-'IUfJ/)it" .~(lI. I'J1s(Jrrnle). I t even seems that 
they might have taken Care to put these words down in writing on some 
medium . Then, they e ither attached the words to the rringc of his drcss(?) 
(676126 obv. : 6'fT.) in order to identify them more closciy with his person, 
or made him ingest them, mixed in one fas hion or another in his food and 
drink , in orde r to be tte r e llsllre that he had thcm wel l assimilated and intc
grated into his body (223/30: 6f.). Thlls , conl'inues the same document, 
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19. Ch. Virollca ml , A~·trologiecllflldceflllC . ~(lfll (/,f. p. 11 , 110.8: 38: p. 16. 110. 10: 46. e tc. 
20. l...l;/t cr,\·!mm (\ SS!lriall Sc/!o//lr's tu IIw Killl!.s E.\·urluu!dull (II1f1 A.~slI,.b(lIIifl(/l _ vol. 2: 

u iir. 
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wanting to be better informed, he cried: "Because of what bad sign have 
you enthroned (me as) a substitute king?" And he appealed to the king 

(1sf)· 
The substitute in question had to be put in place as soon as the eclipse 

appeared-because from that moment on the eclipse started to threaten 
the king-perhaps even a little earlier, as a precaution. And he could con
tinue in this function for the entire period that the eclipse remained harm
ful. In theory, it seems that the period was three months and ten days22 
long, whence the number of one hundred days that we sometimes see 
(594/249 rev.: 7f.; 1014/292: 2'f.). But such a long period could have its dis
advantages, considering that the king was, at least relatively, removed, as 
we will stress presently. It sufficed that the substitute had accomplished his 
role to the very end, even before the end of the theoretical harmful period 
of the eclipse, in order to have the promised "evil" annulled by the sub
stitute. Thus, it seems that they gladly waited less time (twenty days, for 
instance, from the 14th ofDu'uzu (JunelJuly)-the date of the eclipse-to 
the 4th of the month Ab: (July/August) which immediately followed: 
46/298: 6f.). Sometimes it was even preferable to end the substitution right 
away; on the day after the eclipse (359/135: '3[.; 362/166: 6f.). 

THE BEHAVIOR OF THE "REPLACED" RULER 

During that time, what happened to the king? Not much about it is re
vealed to us. Certainly he had to keep himself aloof and withdrawn, even if 
he were somewhere other than where the substitute exercised his func
tions. For instance, he could he in Nineveh when the substitute was in 
Babylon: During the period of an eclipse of the moon, or of the approach of 
the (two) "g()(ls" (Sun and Moon), (the king) canoot go out in his territory 
(427/280 rev.: Ilf.): in other words, he should not show himself in public. 
And at another moment the same defense technique seems to have been 
used for the two princes, Assurhanipal and Samassumukln, on the occasion 
of an analogous, even identical, supernatural "danger" (594/649: 6

1 r.). 
Because the Rit'ual recommended at the end a general purification of 

the palace he fore its reoccupation, it is likely that during the "reign" of the 
suhstitute, the king granted to the latter his own dwelling, or at least olle of 
palaces. In the case of Adad-nirari III, however, we can ask ourselves, 
whether the suhstitute was not installed in a secondary residence, outside 
the capital; ND 3483 (cited above, p. 139) mentions the town, or the bor
ough, or lJarihumha. 

The letters seem to allude to a particular building into which the king 

22. H. C. ThompsolI, The Hepor/s of the Magicia/tS flrld AstroLogers of Niuevc/i and 
Bahylon. 2: 100, no. 270, rev.: 10. 
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withdrew, and where he perhaps resided while his replacement paraded 
around in full daylight. It was called the qersu, seemingly isolated from the 
profane areas by one of the reed enclosures so often used in the rituals of 
exorcism in order to keep evil influences away (4/ '31' ft. and 183/138: 6ff.). 
The same letter suggests a certain number of purifying ceremonies and 
practices (ibid. and 361/161' 9ff.), either "by the river" (thus 53/205: 11f.), 
or in the qersu, and these possibly took place every day for as long as 
the retreat of the king lasted. These rituals were doubtless an additional 
precaution, in order to guard the king from any possible supernatural 
danger. 

Another prudent measure of deception consisted of changing the "offi
cial name," the "title" of the king. He was called the farmer (ikkaru) per
haps in opposition to the shepherd, which was a common royal epithet in 
ancient Mesopotamia. Many letters are addressed to him under that title 
(4iI37; 183/138; 15iI39; 38/25; etc.). However, such a designation must 
have heen either subject to rules that escape us or optional, as there are a 
certain number of messages sent to the king during the period of substitu
tion in which he is addressed under his usual title: My Lord the king 
(46/298; 149/317; 359/135; etc.). 

At least there was no question that the real government of the country 
was taken away from the king. It is enough to go through the material in 
question to be convinced to what degree the king was informed about ev
erything as usual, took all the necessary decisions, and firmly held in his 
hands the reins of political and administrative life, while his substitute pre
sented all the appearances of power. That was probably a very wise deci
sion. 

THE HOLE OF THE SUBSTITUTE KING 

All ill all this role was but a hlCade. Residing in the capital city (compare 
46/298: 8f. Babylon), and having entered the palace (629/279: 6f.), the sub
stitute king was enthroned and, in fact, sat on the throne (23/185 rev,: 18; 

46/298: 8E; 53/205: 9; ete.; the three historians of Alexander agree with 
each other by representing the "substitute" as sitting on the throne). That 
was seemingly even the proper "technical term" to indicate the taking up of 
his fUllctions (aSObu, ilCtilubu: to sit, to seat). Also used was the expression to 
take the rule (belu) over the country (437/280: 8; 629/279: 14f.), which did 
not necessarily imply the real exercise of power. 

The presence of the substitute on the throne was nothing but a pure 
fiction, a play: he held the role of the king, he was put in the place of the 
king, and he was dressed like the king. In fact, he received the royal 
clothes, and ill particular the large red-or white-ceremonial robe called 
kuzippu, the necklace, the crown, the weapon, and the scepter (compare 
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653 /134' 1Of.; Plutarch and Diodorus of Sicily also mention the royal 
clothes and the diadem in the case of Alexander; Herodotus mentions in 
the case of his Persian king, together with the clothes, the accession to the 
throne and the sleeping in the bed of the king himself). Perhaps, even un
douhtedly, the dressing and the conferring of the royal insignia were ac
companied by a ceremony, during which a prophetess, apparently charged 
with informing the candidate of his fate, played a role (149/31 T 7ff.). Was it 
also then that he was informed about the evil omens that were attached to 
him or that he was made to consume? 

In order to preserve appearances even more, he was given a queen 
(437/280: g, perhaps the young girl, batultu of15il39: 6f.), who, according 
to the Ritual (A: 20) was supposed to be a virgin (ardatu), as she had to be
come a W{}l1Um by him. This unfortunate woman, moreover, shared his fate 
to the very end, as we know especially from 437/280 (see below). Insol'lr as 
it is not wrong to identifY the "rule" of the substitute with the ceremony of 
the Sacae about which Berossos* and Dio Chrysostom speak (see p. 139f.), 
we could thus imagine a type of parody of kingship, taking place like a "car
nival" where the entire social hierarchy is turned upside down. But I am not 
certain that we can identify the Sacean ceremony with royal substitution; it 
is something that needs to be studied in more detail. 

Besides this "play" we do not have the slightest trace of any effective 
exercise of power by the substitute; if he had exercised it, he would have 
been really in opposition to the ruler who, as we have seen, pulled all the 
strings from hehind the scene. The real oflice ora ,farpft/.}i was not to rule in 
the place of the king but to play publicly the role of the person of the latter, 
and thus to serve as a lightning rod in a way, in order to take upon himself 
and to draw upon himself the evil hlte that threatened his master. This he 
did precisely by ending his ephemeral rule and by suffering his fate. 

THE FATE OF TI-IE SUBSTITUTE KING 

In the end, what was his f:lte? It is indicated more than once in our letters 
by the expression he has to go to his fate (3591135 rev.: 2f.; 362" 66: Sf.; 
594/249: end). It is true that this phrase ofien means in Akkadian to die a 
natural death, to die of natural causes. And it was long thought that we had 
to adhere to this original meaning in this context, as we f(mnd it repugnant 
to imagine a cold-blooded murder of an innocent person. However, such a 
pia interpretatio is not tenable in view of all the elements of the dossier. 
This dossier, when considered without prejudices, forces tiS dearly to 
glimpse underneath the hypocritical euphemism, borrowed in fact from a 
natural death, and see a real killing not only of the substitute king but also of 
the "queen" who had been given to him. The Ritual (A: 6) states this clearly: 

The Substitute King and His Fate 

The man who was given as the king's substitute, shall die (irruJt) in order 
that. . the evil omens will not affect that king. And somewhat further, in 
a passage that is broken but still clear enough, they seem to beseech his 
ghost(?; see below) to take down with you. . all his evils and to make them 
thus disappear into the Land-of-No-Return (B: 4). All the accounts of the 
case of Alexander also agree on the point that the "substitute" was put to 
death. The most revealing among our letters is perbaps 437/280, an impor
tant document that we have to read from beginning to end, not only be
cause it sheds light upon this rather frightful and ominous point, but also 
because it adds perhaps the even more sinister colors of a real political as
sassination. 

This letter is a report made to King Esarhaddon by his representative 
in Babylon, Mar-lStar. On the occasion of an eclipse threatening the life of 
the ruler as king of Babylon, this higb official had taken it upon himself to 
start the procedure of substitution in that city, as was his duty. But, appar
ently in order to terrifY the Babylonians, who were tired of the Assyrian 
yoke, or in order to stop any impulse to revolt among the most influential of 
them, he had chosen as substitute Damqi. He was the son of the chief 
administrator (satammu) of the temple in Bahylon, one of the bighest 
personalities of the old capital, whom B. Landsberger referred to as the 
"bishop" of the Esagil*: Sfim-iddina. Mar-lStar is thus making his report to 
the king, and perhaps tbe drama that he had initiated had left some bad 
memories, clue to the personality of his victim. He seems more than once, 
if not to excuse himself, at least to justify himself, and especially to swear 
that he will not repeat what he has done, at least not in the same circum
stances. Here is this letter that is beyond doubt the most revealing docu
ment related to our subject matter: 

[Damqi], the son of the chief administrator of the temples of 
Bab[ylon], who had ruled the land of Assur, Babylonia, and all 
(other) territories (of the kingdom), he and his queen died on the 
night of [the date is lost] instead of the king, my lord, and [to save 
the life of (the prince)] Samas-sumu-ukin. He "went to his destiny" 
in order to save them. 

(Afierwards) we have prepared their burial chamber. He (and) 
his queen have been decorated, treated, displayed with funereal 
pomp, they have been buried and wailed over (according to the 
lIsllal funerary ceremonies). The burnt-offering has been burnt, all 
the evil omens have been cancelled, by the execution of numerous 
namhurbii rituals of the (ceremony called) "The house of washing," 
of the (ceremony called) "The house of sprinkling (the lustral 
water)", of (various) exorcistic rituals, (and) (of the recitation) of the 
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"Penitential Psalms" and of (other) traditional formulae. The king, 
my lord, should know this! 

(The king, my lord, should also know that)] have heard that be
fore these facts and deeds (= the choice and the killing of Damqi) a 
prophetess had prophesied saying to Damqi: "You will take over the 
power of kingship!" The (same?) prophetess also had declared to him 
in the assembly of the country: "] have revealed the hypocritical 
polecat of my lord, (also)] am going to put you into the hands (of your 
destiny P). " 

These namburbfl that were performed should have a favorable 
outcome; the mind of the king, my lord, should be entirely at ease! 

(Certainly,) the Babylonians were terrified (by the death of 
DamqI), but we have "given them courage," and they calmed down. 
I have even learned that the temple administrators and (others) 
gr<1I1ted power (by the king ill the sanctuaries) of Babylon had been 
(also) terrified (k)r the same reason). (But we have shown them that 
after all it was) Marduk* and Nab(,* and all (their) other gods (who) 
through these means (have wanted) to prolong the life of the king, 
my lord. 

(Still) because the king cannot appear in public in his territory 
(according to the rules) during the period of an eclipse of the moon 
or the approach of the "gods," if it pleases the king, my lord, a com
mon man (saklu): should he invested with the office of temple ad
ministrator as (was done in any case) hefore. He will present (in that 
function) the daily offerings bd(}re the "altar" and, on monthly fes
tival days he will pour the incense in honor of the Lady ofAkkad* on 
the censer. Thus, when an eclipse afl(~ctillg Babylonia takes place, 
he nu~y serve as a substitute f(u' the king, my lord. Consequently, 
the life of the king, my lord, will be saved, while the people will 
remain calm. It is one of these people that the king, my lord, should 
install as replacement, if that is acceptable to him. 

Among other things this impressive document teaches us very well 
how the curtain fell over this tragedy in the end: on the set day and hour the 
substitute king and his companion were executed (we are not told how), 
treated as dead of the high class, and solernnly buried, always with the idea 
that even in death they replaced the king, taking upon themselves what was 
I~is destiny. Another allusion to this funeral pomp (taklimtu) is perhaps also 
found in 670/4: 18 and rev. 2. It was doubtless at the moment when the 
corpse of the substitute king disappeared into the grave, i.e. the entrance to 
the kingdom of the dead where he would reside from then on, that they 
ordered his ghost (?) to "Take down with you in the Land of No Return the 
evils that you (have taken upon yoursclf)," according to the Ritual (B: 4). 

The Substitute King and His Fate 

Thus the essential mission that had been the replacement's, that of sub
stitute, of double, was restated for the last time. 

THE RETURN TO NORMAL 

Almost all exorcistic rituals have the characteristic that, after the ceremony 
reached its highest point for suppressing or transferring the present evil, it 
was ended hy a sometimes substantial number of supplementary acts "as 
precaution," or, as M. Mauss said, "as a way out."Z3 They had to assure in 
some way by their cumulative effectiveness the total eradication, the abso
lute annihilation or any trace of the abolished evil, and any enticement of a 
hostile return of the eliminated calamity that could have survived. The pro
cedure for the suhstitution of the king was not exempt from that rule. As 
soon as the substitute was huried, they started by cutting all ties with the 
"carrier of evil" that he had been, by destroying with fire (Ritual B: Sf) all 
the clothes and royal insignia that he had worn and thus could have con
taminated (compare perhaps also 361/167 rev.: Sf., etc.). 

After that, a general purification (ti!bihtu) of the country and of the 
king took place (Ritual B: 8), doubtless during puhlic or private ceremonies 
the details of which are not revealed to us hut may haVf~ been echoed in 
3fhlI67 just quoted. Finally, a prof{)llnd "cleaning" of the palace had to he 
undertaken, since it had been apparently "soiled" by the presence of the 
dead substitute. This operation was done in six phases (and possihly in as 
many days if we understand correctly ~3fhlI(j7 rev.: 13), each consecrated to 
one of the nerve centers of the building: four f(lr its principal points of ac
cess (B: 13: Gate of[ . . J: 16: Gate of the chapel; 20: Great gate; 34: Gate of 
the f()reigncrs or guests), olle for "the courtyard" (t(lrh(l.~u; B: 29) where 
perhaps the puhlic ceremony throne was located; and one f(>r the Bedclwm
her (bit mailili; B: 24) where the king held his audiences dUring the 
daytime, where he received his subordinates and dictated and announced 
his decisions. Bd{)f'e each of these points figurines of zoomorphic demons 
were hunlt in pairs. OIl the left Ilip of each ()fthem tllis ()rderwas inscribed: 
"Go away evil.! (And you,) well-heing of the palace, come hack!" Perhaps 
361/167, already mentioned, and also 221 J 79: Sf. make a reference to these 
ritual prescriptions; perhaps also K. 152()/13(): gf., which assumes the use 
of similar ceremonies "of recall" even after only one month, or even earlier. 

Then the king could reenter his palace, reassume his official role, and 
take up again his public iHe. Thanks to the death of his suhstitute all danger 
had been heIlcef<lrth averted from his person and therefore fi'om his people 
and his country, until the next alert would set in motion the same security 
measures. 

23. Sociolo{!,ie el aulhropologie, p. 42. 
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CHAPTER NINE 

THE INSTITUTIONAL CHARACTER OF 
THE PROCEDURE 

This very recurrence stresses the character of the royal substitution, n.ot 
only as a religious and political institution, but as a real ceremony. The eXIS
tence of a ritual, recalling the "Ceremonial Tablets" characteristic of the 
great liturgies of exorcism, confirms this. For anyone who is familiar"with 
these "measures lor the elimination of the evil promised by the omens that 
are the namburbil there is not the slightest doubt. The procedure of sub
stitution of the king is a genuine example of nam . .burbu. Moreover, it 
seems, once or twice, to have been designated by that title (46/2g8 rev.: IS) 
or in that context (818/334' If. and 4371280: 17). Tbe essential fact tbat it 
involves here the avoidance of a danger promised by the oracles, forces us 
to accept this comparison, even this identification. 

In the beginning I recalled the three axioms on which a practice was 
founded that in our eyes seems to have been so extraordinary, if not aber
rant: the belief, the religious belief, in the truth of the omens and in the 
efficiency of substitution as an infallible means of turning away evil, and the 
conviction, both religious and political, that the ruler had some kind of su
perhuman character, and that it was necessary to sacrifice everything in or
der to save his life and his position at the head of his people. With such 
convictions the use of the substitute king became a formality that was as 
logical, as irreproachable, and as "normal" as was, on the one hand, the sac
rifice of a goat or any cultic act intended to protect people, or, on the other 
hand, the execution of a criminal, the suppression of an enemy, or any other 
way assuring the well-being of the country and the people. 

However, some type of reservation, of discretion, perhaps even of un
easiness seems to show up here and there in our letters when allusion is 
made to the crucial moment in the procedure, i.e. the death of the sub
stitute. We have noted it in passing in the letter of Mar-Btar, that we have 
just quoted at great length. But these reservations have their origin not in 
some bad conscience with regard to what may have been envisioned as a 
real crime, as we would think of it, but in the memory of the danger from 
which the kingdom had escaped. The southern part of it could very well 
have started a revolt over the fearless use of "reasons of state" due to which a 
high dignitary had been chosen as victim. The proofofthis is that Mar-Btar 
recommends the return to an old practice. Who would worry about the kIll
ing of a common man, a saklu, for the king? 

Another passage could be used by those who want to reveal at all costs 
the scruples, the embarrassment, and the remorse in the mind of the au
thors of something that seems to us a heinous crime. In 362/166 another 
high ofBcial, the royal exorcist in his area, Adad-sumu-u!jur, seems to be 
looking for good reasons to urge himself on, at the moment that he has to 
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execute the substitute king. After all, he says (13/f.) our fathers-the exor
cists of old-did the same for their masters. The present king has done it 
twice up till now, Marduk and NabiJ have given the order. Like that we will 
do now! And why should we hesitate as ifitwere not a good thing? .. But if 
we read closely the entire text, its purport and the way it uses the terms 
goodlnot good (!dblla !db: 12, rev.: 11f., and cf. rnagir = favorable: rev. 6) 
show that it does not involve anything more than an embarrassment over 
the question of knowing whether or not the sixteenth of the month is favor
able for the killing. It is nothing more or less than the scruple of a liturgist 
and an officiating priest who is worried about succeeding in his work, and 
performing it according to the rules! 

Thus, we find here a mentality governed by convictions that are not at all 
our own, providing that we are honest citizens, evidently. By its character, 
which seems scandalous in our eyes, the procedure of substitution for safe
guarding the life of the king is one ofthe features that betrays, perhaps most 
clearly, a vision of the world, a state of mind, and a sensibility that arc di
ametrically opposed to ours. It is perhaps because of that opposition that it 
is most profitable for us to study it, to penetrate it, and to comprehend it. 
Because as long as we enter in its own logic and rationality, and we accept 
them, we leave ourselves in order to take on the personality of these ancient 
people. We would fail to attain this familiarity as historians (like travelers 
who never learn the language of the peoples among whom they move), if we 
would allow ourselves to be led by our natural inclination, which is to bring 
others closer to ourselves, rather than to allow ourselves to he taken and 
educated by them. 
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The «Code" of ljammurabi 

H
ISTORIANS, ESPECIALLY THOSE THAT OCCUPY THEMSELVES WITH 

faraway regions and bygone times, should never forget to what de
gree the content of words is elastic. Each word can evoke realities 

that arc doubtless more or less comparable from one period to another, 
from one cultural milieu to another, but that are profoundly different. Even 
if one does not study them closely, they are clearly different, in their extent 
as well as in their comprehension, to usc the logicians' terms. If the real 
goal of history is to rediscover the past, not as we see it, but as closely as 
possible to the way it was seen, lived, and understood by those who were 
prescnt at the time, then it i:-; a healthy exercise to question our own under
standing of what we have excavated from the ancient soil. 

IfI have chosen the "Code" of tlammurahiI (eJr such a review, it is he
cause that monument constitutes a striking example of this more or less im
plicit naive hclicfin the homogeneity of words, which is so dangerous in the 
study of history. When lJammtlrabi's monument was discovered and de
ciphered, eighty years ago now, it was haptized in the field as a law "Code." 
This title was applied certainly not because the monument presented itself 
as such, hut simply hy the disposition and the appearance of the monu-

1. The last and the hest translation of the "Code" in French, with a short hut excellent 
introductiun, is hy A. IOine!, IA~ Code de Uammllrapi. I remain faithful to lhe tnmseription 
lIammlll"abi (not -rapi) ft)r reasons that lIeed not to be pOinted out here, much less discussed. 
<>n the otlwr hand I have considered it preferable to give my own translation of the passages 
that I quote in extenso. 

This chapler first appeared ill 19Hz, in Armali della Scuoia flonlwle slI/Jeriore £Ii [JLsa, Classe di 
Lettere e Filosofia III/xii: 4, pp. 409-44. 

The "Code" of ljammurabi 

ment. And, consciously or not, since then no one has given up that view
point despite some reservations by authorities;2 it was a viewpoint 
immediately gobbled down and embedded in a "universal consensus." 

Let us try to form an idea of what tJammurabfs "Code" could have rep
resented in the eyes ofits author and of his fellow citizens and contempo
raries at the time it was composed, somewhat before 1750. Such a critical 
consideration would have the advantage of reminding us, in actu exercito, 
of one of the fundamental demands of our job as historian. Taking into ac
count the extraordinary riches of this famous monument, we have some 
possibility of finding in it some essential features of the ancient and high 
Mesopotamian civilization, of which the "Code" in question is beyond 
doubt one of the richest, most suggestive, and best-preserved monuments. 

THE "CODE" 

The "Code" is engraved on a tall stele of dark stone that bas formed one of 
the treasures of the ancient Near Eastern collection of the Louvre Museum 
ever since the discovery oftbe stone by the team of]. de Morgan in 1902 at 
the site of Susa* in the southwest ofIran. On the top of the monument, on 
what is known as its front, a relief represents the author, King IJammurabi 
of Babylon (ca. 1792-1750), receiving the insignia of royal power from tbe 
god Marduk. * Underneath this representation a first group of twenty-three 
vertical columns of writing were originally arranged and engraved, divided 
into cases. The last seven of these columns were later erased by Sutruk
Na[lbunte, the Elamite king who transported this heavy stele as war booty 
to Susa around the year 1200. On the back of the stele, twenty-eight addi
tional columns complete the monument. Thus more than 3,500 inscribed 
lines are preserved. 

This long text is not all the same style of' writing; prose and "poetry" 
alternate in it. Five columns at the beginning and five more at the end (they 
are called respectively prologue and epilogue) are a piece of bravura from 
the mouth ofiJarnmurabi. They are written in the elevated style typical for 
heroic and lyric literature in ancient Mesopotamia. These ten columns 
serve as the introduction and the conclusion of the main body of the work. 

In the prologue the king declares himself to have been appointed by 
the gods for the military glory and the political success of his country, which 
he proclaims to have secured by a series of conquests, recited at length. He 
also claims to have been dedicated to the government and the prosperity of 

z. See, especially, F. H. Kraus, "Ein zentruies Problem des altmesopotamischen Hechts: 
Was ist der Codex IJunmurahi? in ASIJects till contllct sum.ero-llkkatiien, GemlUll, 8 (1g60), pp. 
283ff. I have to add here, however, that alter I had written the present article, this so-called 
universal recognition seems to have crumhled somewhat here and there; so that my article 
S{~ems not to have heen entirely useless. 
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1. The last and the hest translation of the "Code" in French, with a short hut excellent 
introductiun, is hy A. IOine!, IA~ Code de Uammllrapi. I remain faithful to lhe tnmseription 
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<>n the otlwr hand I have considered it preferable to give my own translation of the passages 
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This chapler first appeared ill 19Hz, in Armali della Scuoia flonlwle slI/Jeriore £Ii [JLsa, Classe di 
Lettere e Filosofia III/xii: 4, pp. 409-44. 
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z. See, especially, F. H. Kraus, "Ein zentruies Problem des altmesopotamischen Hechts: 
Was ist der Codex IJunmurahi? in ASIJects till contllct sum.ero-llkkatiien, GemlUll, 8 (1g60), pp. 
283ff. I have to add here, however, that alter I had written the present article, this so-called 
universal recognition seems to have crumhled somewhat here and there; so that my article 
S{~ems not to have heen entirely useless. 
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his people by these same gods. He presents the "legislative" aspect of these 
appointments in a group of measures taken by him as an experienced an~ 
just monarch in order to accomplish this grandiose divine wish. In the epI
logue he pursues the same train of thought. By underlining the wisdom and 
the fairness of the decisions recorded in detail in the body of the text, he 
offers them as a perpetual model for rulers to come. The prologue and epi
logue clearly are not farfetched and superfluous pieces; they are essential 
for the entire work, whose profound meaning they indicate in their own 
way. We will have to return to this point. 

The "Code" itself is written in prose and in the language commonly, 
used in the legal profession of that time. It is presented as a succession of 
propositions apparently prescribed in order to regulate the social conduct 
of the inhabitants of the kingdom, at least in a certain fashion and to an ex
tent that we will have to determine. Since the editio princeps of the text by 
P. Scheil, at the end of 1902,3 scholars have maintained the habit of con
sidering each of these propositions as an "article" and of giving ea~~ o:then~ 
a number. Thus there are a total of two hundred and eighty-two artIcles, 
taking into account the lacuna in the middle. All of those are rigorousl: 
structured according to the grammatical order of the conditional proposI
tion: they begin (as do the clauses in the divinatory Treatises, with a "prot
asis,"* introduced by the conjunction "if," and describing a concrete 
situation, a state of circumstantial elements, in the past or in the present 
tense. The "apodosis" which follows, in the future tense, indicates what 
should be, on the judicial level so to say, the result of such a situation. Here 
is, for example, the text of the first "article"; 

If a man has brought an accusation of murder against another 
man, without providing proof: the accuser shall be put to death. 

And here are a few others: 

If a man, dis trained hy a deht, sold or handed over for service 
his wife, his son or his daughter (in order to payoff the debt): the 
latter shall work for three years (at the most) in the service of their 
purchaser or their distrainer. But, after these three years they will 
be released to freedom. (§117) 

If a woman is not discreet but a gadabout, thus neglecting her 
house and discrediting her husband: they shall throw this woman in 
the water. (§l43) 

Ifa physician has set the broken hone of a man of importance, or 
has healed one of his sprained "tendons": the patient shall give the 
physician the sum of five shekels (= ca. 40 grams) of silver. (§221) 

3. A.fenwircs de /(1 Delegation en Perse, 4, pp. I t-162 and plates 3- 15. 
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And here is the last one: 

If a male slave has said to his master "You are not my master 
anymore": when his master shall prove him to be his slave, he will 
have the right to cut off his ear. (§282) 

The "articles" have been grouped according to diflerent sectors of com
munallife. Thus we find the follOwing sequence: five paragraphs devoted to 
false testimony (§§ 1-5); twenty devoted to theft (§§6-25); sixteen to tenure 
of royal fiefs, a common practice in Mesopotamia, especially in this period 
(§§26-41); twenty-five to agricultural work (§§42-66); approximately ten 
at least to places of dwelling (§§76- ... the great lacuna due to the erasing 
of the seven last columns on the obverse prevents us from establishing ex
actly how many); at least twenty-four to commerce (§§ ... -111); fifteen to 
deposits and debts (§§l,2-26); sixty-seven to wives and the family (§§ 127-
94); twenty to assault and battery (§§l95-214); sixty-one to various free 
professions followed by subordinate professions (§§215-77)' and finally 
five to slaves (§§278-82). 

According to our logic, such an order of subject matters, and the dis
tribution of the different "articles" inside these divisions, is not always easy 
to justify: they eVidently presuppose a way of viewing and evaluating things 
quite removed from our own (we will return to this later), and we do not 
always have the means to penetrate this approach. 

And now, what must we think of this work, and how can we characterize 
it? It has to be understood that we are always talking of what the work had to 
represent in the eyes of its author and of its addressees. 

First of all, contrary to what is perhaps still thought here and there, 
even if the "Code" oftlammurabi is in effect the longest and best preserved 
of this genre of documents, it is not the only one, nor even the oldest one of 
its kind. To date, we have found in bits and pieces of varying size
unfortunately sometimes very tiny-a dozen analogous "codes" scattered 
over the entirety of Mesopotamian history from the end of the third millen
nium onward. The first in date goes as far hack as Ur-Nammu (ca. 2111-

2046), the founder of the Third Dynasty ofU r*; the most recent dates to the 
middle of the first mil1ennium. 4 One among them, associated with the city 
of Esnunna some 110 kilometers northeast of Babylon and 40 kilometers 
northeast of Baghdad in the Diyala River valley, must have preceded the 
publication of the "Code" of tlammurabi by only a few decades. And ifluck 
is on our side, we have the chance of finding more of them. There are a 

4· Collected and translated hy R. Haase, Dje keilschriftlichen Rechtssommiungerl in 
deutscher Ubersetz.ullg. For some of them there are more recent introductions and more com
plete translations: see for the "Code" of Ur-Nammu, J. J. Finkelstein, "The Laws of Ur
Nammu," jourrw{ ofCtweiform Studies 22 (1969): 66lf. 
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certain number of indications which suggest that more than one ruler of 
ancient Mesopotamia could have had occasion in the course of his rule to 
publish documents whose contents at least, ifnot also their form, coincided 
more or less with that of our "Code". 5 We do not have to imagine therefc)re 
that because of the "Code" of Ijammurahi, a situation arose in Mesopo
tamia analogous to that in France, for instance, where the Code Napoleon, 
promulgated more than 150 years ago, still maintains its universal value, 
simply reshaped, augmented, or reduced according to the development of 
social problems and the reactions to them of the legislature. 

On the other hand, the famous stele in the Louvre is without doubt the 
most complete and best-preserved copy left to us of the text of our "Code," 
but it is not the only one. fi Up till now we have found some forty manu
scripts, most of thcm very fragmentary. There are even some remains of 
mOHuments similar to the one in the Louvre. They must also have been 
engraved at the order of Ijammnrabi, perhaps in order to exhibit them in 
cities other than Sippar whence the looting king Sutruk-Nabbunte seems 
to have taken the stele which he had transported to Susa. But three quar
ters of the known manuscripts are copies from a later date than the period of 
origin of the "code" (the Old Babylonian period which ended around 1600). 
Some of them date even from shortly before the end of the independent 
history of the country: from the Neo-Bahylonian period in the middle of the 
first millcnnium. Considering the situation in Mesopotamia that we just 
descrihed, i.e. the absence ofa lasting legislation promulgated at once for 
everyone until it would havc heen revoked, it is certain that the prescrip
tions of the "Code" of I)amnmrahi had hecome outdated at the latest from 
the moment that the political and administrative situation of the country 
changed, if they ever did have some legislative value. This change occurred 
at the moment of the filii of the IJammurabi dynasty, at the start of the 
Kassite* period, around the year 1600, if not at the death of IJammurahi 
himself. ThereicJre, if the Mesopotamians indefinitely recopied this work 
word for word after these events and at least for a millennium later, we have 
to adjust to the idea that it was because they saw in it something other than a 
text that was, so to say, normative and legislative. 

This twofold consideration should suffice to awaken our suspicion ahout the 
very term that has been applied to the document under study here since its 
discovery; a term which is still in widespread use to designate it: "Code" or 

5. See the ref{~rellees 011 pp. :364b-6sa of the art ide mml ("stele") in the Chicago As
syriatl Dictionary, N/ l. 

G. The list in C. It f)river~J. M. Miles, The Babylorlilm/.Alws, 2: Ill'. has tobe updated. 
See, for instauce, J. J. Fiukelsteiu, '"A Latc Old-Bahylollian Copy of the Laws ofiJammurapi," 
joumalojCllueljr.mn Studies 21 (lg(i7): 3911'. 
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"law code." In short, is the "Code" ofIJammllrabi really a "Code"? It is not, 
and this is why. 

The law code of a land is first of all a eomplete eolleetion of the laws and 
prescriptions that govern that land: "the totality of its legislation" (Tresor de 
la langue jranqaise, Y, 975, A: 3). From this point of view, it is enough to 
have a glance at the above list of the "chapters" of our "Code," to notice in it 
disturbing lacunae in legislative matters. For instance, we find no trace of 
the organization of justice itself, nor the repression of delicts and of crimes. 
There is no trace of criminal law properly speaking; there is no trace of a 
codification of the social hierarchy, or political obligations, of administra
tion, or of fiscal policy. Even the side of the local economy which stood 
abreast with agriculture, namely animal husbandry, is barely mentioned 
and then only in a very cursory way. 

Even among the subjects treated in some detail in the text, many im
portant points are left in the dark, or are even dodged. Such an omission 
would be dHlicult to justify in an authentic code. Thus, in the chapter on 
"battery and a"ault" (§§ 195-214), blows given by a son to his father arc 
fCJreseen, but patricide or infanticide are not. The case of assault and bat
tery leading to death is only considered when involving brawls (§§207[) on 
the one hand, and in the eas(~ of pregnant women whose deaths resulted 
from abortions seemingly caused by beatings (§§20gf.). And I could con
tinue in the same vein, seizing on the minutiae of the text. 

These numerous omissions are even more surprising if we see that in 
the administrative and legal literature of the period, of which several tens of 
thousands of tablets are prescrvcd, we encounter at every turn problems 
and conflicts of which the "Code" does not breathe a word. By all accounts 
the document should not be considered more than a type of anthology at 
best. It is certainly not a code in the true sense of the word-even if, for the 
sake of convenience and by convention I have no difficulty in preserving 
this almost centt1ry~old designation, being careful, however, to plaee it in 
quotation marks. 

Can one at least continue to maintain, as many still do, that this "an
thology," ifit really is all anthology, contains real "laws"? To this question we 
mllst also answer in the negative. 

It is clearly Hot the grammatical fC:JrIf1 or the stylistic presentation of the 
"articlcs" that would urge liS to deny any legislative character to the text. 
We call v~~ry well express the same universal obligation, the same "law," hy 
saying: if a man has brought an accltsation of murder against anothermafl, 
without providing proof the accuser shall be put to death (§ J), as by writ
iug, as does the French penal code (art. 361): "whoever is guilty of fitlse 
testimony in a eriminal case, whether against the accllsed or in his favor 
shall he punished with a penalty of imprisonment." There is no questiOI: 
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here oHorm, but of essence . What makes the ass imilation oCthe "articles" of 
the "code" with laws inexcusable is first the ir content, th en their illogicality, 
and fin ally the ir manifest ineffi ciency. 

According to the dictionaries a law is an imperative ru le of social con
duct, laid down and enforced by the legitimate authorities. Hence, it is first 
of all some thing gene ral , som eth ing universal. But, if we look at our "Code" 
closely and without all Y preconceived ideas , what we find most often are 
situations, about which the least one can say is that they are very particu
larized, in spite of the universal situations that they express. In § I , cited 
above, the re is no question of fal se tes timon y in general, even in criminal 
matte rs, but onl y of a most specific case of the fal se accusation of mu rder. In 
the article about blows given by children to their parents, we find only an 
expressis verbis mention of a son who has beaten his f~lthe r : "If a SO n has 
struck his Jath er: they shall CI/t offhis ha 11 ([' (§ 195). The re are no provisions 
for the mothe r, the daughte r, or for other children. Paragraphs 229f. , 
which dete rmine the responsibilities of the master-bu ilde r ill the case of 
the collapse of a house built by him , presupposes that the house in qu estion 
is inhabited by its owner, that the man has a SOil , that it is just that son who 
dies, and that the maste r·builder also has a son, who wi ll be chosen as the 
redeem i ng victim : 

If a maste r-bu ilde r did not secure the sol idity ofa house that he 
was asked to bu ild , and if' the house that he built in that way col
lapsed and so has caused the death of the owner of the house: th is 
maste r-builde r shall be put to death . I f'th e collapse causcd the death 
of the son of the owner of the hou se: they shall put the son of the 
ml.lsterwbuilde r to death. 

II' wc look candidl y at the "Code," a number of'p roblems brought up by 
it have this appearance of concre te cases much more than of conjunctures 
volu ntar il y deprived of any trace of singularity, and raised to the real abso
lute of the "Jaw." 

Doubtless th is phenomenon is what can account for anothe r fact" that is 
unacceptable when it involves the law, namely the illogicality that we see 
he re and the re among the decisions taken to resolve these cases. He re is a 
rathe r striking example: in paragraph 8 the theft of' SOme persona l property 
is punished with tenrold restitution : 

If a ullln sl. ole either an ox or (I sheep or em ass or (I pig or (I bOlll . ... 
belonghlg to a private citizen: he shall make gooell.en times the Vll ille 0/ 
what he had stolen. And added to this as a subsidiary punishm ent is even 
the death penal ty: IJ the thieJ does not have sllJficient lli eans to make /'eS

titl/I.ion : he shall be pllt to dellth . While in paragraphs 2591'. the theft or an 
agricultural in strument seems onl y to have been punished by a payment of 
a sum that does not seem to have exceeded the value orthe object by much: 

The "Code" of Ijammurabi 

IJ a man has stolell a plollghJrom afield: he shall gioefi ve shekels (40 grams) 
oj silver to the owner oj the plollgh. IJ he Iws stolen a hoe or a harrow: he 
shall give him three shekels (24 grams) oj silver. 

In paragraph 7 the agent, who has received the pe rsonal property of 
som eone without a written title or without witnesses, is considered to be 
th e thie r or that prope rty and , as such, he is condemned to death : IJ II IIUUI 

has bought , or has receivedfor safekeeping without witnesses or contracts, 
from the hand of anotherman oro/a slave, either silver or gold oranulle or 
1I f enUlle slave, or all o:r or a sheep, 01" anything whatsoever: that man is a 
thief he shall be I'"t to death . 

Here is, however, th e tex t of anothe r paragraph (123); If a man gave/or 
safekeeping (gold, sil ve r or whatsoever), with.out wi.l' l1 esses or contracts, 
and the agent den.ied iI. : I.hat case is not subject to clahn. In other words, 
even if th is case is mate ria ll y the same as the previous on e , the "Code" is 
satisfi ed to nonsuit both parties in vol ved , rathe r than having one of them 
executed . Even though such inconsistencies are ra re in t lammurabi's col
lection, they are so Fundamental that they suiTIce to deny the document any 
characte r of a code or an an tho logy or laws. 

Fi nally, it has long been recognized that among the num erou s pieces of 
procedures and protocols of judgments, or the "dossie rs" of' the adm ini
strative and judiciary practice of the tim e of IJummurabi , no ve rdict was 
given, no official decision was taken, nor any agreement signed that made a 
re fe rence to any article of the so·eall ed "Code," even if the latte r contains 
explici t refe rences to subjects upon which they are based or dependent. 
Som e rare documents make refe rence to I.he Stele which could re fe r at 
times to the ste le that contain ed the text of the "Code." BlIt these re re r
ences are made more to give an idea of the way one shou ld behave than 
reall y to indicate some kind of an obligation that woul d have been exactly 
de fin ed in the "Code," vVhen on e wanted to give authority to a decision or 
to a claim or a contract by re fe rring to some explici t regulation , one only 
appealed to the decisions oj the king (~ill1dlit slI r rim). We will return to that 
te rm , which deSignates in d lcct all that expresses the compell ing will of the 
rul er. Le t it suffice for the mon1cnt to stress that the "Code" of 
1:lammurabi can be coni-iJsed ne ithe r with these royal decisions nor with a 
selection that would have bee n made rrom them. At least twice the "Code" 
cites th e .~inj(lat sarrim and re fe rs to them as its own normati ve authority. 
In paragraphs 51 and 'Bg'wM where in diAc rent circumstances the bor
rower, or the debtor, has to re imburse the capital and the inte res t' , he will 
do it , the text says, ill compliallce wi/.h the ral.es established by I.he royal 
decision (.rimd<1t sal'ri,n §5J : 641'. and §'S9': ,6). It is thus not the content or 
the "Code" as such that had authority. Besides, what law is it if'il is not com
pelling in itse lf: nor compelling for eve ryon e? 

Even better: what Jaw is it irone could break it ofTIciall y and easily in 
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practice? We have cases where public documents contemporary ~th th~ 
"Code" settle a difficu lty in an entire ly different way than the Code 
would as if the latter did not exist. In the area of the costs ofl abor, for in
stance', whe reas the "Code" anticipates between five and ten liters of grain , 
depending on the case, as the dail y salary for paid employees (boatmen 
§z39; agricu ltural worke rs §ZS7; cowherds §zS8; herdsmen §Z61; day la
bore rs §2.7J; artisans §2.74), the cont racts regularly state sums that are two 
tim es higher on the average. 

Undoubtedly it is poss ible to resolve these contradictions by taking 
each of them apart and perhaps some times by changing the pJices. But 
what has importance for a historian is the ir accumulat ion. In the end 
this docs not pe rmit us to conside r with any likel ihood the "Code" of 
l-lall1murahi as an authentic law code. 
v On the other hand , everything th at denies this de fini tion to th e "Code" 
by the same token confers UPOII it at least the appearance of a type of colle.c
tion of jurisprudence. If we reconsider one by one the fonnulated cnt
icisms and the reservation s made, they vanish the moment that we regard 
each of these "articles" not as a law intended to regulate unilorm ly a\l the 
malte rs in volved, but as a verdict given to decidc a particular case. IJ para
graph 195 talks only about ason hitting his rathe r, it is because a 1~lIn il y trag
ed y involving on ly these two actors had been p~'esentcd , not to the 
legislature, but to the jrulge. And if paragraphs 2.5~ 1. a re,m.u~h less harsh, 
than paragraph 8 in the matter orthe punishment for theft, It IS because 01 
particular circlimstances that arc not descr ibed to us hut that are i'n~) l i ~d 
there in . The judge had considered it IIccessary to condemn the t ille f 111 

paragraphs 259r. to the rate of'h aving to pay a simple rc imbllrscment (morc 
or Icss), and to douhle the inde mnity to be paid by the onc in paragraph 8. 
All of that happcns as if the compile r of thc "Codc" had, in "\Ct, collccted 
he re decis ions of'j usl'ice by omitting only the circum stances that were too 
particular and too concrete (s ta rting wilh the names of the pi.~rt-ies involved). 

Furthe rmore , this is exactly what lJamnwrabi him sel! declares to us 
when in the beginning of his epilogue he wants to give a Ilame to the ele
monts of his collect ion : Th ese are, he says, thejust veri/icts (dill lll mesarirn) 
that J/allwHlrabi, I.he experienced king, has imposell in. order 1.0 estaiJlish 
fi""" ;lisci1)line and gooeL governance hi his cowltry (Hev. xx iv: J f.). The 
word dim/t , the plu ral form of dill II , ind icates in Akkadian exactly the act of 
the judge who, by the virtue or a uni ve l'sallaw, decides hic et mUle how a 
parlieulal' conflict" that had arisen in th e order or social behavior must be 
resolved . Who he Lter than the old king could know what thaI' had to mean '? 
If he de fin cs the prescript-ions that he has collccted in his "Codc" as ver
dicls, it is becallse he w~l nted to compile I'he re, not' laws, but decisions 
taken by virtu e ol' l'IlOse laws. 

The "Code" of Ijammurabi 

We know that in Mesopotamia the rendering of justice was a royal pre
rogative, starting long before the second mil lennium . The ruler often dele
gated the duty to his representatives , even to professional judges, but it 
belonged to him in his own right. The procedural accounts, as we ll as the 
royal correspondence, that have survived , show 1110re than once how lower 
authorities re fer certain difficultor unusual cases to the royal tribunal. They 
also show how simple subjects brought their cases freely before the mon
arch whom they went to find-as did the Parisians with Sain t Louis unde r 
the oak ol'Vincennes-or to whom they wrote, without any intermediary or 
without going through a hie rarchy. It was thus up to the ki ng to make a deci
sion or to indicate to his representat ive in what way he meant ror him to 
decide. 

What Ual11l11u rab i wanted to col lect in his "Code," as he te lls us in so 
many words when he talks of verdicts, was a selection orthe principal deci
sions or law, tlw most just deciS ions, the wisest, the most sagaciOll S, the 
1110st worthy or an expe rienced ruler. These decisions he must have taken 
himselr, or rati fi ed, imposed , or even dictated to his de legates d uring his 
rorty years or rule. We say so because we know that in its actual form the 
"Code" could not have appeared berore his thirty-eighth regnal year, sincc 
1)i.l l11murabi alludes in the prologuc to the capture of' the city or Esnunna 
(implied iJl obv. iv: 37f.), a feat that had not been accomplished until that 
very year. 7 

Perhaps there is at Icast a trace of the transle r of a Single deCision taken 
by lJalll111 urabi into the "Code." Il cre is the tex t of a le tter which he wrote 
to two officials and which has survived : "Plellse bUIJ back Sin-ww-Dmnru
lil1J)(Ilis, sou oj M llninmn, whom. the enemlj has capl.ll red: f or I:h.is pu rpose 
de.li ver to the business agent who has broughl. hi".,. back from his C(ll)l.ors 
(alter haVing paid the ran ~oml ) the s,nn of I.en shekels silver (ca. 80 grams, 
the usual price to buy a slave at that timc) lake1l from the treasury of I.he 
I.elllp/e (his town 's I'emple, that is) oj the god Sin* (M. Sto l, AII.baby/onise"" 
!3tiefe , g, pp. 2.2 1'. , no. 32). This decision see ms rea lly to have I(HlIlel a place 
in the "Code." Il e re is what "article" 32. says: 

Ir a traveli ng business agent has ranso med abroad a so ldie r who 
hud been taken prisone r during a royal ca mpaign, and has brought 
him back 10 his city, and ifin the household of that soldie r the re is 
enough to pay the ransom, he hi mselr will pay it; if thc rc is not
enough to pay it' , it is by taking rrom the treasuryor thc te mple of his 
city Ihat he will be bought back; and if in the tcmple of the city the re 
is not e nough to buy him hack, the palace will bu y him bilck. 

7· Healle.r ikrm til!/' Assfjri% J!,iv, 2, s. v. J)(/'lm 'i.~ lvr •. p. 18 1, no . 140. 
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If all the archives of the long reign ofJ:lammurabi would have been pre
served, it is beyond doubt that we could have found in them the origin and 
source of a number of verdicts compiled in his "Code." 

Ifwe want to understand what the "Code" really represented in the mind of 
its author, the reasons why IJammurabi compiled these verdicts have to be 

found. 
We could first of all suggest that tIammurabi, as all other writers, had 

to say something that had not been said before. As the founder of a new 
regime, he must have been a great reformer in all areas, including that of 
law. And in lact, compared to what has been left to us from before his reign, 
the "Code" offers us numerous examples of a spirit unknown up to then in 
juridical matters. Sometimes they are more lenient measures taken in favor 
of the poor; I have cited above § 117, which establishes the automatic re
lease after three years of family members sold or given into servitude by an 
insolvent debtor in order to compensate for his debt. Other verdicts ofthe 
"Code," on the other hand, show an increasing severity. It is thus, for in
stance, that paragraphs 196f. deal with thc application of the law of 
retaliation-until then unknown in the land-for wounds: If a man has de
stroyed the eye of a member of the aristocracy: they shall destroy his eye. If 
he has broken his limb: they shall break the (same) limb. The somewhat 
older "Code" of ESnunna only prescribes a heavy financial penalty for the 
same offenses: If a man has bitten the nose of a member of the aristocracy, 
he shall pay hiln one mina of'~'Uver [almost 500 grams, a very large sum!}; 
for an eye: one mina; for (hroken) teeth: one mina ... (A. Goetze, The 
Laws of Eslmunna, p. 117, §42). This is not the place to discuss the reasons 
fiJI' these alleviations or these increased severities. Neither is it the place to 
wonder about other changes made in the former "legislation," nor even 
whether or not there had been in fact a correction of the ancient traditional 
regime or only a modification ofa state of affairs, attributable to one or more 
earlier rulers. However, it is beyond doubt that in more than one domain 
the "Code" of lJammurabi represents a real reform. The question is 
whether it was precisely in order to proclaim the reform as snch that the 
king compiled and published his "Code." 

If we examine the prologue and the epilogue of the so-called "Code" 
even slightly, the answer does not seem to be necessarily in the affirmative. 
We see there in fact that, far from emphasizing the novelties that he could 
have introduced and the "reforms" that he would have wanted to impose, 
Hammurabi saw things in an entirely diflerent way. 
" When he wants to indicate in his epilogue what he considers to he the 
purpose of the monument he refers to as his stele, he declares: Let the op
pressed citizen who has a legal case . .. have the inscription on my stele 
read out. The stele will explain to him (the literal translation is even 
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more eloquent: will show him) his case. And as he will understand then 
what verdict (literally: his verdict-din';, as above) he will have to expect, 
his heart will be set at ease . .. (Rev. xxv: 3-19). In conclusion, the ruler 
would have written his work in order to make his subjects understand what 
their rights were, and in order to show them how they could resolve their 
judicial difficulties. 

A little further into the epilogue he directs his attention to the future, 
and he adds: If one (of my successors) is sufficiently wise to be capable of 
maintaining order 'in the land, may he heed the words that 1 have written on 
this stele: that the monument may explain to him (= show to him) the way 
and the behavior to follrnv . .. (ibid.: 75-82). In other words: my successors 
will learn to give justice and practice fairness by studying in detail, in my 
work, how I myself have exercised judicial power. 

All this is very clear: in the eyes of its author the "Code" was not at all 
intended to exercise by itself a univocal nonnative value in the legislative 
order. But it did have value as a model; it was instructive and educative in 
the judicial order. A law applies to details; a model inspires-which is en
tirely diHerent. In conclusion, we have here not a law code, nor the charter 
ofa legal reform, but above all, in its own way, a treatise, with examples, on 
the exercise of judicial power. 

And that is not all. Because by composing and publishing the treatise, 
Ijammurabi saw in it certainly more than just usefulness: he thought of his 
own glory. Thi~ is an excusable weakness, after forty years of rule which the 
old monarch clearly must have felt to have been one of the high points in the 
history of his country. Ifhe had only wanted to play the role of teacher and 
professor, why would he have added to his collection the solemn lyrical 
framework where there is no question of scientific merit and literary fillTlc, 
but only of achievements and glory by themselves? 

However, while studying closely the entire work, we see that the long 
sequence of just verdicts that form the "Code" is balanced by another list 
that almost fills up the entire prologue: that of cities and territories anncxed 
and conquered, little by little, and grouped together in the end in a large, 
lasting kingdom-for the first time in the history of this ancient country. 
The king certainly claims the merits of such a military and political success 
with pride. But if he counterbalances it in some way by the even longer 
details of judgments that prove his wisdom as administrator, as judge, and 
as ruler, it shows that he considers his achievements in that area at least as 
important as those that he had accomplished in the area of power, or per
haps even more so. 

Almost at the end of the list of old capitals annexed to his empire he 
makes a curions mention of Akkad* (obv. iv: 51), the ancient capital which 
was probably almost deserted at the time or at any rate well in decline. This 
was the city around which Sargon I and his sllccessors had assembled the 
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first and the largest Mesopotamian e mpire (ca. 2340- 2150); an e mpire 
which joined into one enti ty the te rritory between the two seas: the Persian 
Gulf and the Medite rranean . An ambiguous me mory had been preserved 
about this old adventure in Mesopotamia: people knew that such an excep
tional polit ical rise had been paid for with unending sufferings, violence, 

/ revolts, wars, misery, and bad luck. I wonde r if Ijammurabi did not want to 
subtly contras t his own achieve me nts and his own glory to that of the most 
famous of his predecessors by evoking Akkad . which undoubtedly had not 
the least importance at the tim e, unless as a symbol . This he did perhaps by 
suggesting that, ifin the time of tlammurabi the country had become again 
almost as powe rfu l and exte nsive as before, it had however remain ed in 
prospe rity and we ll -be ing. Why? Because IJarnmurabi knew how to keep 
the country in order. I-Ie provides the proof by e numerating at length the 
e ntirc list of his activities as ru le r: as an administrator and as ajudge. I-Ie re 
is how he introduces the list of the just verdicts that make up the ;'Code" 
itself at the e nd of tIle prologue: when (my god) Marduk- had gimm me the 
Hlission to keep Ul!ll1eopie in m-de,- and to make my countryl.ake the right 
road, I ili stalled in this country justice (llld/airtl eSs in order to bring well
being /.0 m!ll'eople. (That is why) in those days (I re ndered the following 
verdicts) ... (obv. v: 14-25). 

And he re turns to it once the catalogue is Finished : 

The great gods have call ed me , and I am indeed the good she p
he rd who brings peace, with the just scepter. My be nevole nt shade 
cuve red my city. 1 have carried in my bosom the people of Sum er 
and Akkad . Thanks to my good fortun e (lite rally: the divine protec
tion of which I am the object) the y hllVC prospered. I have not ceased 
to admi ni ste r th e m in peace. By my wisdom I have harbored the m. 
In orde r to prevent the powe rful Ii-om oppressing the weak, in orde r 
to give jllslice to the orphans and the widows.. ., in orde r to give 
ve rd ic ts in my land , in orde r to give my land f ~lir decisions and to 
give rights to the oppressed, I have inscribed on the stele my pre
cious words and I have placed the m bclore the statue (that I had 
made) of myselr(with the name): (He re is) the righteous kin /l.·· (Hev. 
xxiv: 40- 78) 

We know in fnct that in the hventy-sccond year of his reign I)ammurabi had 
e rected such a slalue of himself" Thus he had already a good idea both of 
his miss ion and orhis success. It is the same idea lhat he wanted to stress in 
his "Code." By drawing from his long experie nce as jlldgc and adm inistra
tor a "treatise on the exe rcise of judiciary powe r" which was addressed to 
eve ryone- to those seeking justice iJnd even morC so to judges par exccl-

8. 1lt:(JlIl!xikoll (/t: ,- Assljd%gie, 2. ]1. 17 9 . 110. 12 4 . s. V. DlIltmfi,\'l ell . 
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lenee. i.e. kings; and by presenting to the m and for poste ri ty this most solid 
monument of his glory and of his meri ts , he wanted to indicate that, in his 
eyes, there was no more precious and , pe rhaps, rare r value for a rule wor
thy of that title than the feeling ror justice and the efficient will to make 
j ustice govern . 

This is why, if the "Code" of IJammu rabi is a scientific work devoted to 
justice, it is at the same time the expression of a political ideal in which 
justice had to occupy the first place. Still with the aim at unde rstanding 
be tte r how it wou ld have appeared to the eyes of its conte mporaries, it wi ll 
be useful to study the "Code" unde r this doubl e aspect: we will judge it by 
the idea that the Mesopotamians had both of science and of justice. 

THE "CO DE " O F I:lAMM U RABr 
AND ME SOPOTAMIA N SC IEN C E 

By presenting the "Code" as a scie ntific work, I am not making some 
foolhardy conneclion with the unknown. I am simpl y associating this work 
with a lite rary genre which is rathe r well represented in the cunei form doc
um entation : that of the scientific treatises we have already e ncountered . 

Since th e invention of writing around the yca r 3000, the Mesopota
mians were given not onl y an adm irable i nstru me nt for ve rbal me mory, for 
precision and conceptual analys is, which rcvo lulionized the type of culture 
itsel f. but also a class of scholars. These scholars were Simultaneously spe
cialized in the difficult art and the l1 ro/ ession or reading and writing as we ll 
as in a way of viewing things: the inte llectual treatme nt or reality to which 
writing gave access. The "mandarins," who asse mbled in school s or acade
mics around the palace and the te mpl es. startcd ve ry soon 1"0 be in te rested 
ill a numbe r or phe norne n<l , and to study the m und to compose re ports 
about' Lhe l'll that we cannot refe r to as an ything but "scie ntific." These re
ports were copied , sl'udied without respite , revised, e nriched , and re
cdited until the very e nd of Mesopotamian history, short ly be fore the 
Chris tian e ra. Thus we have rrom at least the first third of thc sccond mil
lenniulll a certain nUlllbe r of f.relilises dealing with subject matte rs that 
were or most inte rest to the "wise mcn" or tile land : lex icogmph y and gral11-
rnar, divination, Jl1athe rnat"ics , med ici ne- Ilot to Ine nl-ion jurisprudencc. 
These treatiscs arc preservcd in fragme nts of various sizes, some of which 
are almost comple te. It is to this type of research and lite ratu re that the 
"Codc" or I)amrnurabi also be lo llgs. Wc have to compare the "Code" to 
works such u!\ these in orde r to con vince oursel ves of its "scie ntific" ch~lruc
te r, and in orde r to be tte r unde rshlJ1d what we must compre he nd by evok
ing th e "scie ntific way or thinking" of' I·he "Code's" cOll te mporaries . 

)for the sake of' be ing concise I have chosen only one work as point or 
comparisoll for this purpose, kcep illg in mind that allt-hese treatises we re 
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uniformly developed according to the same framework of thought and ex
pression. This work is at the same time rather extensive, well preserved, 
and typical, and it bears on a discipline that is not, epistemologically speak
ing, so far removed from jurisprudence: diagnostic medicine. It is a work of 
about five to six thousand lines which R. Labat reconstructed and pub
lished in a most commendable way, some thirty years ago, under the title 
Traite akkadien de diagnostics et de pronostics nwdicaux. In fact, it is not 
the art of healing that the ancient authors have analyzed and organized in 
this work, but the "scientific judgment of physicians" on the nature of ill
ness and its predictable evolution. 

Two elements especially have to be considered here: the component 
parts of the report and the order in which they are presented. We will study 
them one by one and compare them successively with the "Code" in order 
to better understand why and how the latter was developed as it was. We 
will also take advantage of this comparison, which broadens our inquiry, by 
considering if we can speak or "science" in ancient Mesopotamia. f) 

The Component Parts 

The entirety of the treatise, {i-om the first to the last line, is composed of an 
unending succession of conditional phrases introduced by "if" and made up 
of a protasis and an apodosis in the same way that has already been pointed 
out for our "Code." Here are some examples of it: 

Jr, in the beginning of the i1lness, the sick man shows profuse 
transpiration and salivation, without the sweat of the legs reaching 
the ankles and the soles of the feet: this man will be sick for two or 
three days, after which he has to recover his health. (Pl'. l56f., 
XVII: If.) 

If a man who is feverish has a burning abdomen, so that at the 
same time he feels neither pleasure nor dislike for food and drink, 
and also his body is yellow: this man has a venereal disease. (Pl'. 
78£., XXIII: 12£".) 

If a man, while walking, suddenly falls f()rward with dilated eyes 
and is unable to restore them to their normal condition, and ifhe is 
himselfincapahle, at the same time, of moving his arms and legs: an 
attacks of "epilepsy" has started. (Pl'. lHof., XXVI: 16f.) 

This use of protasis and apodosis is something that might have seemed 
to us a special characteristic of the "Code," but in filct is not. This "condi
tional scheme" could very well have represented to the ancient Mesopota-

9. See above, pp. 125ft, where the maHer has heen considered from another poiut of 
view. 
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mians the proper canvas for their rational thought, the fundamental logical 
framework for their discourse-something like the syllogism provides for 
us. We posit premises to draw out of them a conclusion that becomes appar
ent to us through them. The Mesopotamians put forward a hypothesis and 
then, by ajudgment based upon the elements of that hypothesis, they draw 
a conclusion that they have found in it. Fever, burning abdomen, no ap
petite, a yellow color of the skin-these are the elements given in the hy
pothesis; venereal disease-this is the judgment that the symptoms 
conceal and that the diagnostician can draw out of them in some way. Blows 
given by a son to his father-this is a hypothesis of an artiele of the "Code"; 
amputation of the guilty hand-that is the verdict that the judge draws out 
of it; that is the jurisprudential context of the elements of the hypothesis. 
Now we can better understand how in the Mesopotamian mind the "Code" 
also had to be considered as a scientific treatise. When writing the "Code," 
J.:Iammurabi formulated it in such a way that he gave the indispensable logi
cal form of scientific thought (in his way of thinking) to the just verdicts that 
had been pronounced, ratified or inspired by him, and that formed the ma
terial of the "Code:' 

Let us now analyze the two components of the scheme somewhat more 
e1osely: the hypothesis (protasis) and the conclusion (apodosis). 

The protasis does not contain individual elements as such, it is not a 
news item that is recounted in the "Code"; a man, of this name, this age, 
this appearance, of this social class or of this profession, passes, on a certain 
day, a certain hour, through a certain street of a certain town, and from a 
certain height falls suddenly forward in a certain way and remains there, 
paralyzed and with dilated eyes. A similar accident, even a repetition of 
similar scenes, is eVidently the basis of the hypothesis. But the doctors that 
observed it were able to isolate and extract only the typical and essential 
elements from a medical point of view; by ignoring everything that is indi
vidual, casual, and without medical significance they were able to trans
fonn the scene in the street into symptorns. 

The same task has been accomplished in the "Code." Starting from the 
collection of the activities of his tribunal and of the cases judged there, as he 
tells us himself: lJammurabi has suppressed all the individual, contingent, 
and insignificant elements from the juridical point of view, in order to insert 
these cases into his "Code," Let us recall a single example; the person in the 
Jetter cited above who was named Mister Sin-ana.Damru-lippalis, son of 
Mister Maninmn, whom the enemy had captured. In the corresponding 
"article" of the "Code" this man became a soldier captured dUring a royal 
campaign. The only thing that counts here is the subject whom the king has 
taken care ot because he was in the king's service and because he suffered a 
loss of freedom in consequence of that service. And it is like this through
out. In the entire "Code" there is not a single detail that is not important in 
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9. See above, pp. 125ft, where the maHer has heen considered from another poiut of 
view. 
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mians the proper canvas for their rational thought, the fundamental logical 
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its way for the dete rmination of the verdict. Just as there is not a single e le
ment in the enti re treatise that is not medically significan t and of conse
quence for the diagnosis and prognos is to be made. 

Therefore, we can already propose, with the texts in hand, that the an
cient Mesopotam ians had been able to acquire this selective way of viewing 
that sets the "scholar" apart from the simpl e spectator of th e saIne event. 
They had found the manner of abstraction that such a point of view im
poses, by e li minatin g from a concrete event all that does not prope rly Ilt 
such a defin ed intellectual preoccupation. They had , at least de facto , un 
covered this essential prerogative of science; i.e. , knowing that it does not 
bear upon the individual , th e casual, or the run-of-the-mill , but on the uni
versal and the necessary. 

The conclusion drawn in the apodosis is naturally as general and pe r
manent as the e lements in the hypothes is on which it is based: venereal 
disease or "epilepsy" in the mcdical treatise, and amputa tion of the hand , 
the fin e , or the imprisonment in the "Code." They are all te rms that are 
entire ly depersonalized . 

Dut on what did they base themselves in order to deri ve thi s conclusion 
from the e lements of the protasis? What was it that enabled thc m to decide 
that, if there had been a bad fall dur ing a walk, followed by paralys is and 
dilatcd eyes, an attack of "epilepsy" had to begin? Evidently, even though 
the authors or the trcatise do not breathe a word or it , it was in the end also 
cmpiricis m: observation , repeated observat ion, and undoubted ly the dis
cussion and criticism or these observations led to sllch a judgment. T hcy 
had observed for a long tim e, and with an allen Li on so great that they could 
be certain about the connection he tween the two, that a hard f:11I rorwards 
during a walk, accompan ied by a fi xed stare and paralysis of' the limbs, \vas 
regularl y followed by a crisis ora "great pain ." They had learn ed to de ri ve. 
the necessa ry diagnos is from these prcmonit ory sy mptoms: it was a casc of 
"epilepsy." Also he re we are f:,ccd with the same necess ity, which is insep
arable rrom scientific thought and which the ancient Babylonians had al
rcady und crstood, that twu phenom ena which constant Iy succced each 
othe r arc necessa ril y con1lected Olle to th e other: post Jwc, ergo propter 
hoc. Th is is the entire meaning or CllflSlI(ily. I lise "the meaning" becallse 
the law of causal ity had not yet been formulated hy these people. 

It goes wi thout saying that in the "Code" it is not entire ly the same ob
jecl' ive necessit"y, so to speak, that connects the hypothesis to th e cOllclu 
sion : the ampulal'ion ort he hand docs not see m to follow immediatel y, as if 
by a naLu nd and intrinsic obligation, frolll the blows given by a so n to his 
f~ltl1Cr. What connects thc First filct to the second is e ithe r custom , tradi
tiona l social coercion , or the ex plicit will or the authoritics. We will return 
latc r to t-his douhle source of ohligation in the domain of the ··Code." But 
whateve r the diffe rences may be be tween justice on the one hand and , for 
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instance, med icine on the othe r hand , they do not affect the only important 
fact from the epistemological point of view. This fact is that in the "Code," as 
in the medical and other treatises, a pe rception of necessity intervenes. We 
are forced to acknowledge that the ancient Mesopotam ians had been able 
to become aware of this necessity. 

'[he Order 

A distinctive characteristic or the scientific treatises is that the elements 
that are brought together in them, often in enormous numbers, are not ac
cumu lated in a haphazard fashion, as if they were the detai ls of a tale of daily 
life or of a street scene, but were ordered and formu lated in the treatises 
according to a definite order and a rea l sys tem. In the medical treatise, 
which serves us here as a model, the elcments are grouped around the dif ... 
fe rent parts of the body which provide the ingredients of the hypothesis: 
th e skull , the temples, the forehead , the eye and its difTerent parts: sclera, 
iris , muscles, eyelids, e tc.; thcn the nose- and so on accordin g to the ir nat
ural position going from the top to the boltom , from head to toes. We may 
find this arrange ment super Fi cial, but at Icast it attempts to rollow nature 
and is thus objective ra the r than arbit rary. 

This undoubted ly also applies for the ordering orthe prinCipal "chap
te rs" in 0 11 1' "Code" enurnerated above, We certainl y do not understand thc 
reasons for the plan that controls the ir placement. That is, however, due 
morc to our ignorance, hoth oftllC menta li ty of the tim cs and of the bias by 
which they associated one th ing with another, than to any whilns of the 
compiler in strewing them arou nd randoml y. The proorfor that is that the 
logic of the ir placement is still clear to us here and the re. For in stance, if 
the "chapte r" on batte ry and assault fo llows immediately after the onc on 
the fi.1 mily, it is precisely hecause or the last problem discussed in the First 
chapter: lhe son \vho revolts against his f~lthe r and raises his hand against 
him , leads naturall y to the topic of blows. And if the "chapter" on battery 
and assau lt is immediately followed by thc "tit le" on fi'ee profession s, it is 
because th e latte r begins with the physician . The placement is entirely ap
propriate bec:lt lse there is qllcstion of the treatment of wounds and bruises 
ill the previolls chapte r. The gene ral appearance s u~g:csted by this 
observation- and a be tte r understanding orthe cuneiform docum entation 
confirm s it amp ly- is that' thesc peop le prefe rrcd a li.near arrangement, so 
to speak . Each poinl' raises the nex t one, wh ile we tend Inore to estahl ish a 
hierarchy around a principa l essential object. 

The same layout is found within the "chapte rs", where it involves the 
ranking of the various arrange ments of the object under study. Bul· he re a 
constant procedure shows up which is seemingly of great consequencc: the 
varia/.ion, O ne starts with an object that one wants to dissect' syste maticall y, 
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in other words of which one wants to get a global knowledge, i.e. objective 
and scientific. This procedure makes the aspects of the object change, as 
many hypotheses are used in order to produce different conclusions, some
what in the way one would turn a toy around in one's Rngers in order to 
examine it from different angles. Here are, for instance, the beginnings of 
the protases drawn from the observation of the nose of a sick man in the 
medical treatise: 

Ifblood drops from the nose of the sick. 
Ifhumor drops from his nose. 
Ifthe tip of his nose is wet .. 
If the tip of his nose is successively hot and cold. 
If the tip of his nose is yellow .. 
If the tip of his nose has a red rash. 
If the tip of his nose has a white rash. 
Ifthe tip of his nose has a red and white rash. 
If the tip of his nose has a black rash ... (Pl'· 56ff., VI: ,gff.) 

-and so on. In short, they have collected and classified the greatest pos
sible number of observations of different states of the object. These pos
sibilities are chosen here exclusively for their medical importance, of 
course, and each is followed by its consequence expected on the scientific 
level. This treatise deals with the diagnosis and prognosis to he made when 
these symptoms are confronted. The different cases are all medically signif
icant and are taken from the nature and characteristics themselves of the 
object considered in its formal aspect. In the case of medicine the charac
teristics include cold and heat, dryness and humidity, the different possible 
colorations of the nose itself, etc. In order to know in depth all that the nasal 
appendage can hide of medical diagnoses and prognoses, it is sufficient to 
enumerate all these appearances and to group the observations that were 
made from them. And if these same aspects are found in other parts of the 
body, they will lead to the same hypotheses. These hypotheses will in
crease in number by still other ohservations which are as recurrent, accord
ing to the appearance or the disposition of the organs involved. For 
instance, the situations on the right and on the left side of the body appear 

in pairs. 
It seems that through this invariable system the authors of the treatises 

had devised tbe nomenclature and the framework of all tbe essential 
presentations-according to the scientific point of view of their examina
tions. These they used again and again and enumerated, constantly in the 
same order, according to need. Hence, when reading the medical treatise, 
one finds throughout the document the protases considering the different 
colors of the part of the body under study: white, yellow, red, black (and 
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always in this order!), sometimes mixtures of colors, or nuances, listed in 
the same order, for the forehead (pp. 44f.), the face (Pl'. 72f.), the hands 
(Pl'· gof.), the breasts (pp. 100f.), etc. This is what clarifies the will to make 
a really complete review of each object under consideration, the will not to 
forget anything that might be symptomatic, even to foresee all possibilities 
involVing the object. In my opinion this is an element of great importance. 

If this examination bears upon phenomena common in medical matters 
in general, certain protases sum up observations that seem to be much 
more unusual. Here is an example: If the sick man is deeply absorbed by 
what must take place after his death, and he orders his share of his own 
funerary meal (which should be organized after his death!)lO and he eats it: 
he will die (Pl'. ,82f., XIII: 43). If the author of the treatise has recorded it, 
it is because he did not want to leave anything in the dark, but wanted to 
make known, so far as he could, everything about the object that be was 
analyzing. For him it was thus a matter of including in his work not only the 
common and commonly observable reality, but also the exceptional, the ab
errant; in the end, everything possible. 

If I attach great importance to this phenomenon it is because, in my 
opinion, it shows that the ancient Mesopotamians had not only arrived at a 
certain scientific abstraction, and at a feeling that science deals only with 
the necessary. But they also know that scientific knowledge is, in itself, uni
versal and much broader than a single observation or the simple passive 
contemplation of what goes on before our eyes. That is why a scientific work 
had to foresee everything that related to its object. There are even cases 
where such a principle has led the authors of the treatises to state hypoth
eses that are in our opinion entirely fantastic and unreaJistic. They con
sidered it necessary to include these fantastic hypotheses in their work in 
order to treat the object thoroughly, in order to foresee everything. They 
were conscious of the fact that they played not only the role of a memorizer 
who reports what he sees hut also of a scholar who has to take into account 
even that which might happen. Possibly because of my ignorance of medi
cal matters I have been unable to reveal such cases in our treatise; but I 
know of others. For instance, in the treatise on tocomancy* (divination 
based on the features of newborns, premature births, or miscarriages; we 
have to rememher that in Mesopotamia divination was considered and 
treated as a science)!l the hirths, not only of twins, triplets and quadrup
lets, etc. are taken into consideration, hut also those of eight or nine chil
dren in one and the same delivery! This type of extrapolation, aberrant to 
us, is guicled by the conviction that the type of knowledge recorded in the 

lO. This refers to the ki!,'lw; see helow, p. 282. 
11. S{~e[)ivinllti(JTlet rationaiite, passim, andahove, pp. 341'. and 125ff. 
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treatises does not have to be satisfied with what one can ascertain in fact, 
but has to go as far as what one might ascertain one day in order to foresee 
everything-there is always the same concern for the universal! 

We find this also in the "Code" (I am not insisting upon the ordering of 
the "articles" within one chapter). The "Code's" essential procedure is 
seemingly to make the elements of the hypothesis vary as much as possible, 
by considering successively all possible situations of similar juridical impor
tance, While some hypotheses offer simple and recurring conditions, it can 
also happen here that we find the same framework of variations applied to 
various objects that are materially different. This is, for instance, the case 
with the "social classes" (there were three principal classes: aristocrats, 
common citizens, and slaves), which we find in like order both in the chap
ter on battery and assault and in that on tariffs for surgical care: 

If a man has destroyed the eye of a member of the aristocracy, 
If a man has destroyed the eye of a commoner, 
If a man has destroyed the eye of a slave. . (§§196-99) 
If a physician has operated successfully on the eye of a member of 

the aristocracy , 
If a physician has operated successfully on the eye of a com

moner, , , 
If a physician has operated successfully on the eye of a slave, , ' 

(§§z15- 1 7)· 

The tariff') (in the "conclusion") vary in effect from one class to the other: ten 
shekels (ca, 80 grams) for the healing of an aristocrat, five for a commoner, 
and two ft>r a slave, vVhen an eye is destroyed, if it is the eye of an aristocrat 
the eye of the assailant will be destroyed; one mine (ca, 500 grams, a very 
large sum!) was demanded f()r the eye of a common citizen, and half the 
price of a slave f<lr the eye of a slave, Other comparable sequences are f(mnd 
elsewhere: father, son, slave, f<)r instance, And sometimes the compiler has 
combined several of'them in one and the same paragraph: 

If a man has hought or received for safekeeping, without witnesses or a 
contract, from another man, free or enslaved, either silver, or gold, or a 
male or a female slave, or an ox, or a sheep, or an ass, or finally any sort of' 
thing: this "UIII is a thief and (as such) he shall he put to death (§7). 

It can happen, finally, that this same desire to cover everything (the 
usual, the exceptional, and what is simply possible) leads in the "Code," as 
well as in the treatises, to hypotheses that are, it not unimaginable, at least 
entirely unusual but considered worthy of' mention by the author, who 
wanted to foresee everything and to go round his subject. 1 have to admit 
that this is very rarely the case. With a lot of reservations, I will cite the 
rates for the hire of animals used to trample the grain on the threshing-
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floor. The "Code" gives first of all the "wages" for an ox, than for an ass
both of them, as we can see elsewhere, normally assigned to that task; but 
then for a goat (§§268-70)! We cannot easily imagine (perhaps mistakenly) 
that one would ever, or in any case not frequently, have used this stubborn 
animal, so unmanageable, and too light for such a task. Thus it undoubtedly 
involved an expansion of the perspective, in order to give an idea of the 
possible conditions when substitute animals would be used in exceptional 
cases, 

The Purpose and Use of the Treatises 

This is a last thing to be considered. As different as these scientific works 
are from ours, they all seem to have been composed for the same purpose: 
they are essentially practical and didactic, For the authors it was not a ques
tion of speculating about knowledge for its own sake and of theorizing, but 
of putting the knowledge within the reach and at the disposal of the practi
tioner, The medical treatise, for instance, has only one prefatory rubric be
fore the endless list of symptoms and of diagnoses and prognoses, This 
rubric gives the meaning of the entire work: When the practitioner12 will go 
to the patient (Pl'. 2f.: I)-in other words: when the practitioner will be 
called for consultation-there is the list of symptoms that he will have to 
look f(lr and observe in order to derive knowledge of the type of disease that 
the ill person has and of its anticipated development, , , ), -To return to 
the "Code," it may suffice to recall how {lammurabi claimed in his prologue 
and his epilogue that he wanted to teach the practice of justice by writing 
the "Code." 

It is here that a new characteristic of "science" in Mesopotamia shows 
up most clearly, In a specific scientific area that we want to study in itselfor 
teach, we first worry about deducing and estahlishing, on the basis of the 
f:lcts, the principles and the laws that govern that scientific area, Nowhere 
in any of the numerous treatises, nor anywhere else in the enormous 
cuneif()rm literature, do we encounter an utterance of'such a principle or of 
such a law, taken by itself in abstraction and with f(wmal universality, We 
see in them nothing but an enumeration of indefinite litanies of cases: hy
potheses f()lIowed each by an exact judgment that one has to express based 
on them, Neither the hypotheses nor the conclusions ever rise to the level 

12, Literally: the exorcist. The pliysicilW is lIot presented here. Thi.~ is due to the filet 
that the medical trt~atise was attached to anotiwl" type nftilcrapeutics which was equally tradi, 
tiollui in thl' COItlltr)" mtd whose views and Illeans were not urthe natural (medidne) 1m! oftlte 
superuatural order (exordsm) after 1I secular history of which we do lIot know the details aud 
which I have ignored in Illy remarks. Onlliesc two methods, their eoexistmlce ami tlldr inter~ 
actions, OttC can eonsult the article in L'lIisloin!, no, 74. dted ahove, p. 142. n. l:l 
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of our absolute principles and laws, in which all the cases of interest are 
subsumed in a simple statement that represents the cases by the ir most 
common and most pertinent aspects. 

It has often been suggested that these shortcomings in Mesopotamian 
science are only apparent. In reality, it is sometimes said, these treatises 
were only manuals of instruction . The maste r who explained them evi
dently had to transmit aloud what was not represented in the catalogues of 
examples, namely the real laws of the science in question, It is always dan
gerous in history to launch into hypotheses that will never be confirmed by 
anything, whether directly or not, and whose use will lead soon to abuse 
and to the absurd. If the ancient Mesopotamians knew and passed on by 
word of mouth such propositions, why wou ld they have persistently ab
stain ed from ever recording them in writing? It is much more like ly that 
they had no idea or such laws, that they did not know th em- at least not 
with this clear and immediate knowledge that is always easy to formulate. 
An indirect but solid proofis that the re is not a single word, ne ither in Akka
dian nor in Su merian , to render what we understand by principle or by ltlw 
in the scientific or in the jurid ical sense: thus the ancient Babylonians had 
not the slightest distinct notion of these qu intessential formulations . 

In reality they learned and furth e red the sciences in the same way that 
all of us learn grammar and arithmetic at a young age: by n1emorizing ex
amples of conjugated ve rbs or declined words, and of multiplied or divided 
numbers, By means of these rosa , rostle or these li tanies of increasing or 
diminishing numbers , by means of these sequences of concre te and varied 
cases chosen as examples, and by taking advantage of the in st inctive re
course to analogy, we have assimilated all the essentials of grammar and of 
the science of numbers , of which we probably would not have understood 
<lnyth ing at all if we had been prescnted at first with the laws and principl es, 

The cuneiform treatises are noth ing e lse but types of paradigms or 
tables, It was by th e repe tition and the variation of particular cases, of 
models to be considered in a spirit or analogy, that the substance of the dis
cipline in question was assim ilated, that the habit of scientiR c judgment 
was formed, that the sense of correct reasoning was acquired at the same 
tim e as the capacity to extend these same judgments and reasoning to all 
the mate rial objects of the science in question , according to their eventual 
presentation , The Mesopotamians of old never crossed this threshold 
which many people in our days do not cross and to wh ich, moreover, most 
people pe rhaps do not even get access, It was the C reeks who have taken us 
further, to the uni versal concepts, the absolute formulations , that allow us 
the clear perception and the distinct expression or the principles and the 
laws in all thei r abstraction. May they be honored for that I<weverl But this 
honor should not tarn ish that of their ancient predecessors in Meso
potam ia, The Mesopotamians, who probably started li'om noth ing, or from 
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very little, had already, by themselves, made a long journey towards the 
acquisition of science, in the defi nitive sense of the word . They had recog
nized the importance of mul tiple and critical observation , and of the natu
ral and objective ordering or things. They had de rived from them already a 
scientific point of view that knows how to eliminate from an object what is 
singular and contingent, in order to preserve nothing but the typical and 
the symptomatic. In the mate rial success ion of repeated events, they had 
discerned the causality that conn ects one event to another, and the analogy 
that pres ides over parallel series. And this double awareness of analogy and 
causal ity had made them take an enorm ous step forward to the scientiRc 
unive rse that surpasses the verifiable real ities and extends in to the predic
tion and the deduction of the poss ible , 

Thus readjusted in its original perspective as a scientific work, the 
"Code," as it will be seen and understood henceforth , has some chance to 
escape the anachronisms with which it has bcen obscured since its dis
covery. 

It is a "work of science devuted to the exercise of just,ice.·· What re
mains is to conside r one more point. 

TilE ·' C ODE " AND THE MESOPOTAMIAN 
SENSE OF J UST IC E 

Although this topic is or importance, I will hardly deal with it. First of all 
because this is an area that is at least mOre accessible, ifnot bc tte r explored. 
Secondl y, because what we have just discussed should greatly clarify it. 

A Rrst e lement that shows very convincin gly that th e ancient inhabi
tants of Mesopotamia d id not understand jWitice in enlire ly the same way as 
we do, is that "they never kn ew laws," in the juridical area as well as in the 
scientific one. As I have pointed oul' above, the word , "law," does Ilot exist in 
the ir language. And laws arc not found in the ir wril"ings, because we have to 
admit that the ir so-called "codes" arc not that, and that they record in fact 
not laws but decisions of justice. Such a statement could at first contai n 
something disturbing, I myself was pe rplexed when 1 was forced to accept 
this negative conclusion , without be ing able to pe rce ive clearl y at that time 
with what to balance it, after I had read and thought over the fundam ental 
article by B. Landsberge r, "Die habylonischen Termini fOr Cesetz und 
Hecht" (S ymbolae . . P. Kosc/",ker . .. , PI'. 2 19rr.). Ir we believe Ollr dic
tionaries, justicc is in our eyes that "which conforms to the law." Once the 
law is e li minated , does not everything c lse become unstable? 

Clearly notl Let us not lose sight of the "Code" itselr. Ifitcolleets in raet 
verdicls of justice, i t es tab lishes by that very fact the existence ofa system of 
justice, It is on ly that the people did not have the same point of view as we 
have- just as they d id not have the same idea of scicnce as we do. 
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of our absolute principles and laws, in which all the cases of interest are 
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Each "article" of the "Code," as we have said repeatedly recalls a ver
dict, stripped from the form in which it was given, in order to be incorpo
rated in a "man ual of jurisprudc ntial science. " A verdict is an action by a 
j udge who, by virtue of a universal law, decides hie et nunc how a particular 
conAict in the order of cOlllm unallife has to be resolved. How then did this 
unive rsal law, this foundation of social li fe , present itself to the minds of the 
ancie nt Mesopotamians? 

First of all , it was presented in the form of interventions of the royal 
authority, of act ions by the rule r, in order to regulate one or anothe r aspect 
of communal life: the decisions of the king (~imdal. sarrim). We know some 
of these decisions indirectly, through tex ts of legal practice that som etimes 
refer to the m. For example, the contracts for the hiring of day-workers for 
certain important seasonal activities, such as the harvest, include th e me n.
tion of an advance payme nt of silver agreed upon fo r such unde rtakings , 
that is paid several months be forehand . The n a clause is inserted : iJ l,h ey do 
nOI. appear 01 the appointed time, I.hey will be punished according to the 
decisions oJ the king. IJ We have good reason to bel ieve that it involved in 
fact ruyal ordinances imposing a heavy pe nalty or fin e upon the people rai l
ing to appear. 

Also preserved are the texts of some "dccrees" in which are consigned 
what we can conside r to be such royal decisions. Il ere arc two that appear 
in an edict or the fourth successor of I)alllIII urabi , A n'"lm i ~ad uqa of Babylon 
(J 646- 1626): 

The who lesale and ret"aillll e rchants [who have uscd] a fal se seal 
(in orde r to ec rtHy the ir "docum cnts"), will bc put to death . 

The representative of the king or the loca l governor who has 
forced upon the filmily or a worker attached to the king, grai n, silver, 
or wool , in orde r to make him harves t or perform work for his own 
profit , wi ll be put to death . I-li s victim will keep everything thaL was 
given to him . (Edict of Anl1lli '~'(I("l(lli §§ 18 and Z2) 1.' 

It is possible that in one form or another these royal decisions had been 
in the e nd incorporated into the "Code," or even thai the latter, just as it 
ex presses in its own way the will and the authority of the rule r, could have 
been regarded as a colledion of his decisions. There is a copy of' his "Codc" 
wh ich has bee n e ntitled a ,~ imrl(l l . . ~lI"rim , dati n~ from the e nd or the O ld 
Babylon inn period , i.e. a century or so mewhat morc after lJammurabi 

13. llefefCmccs ill Chic:(l l!,oAnydlll l Di(;tioll" I'Y.!> : pp. IDS!,f. 
14. ro. n. Kraus, Kiillil!,liclw Ve,fiil!,lIll j!,e ll j'l (/111)(/hY/fJ lli.w.;/wl' Zdl. pp. It:iOf. alld 1821'. 

Wit h rewml to this ed it:! , Sl:C also "Dcsurdrc ccol1orn iqllc el :llIlIlIlalioll des tidi es e n M(:so
pntal11ie :) l'c puqll e palC:o-hahyloll icllllc," j fJllrlllll vI lIlt' ECfIIHJlllic ami Soc/t,/lIisl llry of the 

Odelll " (,!)61). pp. 11 3- 6". a stll dy based 011 Ih c nrst ed iliull ( IOSH)oft hc work ill qllcs tio11 , 
by the .~altle ro. n. Kr:Hls, and Or it s cOlll e.d . 
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(journal oj CuneiJonn Studies 21 [1967]:42a). Enforced by the royal au
thority, these dinc1tll-verdicts could thus be retrospectively regarded as a 
type of ~imdatu-dec is ion s! 

The ~imdcit sarrim was an act of the man in powe r regu lating particular 
aspects of communal life which up t ill then e ither had not caused any prob
lems or had been regu lated differently (we can imagine, (or instance, that 
the severe condem nation by Ammi~ad uqa of the use of forgeries in busi
ness docume nts or the abuse of power at the expense of royal pe rsonnel, 
and in conseque nce to th e de trime nt of the king him se lf~ was caused by an 
enormous increase in these crimes at that time). The decisions of th e king 
innovated or reformed ; that was their only role. 

But this particular character of the decisions 3S innovations and as re
forms had necessaril y only a secondary role in the regulation of social life. 
Even by maintaining all those decisions take n by the predecessors of the 
ruling monarch (s upposing that they had not lost the ir value whe n the ir 
author died), and by adding them to those take n by the rul er himself, one 
would certain ly still be far from having achieved the equivale nt of' an ex
haustive legislation . 

What then maintained such legislat ion, indispe nsable to all social life? 
There were undoubtedly "laws, " but they were flnJornwlated. just as the 
pri nciples of sciences remained unrormulated . Mesopotamian law was es
sentiallyan unwritte n law. Unwritten does not mean nonexistent or un
known , but potential : because it was constantly presented to the people in 
the form or positive or prohibitive customs , lnmsm itted togethe r with edu
cation , or even in the form of traditional solutions to particular proble ms. It 
was by receiving these ways of be havior from youth on, and by the ir pres
e nce itself in a socie ty that was unconsciously pene trated by the m; by tak
ing notice of' concrete solutions through the accidents of daily life , that 
these people filmiliarized the mselves with the laws. Thc principles of the 
laws were not deduced or rormu lated in explicit tenns , but it was as if they 
we re inco rporated in a diffuse mass of traditions that generations automat
ica ll y t ransm it to each othe r in any given cultural group, just as with lan
guage, or with a world-vision, a feeling about things, diffe re nt proced ures 
or product'ion or oftransformalion, and so on. Hence, this is no unusual or 
cx travagant si tuation. Not' to in voke the nume rous people who did not 
know how to write, who among us, without eve r having looked at a law 
code, does not' have the infidli ble, though unreasoned and as if instinctive, 
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nary life? And who is not ab le t'o resolve by him self, in good order, nu
me rous new proble ms that present th e mselves to him in that area, taking 
advantage of the juridical awareness found in this way?The ancient subjects 
of' tlarnll1l1rabi , and of his predecessors and successors, were also at that 
stage. 
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The proof that such a situation has in itself nothing that is primitive or 
barbaric, using these words in a pejorative sense, is that it did not prevent 
the Mesopotamians from communicating a high idea of social obligation 
and of justice. 

This was the case, first of all , because the law is not a statement, a "let
te r," but a tendency, a "spirit. " When the formulation of social behavior 
counts much less than this type of impulse that confe rs upon it its obligatory 
strength , there is little chance that one would happen upon this irritating 
oddity that is the prevailing worry to conform to the le tte r of the law, this 
rigid and mind-numbing legalism that does not even spare great civiliza
tions and great religions. 1 have not found an y trace of it in Mesopotamia, in 
spite of the type of rationality that form s the re pe rhaps one of the essential 
elements of inte lligence, and in spite of the formali sm that penetrates there 
a great portion of the literature . . 

The Babylonians used especiall y two words that we can associate more or 
less with our word "justice": kil:tu and meSaI'll . which they often combined : 
kUtu u mesaru . and always in this orde r, as if the second comple mented and 
enclosed the first. KiUu by its basic meaning (hIm/: to establish firmly ) 
evokes something firm , immobile, and is best understood as that which de
rives its solidity from its conformity to the law (abstracting from the law's 
presentalion , written Or unwritten). We translate it best by honesty or by 
justice in the narrow sense, depending on th e context. Mesa,.." , derived 
from e,Ml'u (to go straight , in the right wa!J; to be in order) contains a morc 
dynamic e lement; on e can understand it , depending on the context, as a 
state or as an activity. As a state it re fl ects the good order of' each thing in its 
place and accord ing to its ways, in other words, its nature and its role (its 
"destiny" one wou ld have said in Mesopotamia). As a type of activity or or 
conduct it renders or attributes to each be ing and to each man that which 
comes to him by nature or by his place in society: again his "destiny"
jus/.ice in short. A particu lar use orthe samc word is understood as the re
pair and rest.orati011 of the activities of a socie ty. by this reshuflling of the 
cards that can be done by the king. usually at least in the beginning of a 
re ign, by "abolishing the debts" of the working part of the population, 
whose precarious conditions made the m increasingly dependent upon the 
rich e li te. Thus the mesanl was an exercise in equity by the king par excel
lence, and indicated an "act of grace" and a "moratorium on debts. " 15 

In my opinion , it is Significant that Ijammurabi only once uses the 
word kiUI.l in his "Code" and then in the expression kiUu u me.varu: I set 
forth (lite rally: placell j,n the moul.h : one says what on e has on his mind!) in 
the lalld hOllesl.y (mdjustice (Obv. V: 20C ). Two othe r tim es he uses the 

15. See th e \\Iorks cil(!d above. n. 1+ 
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~Iural of the wor~ : kinlitu , as if to cut its contents into pieces. But every 
tllne he attaches Justice-by declaring himself as he who has p roclaimed 
(lite rally: made shine, revealed) the niles-of -justice alld the guiding-in
good-order (mllslI s';r, of the same verb eUru) of the people (Obv. IV: 5Jf.) 
and by presenting himself as ajust king (Sa r mesa rim.) to whom. Samas has 
givell the rules-oI-justice (Rev. XXV: 95f. ). 

But the te rms mlisart/ (Obv. I: 32; Hev. XXIV: 2; XXV: 65, 96; XXVI: ' 3 

and 17) and the corresponding verh eslinl (Obv. IV: 54; V: 16; Hev. XXIV: 
?2; 73; XXV: 38; 77; 87) appear most orten in the prologue and the epilogue. 
fh ey seem never to make allusion to an "act of grace" which the king mllst 
ha:e proclaimed when he ascended the thron e: everywhere these words 
refe r to what he conside rs clearl y his essential duty at the same tim e as his 
greatest achievement: justice. Th e contents of his "Code" is made up by 
just, verdicts (dirult meso';'m,: rev. XXlV : If. ) which he has pronounced in 
the course of his long re ign. I-lis scepter (we would say his rule) iSjll st (isa
ral ; ibid .: 45)· The gods have commiss ioned him to make appear (to make 
shi!'le) hi the land meSllrll . i.e. orde r at the same time as justice (Obv. 1: 
32 1. ). And he glorifies himself at that moment because of the knowledge 
that he has, be tter than anyone else, responded to this supernatural wish 
and mission, and he has a statue ofhimsell"fashioned with the name thejust 
king(sarmesarim; rev. XXIV: 77 and XXV: 7), a title that he gives hilll selfat 
least twice morc in his epi logue (Hev. XXV: 96 and XXVI : 13). Of course, we 
have to take into account the "genre" that forced him to present himself 
only in a pe l-fect way, as irrepro~lchi.lbl c, infa llible. both in his "Code" and in 
all his ofTIcia l inscriptions. And it is not important he re to know how far hc 
reall y was like that, or ifhis people had the same opinion about hi m. What 
cou nts is the de finition of his political ideal, if wc can use that word, as it is 
prese nted to us by the "Code··: it is clearl y cente red upon the establ ish
me nt, not ora strict and li te ral j lIstice, but ofequ ity that inspires justice but 
also surpasses it. 

T~1U S if we attempt to look at this r.:unous and impressive work with the eyes 
?f those who wrote it and who lived with it in its time- even if we do so very 
Imperfectly, as is inevitable- we discover that it is far removed from our 
own categories. Tlle re is no qucs tion or reducing it to the simple (and mod
e rn) definition of a "collection oflaws'" It is too rich. too lull of meaning for 
us to account for it by chOOSing one simple word in our dictionaries to en
compass it. 

The ;;Codc" of IJammurabi is essentia lly a self-glorification orthe king. 
But at" the same time it is a political charte r that synthesizes an entire de
tailed and organized vision of the "right" exercise a/justice. And it is , in that 
way, a rea l treatise on jurisprudencc. It is afte r all poss ible thilt this "Code" 
in certain or its propositions cou ld have been used to regulate one or 
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another sector of social conduct, at least in the time of tIammurabi and 
perhaps of his immediate successors, who may have adopted and ratified it. 
But that is not essential: because this work is absolutely not, in itself, the 
result of legislative action. If posterity in Mesopotamia admired it as an 
exemplary work, worthy to be distributed and recopied throughout the 
ages, it was certainly not because of that aspect. It was because the Meso
potamians found in it the memory of a great monarch who, more often and 
better than others, was able to express, or at least wanted to apply an ideal 
of the "job of a king." That ideal was at the same time noble, in conformity 
with the general view on things, and beneficent. He wanted to attain it by 
improving the greatest virtue of the rule of the land: justice. It was admired 
because they found in it also the teachings of a great master of jurispru
dence, of the science and the art of judging, i.e. of applying justice. 

Wby, then, would we want to find something else in it? 

11 

"Free Love" and Its Disadvantages 

I
N ESSENCE, EVEN UNDEH THIS CATCHY TITLE, WE ARE STILL DEALING 

with the same problem of "man and the other. "I Only this time the 
other is not "any living being whatsoever"2 but an individual of the hu

man race, Moreover, it does not deal with a value judgment that can be 
f()nnulated regarding the individual, but with the inclination that one can 
feel for him, and especially with the more or less free exercise of an amo
rous inclination, It is not a question of knowing how in ancient Meso
potamia one assessed fellow creatures according to a certain set of values, 
hut just how and in what spirit one could behave towards some among 
them, in searching for a complement for oneself, for physical contact, and 
even for sexual intercourse. 

The problem is interesting, not because its answer constitutes "the 
highest point in time that we can reach in the development of our "philoso
phy" of mankind,"3 but, on the contrary, because the answer is entirely dif
ferent (i"orIl our traditional one, and it allows us, at least in a sense, to 
measure the relativity and the frailty ofouJ' tradition. 

In order to hetter understand the behavior of the ancient Mesopota
mians with regard to matters of love, but also the spirit in which they he-

I. See Hommes et beres. Entretial.\' slide racisme, pp. 103-- 1:3. 
2. Ihid. p. 10;3. 
3. Ihid. 

This chapter first appeared in 1980 under the title "L' "amour Iihre" ,\ Bailyione et ses servi
tudes," ill Le Couple illlerdit. Elltrdiens slIrie racisme, under the direction of Leon Poliakov 
(Paris-The Ha.gue: Mouton), pp. 27-42. 
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haved in such matters, I have to recall first of all , in a few words and from a 
great distance, some fundamental parameters of their world vision. 

To begi n with , on the social level they were pe rhaps not that far removed 
from us, in the sense that at least in the ir opinion , as well as traditionally in 
ours, the best way to assure the regular and optimal propagation of the spe-

\ 

cies, a t the same time as its cultural coherence, was the adh erence to a 
;::a. famil y organization, ~hose fram ework and stability had marriage as a guar

antee, tying together me n and women , usuall y for life." In thi s very patri
m'chal socie ty it was the woman who abandoned her own family in order to 
live and to die in the famil y of her husband. By law, at least , he was her 
"owner" (b12lll ),5 and because of that she was entirely de pende nt on hi m. 

Marriage was first of all a type of contrac t of association with the aim to 
\ procreate and to educate the descendants of the famil y. This contract was 

regularl y concluded and signed without the knowledge or the parties in-

I volved , ofte n even before they were marriageable, by the chiefs of the re
spective ItUllilies. 6 The procreating purpose of th is union was so essential 
that the sterili ty of the woman constituted sufficie nt reason for the husband 
to repudiate he r,7 at least if she did not prov ide him with a replaceme nt 
who wou ld pul into the world childre n that she would consider her own, 
without changing her position towards he r husband in the least. 8 

I-Ie nce the marriage was not necessari ly monogamous. 1b the extent 
that he could alford it, every m<1 11 was free to add to his p rincipal wife 
(M,-tfl )- who remained the female head oftllC fam il y- an e ntire hare m of 
c~ncubines (sekertrt ?; eserl.Il ). These he could allow, according to his li king, 
to partake in ,·he esse ntia l pre rogatives of the Rrst wife by grant ing the m, ~n 
add ition to the nam e ofspol.lse (as.*at ll ), all the privi leges and obligations 111 

addit-ion to those ass igned by law. I-Ie was also e ntirely li'ce to visit pe riodi
call y othe r married or unmarried women outside h is hou sehold . 

It is quite c1 e~lr that a marriage li ke this presupposed, or created , and 
maintained a sex ual and e motional life, with 01 \1 its co mplications, if it was 
not inte nded primarily to "satisfy lust" as our th eologians would say, or to 
resolve proble ms of the heart. We see this in the "Code" or l:lammurabi 
where a cheated husband pardons his wire and does not want her to be 
chas tised ,9 or, on the oUler hand , in the case or the libertine woman who 
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ruined he r husband , 10 or ki ll ed him . 11 These difficulties and these storms 
of married life readily suggest that ne ither the man , in spite of his con
cubines and his mistresses, nor the woman, despite the multiple and varied 
ac ts or in fide lity that she could com mit again st a marriage (.'Ontract that was I 
harsh 0 11 her account, we re always satis fi ed by their mar riage wi th regard to 
love . 

To prevent them from going to look elsewhe re for what matrimony had I 
denied the m, th ere was no he lp from e ither the law, or morality, or religion. 

The law (in the sense g iven in th e las t chapte r) sought on ly to preserve 
the essential condition s of the institution of matrimony. That is to say, it left 
th e man almost e ntire ly li'ee to exercise his amorous capabilit ies elsewhe re 
if' he re lt like it, st ipu lati ng onl y that he support his legal fam ily and that he j 

not violate anybody's rights. Th e law strictly prohibited the woman fi-olll ' 
doing the same th ing, as he r excesses could cali se grave disord ers. 12 I have 
to say, moreover, that the legal texts a llow us to see that in spite or these 
prohibitions and harsh pe nalties , the women followed the ir own desires as 
much as they do now. 

With regard to m.oraiity (a ll that could d ictate or animate individual 
behavior in the areas whe re law did not inte rfere), its main ru le among th e 
Mesopotamians seems to have bee n to succeed. in a positive or a negative 
way. Good was regarded by everyone as bei ng that which brought the best 
conditions in lire, or at least did not worsen it by sett ing in Illotion a "pun 
ishme nt" inflicted by the human o r tlw supe rnatural authorities. They d id 
not develop any conception rcselll bli ng the one given to us by C hristian ity, 
i.e. thai' orsin, which wou ld have involvcd somc type of conscie nce in one's 
innermost heart. 13 And if we hea r some mention of a certain pu rsu it of jus
tice here and the re, or e ve n of good ness towards others, 1'1 we have no t yet 
lo u~~d the sligh tes t trace orany ascet ic or mys tical ideal, orol:any "pe rsonal ( 
law that wou ld have been more de mand ing than oll1cial law, and that 
would have urged so meone to re nounce some thing profitable that others 
common ly used . 

Heligion remains. Not on ly did it not constitute an obstacle on the road 
to e udac monism , but undoubtedly it even e ncouraged it, at least uncle r. 
handedl y. First of all , th.ere was no crede nce whatsoever in an afte rlire. t 
where accounts or behaVIOr on earth would be seUled . Secondly, eve n if 
the re we re material constraints, and especially proh ibitions in the relig iolls 
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area, they did not form a moral ideal , nor eve n a simple hierarchy of values 
of behavior. For instance, the prohibition on urinating or vomiting in a wa-

\ tercourse J5 was placed on the sam e level as the prohibition on killing some
one afte r having sworn frie ndship to him . 16 This is because disobeying an y 
of th e commandments did not cause necessarily and a priori a punishment 
by the offe nded gods. One only had recourse to the gods after the e ve nt, a 
poste riori , to explain a misfortun e or an unexpected mishap, which had no 
appare nt reason . "If 1 am in trouble , it is because I am punished. If I am 
punished, it is because I m,llst have forgotte n som e obligation or have vio
lated some divine prohibition ... " 17 Moreove r. in these cases there was a 
way to escape the matter. 18 

On the oth er hand the gods th e mse lves we re num erous and were por
trayed in the human im age. Thus the y had the same mate rial cond itions as 
mankind : they had wives, concubines, and mistresses , and they used their 
sexual capacities gene rously and with great cheerfulness . The re was even a 
goddess whose domain was Love in all the meanings of the te rm , and she 
soon became fore most and absorbed all the othe rs in her powelful pe rson
ali ty: IllanllltllStll".* lI e r excesses were we ll known in mythology, 19 and 
seve ral of the m were re fl ected in he r cult. 2() Also known, at least in some 
places, was an e ntire liturgy or th e sacred marriage. the intercourse be
tween a god and a goddess , which was e nacted by the rule r and a pries tess, 
pe rhaps in orde r to ascertain the fe rtility or the earth and the he rds, and in 
an y case the prospe rity of the lalld .2 1 In this LradiLion th ere was something 
thal constantly brought up love and its function s, and preserved it. or 
gave it a naturalism, an ingenuity, and a candor lhat is lo r us difTicult to 
imagin e .22 

Thus nothing withhe ld th e allcie nl Mesopotam ians 011 this path , and 
little urging was needed for the m to give in to the ir sex ual inclinations, 
which we re certainl y not less than ours. This is why witll free looe I want to 
indicute that which was not damm ed lip. so to speak, by the institution or 
matrimon y, and cou ld be de veloped in quite unique ways. 
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"Free Love" li nd Its Disadoo ntages 

Their attitude is first of all revealed to us by the proven existence oflove's 
"offi ciants" of both sexes, who were always num erous and ranked in many 
categories. 

For the prostitutes and courtesans of the female sex , we have at least 
half a dozen di1fere nt designations of these groups. Some stress their re
ligious characte r: the qadistll were the cOl1 secrated(?), and the istaritu, de
votetl to Istar, emphasized the links to th eir divine patroness. We often find 
organizations of kuimasltu. whose name means nothing to us . The kezertll 
undoubtedl y owed their nam e to the ir hair sty le, which was curled (kezeru) 
and appare ntly designed in order to make them recognizable . if not to allow 
th em to e ntice their custom ers. Likewise the word smn/wtll seems to al
lude to a ce rtain luxury in the dress of the lad ies that was~ somewhat flashy I 
or sluttish. The most COmmon term that see ms to have indicated the profes
sionals of free love as a group, is twrimtll, which stresses the fact that they 
were apart from others (twr(l'1rl.l.l: to separate). It is noteworthy that the 
te rm is found regularly in connection with the goddess ISlar, indicating 
that they also had he r as a standard-beare r and as a mode l. 

These various associations ofte n appeared togethe r in our texts and 
regularly side by side with the names of persons of the same sex who we re 
more explicitly devoted to the cult: Beguines or hieroclules (nlld,tu) and 
servants in the liturgy (entll , ugbllblu. e tc.), as if there we re no real dist inc
tion between these groups, all more or less cove red by the sam e banne r. 

We do not have information on the structure and the functionin g of 
such associations . It is not even certain that the hadm/.u samhatu and kez
ertu at least, reall y form ed sociall y organized an~1 c1osecl·grolllJs. At least we 
know that any married woman cou ld abandon her hou se hold and he r hus
band to enter in barimiil'_I, i. e . to embrace this new state . This does not 
mean that the barhntu we re recruited excl usively from the group of wome n 
who we re tired of marriage. Others. in particular th e ;sl.arll.u , we re pe rhaps 
devoted 1'1'0111 their early childhood to W"r and 1'0 the ir vocation , which 
took the m away from union with a single man onl y in orde r to one r the m to 
all me n. Excepting ce rtain classes of oblates who we re more strictly re
served lor the gods and the ir cults , and who we re forbidd e n, if not mar
riage. at least childbearing, the majority of prostitutes could have childre n 
and could even marry, but this forced the m to give up the ir first profession 
at Once. If the "wise" discouraged such unions, it was on ly because they 
conside red these creatures to be badl y prcparcd by the ir ear lie r life for the 
role or a spouse and a mothe r. But, in law, the re was nothi ng again st it, and 
we have man y examples oriL 

It is probable that certain prostitutes, if not al l of the m, ofte n went to I 
sanctuar ies. especially those of the ir protectress Hta,.. This would accou nt 
«'I' the story told by He rodotus (I, 199) who sccms to have seen so man y or 
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them exercising their profession there, that he mistakenly thought they in
cl uded all the women of the country. They were also fou nd on the streets 
and in public places . They were easily recognizable by the ir outfits as well 
as by the fact that they were forbidden to wear a ve il reserved for married 
women. We see that in the cities they seem to have been consigned to the 
area of the walls, at least for the ir residences , if not for their soliciting, as is 
said of the courtesan Rahab in the biblical book of Joshua (2' 15). But the 

, p lace whe re they were most easily found , and used, was the tavern (bU 
sabi, bit sabit.i) and especially the hoste l (asl.aI/Untl , bit aSI.ammi) which 
served as an inn but also played the role of a vill age pub , and almost that ofa 
brothe l, where one could drink and enjoy oneself to one's heart content. 

Except lor one or two scenes such as the famous one in the beginning of 
the Epic of Gilgames where the courtesan makes love to Enk idu , th e pro
fessional activities of these officiants of free love are nowhere described, as 
far as J know. However, allusions to it are not rare. Undoubtedly- if we 
cannot blame it on the accidents of the archeological recovery- the Meso
potamians, who did not hes itate to call a spade a spade, did not feel much 
like putting this type of de tail in writing-in contrast to ou r contemporar
ies. The ava ilable docum ents that are tile most explicit on sexual behav ior 
itself are twofold . First, we have the one hundred and fourth tablet ofa long 
divinatory treatise on the accidents of daily life (§uuww.lilu ), which deduces 
the fortunes of the interested party from his sexua l practices. 23 Second , we 
have a group of prayers with "sacramental" procedures (" incantations") that 
were recited and used by wom en who wanted to see:.: thei r sexual partners 
"hold strong to the very end ·' in orde r to obtain from them wi thout "failure" 
all til e pleasure that th ey had the right to expect frolll them (il lS lilJlJi)."" In 
these texts the femal e partne r is usuall y called 1.lw woman (sinni§tu.), not 
I.he wife ( a§§al.II ), and it is clear thai" the ir use was not limited to married 
couples. Thus we can also get an idea of the work of public women through 
them. The same has to be said of a cerlain number of clay fi gurines where 
lovers in th e midst of sex ual in te rcourse are represented , lying down or 
sta nding. 25 Among the latter, at least those fi gurines where the woman is 
sodom ized while she is drinking beer through a long reed-pipe from a jar, 
as was the custom in those days, clearly re fl ect the pleasures of the "hostel·' 
rathe r than those of the conjugal bed . 

Prostitutes, ci nedes*. and sexual in ve rts of the male sex are also known to 
us, even though some ofour bashful or prudish lex icographers have made a 
habit of secing in the m whatever they wish. includ ing "priests'· or "actors," 

23. CUllei!orm 'H:xts ... ill the /J rilis /l Museum . 39 , pI. 44f. 
24. It D . Biggs, ~A.ZI.GA . Allciell/ A'if! SO / lO t UIII/fIIl Po/erICY Irl(;tw/flliollS. 
25. Cal:tloJ!:ucd ill Heflllexikoll duAssydoiolJ,i(!, 4, pp. 2591". ( H c ili l!:~ H ()(:hz~ it ). 
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in stead of what they very clearly were. They also seem to have become 
grouped, if not in organized guilds of which we do not know anything, at 
least in various categories whose best-known names: assimw, ku,-ga,-ru, 
kulu'u do not te ll us much.26 What is very clear on the othe r hand, is that 
they were always considered to playa passive ro le in homosexual love. 
They were also cons idered to be effeminate (sinrlisii l1u ), a qualification to 
which we wi ll later return . We know of some of them who even had 
women's nam es! 

Still , th ere is nothing that shows us that th ey were necessarily eu
nuchs. or physicall y deform ed and asex ual from birth. That was probabl y 
true for a number of them, but others had children who were not neces
sar ily adopted , an d they could eng<lge in thei r careers without any apparent 
pre lim inary inte rvention . 

These people were also hu·gely connected to i slllr, in whose honor they I 
played the roles of singers, transvestites, mimics, and standard-bearers 
in certain ceremonies. This allowed them to partake in "abominations" 
(lIslIkk,.1),27 in other words behavior that is forbidd en to common mortals, in 
order to delight I.he heart oj I.he patrolless. 

We do not have any more details on their professional activities, but a 
few reliefs, 28 similar to those mentioned above, contain the image of a sod
om izcd man , who is also busy drinking through a reed-pipe. and dou btless 
in tile same environ ment of the (lsl.mmnu . Every de tail of the posture is 
moreover described on the divinatory table t that depicts sexual activities. 
We sec the re also that a master of the house could usc his se rvan ts, who do 
not see m to have been professional prostitutes, as catam ites. * Th is is some
what simi lar to going outside marriage for he te rosex uullove without haVi ng 
to use a prostitute, The Middle Assy,'ian "f..,a ws"2U make reference to such 
interaction s be tween people of the sante miliell . Hence, it was not neces
sari ly the job of servants. 

There is nothing that al lows us to th in k that these homosexual re lat ions 
we re condem ned in the least, or even simpl y conside red to be. as such, 
more ignominiolls than hete rosex ual relations, or that they would be 
discouraged- provided that both types of inte rcourse d id not in volve vio
lence. Moreover, this is still the case today in seve ra) countries, notably in 
Africa and Asia. The pe rfectly nal ural character is best revealed by the tit le 
of certain "incantations." prayers that were addressed to the gods in order 
to (ascertai n the success of) the love of a 111"1'1 fora WOUWI1 , of a tvOuwn for II 

26. Sec the al·tide ·· I-lomosex lialiLiit ·· (ill French- olll), the titlc is ill Ge nnall) in R,:rlllcx-
ikorl 4. pp. 459n·. 
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28. " Ho rnosex liali HiI." p. 460. 

29· 'nlbl e l A, ho in C. Cardasci ll , l..es Lois m,wydeww.~, pp. 133[ ., also ·· Holllosex u
lI lil iit "· pp. 46 1f. 
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man , and oj a man Jor a man . 30 The omission or the expected paralle l oj a 
woman f or a woman does not indicate that female homosexuality was con
demn ed or unknown. We have at least one record of it,31 and I have been 
told that the re is a sti ll more explicit one in the Be rlin Museum that re
mains unpubl ished. 

In an y case, I have to add that at a cursory view, and if we can appeal at 
least g'-osso modo to statistics, our documentation seems to make clear that 
homosexuali ty he ld in the lives and especially in the preoccupations of the 
ancie nt Mesopotamians a secondary place, much less important in an y case 
than he te rosexuality. Some negative signs circum spectly confirm this 
thesis: pederasty see ms never to have had an existe nce outside homosex u
ality prope rly speaking, and I do not know of an y explicit examples . Also 
there does not seem to have been an y interest in the androgynous fi gu re , 
which was unknown , and in mythology and theology we have not the 
slightest certain exam pl e of homosex ual relat ions between gods. 

I-low did the Babylonians judge this free love which they did not conside r 
inlilnlOus at all , as we saw, and which they seemingly practiced wi thout re 
morse or scru ples, eve n with cheer-fuln ess? They seem not on ly to have to l
e rated it , nor on ly to have encouraged it, but to have valued it highly and 
eve n to have deemed it to be one of the prerogaLives of the ir life, one of the 
great conq ues ts or what they conside red to be real civilization , i.e. the ir 
civi lization. 

This is clear ly shown by un e of the myth s that thcy developed \'lith re
gard to the latte r. They had thought about tllc ir civilization and had eve n 
exe rted the mselves to analyze it in its principal expressions and vi r
tualities, of' which they had B nall y drawn up i.l list or a little more than one 
hundred entries. Thi s list appears in a Sum erian myth called inalHHlllnd 

E nki ,32 which was put down in writing in the first third or the secon d mil
le nnium . In it we see ,"hat the goddess i,W,UW (i sl.ar), whose domain was 
the city of' Uruk*, had decided to give to her city the high culture de ve loped 
by the gud Enki. * He had outlined this cultu re in some one hundred arti 
cles, which we re carefull y listed . Thus she we nt to Enk; in his southe rn city 
of Erid u*, and as he became s lightl y d runk dur ing a banque t in her hOl1or, 
she was able to take his treasure away from him . In the cata l o~ue or this 
treasure, next to Hoynl Powe r, Fam ily Life. Agriculture, Animal Husban 
dry, "lndllsl'1-y" and its var iolls techniques and prod ucts, Arts, Exorcism
to chase away evil . and Writing, not only is Sexual Trade found , but also 

3n. My/li es ('/ rUes dl~ /J(I/'yfolle. pp. L04r. 

3 L. " " Oll)()scxualil iil ," p. 4>8· 
32. C. Farhcr-Flii),!),!c , lJer My/lw.~ "111(//IIHI /Oull': lIkl . . 1"01' a .~ II I IlIIHlr )', sec below, pp. 
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Prostitution, bothfentinine alld masculine, listed in three or four e ntries. 
Thus this insti tution represented in the minds of the authors and the 
reade rs of the myth a rea] acquisition of high culture, an aspect of progress, 
an improvement, an "in vention " deve loped to make life easie r, more e njoy
able, and me rr ie r. 

A ramous episode round on the first two tabl ets of the Epic aJGi/games 
re inforces such an impression . In it is ex plained33 how E nkidu , the wild 
man of the ste ppe, hairy and barbarous, on ly intimate with animals and liv
i r~ g. ~~ life li ke the,~ , becomes a man in the full sense of th e word (awflu): a I 
clvl lrzed man , a city-man who eats bread , drinks bee r, and grooms and 
dresses him self. This transformation is th e work ofa courtesan From Uruk 
who cam e to look for him in the ste ppe and who in troduced hi m to love; 
hence, not simple in te rcourse with a fe male, but love with a real woman , 
human and re fin ed love, i.e. free love. Once he had discove red it and had 
a<.:qu ired a taste for it, Enkidu could unl y follow his teache r to the city. 
whc re she taught him to eat, drink. and dress, and whe re she comple ted 
his transformation. Thus free love is presented as being the point of access 
to a life that is tru ly cultural and human. It is d iffi cult to be tte r indicate and 
reveal its worth and its importance. 

Th is im portance and worth were doubt less a result of the lact that li-ee 
love was the only way to express love itself, in its pure and noble form , ac
cord ing to the ancie nt Babylonians. In marriage, love was seen as being 
used on ly for a prese t goal, and as subservient to ramil y life in a sense. That 
is why li-ee love among th e m was really fi·ee. It was practiced without con
strai nts and joyously. promoted by all imaginable "specia lists ," encouraged 
hy th e gods without the least juridical, mora l, or religious restridion - (' 
providcd on ly t'hat it did not in volve any violence or disorde r. It was an I 
acti vity as 1I0nrw i and san e as was eatillg and drinking. Alld . as with eating 
and drinking, whc n it surpassed simple natura l satislilction in orde r to v 
st rive lor the cxquisite, the refin ed , ,Hid ('he ,,!"l istie, it was a noble activit y, 
wort hy or aumirntion and e mu lation, alld ve ry suitable for be ing counted 
among the most ad v<ln tageolls conq ucs ts or the civil izing ge n ius. 

Il owc ve r, it was not e ntirel y free of what I have ca llcd disadv{Ultages, I 
le t us say counte rwc ight s, ohstacl es, shaduws. ,"Vhal' is quite un expected to 
li S is that these inconve niences did not apply at all to its occas ional or hab it"
ua lllsc l's, but on ly to its specializcd pe rsonn e l, hoth male and fe male. rib 
give oneselrlo free love in whateve r ( >nn was a wholesome, e levated, and 
e nriching activit y. But to make a profess ion ori!' exposed someonc to cerLain 
disadvantages. ,"Vhich ones? And why? 

They are explained Lo us twice, in two diffe re nt lite rary wo rks, and ill 
passages that are clearly e tiological, i.e. inte nded to accou nt lor a certain 
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situa tion that was conside red to be proble matic, by recourse to a mytholog
ical. explanation . In the two passages the explanation is redacted in terms 
that are in essence almost identical , as if one of the accounts more or less 
p lagiarized the otlle r. However, we do not know which on e was the earlier. 

One of the m deals with female prostit lltes. It appears in table t VII of 
the Epic of Gi/gameS.34 It is still Enkidu who takes cente r stage. After he 
had been "civilized" by the courtesan of Uruk, he became the fri en d or the 
kingofthat city, C ilgames, and the companion of his adventures in the mys
terious cedar fores t and against the terrifying great Bull sent to des troy the 
same city. Now he is about to die be fore his powerl ess fr iend. He turn s to 
his past to ra il against anything that brought him to thi s premature e nd . 
He curscs the woman who had take n him from his steppe and had "Ci v
ilized" him : 

6. Come now, courtesan, I am goi1lg to decree your des tiny. 
I will curse you with a great curse ... 

to . Never wi ll you be able to make a happy household .. 

12. Never wi ll you dwe ll in a harem , 
The dregs of bee r w ill stain your beautiful breast, 
Wi til his vomit the drunk will splash your attire ... 

20. Yo u will live in solitude , 
the recesses of the city wall w ill be your place to stand , 
thorn s and briars w ill rip your feet , 
drunks and the thirsty wi ll slap your checks ... 

The te rm desUny (to which we will cOllle back ill a mom e nt) in the be
gi 1'111 iug or this tirade gives it its e ntire mca n ing: it ~loes not in vo lve th e ind i
vidual fate ol'the girl who has taugh t Enk idulove. but of all courtesan s. all 
prostitutes as such, whose way or li ving is he re summarized , and then re
lated to des tin y as its cause; in othe r words to the will of the gods, provoked 
by the curse of Enkidu . We see that their lives were sad. A woman prores
sionall y dcvoted to free love did not have her own household . She was ex
posed to the brutality of mCIl . She lived separately, pushed into the frin ges 
of l' he social spacc occupied by the city's inhabitants. 

Male prosl.itul.ion was not belte r trcatcd , as is shown by anothc r pas
sage in thc mythological story of Th e Descent of /Slar in I.he Nel.herwodd· 
in Akkadian .3.'5 It involves a pe rson who is clearly the prototype or all or 
the m , an'c r E(J · had "inve nted" and "programmcd" him to go and e nte rtain 
th e ruthless quecn of the Nethe rworld , Ereskiga!·, and thus obtai n the 

34. Cjf~flme.f Vllliii : 6fI, n. Lahat , I..A:S IldlJ!,ifm.\" pp. Igo. 
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freedom of her prisone r Htar, who had imprude nt ly ventured into the 
Land-of-No-Return . This sexual in vert who bears the programmatic name 
A.$u-su-namir (Pleasant-is-his-appearance = He-is-good-Iooking) suc
ceeds in his mission. But Ereskigal, furiou s to have been fooled by him , 
curses him : 

103. Come now, A:;iusunamir, I am going to decree you an 
unalterable dest in y. 

I will curse you wi th a great cu rse! 
You will have as allowance nothing but th e products or the 

"ci ty-carts" 

105. and I<)J' drink what comes o ut OfU1C city's gutte rs . 
The recesses of the city wall will be your place to stand , 
YO Li will sleep on doors ill s. 
drunks and the thirsty will slap yo ur cheeks. 

Thus A:;iuhlllamir and all male professionals of free love whose pro
totype he is, a re devoted to a very painrul , uncertain , and isolated life, as 
arc the pu bl ic wOllle n. Like the wom en, they are marginals; like the m, they 
arc the objects o f disdain and coolncss. 

These were lor the ancient Mesopotamians th e "disadvantages" oi'frce 
love. As we can see, these disadvantages did not apply to the mass of people 
who made use of free love without an y ignomin y or any othe r inconve
nie nce. They appl ied exclusive ly to those who practiced it ex professo, in 
the service orothers , and who were condcmned to a dilhcult ex iste nce , dis
graced and in so litude. 

Thu s th e re is a contradiction bc twecn the high es teem in whieh li'ee 
love was held as an orname nt of civilization and th e type of disdain that was 
imposed upon its re presentatives. Can we explain it? The ancient people 
were very care rul not to do so themsclves, at leas t in the abundant lite ra
ture that re mains to LIS . 

It wou ld be wrong to seek rccourse ill a "moral" appreciation, as we 
have see n that the re is no basis fo r that Whe n a "wise man " urges his son 
not to takc a prostitute as a wife, he docs not bring up he r supposed "i ITImor
ality," her prcsumed debased , pe rverted , or vicious character, but on ly the I 
I:lct that he r lire-style has not prepared he r to become a wife, the confide n
tial support of a Single rnan :36 

72. Do not take a tl(Jrimtll as wi re, fo r wholTl "husbands" do not 
count , 

nor an i§lar'il.u reserved to the god , 
nor a ktJlm,asU/" with nume rous hearts('r). 

30. W. C. Lam\)ul't . lJrliJylollillll Wi,wlolll Lill;ralurc. pp. 10:11' : 72fI 
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75. In bad times they will not he lp you, 
In adversity they will make fun of you, 
They do not know respect and submission. 

The low, hu miliated, and marginal life of the representatives of free 
love was not the result of hypocritical reprobation by othe rs but of ele me nts 
of an enti re ly different order. It is my opinion that it was e ntire ly depen-

I de nt on the important notion of destilllJ, in the very cente rofthe theological 
and theocentric views of the ancient Mesopotamians. They thought that 
the gods had created the universe as an e normous mechanism whose pur-

~ pose was to guarantee the production and transfo rmation of goods inte nded 
- , primarily for the gods themselves , in o rder to assure the m an opu le nt life, . 

without work or worries. Th e destin y of each or th e compon ent parts or the 
universe organized in this way, star ting with th e dest in y of mankind , the 
mainspring of the universe, was e ntirely up to the will or the gods. We 

\ 
would call this dest in y nowadays a progri.lJnming, i.e. a pelfect adaptation 
to a role in a balanced syste m. That syste m was co mplicated but cohe re nt, 
and in it all wheels were adjusted and fitted to guarantee the good runction-
ing of th e e ntire mechan ism. 

In tllis fram ework the destiny of a woman, as woman, was to bear and 
raise childre n according to the chosen model of rnarriage and thc patri
archal ramil y. Thus she was made to become thc spouse of a single man , and 
the mothe r of his childre n. O n thc other hand , a prosti tutc . as stated li ter-

I 
ally in the text I have translated above, and by adapt ing the wordi ng 
slightl y. had I.hree J.li o l.l sand six hWl£/red " lwsbalUis." In the deci mo
sexages imul sys te m of the Mesopotamians. that is the same as our thirty-s ix 
thousand, indicating the countless. She was the wo man or a ll Ine n, and 
he nce she was II n':lb le to assurc the progeny orany one oUhe m and to take 
care or his fiullil y. Thus in her aspect as prostitute !j.be had missed he r des
tiny. She was not "nol'mal ," bUL infe rio r to herself. This is why he r life cou ld 
only be de based , separate from t llat orother wome n. 

Wilh regard to the man who w~is sexual ly in ve rted , not occas ionally hut 

I 
as a state and "by nature" in a sense. he also had missed his "duty," as he was 
essentially made in a masculine rorm and he nce intended to take his place 

\ as a malc and h is ro le as a procreator. But he was effeminate, he playcd the 
~ role or a fe male, t'herefore he had gone astray and had become ster ile. 

Thus, he was also in fe rior to himse lf', ahnorrnal and devoted to an existc nce 
that was diAc rc nt li'om that or ot hc r m en , more dilTicult and less magnifi 
cent. 

We havc SO Ill C proof that this diffe re nce and the infe riority or tllc life of 
th e offi ciants of free love was indeed a maLtc r of desl.iny. We should not 
imagine that for the theolog ians of Bahylon "m iss ing olle's destin" was re
garded ,IS a type of' revo lt , a 1I11ilate rai witlidr::i'\val from the al l-powerful will 
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of the directors of the universe. For those who strayed from their path the { 
gods were considered to have taken special decisions, that arose not from 
the ir specific fate but from the ir individual destin y. This is why in the Su
me rian myth Enki and Ninmab , 37 whe n allusion is made to the case of sex
ual inverts by birth- asexuals, ne ither male nor fe male-as well as to 
sterile women , who were unable to put childre n in the world, the ingenious 
and engineering Enki could find in the cosmic machine a place for the m 
where they could function in their own way- le t LIS say according to their 
own destin y: the sterile women among the prostitutes, and the asexual by 
bi rth among the tran svestites in the royal court. We also know that for those 
who had los t the ir virility in an accide nt , particularly on the battlefi eld , th e 
misfortun e was blamed on the vindicative will or IStar. 38 Thu s it is real ly 011 { 

the level of destin y, of the conformity with the will , the plans, and the deci
sions of the gods, that matters were going on. Moreover, this is the onl y 
explanation fitting the Babylonian world-vision . 

. Under these cond itions the rejection and the isolation of prostitutes 
or both sexes in Mesopotamia was not a conde mnation , of whatever kind , 
by oth er people. but a conclusion that is in some sense ontological. As they 
had le ft the ir first desl.iny by the ir deviant life-s tyle, they had placed 
the mselves- or be tte r, they had been placed by the gods who had ass igned t 

J hem this uniq ue rate- in an orbit parallel with and all the pe riphery of 
that or othe rs . This Fits well with the assigning to mal e and female pros
titutes (as ror Hahab, the Canaan ite prost itute of Je richo, mentioned above) 
a reside nce in the recesses of the Gi llJ walls, i.e . on the borders of the social 
and civilized space occupied by othe rs, by thosc who runctioned properly 
according to the ir ini t ial and "normal" des tiny. 

There is pe rhaps anoth er pOint that has to be taken into account, as nothing (, 
_ is evcr sim ple or straightforward in human affairs. r will me ntion it in a few 

words, as conclusion. In this area, on the edge of social an d civilized life. I 
public women and sexual inve rts were in the compan y or othe r marginals, 
whose nam es appear several t imes nex t to the irs in certain lists: on the onc 
hand sorcere rs, and witches in particular, 311 and on the othe r hand "luna
tics" and eccent rics, who were conside red to be ecstatics, visionaries , and , 
in thc e ty mological sense of the word , demoniacs .. IOThis e nti re \~orld has in t 
common that it fOllnd itse lr in regillar contact with supe rnatural forces. Sor
cere rs held mysteriollsly to the ir magic and evil spe lls, which they could 

37. C. A. BCl1ito , E"ki (/Ilt/ lViII/III/b. s lI l11ttlari zcd Iw lnw. pp. 232f. 
3M. St!c p. 4G(ltl oft tlf' articlc " ' Imnoscx llalitiil ," c ited UIIOVC, II . 27· 
39. For ill stan cc. C. r.,'lcicr, IJlv (/ ,~s ljrisclw IJt:.\'cluoonlll l!.s.\·(lI lIlIIlrlllg M(I(IIfi. p. 23, III. 

'loll'. 
'10. Fur in stance, CWWijO/"l1l 'I'exl .\· ... ill lite /J/'ilislt I\IWUJUIII , 38. pI. 4: 76- 78. ell:. 
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cast upon men, thus bringing them bad luck. The ecstatics were conside red 
...\ to hold divin e warnings and messages which they were ordered to publi-
1 cize. Such powers had their source in some type of superhuman force. They 

presupposed contact with a force, a vitali ty, an intensity of being that was 
far above the possibilities granted to com mon mortals. One was at the same 
time fascinated by these people but kept the m out of the way as much as 
possible. 

In the same way the officiants of rree love, the ex IH-o/ esso dispensers or 
love, were seemingly conside red to be holders of the latte r, i.e. ora type of 
paroxys mal lire. This is doubtless why they were tJ~ted as othe r marginals 
and that one cou ld have on ly an ambiguou s and contradictory attitude to
wards them, as vis-a-vis th e superhuman forces that they represented in' 
the ir own way. All that is paroxysmal is ambivalent. It is admirable and de-

I sirabl e ror its riches as well as dangerous, alarming, and to be avoided as 
much as possible, ror its rorce that' is too great. 

In this way, in spite of the contempt in which its qualified representa
tives were held , and in spite or the ir separat ion from othe rs, we can re
discover the eminent dignity orrree love, in other words of'l ove itself, in the 
minds of the ancient Babylonians. 
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The Religious System 

T 
I-IIS ANCIENT COUNTHY, WHOSE OLDEST DECIPHEHAHLE DOCU

ments go hack in time to the beginning of the third millennium, and 
whose history continued uninterrupted to just l)cfore the Christian 

era, has the opportunity of revealing to us-as docs Egypt of the Pha
raohs-the oldest perceptihle reactions and reRections of mankind on the 1 
supernatural, the oldest identifiable religious structure, that at the same 
time can be f()llowed (elf the longest period of time. But, in contrast to an
cient Egypt, the indirect but genealogical connections of tile ancient Meso
potamian civilization with onrs are now recognized, although we are fill" 
from paying proper attention to them. Hence, this religion also gives us the 
oldest verifiable stage of our religious thoughts and practiccs, the first rec
ognizahlc source ofollr religiosity in the remoteness of time. For those who 
have not forgotten that one needs to know whence one comes to understand 
oneself better, there should he some interest in obtaining at least a sum
mary idea of this religion. Although, taking into aCCOllTlt the state of our 
documentation, many nooks arc still dark to liS and a numher of insoluhle 
problems still remain, wc know enough of Mesopotamian religion! to dis
cover ill it, perhaps to Ollr amazement, a structure that is not only impres
sive hut also cohcrent and "logical," a rca I system per/txtly ,joined to the 
other \iystem that was the local civilization. 
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CHAPTER TWELVE 

In order to study with more intelligence and acuteness this vast and 
confused subject of thc religious complex, whatever that may have been, it 
is indispensable to better define at first both its nature and its state. 

WHAT IS A RELIGION? 

What impresses us at first in every religion is its "political" aspect or, as is 
commonly said today: religion presents itself at first sight to the ohserver as 
an ensemble of represcntations and of collective behavior, that controls an 
entire social group with regard to its relations to a universe considered to 
be superimposed on ours. It is also usually approached from this point of 
view. I am, however, not certain that this is the hest way, the way that has 
some possibility of opening up to us the most far-reaching and profound 
insights. Even if every religion is by all indications a phenomenon of so
ciety; even if as sllch it models and modifies the reactions of the individuals 
that make IIp the society, what remains as the objective and rea] tools of 
research are the reactions of the individuals, as is true for anything that we 
can say about mankind. The ancient scholastics already said very wisely: 
M ultitudo sine multis non est nisi in ratione. This is why I prefer to hypass 
social issues, without, ofcollrse denying their existence, to identify religion 
first of all among the individuals who practice it. It is well understood that 
each of these individuals realizes in his own way and personal circum
stances the definition of religion, whatever that may be, just like each ex
poses in his own way the nature of mankind, without the latter ever losing 
its fundamental characteristics. But any ontological analysis has to abide by 
the essence of things and hy what is caned the "order of nature, "ahstracting 
from its existential and material manifestations and from its evolution in 
space and time. 

lt is perhaps easier to understand what religion is in this respect, if we 
compare it to love. Love is based above all on the feelings that draw us 

.\ strongly towards another individual of the same species, in whom we it~ag
inc, in more or less ohscure ways, a complement and an enrichment of our 
personality and our life. vVhen we are oriented towards the other individ
ual, love urgcs us first of all (speaking always, as noted above, "according to 
the order of nature" and not "according to the order of thne") to know.that 
individual hettel', in whatever way such a knowledge can be realized. Thus 
we adopt towards that individual an attitude that represents the image we 
have of him as well as the emotions that inspire that image, in terms of what 
ties us to him and of the image we have rnade of him. 

Religion follows a similar road, although it is oriented differently. It is 
based on another instinctive and deep sentiment, in a direction that is not 

\ 

"horizontal," if we can use that expression, as for love, but "vertical": not 
towards something that is around us, hut towards something that is above 
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us. We have a confused feeling that there exists an order of things that is 
entirely superior to us, and to all that surrounds us here on earth. We feel 
an inclination to suhmit ourselves to this order, or we feel urged to orient 
ourselves to it if we want to fulfill ourselves. This "order of things" is what is 
called, in this context, the supernatural, the sacred, the numinous. And 
what ties us to it, be it admiration and attraction, or fear and retreat, is the 
religious sentiment. Such an impression of the sacred, however obscure it 
may be, naturally urges us to seek to identify it hetter, to define it hetter. 
And as it is not of our world, as such, and thus is not directly or indirectly 
perceptible, we arc urged to represent it by constructing an entire associa
tion of images and ideas about it, i.e. a religious ideology. Religious senti
ment and religiolls illeology, combined, dictate to us a religious behavior 
towards it, to the extent that we experience it and to the extent that we 
think we know it. These are the three distinct but inseparable elements that 
define religion and that we can relliscover in any religion. 

TIlE STATE OF MESOPOTAMIAN HELIGION 

But when we consider Mesopotamian religion, it is better to first free 
ourselves of all that would lead us to imagine it to be similar to the great 
religious systems with which we are nowadays most often confronted: Jucla
ism, Christianity, Islam, and even Buddhism, to mention just the largest 
ones. Similar to most other religions around the world, from antiquity and 
from today, Mesopotamian religion was not "historical" but "primitive." It 
was not f(-Hl1lded at some specific moment in its history by a powerful re- ~.~ 
ligiollS mind who was able to impose his religion on those around him, and 
who could spread and institutionalize his own f(~elings towards the sacred. 
Mesopotamian religion was the product of communal reactions towards the 
same sacred ir~_ tIl? ___ ~la~~_I_less of prehistory. The inhabitants of the country 
had becn able to derive religion from the viewpoint, the sensibility, and the 
mentality peculiar to their traditional culture. In short, their religion only 
adapted their native hahits of thinking, feeling, and living to the super
natural. This is why the religion in reality represents nothing but a vision 
pointed to the world above of this civilization. Hence, the religion was per
lectly joined with the civilization and confused with it, both in its origins 
and in its developments and changes over time. 

A SIIOHT HISTOHY OF TilE CULTUHAL DEVELOPMENT 
OF MESOPOTAMIA 

Thus, it will be good to draw the outlines both of the history of ancient 
Mesopotamia and of the formation and the advances of its culture, before 
entering upon the religious domain properly speaking, in order to clarify 

& 
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the latter better. It involves the country that covered more or less the terri
tory of present-day Iraq. This region "Between-the-Two-Rivers," i.e. the 
Tigris and the Euphrates, emerged only gradually and rather late, starting 
in the sixth/fifth millennium. Of the first populations that occupied it we 
have nothing but archeological remains, and thus we do not know much 
about them. We can scarcely guess the role that they could have played in 
the prehistory of the region and in the establishment of its culture. Only 
one element of these people is known to us from later information: it con
sists of Semites* who came from the northern and northeastern fringes of 
the great Syro-Arabian desert, where they seem to have been from the he
ginning of time seminomadic and raisers of sheep and goats. At the latest, 
from the early fourth millennium on they infiltrated and settled in Meso
potamia, especially in the north and the center, and they gradually moved 
further south. We think that another population arrived in the course of the 
same millennium, either from the east or from the southeast (from along 
the Iranian coast on the Persian Gulf). These people settled in the very 
south of the country, and little by little spread out further north, meeting 
the Semites. We call them Sumerians. * In contrast to the Semites, who al
ways maintained contact with their relatives who had stayed in the area of 
origin, and who constantly received new blood from throughout their his
tory, the Sumerians, according to all indications, seem to have burned all 
bridges with their point of departure, and they seem never to have received 
the least ethnic support from that area. 

As far as we know, these two cultural groups formed the principal ele
ments of the population of the country from he fore the beginning of history, 
and together they created their common high civilization, hy a process of 
symhiosis and osmosis. Each supplied its own culture and spoke its own 
lan~uage. The language of the Semites (which would later be calle(1 '/,-kka., 
dian"'~: in Mesopotamia) was related to the more recent Hehrew, Aramaic;.1_ 

:> t~lijd Arabic; that of the Sumerians was as different ii'om Akkadian as 
rChlI'lcse is from French, and we are unable to relate it to any other known 

language finnily. The two populations were douhtless originally juxtaposed, 
each in its own territory, but they met, interacted, and mixed rather 
quickly, and, so to say, put together their cultural capital. At the latest, from 
the second half of the fourth millennium on they built together an original 
civilization. It was rich, refined, and complex, and culminated arollnd the 
year 3000 in the discovery of writing. \Ve have good reason to think that 
the script was invented jlu- the SlImerian language, and therei()re by the 
people who spoke the language. This element together with others, con
vinces us that in this irnpressive common cultural construction the Sume
rians were at first the most gifted, the most active, and the most inventive. 

In a country of mud and clay, almost entirely deprived of wood for 
construction, of stone, and of metals, such a civilization could economically 
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speaking be based only on the husbandry of sheep and goats, and even bet
ter, on the agricultural exploitation of alluvial soil that is potentially rich, 
especially for cereal production. In any case, in a climate that is so sunny 
and dry (the rainy season is practically limited to the period from Decem
ber to February), productiVity could be guaranteed and developed only by 
recourse to artificial irrigation. For that purpose it was decided very soon 
that more ramified and more numerous canals had to be derived from the 
two rivers. Soon these canals crisscrossed a large part of the territory, thus 
ensuring the constant moisture indispensable for the sustained output of 
fields and gardens. Furnished in this way with voluminous and increasing 
"surpJus~,§"Jh~J,~g~!~th~,,~,'fPQrted, the Mesopotamians turned their atten
tion towards the neighboring regions, principally to the east and to the 
south along the two coastlines of the Persian Gulf, 2 to start an intensive 
trade and to import the stone, minerals, and all those things for which they 
lClt an increasing need in order to assure an existence that was becoming 
more and more hard to please. 

It is this type of economy that directed the political evolution of the I 
country. Not only did the commercial expeditions ahroad, which were I 

easily tran:~fo-rme(T into raids or even into wars, have to be organized and i 

led, but the large enterprises of digging kilometer-long canals, especially, 
required the HlObilization of the people and of their concerted eHarts, as 
well as the authority of a single chief who was capable of conceiving, impos
ing, and directing sllch a concentration. This is why the primitive villages 
that are revealed to liS by the archeological excavations, which were at first 
isolated and almost autarkic, soon allied themselves into small "states" cen
tered each around at~wn. There the sole holder of authority resided, with j 
an always growing hody of "vicars" and officers around him. This was the! 
~~dmII1,istrIltiy~ apparatus, and it included specialists in works of production 

-'an{lT~~\Il~foi:~~lTion that were less directly related to animal husbandry and 
to agriculture. Thus was born and soon implanted in the country the funda-
mental political principle that would rule its entire history, that of mon
~~lrchy, a "pyramidal" ITIonarchy whose head imparted his power from the 
top to suhalternate authorities of decreasing power. 

During a large part of the third millennium these city-states, * as they 
arc usually called, lived side by side and on a basis of collective understand
ing with their populations, ill some places mainly Sumerian, in other places 
mainly "Akkadian," hut becoming more and more mixed, evidently con
scious of their profound cultural unity. They were s?metimes troubled by I 
hgstiJitie,s,,,that were lIsually provoked by conflicts of interest. It happened \ 
nev~~rtheless th~lt one or the other of them, more ambitious, more power- ' 

2. It seems that only later, after the middle of the third millellnium, they went to the 
northwest, to LdlUllon and to Anatolia. 
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ful, or more daring because of the personality of its ruler, made itself master 
of a number of other city-states in the area, and thus formed kingdoms of 
various importance-even empires, when the conquests extended further 
and went beyond the traditional limits of the countI)'-hut all of them were 
more or less ephemeral in nature. 

St~rting from the beginning of the second mil1ennium things dl~ng~d 

l
in atk;s"t two ways. First, the Sumerians were definitively absorbed by the 
Semitic segment of society that was more numerous and more vigorous, 
and they disappeared forever. Nothing but Semites remained in the coun
try, and the only official and daily language was theirs, Akkadian. But they 
had been so strongly influenced by the ancient intellectual preponderance 
of the SmTIerians that the Sumerian language, a dead language, remained 
in use until the very end of their history as the language of culture: f()r lit
urgy, literature, and scholarship, somewhat like Latin until the Henais
sa nee in Western Europe. 

Another important mutation was that the era of juxtaposed, but more 
or less confederated, city-states had ended. Starting with lJammurabi* 
(around 1750) the entire country was united in a single kingdom under the 
authority of the monarch of Babylon, single kingdom under the authority of 
the monarch of Babylon, this time without returning to the old system. 
Some centuries later the northern part, Assyria, * cut loose fi'om this king
dom and the center of gravity oscillated between its successive capital cities 
(Assur, * Kalbu, * and Nineveh*) and Bahylon, until the destruction of 
Nineveh hy the Babylonian king Nahopolassar in the year fiog. In 539 
llar;yJon itself was destroyed by the Aehaemenid king Cyrus. Henccf,)rth, 
Babylon became a simple province, first of the Persian empire; then, after 
Alexander the Great (330), of the Seleucid kingdom. 

An eloquent sign of the important changes, not only politically but also 
ethnically amI consequently culturally, which would lead to the ultimate 
demise of the venerable Mesopotamian civilization, was that around the 
middle of the first millennium Akkadian lost its role as the language of daily 
life, as had happened to Sumerian before, and was replaced in that rolc by 
another Semitic language that had been imported hy more recent invaders: 
Aramaic. Akkadian is not used anymore, nor its always formidable cunei-

l!(mu'scfipt-which had becn replaced everywhere else by the alphabet 
derived from Phoenician-except in increasingly isolated circles and re
stricted to literati, priests, and scholars. The last document written in that 
language and in that script dates from the year 74 of the Christian era, and it 
is an astronomical text. 

This is the historical outline, the cultural and political framework in 
which Mesopotamian relibtion appeared and developed, profc)llndly marked 
and modeled by that framework. 
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SOURCES FOR OUR KNOWLEDGE OF THE RELIGION 

It is indispensable that we first say a few words about the sources that in
form us about the rcligion. Those revealed by archeology-which we refer 
to in the broader sense as the "monuments" fahricated by man-are count
less in number. The ancient soil ofIraq and the Middle East has been dug 
so much for one hundred and fifty years-and continues to be dug-that 
we know its riches: cities, temples, statues, images, and a prodigious ware
house of remains and utensils of all types. Whether they are intact or, as is 
most often the case, in ruin, these "monuments" are precious because they 
give us the actuality of what they represent. But they are not very talkative, 
and if we make them speak they are only able to respond to a questionnaire 
that is vel)' limited in comparison to the matters of the mind that mainly 
interest tiS here. 

What remains are the "documents," the written sources that are infi
nitely less equivocal, more detailed, more precise, and much more in a 
position to satisfy our curiosity as historians. A good half a million at least 
have been found, and our treasure grows with the smallest excavation. In a 
period and a society where the supernatural kept close to the world and 
penetrated it throughout, and where the entirety of life was stceped in rc
ligion, much more than in our "disenchanted" and rational (if not rationalis
tic) minds, we can say'tl1at t'he enormous mass of documentation is almost 
in its entirety, directly or indirectly, exploitable for a knowledge of the re
ligious universe. A quite substantial portion deals directly with it: hymns 
and prayers that represent the religious sentiment more immediately; 
myths and diverse "manuals" of the religious ideology often in a mythologi
cal f()rm; rituals that allow us to hecome filmiliarwith religious behavior and 
the cult-not counting the numerous works that cut across categories. 

The only thing that we have no chance of finding is exactly that which 
provides the strongest f(Hlndation of the "historic" religions: the "sacred 
writings" derived directly or indirectly from the Founder to which the 
Htithful constantly refer in order to rule and regulate, to define and correct 
the thoughts and the behavior of each and everyone according to the 
(()Uneler's wishes. Such normative writings and inconceivahle in a "prim i- " 
tive religion" which is a simple product of the traditional culture and which 
stagnates or evolves like this culture, according to the current of events. 
There is not a single, more or less "dogmatic," collection to define the re
ligion exactly f()r us. Thus we have to reconstruct this religion from what
ever appears about it in our dossier, regardless of whether it is explicitly 
religiOUS or not. At first glance this dossier with its tens of thousands of doc
uments looks gigantic, and it can indeed supply us generously and recon
struct for us a real portrait of Mesopotamian religion. However, this 
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religion survived for more than three millennia, and precisely because of 
this extraordinary time-span the dossier is relatively smal1. We have to rely 
on it for many details over the sequence of different time-periods and the 
division in various areas, and even for some major problems, despite lac
unae and silences that are of various lengths and without remedy. 

When discussing the written documentation, there is another inconve
nience that we have to take into account for Mesopotamia. Considering the 
notorious difficulties and subtleties of the graphic system, and undoubt
edly also because ofa traditional choice, the related activities of reading and 
writing were considered a real profession, reserved for a socially very re
stricted group of people who prepared themselves by long and arduous 
studies. Hence one could think (and many have done so) that these docu
ments put down in writing and legible only by the literate, reproduce their 
own religious conceptions and habits but not those of the rest of the popula
tion, whether of higher or of lower class, because they were all illiterate, 
Such a hypothesis, presented in this way, is absurd. It presupposes that the 
keepers of writing were sequestered in their own circles and were entirely 
isolated from the rest of their contemporaries. We also have evidence that 
contradicts this hypothesis. The sanctuaries, for example, were public, 
even ifit was mostly "clergy" who visited them f<Jr professional reasons; the 
common religious spirit is explicitly transparent in the documents that 
show the life of everyone, not only of the scribes and copyists, as do the 
letters and many of the administrative "papers." Also, in the sources, the 
pcrsonal names, which in Mcsopotamia usually consisted of types of ex
clamations or theocentric atllrmations, confirm f<Jr us that the religious sen
timents, the ideology, and the behavior did not change substantially fi'orn 
the majores to the millores, taking into a('COlint of course, as everywhere 
else, the diHercH('es ofclliture, education, preoccupations, and life-styles, 
which hy necessity create distinctions in religious life as they do in spiritual 
life. It is really the religion common to the ancient Mesopotamians that we 
find represented in the ancient documents. 

THE HELIGIOUS SENTIMENT 

Finally, let liS begin our topic by examining an idea of the type of religious 
sentiment that directed the sincere attitudes of men towards the sacred. As 
with the other elements of religion, we can review this idea only hroadly, 
covering with a palloramic glance both the entire country and its millellnia
long history, and taking into account the great events of history only where 
they are disclosed, 

Some extracts f)'om the literature of hymns and prayers will be more 
useful than long discussions and they will give us a stronger and more 
deeply fclt idea of the religions outlook that inspired these ancient people 
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bef<)rc a supernatural world that was represented by a certain number of 
personalities, as we will see later. 

Here is a passage from a liturgical poem, composed in Sumerian, at the 
latest near the end of the third millennium, in honor of the god Enlil, * who 
was then considered to be the ruler of gods and men; 

1. EnBl! his authority is far-reaching 
his word is sublime and holy. 

His decisions are unalterable 
he decides fates forever! 

I-lis eyes scrutinize the entire world! 
5· When the honorable Enlil sits down in ma.iesty 

on his sacred aBd sublime throne, 
when he exercises with perfection 

his power as Lord and King 
Spontaneously the other gods prostrate before him 
and ohey his orders without protest! 

10. J--Ie is the great and powerful ruler 
who dominates I-leaven and Earth 
vVho knows all and understands al1P 

Here is another taken from a prayer whose text in Akkadian ('ould date 
ii'om the end of the second millennium. This time it is addressed to another 
god who was ruler in that period: Marduk*: 

6, Lord Marduk, Supreme god, with 
unsurpassed wisdom. 

S. When you leave ['l!' battle the Heavens shake. 
when YOll raise your voice, the Sea is wild! 

10. When YOll hrandish your sword, the gods turn hack. 
There is none who can resist your furiolls blow! 
rlcrrifying lord, in the Assemhly of the gods no one equals you! 

'* YOli proceed in the hrilliant blue, entirely gloriolls. 
15· Your weapons Hare in the tempest! 

Your flame annihilates the steepest mountain. 
Your raise the waves of the Sea in fury. ·1 

Perhaps somewhat later is the hYllln to the sun god Samas, * also in Ak
kadian. Here is a passage fI'OIn it: 

1. Sam::ts, illuminator of the entire heaven, who lightens the 
darkness 
shepherd in upper and lower regions! . 

:~, A. Falkcllstdn, SflIIICriSc/W Ciitferlicder. I, pp. llir. 
4- E. Ebeling. Die akkadische Cebetsserie "JlolI(lerlwlnmg." pp. 94£1' : K. :3:351. 
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5· Your beams like a net cover the earth 
you brighten the g loom of the farth es t away mou ntains! 

At your appearance the gods and the de mons rejoice, 
and the Ig ig i* ex ult in your prese nce! 
Your rays grasp everything that is hidden , 

10. and the be havior ortlUmans is revea led by your light! . 
All be ings seek out your sple ndor; 
you b righte n the uni verse like an imm ense Rre . 
Your glory covers the faraway mo untains, 

20. YOllr fi e rce light fills the lands to the ir limits! 
Perched on the highes t mountain s you inspect the world 
and , from the midst of heave n, you balance the uni verse. 

25. YO li she phe rd a ll li ving be ings ; 
to the uppe r and the lower regions you are the o nl y shephe rd . 
Hegularly and witho ut cease you traverse the heavens. 
Every day you pass ove r the broad ea rth . 
Th e Hood or the sea, the mou ntain ranges , th e earth . 

30. E nd lessly you pass ove r the vas t sea ... 
39· You draw in like a cord , you shroud everything like a fog. 

Your large canopy covers the universe .... 5 

We could cite lTIany more examples ; they all reHect the same feel ings of 
admiration , or respect, an d o r rear- in f~lct or a certain transcendence. 
These feel ings see m so me times to be cxclusivel y directed to the god who is 
addressed hie e lllll1!C, as a normal res ult orthe religious psyche. But a ll of 
the m arc considert;;d tu be sublim e be in gs, ahove all dominant and impos
ing. BcI()re the m one bows down, one tre mbles. Yes, they are me rciful , and 

) 
I·hat i:> why lh ey are flatte red and implored , because it" is known that they 
Can do everything. T hey are especially pe rceived as be ing lord :> and mas
te rs: one sllbmil"s to the m. But one is not attracted to the m, one docs not 
love UlCJ1l . Jk lig io n in Mesopotamia never has anything that is attract ive, 
thal one wants to approach, that o ne has to ass imilate as much as possi bl e. 
In short, one feels before the god the same sentime nts that anin"latc the 
humhl es t :> ubjccts before the ir rule r, and befo re the high and mighty pe r
sons that parl"ic ipate in his power, with all proportions maintained . 

The sa me image, transposed fro m the political autho rity on earth , also 
directs the re lig ious ideology in Mesopotamia, as we shall see; moreover, it 
influe nces a ll religiOUS be hav ior. 

5· W. C. Larnhcrl , IJflbylOllimt Wisdortt I...ilentlu rc, pp. t 26rr:j . SC lL", /l Yll tl te.u:i p rit} r es 

flUX dilJ t/x do 1J(I/Jy/ollilJ eI rI'Assyrie, pp. SLIT. 
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POLYTHEISM A N D ANT I-IHOPOMOHPI-IISM 

]n order to re present the supernatural . the sacred , the object of their rc- j 

ligious sent ime nts, the ancient Mesopotamians could not find anything 
better than to spread it over a numbe r of pe rsonalities- they were bold 
Jlolythei s l s- w hic h they imagi ned 0 11 the patte rn of man - they were also / 
resolute anth ropomorphists. 

They g rouped all the pe rsonali ties unde r a common de nomination , a 
species indicator, that we ordinaril y tran slate as god, divill e being. But this 
te rm - dingir in Sume rian , ill1 in Akkadian- can in neither language be 
analyzed into othe rwise knovlIl se mantic e le me nts which wou ld g ive us a 
hasi<.: meaning . I n other words , we do no t know whe nce the Sume rians and 
the Se mites co uld have de rived the ir representation of th e "div ine. '. 
Cune iform writing gives us, however, an inte res ting indica tion: the sign 
that is lIsed to designate a divinity- the sketch or a star- is the one that 
also marks what is "on hig h," what is "elevated ," and concre tel y, the upper I 

leve l of the "universe," "heave n." Thu s the di vine world was fundam entall y 
imagin ed as be ing "supe rior" to an ything he re be low, and in some way 
"celes tial. .. 

In Elct, we encounte r more than once in o ur docume ntation declara
tions that stress the transcend ence of the gods, their supe riority, and their 
absolute preponde rance ove r man, because of the ir powe r and the ir inte ll i ~ 
ge nce, well above ours, and the ir li ves, freed from our miseries and mis
haps, and e ndless: 

The plans of the gods are as f ~lr fro m us 
as th e cente r o f heave n: 

~ro unde rstand the m properl y is impossibl e, 
nu onc can unde rstand th eml(j 

This is in a passage fro m the essay on the probl e m of evil known as the The~ 

udicl/. The o ldest ve rsion or the Epic o!Gi/game!;- (around J700) adds : . , 
When th e gods created mankind 
They gave the m d eath . 
Bul (endless) life they kept for the mselves l7 

1n conclusion, we ll before the beginnings of history the ancie nt Meso- \ 
potamians simply transposed the image of what they knew he re on ea rth to 
be the hig hes t, the ir "ruling class" as we would say, to port ray the gods, who 
in the ir opinion represented the sacred ; but I"I1OY placed this aristocracy. so 

6. W. C. L:unherl , lJa/Jy/olli(l/t Wisdom Lilt;m lll rc . pp. 76r: 821t 
7. Old UOiJylOllifllt 1\·l c isHwr fI"lJ 1!, I1I IJIII., 3: 31T. , H. Labat , Les IldigjUJJ.\" . . .. p . .205· 
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to speak, in the superlative. By their function and by the life-style to which 
they adhered, Mesopotamian monarchs were more powel-ful and more lu
cid than their people, and lived a life that was much less worrisome and 
more opulent. Their subjects suffered to produce this life for them, in order 
to allow them, in a way, to devote their undivided attention to governing. In 
the same way they postulated an elite on a higher level that was even more 
sovereign, even more clairvoyant, and those life was so much more serene 
and hlessed that it was endless-thus stressing its absolute superiority. 

Other than that, the gods were regarded to be entirely like men, but 
better. They had a body and a shape identical to ours, but without our im
perfections and untouched by our weaknesses and our decrepitudes. Some 
gods were of the male sex, others of the female sex. And here and there 
their sexual capabilities and the use they made of these capabilities, some
times without restraint, were discussed joyously. An attempt to assign to 
the gods an essence that was less material and heavy than ours was evi
dently made: a fragment ofa legend suggests that one could pierce the body 
of a god without risk, and that not a single drop of blood would flow out of it. 
They had children, as we do, and these children were also gods. They 
formed entire families, and all of the members behaved and acted just as we 
do: they ate and drank, sometimes even too much, they played with each 
other, they sometimes fought, they washed themselves, they dresscd 
themselves and decked themselves out, they traveled by ehariot or by boat, 

, or they remained quiet in their "houses" -the same word was used f(}r 
house and f()r temple. It really seems that people were convinced that the 
gods lived there, with a real but mysterious presence in their cult statues. 
This did not prevent them from making usc of the well-known illogical 
charader of mythological thought, and thinking that the gods resided "on 
high" in heaven, or "below" in the area symmetric with heaven helow the 
earth. 

THE MONAHCIIICAL PHINCIPLE AND TIlE 
OHGANIZATION OF THE DIVINE WOHLD 

We do not know whether this extremely resolute anthropomorphism was of 
Sumerian or Akkadian origin: possihly it was of hoth. What is certain is 
that it very soon became dominated, and in some way systematized, hy 
the analogy with the political system of the country, and that it thus be
came organized Oil the model or a monarchy that undoubtedly cxisted al
ready on a modest scale in every village, hd()re history. There would al
ready have to he a numher of divinities of either sex, that were perhaps 
already cOllnected hy f~lInily ties, as among us: filthers, mothers, sons and 
daughters, hrothers and sisters, ancestors and descendants. When these 
villages beeamc organized into larger political units around a city, the di-
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vine personalities must have undergone a mixing analogous to that of the 
political authorities: the principal god of the city became in a sense the head 
of the supernatural powers, and grouped around him were the deities of 
lesser importance, who became in this way assimilated to the high func
tionaries, in the image of the court and of the royal household. And the 
same process continued to the benefit of the capital city and its ruler when 
the cities were organized into kingdoms. 

So compelling was the monarchical principle, even among the gods, I 
that we are presented from the beginning of the third millennium on with a 1 

phenomenon that is symptomatic and rather surprising. Doubtless be
cause of a common understanding, and in spite of the political crumbling of 
the territory, the city-states seem to have formed a type of amphictyony by 
creating above all other cities a unified and organized supernatural power 
whose residence was placed in Nippur, a sacred city that, as far as we know, 
had never played the least political role. 

At its head was placed what has been called a triad, a term that is mis
leading insofar as it makes us believe that the supreme power was divided 
equally among its three members: the gods An* (in Akkadian Anu), Enlil, * 
and Enki* (called Ea by the Akkadian speakers). An represented the 
('lUnder of the divine dynasty, the father of the ruling king, Enlil. Such a 
coexistence could not be imagined among the people, as the crown prince 
would succeed his father only when the latter had died, hut it was perfectly 
normal among the immortal gods. Thus An was the ancestor, the source, 
and the guara-ntec of power. One could rely on his experience in times of 
crisis, hut he left the effective exercise of sovereign authority to his son 
Enlil. EnkilEa stood next to the holder of power, the one who had only to 
order to see himself obeyed by the entire universe. EnkilEa played the 
role-well known from its equivalents among the kings of those days-of 
the intelligent adviser, full of cunning, expert in all procedures, master of 
all te~lHliques, and hence well-placed to direct in a sense the use of divine 
power which by itself was nothing but a blind f()rce. 

Tlwrcf()fC, the supreme gods, each with a finnily and an entire pan-i 
theon of subordinate divinities that made up their households, were of im- \ 
portance to the entire country. It is as if one wanted, even before a political) 
unification of the country into a single kingdom, to impose on it a unique 
and universal supernatural power in order to assert hetter its prof()Und cul
tural solidarity. This supernatural power duplicated first of all, but on a 
higher level, the cities' dominions, bei(}re ahsorbing them into a single 
"pyramid" of power. 

The "theologieal" system paralleled so perfectly the political one that it 
anticipated, just as on earth, a hili assembly of the gods. It was presided 
over by its king, Enlil, and even by the head of the dynasty, An, in times of 
great tension. Enki/Ea also assisted in this assembly. Under their authority 
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the gods were considered to stir up and to debate the important questions 
of their own government and of the world's government. From these de
liberations followed the destinies of all beings that established their nature 
and their behavior. Once the decisions of the assembly were promulgated 
by the ruling god and even inscribed on the "Tablet of Destinies" (see 
above, p. 133) which he kept as the sign of his supernatural authonty, tbmgs 
happened and evolved. Perhaps nothing shows better than this to what de
gree the representation of the gods was no more than a sublime projection 
of the political system. 

\ This "theological" construction survived practically to the end of the 
! history of Mesopotamia. However, after the middle of the second millen
nium it became, not abolished or replaced (in this country there was no 
desire to eliminate cultural values or to replace them with others; the su
perimposition of a new system was preferahle), but in a way ~t~plicated by 
another representation. This was the result of a profound polItIcal change, 
mentioned above, when around the year 1750 Hammurabi made Babylon 
the capital of a single kingdom that remained intact from then on. Thus 
Bahylon and its ruler took precedence and authority over the other cities. 
The city-god Marduk, who up to that moment had little importance, had 
likewise to take precedence over the other cities first of all, and then over 
the other gods. It must have taken centuries for such a doctrine to become 
fully devefoped. Around the year 1200 at the latest, Marduk beeamerecog
nized, both in po-ptiTirdevotion and by the theologians, as the absolute 
ruler of the supernatural and the earthly world, as if Enlil in his turn had 
given the throne to him in order to retire with Anu. Let us say in passing. 
that the f~unous Epic of Creation* was written at that time as a charter of 
this promotion. Later on, the Assyrians of the northern kingdom did the 

\ same thing f()J' Assur, * their "national" god, simply by repla~ing the nam~ of 
I Marduk with that of Assur in the Epic. In Babylonia itself during the first 
h~I{~~;Ythe Hrst millennium a number of worshipers more or less repeated 
the process with Marduk to the benefit of his son, the god Nabtl. * 

A religion that docs not have normative texts, or definitions or 
"dogmas," and that evolves simply with time, without the least internal 
t()rce to bring it back to the original directions plotted by its {(Hinder, ac
cepts very well the plurality of views that in our opinion would he con
tradictory. Once one view is adopted, it docs not have to eliminate othe~s or 
turn it into a "deviation." These various opinions were in the eyes of the 

\, ancient Mesopotamians nothing hut cumulative, one enriching the other 
i and hence, so to say, increasing the worship. 

Be that as it may, it should become increasingly clear that the system of 
organization of the pantheon, vis-a.-vis the world in itself, was in all aspects 
nothing but the magnified reflection of the political system. It tended pro-
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gressive1y towards an increasingly centralized monarchical power, a pro
cess similar to what happened in the political sphere. 

THE CHARACTER AND THE ROLE OF THE GODS 

Parallel to this evolution of the exercise of authority by the gods, another 
evolution also transf()rmed their character-and perhaps here we are in a 
hetter position to divide the responsibilities between Sumerians and Sem
ites. At first, the Sumerians seem to have tied the supernatural person
alities to the functioning of nature and of culture: as if each of the 
phenomena of both areas presented a problem, in its origin as well as in its 
functioning, and could be explained only by a supernatural cause that en
closed it and concealed it like a "motor" (in the etymological sense of the 
word), a "director." Behind heaven there was the god of Heaven: Ani Anu; 
behind the space between heaven and earth, Enlil (literally "Lgnl
Airl"AtmosJ?h"re"); behind the body of sweet water (Apsil*) on which the 
earthly disk floated, Enki; behind the Moon, Nanna; behind the Sun, Vtu; 
f)el1lild~ rains ane1 s"torms)skur; hehind the sprouting of cereals, Asnan; be
hind the growth of sheep and goats, Lallar; behind the transformation of 
barley into the national drink, beer, Siris; and so on. For these minds that! 
were still "nai've" and far removed from our rational coldness, the entire i 
world in all its aspects, both natural and cultural, would have been arbitrary I 
and absurd if it had not been duplicated in all those as peets by divinities of 
the male and the female sex; togive~it Teasofl' These divinities were then, 
integrated into the political sy"s~tc;n "existi"ng at the moment, each playing his l 
or her ow"h instrument in the universal symphony conducted hy the holders I 

of power. For instance, we have found a myth which contains this concept 
and which was written down in Sumerian at the latest at the end of the third 
millennium, although it probably reflects an earlier stage of things. In it is i 
related how Enki put in motion the land of Sumer (in other words, the 1 

southern part of Lower Mesopotamia), which at that time was thought to be 
the center of the world. He entrusted to Enbilulu the functioning ofthe two 
rivers; to Nanna that of the marshy arca filled with fish in the south of the 
region; to Nanse that of the coastal area; to Bkur the flow of rain; to 
Enkimdu the work in the fields; to Asnan the sprouting of plants; to Kulla 
the making of bricks; to Musdamma the construction of buildings; to 
Sumuqan the wild animals; to Dumuzi animal husbandry; to Utu the 
proper juridical and administrative direction of the land; to Uttu the entire 
area of textiles; to Aruru all that entailed human reproduction; to Ninmug 
work with wood; and so on. According to this doctrine the entire cosmos j 
functioned exactly as a kingdom, and was structured according to the "pyra- j 
midal" system of authority. 
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THE PANTHEON 

Integrating the gods into a body and organizing them was also a way of just i
fying the existence of so many gods. And there were many of them; we 
know between one and two thousand gods at least by name. Moreover, a 
"canonical" list of gods had been developed, a type of "treatise of divine 
personnel," which in its classical form contained almost two thousand en
tries. By f~lr the largest number of gods had Sumerian names, Thus they 
were beyond doubt imagined and "created" by the Sumerians, It seems 
that the Semites devoted a more tempered creative imagination to this sub
ject. It appears that this mass derived directly from the archaic period 
when each independent agglomeration had its own pantheon. The uniHca
tion as a result of political events caused a certain number of syncretisms*: 
in the case of two or more analogous gods related hy various historical mIx
ing, the strongest personality-in concrete terms the one who appealed 
most to his worshipers, or whose devotees were triumphant-absorbed 
the weaker oncs, keeping at most their names and their epithets, The most 
famous case is that of the goddess Inanna, whom the Semites called Btar, 
To her were annexed a divinity of the planet Venus (Delehat) and ,;g,;cf;'r a 
goddess of quarrels and of war. But she still remained basically what she 
had been at first, the celestial Courtesan, the divine Prostitute, the pa
troness of "free" love. Later on she seems to have similarly monopolized a 
number of goddesses, to such an extent and so successfully that from the 
bcginning of thc second millennium on, her Akkadian name, IStar, was 
used as a common name for the "divine in the feminine." A fcmale deity as 
such was an 'iStar(t)u, whatever her own personality and her own lot may 
have been, In this way the number of gods decreased considerably over 

\

time: the Poem ojCreatiort from around the year 1200 lists not more than 
six hundred of them: three hundred in heaven, three hundred helow earth 
(VI: 39f.). But still this round number has to be taken as the rhetorical 
equivalent of a great number (in the decimo-sexagesimal system of Meso
potamia). In reality, the gods of the first order who were really active and 
constantly worshiped in general, were much less numerous and seem to 
have decreased in number over the centuries, At the end we can COHnt not 
more than some thirty gods of first order-even if quite a few additional 
ones reappear now and then, somewhat in the way one can even today find 
worshipers ofhizarre saints of antiquity who still have thcir chapels and im
ages hut have almost entirely disappeared from memory. 

The majority of the "great gods" that survived, after the middle of the 
second millennillm, were more likely to hear Semitic (or Semiticized) 
names than their ancient Sumerian appellations. An became Anu; Enlil 
and some others did not change, as well as Nergal* and Ereskigal, * the rul
ing god and goddess of the land below, what we would call Hell. But Ea 
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replaced Enki: and IStar, Sarna" * Sin, * and Adad replaced Inanna, Dtu, 
Nanna, and ISkur. Marduk and his "spouse," $arpanitu, and Nabii and his' 
"spouse," Tasmetu, are also Semitic. This is a sign that once the Sumerians 
had disappeared and the Semites became the sole people responsible for 
the history and the development of the country and its religion, they Se
miticized religion more and more but still maintained the ancient struc-~ 
tures inherited from the Sumerians. 

This change can also be noticed in another area, The gods were de
tached gradually from the phenomena of nature and of culture to which 
they had been tied and took a certain distance from them. Certainly they 
maintained their "human" configuration and their purely anthropomorphic 
character, but they became increasingly refined, freed from what had been 
"too human," "too primitive," too rough, too unpolished, too wild and 
animal-like in their humanity, "Ve know of myths in Sumerian, all from be
fore the second millennium, that tell us, for instance, how Enlil in heat pur
sued the young and still virgin NinlH in order to throw himself brutally 
upon her and to impregnate her, and this he did three times (it is true that 
shc later gav~ in to him and wanted him), It was so outrageolls that his own 
colleagues were angered at stich beastly behavior and -exiled him to the 
NethelWorld, We know how Inanna was raped by her father's gardener; or 
how she had given herself with passion to her "first love," Dumuzi 
(Tammuz), before betraying him, Certainly the literary tradition has pre
served the memory of these excesses, hut the myths composed in Akkadian 
do not have the same coarse tone, Clearly the morals must have improved 
accordingly. But, in any case, starting from the heginning of the second mil
lennium gods are only portrayeu as very high, very dignified, majestic, and 
honorable personalities, Even when they give in to a passion they remain 
respectable and imposing-as is proper for this "upper c1ass" invested with 
power, 

Not only the political changes, hut also the evolution of morals, in par
ticular uuder the increasingly powerful, later exclusive, Scmitic influcnce 
trans{<xmcd thc divine world little by little, hy keeping it always il1tegrate(1 
into the cultural system of which it remained thc highest reflection. 

TIlE MYTHOLOGY 

The "calculated imagination" that the ancient Mesopotamians had used to 
create an entire supernatural population in order to "establish" in some way 
their apprehension of the sacred, has cd on the clements of their physical, 1 
aesthetic, emotional, economic, social, and political world, also prOVided 
them with a way to answer the great enigmas that the things arouud them ! 

posed to their minds, Perhaps we ourselves, immersed in a milieu of' sci-
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\
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ence and technology, and affected by the easily exaggerated confidence 
that we have in the representatives and prophets of those activities, have 
got in the habit of letting these representatives question things for us~ 
each of them in his own special field, as everything has bcen divided up in 
our type of knowledge-and thus we have destroyed the surprise in the 
world, the questioning of evel)'thing around us and in us, a questioning 
that is still active in the fresh, open, and rich minds of children, of people 
that are quite wrongly called "primitives," and of certain poets. This is be-

,yause these people marvel at the theater of the universe and they have ~ot 
i yet become tired of thinking about it. Let us say that the best minds among 
I this elite of prof(mnd and lively spirits that can be found in any time period, 
in any society, and in any culture, have accumulated their meditations cen-

i tury after century in order to give reason to the universe with the only "jn
\ t~l1ectual" means available to them: recourse to structures of images, of 
conjectures, and of events which, though uncontrollable, are ahle to fur
nish them with what is sufficient: ,,~~1 e~plan~tipn or the mysteries among 
which they feel they live that is at least probable. This is what is called my-

o. thology. 
The most important, the most pressing of these questions involve the 

elements that are at the same time the most universal and or the most im
I mediate interest fl)r their own lives: the raison (n~tre of the world and of 
i themselves. What is peculiar to such a search for the "prohahle"-in con
I trast to the search f()J' truth-is the capacity to resolve the same problem 
materially 1n different ways, without being detrimental to a prOf(Hlnd intui
tion that is easily the same hehind all these solutions and that represents 
the great parameters of culture. In order to illustrate this double aspect of 
the mythology of the ancient Mesopotamians, I will first {()cus on their cos
mogonic conceptions and then on their views about anthropogony, the or1-

\gins and the destiny of mankind. 

COSMOGONY 

It appears that the authors of myths in the Sumerian language, the most 
~~~"1_15:_i~(:~nt myths put down in writing, did not ask themselves questi~ils ~ihout 
thc origin of the world; they seem, for example, to have been satisfied with 
assigning it to the gods without further details, or they do not seem to have 
considered it to be their duty to devote any special works to it. Or perhaps 
our archeologists have not been able to put their hands on one of these spe
cial works. We do not have a single cosmogony, which is already significant 
considering the number and the variety of documents excavated over the 
last one hundred and filty years. We have to say that these most ancient 

\ writers (before the heginning of the second millennium) had a clear prefer
'< ence for mythological and legendary accounts that were exact, i.e. devoted 
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to a well-defined subject matter in order to answer a precise question. For 
instance, the "hirth" of a certain god; the mechanism that guarantees the 
prosperity and the glory of the country; the origin-the "etiology" as 
scholars would say~of certain plants, certain tools, certain techniques, 
and so OIL But none of them, as f~lr as we know, seem to have been devoted 
to the more general question of knowing how and why the cosmos came " 
into existence. All that we have found is the following, from the prologue of 
the legend Gilgmnes, Enkidll, and the Netherworld: ~ 

1. In those cfttys, those ancient days, 
In those nights, those ancient nights, 
In those years, those ancient years. 

8. After On-High had been moved away from Below, 
After Below had been separated from On-High. 

11. Alter An had carried off On-High, 
After Enlil had carried oIl Below 
And alter he had endowed the Netherworld to 
EreskigaL H 

Here the "cosmological" conception of the universe in two hemi
spheres that these people had developed appears in broad outline. Heaven 
was on-high; helow was "Hell," as the anti-Heaven, an immense rounded .l 

depression (later we learn that it Roated in a fabulous mass of water), j 
through the middle of which extended the expanse of man's earth, centered' 
around Mesopotamia itself. The expanse Roated on an immense hody of 
sweet water, which rose up through wells and springs, and was sur
rO~I~ldc(I,like an island, by the "bitter water" of the sea. The myth imagines 
tliis state or affairs only as the result of an original "separation" of the mass of (~ 
the lIniversew~,~~£l~,was at first confused and mixed together. The separation 
was the result of the actions of two great gods: All,on the one hand, and Enlil 
}?,~",!I"~~,,~?thel:). who were each eager to take one hemisphere. The latter took 
care to assign the entire underground to the goddess, who hecame hence
forth its queen. This is very little ini()rmation! 

We can compare this laconic inf{)rmation with the ample vision, the va
riety, and the precision of several more recent accounts (from the second 
millennium) in Akkadian. It is as if an early period, still little gifted with 
speculation, was followcd by a period of maturity, of urgency and of depth, 
in which the Mesopotamians expressed themselves easily and well. From 
the later authors, who were impressive in other respects too, we do not only 
have here and there a number of allusions to the birth of the world but also 
works ofliterature that are sometimes masterpieces, where the theme was 
treated with a real eminence and dignity. 

8. A. Shaner, Sunwri<m Sources of TabLet XII of the [';pic ojGilgamd, p. 99 
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The most famous, the most complete, and the most detailed treatment 
of this subject is found in the Epic ofC realion, even though this work was 
above all devoted to the justification of the primary position among the gods 
conferred on Marduk, and not, as is still often thought, to cosmogony. It 
starts with the theogony, because in the Mesopotamian conception the 
gods, being part of the cosmos, had to pass also from non being to being, like 
the rest of the universe. Bef(}re the gods existed there was nothing but an 
immense expanse of water, presented as the unending joining of the female 
Tiamat, * the salt water of the future sea, and the male Apsu, * the sweet 
water of the future subterranean sheet of water. At first, deities who were 
somewhat primitive and roughly made evolved from them. Then pair after 
pair of the great gods evolved, the oldest of the successful divine dynasty, 
perfect and ruling forever. Out of two great gods Marduk was born later. 
From his first appearance he was portrayed as being the most brilliant, per
fect and unequalled. We are told then that he will become the supreme 
ruler of the gods, because he has saved them by heroically battling and de
feating the primordial Mother, the enormous and monstrous Tiamat, who 
wanted to annihilate the gods. He hecame the absolute sovereign of the 
world I)ecause he himself created, produced, and organized it by using the 
enormous corpse of his victim. He cut her gigantic body in half, and from its 
upper part he made the hemisphere of On-high, Heaven, where hc placed 
the various stars, each with its infallible path and role. From the lower part 
he made the hemisphere of Below, starting with our Earth, The latter was 
essentially Mesopotamia and its adjacent lands with all its geographical fea
tlln.~s. 9 

Anothcr myth still assigns the creation of the world to Marduk hut pre
sents the events in a somewhat dHlCrent way. It tells us that in the begin
ning therc was nothing but water, a sea without bottom or shorc. To rnake 
the terrestrial platf{)rm, 

Marduk arranged a raft on the surbce of the Water, 
then hc made dust and piled it on top!lO 

Othcr accounts, apparently written hef(}re the promotion of Manluk 
and reHecting an earlier ideology, attrihute thc responsihility of the uni
verse either to three Sllprerne gods, working in concert: 

When Anu, Enlil and Ea, the Great Gods, 
planned heavcn and earth ... ,11 

9. The text is lran.~lated in H. Labat, Le .... Heiigi(HlS ... ,pp. 1611, and J. Bottern, CF:p
opec de Itl CreatioIJ. It is extensively annotated in Myilles ef riles de Bahy/orl(!, pp. 113·-G2 . 

10. 1"lyllle.<; et riles de BahY/III/(!. p .. 104: 171". 
11. Ihid., pp. 3IG[, 8: Sf. 
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or to the head of the divine dynasty, Anu, for Heaven, and to the superin
telligent Ea for the rest: 

When Anu had created heaven, 
and Ea had established earth. .. lZ 

There is even an account, perhaps very old, that presents creation as a 
"chain-reaction": the god Anu created only the 6rst and largest element of 
the chain, heaven, which created in turn the second, somewhat smaller 
element, earth, and so on: 

When Anu had created heaven, 
when heaven had created earth, 
when earth had created the rivers, 
when the rivers had created the streams. 13 

Such variations are not only in accordance with the procedures of 
mythological thought mentioned above, but they are perfectly in place in a 
religious system such as that of Mesopotamia, devoid of a "dogma" fixed 
once and for all, and of "sacred" and normative texts, that in themselves or 
through the authorized interpretation given by "religious authorities" de
fine a precise and univocal doctrine. However, if none of the answers to the 
question asked are materially identical in the different cosmological pre
sentations, at the basis of each of them there is still an intuition that is al
ways the same: the world, the entire universe, depends on the gods for its 
existence, as it depends on the gods for its functioning, whatever the con
crete ways imagined for this dependence arc in the diHcrent accounts, 

ANTI-IHOPOGONY 

This is also the case for anthropogony. We also have more than one descrip
tion of it (compare Pl'. 239ff.). I will not stress this point, and will be satis
fied with concentrating only on the most complete and the most remark
able description: that in the Poem of the Supersage (in Akkadian: Atraiws!s) 
composed arollnd the year 1700. In its complete version it contained about 
1,200 lines, two-thirds of which are preserved. 14 It is a witness to the taste 
of the religious thinkers after the beginning of the second millennium, and 
to their ahility to produce large syntheses that were inspired, penetrating, 
and well constructed, and quite diflerent ii·om the short and concise com
positions of older date. It is the oldest known descriptkm of the ideas that 

12. Mythead rites de Baby/one. p. 192: If. 

1:3. lhid., p. 281: Ifl: 
1+ The text is lransiatGd ill H. Lahat, Les Heii#,iolls. .., pp. 2HII". 
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mankind had developed with regard to its own origins and with regard to 
the sense of its existence. And it takes matters until after the Flood, which 
signals the end of mythological times, when things were formed, and inau
gurates the beginning of historical times, when these things have only to 
function according to their eternally established nature. I-lence, it is also 
the first rough draft of the prefatory chapters of our bihlical Genesis. 

The story begins before the "historical" universe, when only divine so
ciety existed. As it was necessary to satisfy its material needs, and as this 
could happen only through a labor of production, this society was naturally 
divided into two groups (as is ours!): the leaders, pure consumers, caned 
the Anunnaku* or Anunnaki, and the gods of second rank, devoted to labor, 
who bore the title ofIgigu*/Igigi (1: lll'.): 

1. When the gods (acted 15 like) men, 
they did the work and lahored. 
Their labor was enormous, 
The corvee too hard, their work too long, 

5. because the great Anunnaku made the Igigu 
carry the workload sevenfold .... 

[n the end the Igigu, worn out by their exhausting lahor, revolted and 
went on strike, burning their tools and protesting before their chief em
ployer, Enlil. This caused great commotion among the Anunnaku: without 
workers there would be misery, famine! A plenary session of the assembly 
was convened, presided over on the occasion by Anu himself It was Ea, the 
shrewd, intelligent, acute, and inventive god, who resolved the crisis by 
proposing replacements for the worker-gods. These replacements should 
he devoted enough to work as well as the gods did, but programmed in such 
a way that they would never complain, like the gods did, in the Harne of a 
similarity in nature, a similarity in destiny, and the right not to work, as this 
would plunge the divine world in the same agonizing danger. This sub
stitute would be man: intelligent, indeed, and capable offulfilling with per
lection his hereditary task, but devoted to a liIe of limited duration. 
Accepted with great enthusiasm by the council of the gods, the project was 
immediately executed and man was created. Clay (to which man will return 
one day, at this death) was mixed with the blood ofa minor deity to give man 
the qualities needed to accomplish his work as capably as his divine pre
decessors carried out theirs. 

As soon as they were put on earth by the seven original COli pies derived 
from the human prototype first fashioned, men started to devote them
selves with such alacrity and dash to the needs of the gods that their success 
was complete. Indeed they multiplied so greatly that their increasing 

15. The word has to he understood in the sense of "had the role of." 
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"noise" literally prevented Enlil from sleeping. In what is probably a satir
ical element that underlines the degree to which power, even if it is su
preme, does not automatically include thorough planning and certainly not 
intelligence and the gift offoresight, Enlil decided to decimate mankind by 
inflicting various calamities. He sent first an epidemic, then a drought and 
a famine, in order to annihilate man and to reverse the course of events so 
well begun by Ea's "invention." The latter, who knew how to foresee 
things, intervened qUietly every time (since he did not hold supreme au
thority, he could not go against it). These were all images drawn hy the au
thors of the myth from the crises and changing conditions accompanying 
the exercise of power hy kings. 

But in the end Enlil, who was still irritated by mankind, decided to 
annihilate it purely and simply by the most impressive of calamities: the 
irresistible inundation of the Flood. Ea this time had to swear with the 
other gods that he would not speak of the fatal project to anyone. But he 
arranged to reveal it in a dream (which is not the same as speaking!) to his 
protege, "the Supersage." And when he was questioned by him about how 
to survive, Ea had to explain to him the project of the famous "Ark." He did 
so not by addressing him directly, in person (in order not to break his oath), 
but by talking through a reed wall behind which he was sitting. Thus 
warned, and obeying his master, "the Supersage" will be the Noah of the 
first Flood, hiding in his boat with his family. Hence he will perpetuate, 
alter the catastrophe that obliterates nature and culture, the human race 
that is indispensable to the gods. However, when the Supersagc stepped 
upon the empty and deserted earth after the disaster, eager to perform his 
essential duty oflceding the famished gods, Enlil was loolishly irritated, as 
in the end he had been Irustrated in his plans, stupid as they may have 
heen. It was then that Ea took the right measures to avoid an inconvenient 
overpopulation in the future. He introduced not only a decrease of the 
number of births hy the natural or voluntary sterility of certain women and 
hy intimt mortality, hut also a shortening of human life. Men, whose life, as 
we know from other mythological accounts, was originally mueh longer, 
would die before the age of one hundred years. Thus the "fimil touch" to 
man's nature, constitution and destiny was given, and the historic period 
could begin. 

It would certainly be worth the trouble to talk more ahout this docu
ment, a balanced and finished work of art. The anthropogenic "synthesis" 
that appears in it is pClfectiy clear in its outlines: mankind has been created 
and put in this world, their constitution craftily calculated and completed, 
to lolfill the role of servants towards the gods. They are producers who im
prove the riches of this world in order to provide by their labor first of all 
goods that are needed for the supernatural world: food and drink, clothes 
and ornaments, furniture and shelter. They also profit Irom the surplus of 
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mankind had developed with regard to its own origins and with regard to 
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things-but only secondarily and as if in addition. Human life has no other 
sense, raison d'etre, or goal than service to the gods-just as the subjects in 
a state have no other goal than service to the ruler and his household. Also 
here we find the same transposition, the foundation and the pillar of sup
port fi" the entire religious ideology of the land. 

THE GOVERNMENT OF THE WORLD 

Numerous myths extend explicitly or by allusion the same transposition of 
royal power over the whole of human history "after the Flood." Since the 
world and mankind were created, the gods could not give up directing 
them and ruling them, thus assuring the continuous functioning not only of 
the entire machine but also ofits smallest parts. They proceeded with effec
tive decisions-as did the kings with their commands, ordinances, and de
crees, which were obeyed by obligation. The divine decisions were called 
destinies. These they fixed or decreed and "inscribed" in things, as we have 
scen elsewhere, and communicated in that way to the partie~ involved ac
cording to a known and decipherable "code," thus making possible the di
vinatory techniques. 

The image of royal power, transposed into the supernatural world, was 
thus not asimple matter of style, a lyrical metaphor, hut a real analogy, i.e. a 
means of knowing: the gods were indeed the authors and the governors of 
the universe and of each of its elements, as the kings owned and were re
sponsible for their territory and f(1r all of its resources and each of its sub
jects. This proportional equivalence was at the center and the f(lIIndation of' 
cosmogony and anthropogony and, in the end, of the entire Mesopotamian 
theology about the relations hetween man and the sacred. It gave a value to 
the development of the world and the destiny of things and people. And we 
have to recognize that sllch an explanation, discovered and elaborated by 
the ancient scholars and thinkers in the mid-third mil1ennimn or even ear
lier, demands our admiration f(lr its ingenuity, its coherence, and its vigor. 

It is this explanation that convinces lIS to regard their religion as a real 
system. At first glance these hundreds of gods, this confusion of person
alities with complicated names that are f()reign to us, this multitude ofob
scure and bizarre stories of their hehavior and their adventures, seem to 
reHect an immense chaos, a gloomy and enigmatic jumble, almost entirely 
unintelligible and without the least interest. Yet, at the slightest attempt to 
get to the bottom of this jumble, we recognize in it a solid, intelligent, and 
calculated synthesis. Should we not admire its greatnessr Even if it is so 
ancient, so outdated, so far removed from our truths and beliefs, from all 
that is lilmiliar to liS in this field, it still constitutes a coherent structure that 
is remarkably astutc, nohlc, and worthy of our respect. (--Ienee we under
stand easily how it could sustain the religious sentiment of millions of 
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people, who succeeded each other for numerous generations over more 
than three millennia in this ancient world. 

HELIGIOUS BEHAVIOR 

The same system, the same fundamental analogy of the "ruling gods," also 
rigorously directed the entire field of religions behavior, the third and the 
last aspect of every religion as such. 

Service to the Gods 

First of all, the cult properly speaking, the "theoeentrie" liturgy as we 
would call it, was entirely identified with the "support of the gods," in other 
words with the provision to these high personalities of all that was needed 
or useful to lead an opulent and agreeable life entirely devoted to the gov
ernment of the universe, a life even hetter and more blessed than th<~t of 
the kings and earth. 

From the early third millennium on, the Mesopotamian rulers did not 
cease to praise themselves in their dedicatory or commemorative inscrip
tions for having undertaken and accomplished building projects or repairs 
to numerous great sanctuaries that would serve as the "dwellings" of the 
gods. These temples were built around a central room, the cella as-the arch
eologists say, where the usually rich and precious statues and the cult im
ages were placed; both those of the gods to whom the sanctuary was 
dedicated as well as those of their household and their f~l1l'li1y. Around this 
image, which was considered to he the sign and the guarantee of the real 
presence of the divine being in his residence here on earth, daily cere
Illonies were organized that were more sumptuous than those in the royal 
court. Each day the august inhabitants of the place had to be fed. The fi)l
lowing is an extract Ii'om the cult ritual ofAnu in the city ofUruk* that illus
trates vcry well in which ways f()r many centuries (the rituals were usually 
very conservative and changed even less than the ideology over long peri'
ods of time) the system of what we would call the "sacrifices" {()r the gods 
was organized. The worshipers ill Mesopotamia considered these "sacri
fices" purely and simply as the gods' "meals": 

Each day of the year It)!, the main meal in the morning one will 
get ready bd{)re (the cult image) of Anu in additioll to the libation 
vessels: 18 gold vessels on his table (we would say: his altar): 7 on the 
right, including 3 fi)r barley-beer and 4 fill· a beer eallecllabku; 7 on 
the left, including.'3 I()r barley-beer, 1 f(lr Iabku-beer, 1 f()J' a heel' 
called IUlSU and I f(lr a heer in jugs; also milk in an alabaster vase, 
and 4 gold vessels of "pressed" wine. Items for the secondary llleal 
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in the morning and also for the main and the secondary meals in the 
evening: but, in the evening, one will not give milk .... 16 

And he re is, after the arrangements for drinks, those for meat on the 
same occas ions: 

One will sacrifice (for each Illeal) a total of 2 1 sheep of first qual
ity, fatte ned and "pure,·' two-year-old ones, fed with grain ; 4 ... of 
regular offerings, fed with milk, and 25 sheep or lesser quality, not 
fed with grain . Plus 2 fat-tailed oxen, andl suckling calf 17 

Not to mc ntion the impressive amounts or various breads , cakes, 
dates, etc., all listed in great de tail. 

The gous, fed so lavish ly, were also dressed , and caske ts of jewelry 
we re assc mblecl lor the m, in ventories of which we stil l have . The gods were 
groomed , they were bathed and pe rfumed . They were paraded through 
the city and in the countrys id e, transported from one reside nce to anothe r 
eithe r in a chariot or in a boat, because they went on vi sits now and the n. 
The festivities va ried accordi ng to the days of the months and orthe years, 
folloWin g an e tique lte and a de tailed order, which is we ll e nough known to 
us to dcvelop an idea of the liturgical year. The year culminated in the 
eleven or twelve firsi' days of the New Year (celebrated in March), which 
we re e ntirely devotcd to a great cele bration , th e most important of the 
year, in which the king and all the people took part. Othe r feasts of minor 
imporlance markcd the various months : lor instance, a cele bration of the 
·' marriage" or the gods, com mc morating that uniun . J n t he first mille nn iu m 
th is was dune with divine statues that were ado rned before be ing brought 
into a "bridal chamber" and le ft side by side overnight. In the late third 
millc l1nililTl and pe rhaps on ly in som e re ligious centers, the marriage was 
represe nted by the physical union of the king with a priestess. or all th ese 
festiva ls we have not onl y de t-ailed rit uals hut alsu nume rous re fl ections in 
the lite ratllre. ltI 

This ritual was also an imitation- <'Hld an elaboratiun - of the royal e ti 
que tte according to the logic of the rcprescn tat-ion of the gods on the model 
ufthe ruling famili es. 

Obellie llce to the Cod:i lind Their SlIucliot/:i 

The same reprcsentat-ioll directed , in another way, the e ntire li fe of man
kind , and its attitude towards the di vine . It was not suffi cient to honor the 
rlile rs and to se rve the m with feasts , It was also indispe nsable to conform to 

16. F. Thureall - Da ll ~il1, HiIIlf:I,'f tlCClldhms, p. Mo: I - G. 

17. Ibid., pp. H"r: 24f. 
.8 . Sec cs pcdally S. N. Krame r. Thc Sacred Mar1'itlj!,l: Hi/c. 
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th eir wishes, to obey th eir orders blindly. Thus the re ligious behaVior in 
volved a certai n number of obligations, if not "moral' · ones in the strict 
se nse or the word (re ligion in Mesopotamia was far from based on a real 
e thical code, in contras t to the case of the biblical authors), at least juridical. 
The rel igion included a convict-ion shared by all the Semites, as far as we 
know: just as all social rcs triction s came forth li·olll the royal wi ll and re
ceived the ir obligatory strength and , if needed , thei r sanctions from it , al l 
the impe ratives oflife, both COIllIII unal and individual, received the ir value 
from th e fact that they represented the explicit wi ll of the gods. These obli 
ga tion s or prohib itions were of'a ll sorts. There were SOI11C of'common law
\vh ich reveal also, frum anot·her point of' view, social sanctions: c.g. one 
co uld not harm othe rs or the ir inte res ts. There arc indications he re and 
the re that seem to point even furthe r and to preach goodness, generosity, 
an d ope nhandedness to all . But th e re existed also an incredible numbe r of 
pos iti ve and especially negat ive prescripl"ions , what we would call in the 
bruad scnse or the word, "tabus," or prohibitions. He re are a fe w takc n 
li·olll alillllouS list: 10 one could not swear an oath without washing the hand 
that was r~~i se~ to do SO; nor in voke the god 's Ilame while brandishing an 
axe; nor drink from a cup of unbaked clay; nor tear out twigs li·om the steppe 
or break reeds in the cane brake; nor urinate or vom it in a watenvay; nor 
lake away a clod of earth from a fi e ld ; and so on. Although th ey seem arbi
trary and de vuid of meaning to LI S , these prohibitions mu st have had the ir 
logic in the minds of the ir lI sers; in the ir Own world vis ion and thei r hie r
archy of va lues. For in stance, for the m waterways had a supe rnatura l 
characte r and one cou ld not soil the m. And the)' be lieved that there was il 
rc~1I and deep bond betwee n landed property and its legal owne rs, wh ich 
Rrst had to be broke n in the cnse of transfc r. An nncie nt prejuridica l ritual 
conside red each clod orearth taken from a fi e ld to co ntain that bond and it 
was sulTIcie nt- to throw it in wate r to disso lve it . Thus these tal i .s m ~IJl - likc 
symbo ls c~uld not be handled careless ly. " Logicar or not, such precepts 
and espcclally the num c rous prohibitions seem to have fram ed daily ex is
te nce in every respect, to such a degree that it was difficult not to violate 
one at eve ry turn . 

Moreove r, and it is here thilt- a particular aspcct of the Mesopotamian 
view un things shows, all these positi ve or negative prescriptions, whatever 
the ir background may havc bee n- juridie:II , "mora l, ·' social, simpl y conve
nie nt , clearly re ligiOUS, or in the dark area that we call "supe rstition"
were placed in the rel igiou s FIeld on the same level , so to speak . The list· 
mc nt- ioned above con fe rs the sallie supernatural risk on such triHes as tear
ing out a twig in the st·eppe and on such crimes as ki llingonc·s fri end . Th is is 
because all ofthe rn drive from the same source; the will of' th e gods. Trans-

Ig. Sec M'1II/(1~· e/ "iI(!~· de 0(11)'11011(: , I'p. 20gf. 
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in the morning and also for the main and the secondary meals in the 
evening: but, in the evening, one will not give milk .... 16 

And he re is, after the arrangements for drinks, those for meat on the 
same occas ions: 

One will sacrifice (for each Illeal) a total of 2 1 sheep of first qual
ity, fatte ned and "pure,·' two-year-old ones, fed with grain ; 4 ... of 
regular offerings, fed with milk, and 25 sheep or lesser quality, not 
fed with grain . Plus 2 fat-tailed oxen, andl suckling calf 17 

Not to mc ntion the impressive amounts or various breads , cakes, 
dates, etc., all listed in great de tail. 

The gous, fed so lavish ly, were also dressed , and caske ts of jewelry 
we re assc mblecl lor the m, in ventories of which we stil l have . The gods were 
groomed , they were bathed and pe rfumed . They were paraded through 
the city and in the countrys id e, transported from one reside nce to anothe r 
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into a "bridal chamber" and le ft side by side overnight. In the late third 
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represe nted by the physical union of the king with a priestess. or all th ese 
festiva ls we have not onl y de t-ailed rit uals hut alsu nume rous re fl ections in 
the lite ratllre. ltI 

This ritual was also an imitation- <'Hld an elaboratiun - of the royal e ti 
que tte according to the logic of the rcprescn tat-ion of the gods on the model 
ufthe ruling famili es. 

Obellie llce to the Cod:i lind Their SlIucliot/:i 

The same reprcsentat-ioll directed , in another way, the e ntire li fe of man
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16. F. Thureall - Da ll ~il1, HiIIlf:I,'f tlCClldhms, p. Mo: I - G. 

17. Ibid., pp. H"r: 24f. 
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gressors will be exposed to the same avenging reaction of the supernatural 
rulers offended by the disobedience, just as the transgressors of laws and 
administrative obligations had to expect a sanction from the king who de
creed and guaranteed those laws. 

I say deliberately "will be exposed" and "had to expect," because not 
less than in social life punishment was not unfailing and immediate. In
deed, like the kings, the gods had to punish, but they did not punish 
always-not because the transgressions escaped their attention, as could 
happen to authorities on earth, but for a thousand other mysterious reasons 
that only they could judge, with their sovereign frecdom and the depth of 
their inaccessible designs. vVhat was certain, on the other hand, is that in 
the face of a suffered accident, a sudden disgrace or illness, or an unex
pected catastrophe, which in the theocentric view of those people could 
derive only Ii'om the decisions and the will of the gods, one had to think 
immediately of the gods as the cause of all evil. And in the belief that such 
high and irreproachable personalities could not act absurdly, as if they 
wanted to fool around without reason, it was necessary to consider their 
sense of justice. Thus one formulated, in a sense, an a-posteriori reasoning: 
"If! am suffering misfortune without clearly having wished or provoked it 
myself, it is like this because the gods have imposed it on me. And if they 
have decided to do so, I llUISt have offended them by transgressing their 
wishes, by disobeying one of their com mands-even without wanting to or 
without knowing it." In the above list there are some infractions that arc 
absolutely unconscious, even indiscernible, like the fact of having been in 
contact at a certain moment with someone who himself is the ohJect of di
vine displeasure, side by side with knowing infractions such as adultery, 
and almost involuntary ones such as the hreaking of a reed in the marshes. 

EVIL AND ITS CAUSES 

The same basic vision of the gods in the image of the kings provides a re
ligiolls and plausible explanation to this other universal and urgent prob
lem of human life: the existence of evil-of "sufl'ered" evil, of course. This 
hafIles our desire fcu' ease and happiness, because in a religion that is inclir· 
fc,~rent to ethics what we call "moral evil," an evil action as such, docs not 
have any meaning. Most of these evils could he explained hy their immedi
ate causes insobr as they were discernible: had management leads to filil
lire; excessive expenses to ruin; an unhappy marriage to boredom; a 
sunstroke, a chill, an unsuccessful sexual relation to an illness or a malaise. 
But such explanations answer only half of the question. What remains is the 
most pressing part: why did it happen to me? The religious ideology pro
vided an answer that was entirely acceptahle as well as definitive, even if it 
was only "likely," as was the entirety of mythological thought. Evil is the 

The Religious System 

punishment ordered by the gods for any transgression of their sovereign 
wi!l, just as a punishment is the sanction ofthe authorities on earth for any 
infraction of the law. 

It is true that religious imagination had at first invented a certain num
ber of personalized causes to explain the various evils that prey on human 
life: supernatural beings of the second rank, those which we would call "de
mons," who intervened like vicious animals that throw themselves on any
one to bite or to terrify, without any other motive than their own fantasy or 
their wickedness. The majority of the names of these evildoers come from 
the Sumerian, which reveals their origin, even if the Semites have added a 
few others. When the "theology" of sovereignty was universally imposed on 
belief, the "demons" ceased to act spontaneously. They became like the 
gendarmes of the gods, charged with the execution of their decisions, and 
with the bringing of evil and miserable punishments to those who had of
fended the gods' authority by some "sin," by some transgression of their 
will. . 

The "Sacramental" Cult 

This mythology of evil, brought in this way into accordance with the royal 
authority of the gods, also provided a remedy for the evils that were ex
plained by it. Bel',..e its adoption (perhaps before the third millennium?) 
there had been a reliance on "primitive" belief') related to magic. In the 
strict sense of the word the latter transposed upon the supernatural and 
mysterious causes of the inconveniences of life, powers attributed to the 
actions of man in manipulating things. These actions were thought to 
create, to change, or to destroy things. Also words spoken over living 
heings were thought to subdue them, to make them obey or to make them 
disappear. From these premises an assortment of procedures were imag
ined, in time, that were considered to be efficient. These procedures made 
Hse of manipulations and instruments or materials, as in other technical 
matters, and of words that were imperative and "conjuring," addressed to 
those who do the evil. These manual and verbal rituals were preserved, 
later 011, by modifying only their sense and their mechanism: by the use of 
water to "wash" and to erase the evil, or to swallow it up and make its cause 
disappear; fire to burn it; such or sHch plant, mineral, or animal product, 
considered to be "purifying," to avoid the morbific causes, whether of de
rnolliacal origin or not; and by the utterance of rituals and formulas to make 
persecutors retreat or flee. These rituals were no longer brought to hear 
directly on the presumed cause of the evil, hut the gods were oHered a 
fi'amework, in-a sense, in which they could intervene, by infusing it with 
their efficient powers after having listened to the recited fc)rmulas that had 
evolved from simple conjurations into real prayers. In this way these man-
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ual and verbal rituals obtained their effect. They worked because the gods 
were considered to be merciful, as were the rulers on earth, and capable of 
reversing their original rigorous decisions and freeing those who had been 
at first justly condemned, if one could touch a cord in their hearts, 

This is the meaning of a very large sector of the ritual behavior, which 
is not "magic" any longer, as some still persist in calling it; in f~lct, by its 
mechanisms, and by the place it occupies in the relations with the gods, 
it is theurgy or exorcisnL This is the meaning of the "sacramental cults," 
executed no longer in the gods' honor and for their advantage, but for 
the benefit of the worshipers. We have at our disposal an enormous col
lection of specialized formulas against all imaginable evils: physical and 
"moral" diseases, disgraces, catastrophes, worries and inconveniences of 
any kind, against which were executed alternatively manual rituals and 
verbal rituals, manipulations and prayers. Also here, the key, the justifica
tion fiJI" this entire religious activity was the sovereign power of Heaven 
imagined on the model of the royal authority. 

Death and the Hereafter 

To this petitioning of the gods and their efficacious intervention (on comli
lion that they were agreeable to them; just as the kings could refuse their 
f~lVors, so the gods could persist in their judgment and reject petitions, leav
ing only resignation to the unfortunates) only one ordeal was immune; this 
was the worst one, which no one could escape because it had been written 
in our nature and our destiny: death. It was understood that this meant a 
normal and natural death at the end of a sufficiently long life, and without 
atrocious circumstances. There were exorcistic procedures against acci
dental deaths, premature decease, but not a single one against this ex
pected conclusion of one's life. 

However, even after his death man did not escape control and seizure 
by the gods, What remained of him was, besides a body that returned in 
stages to its first state of "clay, " a type of duplicate that was shady, volatile, 
and airy, a "phantom" (qtenunu*) that entered its new abode through an ap
erture in the tomh, and rejoined the enormous group of its predecessors on 
earth in the Netherworld, an immense, dark, silent, and sad cavern where 
all had to lead a gloomy and torpid existence forever. This did not prevent 
them, however, from returning once in a while to scare and to torment the 
forgetful survivors who did not prOVide them with support for their sorry 
existen<:e in the f()rm of lihations and small food offerings. But if they had 
changed in shape, they had not changed in condition: although they were 
passive and useless, they were still the subjects of the ruling gods in their 
Anti-heaven where everything that was positive on earth in some way as
sumed a negative aspect. An entire pantheon, different from the celestial 

The Religious System 

one, exercised power under the sovereign authority (still!) of the gloomy 
goddess EreSkigal, who was joined later by the terrible Nergal, her hus
bane!. 

THE RELIGIOUS SYSTEM 

Thus, from Heaven to the bottom of Hell, ever since the creation of the 
world, if not even before that, this obstinate and universal analogy with the I 
royal institution flourished and appeared ubiquitously. Thanks to this anal
ogy, which f()rmed an unshaken backbone for the ancient religion of Meso
potamia, it is impossihle for us not to see a real system, maturely thought \ 
out and constructed little by little, intelligently and solidly. However far 
removed it may be from our views, it is worthy of our admiration and honor
able. 

These ancient worshipers had thus formed a "logical" ideal that allowed I 
them to live, not too fearfully, with their sense of a ;upernatural and sacred 
world, a world tbat was sublime, inaccessible, and formidable. They felt 
that they were led by the gods as they were by tbeir kings. They were used 
to such subjection. They had even attempted to find in it the means to free 
t!temselves of their worries and their sufferings, without which they ( 
thought their lives suflleiently tolerable, if not enjoyable, because they did 
not strive f(Jr a superhuman happiness. It was a distant era when man ac
cepted that one never escapes one's ultimate destiny whatever one does, an 
antiquated period when man had not yet discovered "the contestation of 
power. 
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Intelligence and the Technical Function 
of Power: EnkilEa 

T
o LIST IN OETAIL THE NAMES AND THE PARTICULAHS OF THE INNU

merable divine personalities to which the ancient Mesopotamians 
addressed their devotion and their cult, would be pedantic, tedious, 

and almost useless. l As this has never been done up till now, it would he 
betler to point out at first that this pantheon, whatever its remote and badly 
known origin may have heen, constituted a perfectly structured system: 
where every element-every divine person-had its place and its original 
and irreplaceable role, like hones in a skeleton. In order to demonstrate 
things better from this point of view it is preferable to limit oneself to only 
one of the clements, chosen from among the most important and the best 
documentcd, and to study closely its role and its destiny. In this way the 
entire hierarchy and the fl.lnctioning of the whole should become apparent. 
Thus I will deal here with the god whom Sumerian texts called Enki, and 
those in Akkadian preferred to call Ea." 

1. For the Mesopotamian pantheon in general, see especially K. 'Ulllqvist, Akklldische 
GiJtterel'itlw/a, pp. 245-48G; D. O. Edzanl, ill Wijrterlmch der Mytlwlogie cd. H. W. 
I-Iaussig, 1: 19-139; Boltero, 1--11 Heiigioll !JabyloTlierl1le, pp. 33~45. For a hird's-(~ye view, see 

above, I'p. 2120'. 
2. EnkilEa has rarely been the subject ofa real synthetic study by an Assyriologisl. In 

addition to the works cited in the previous note one should at least see tlw article Erlki (l£a) by 
E. Ebeling in Reallexikorl cler Assyri%gie. 2: 374-79; J. Bottero, Les diviniU?s '~'emitiq!les aH
ciermes en AJesol'otamie, in S. Moscati, [,e (lIlticlie divini/(j semitiche. i'p. 36-39; J. J. M. 
Hoberls, The Earliest Semitic Pantheon, pp. 19~21, ami more recelltiy II. D. Calter, lJcr Gott 
Eal Enki in der akkarii,sclien UherliefenHl{!,. 

This chapter first appeared in the /Jicthmlwire des [\1ytlwloJ!,ies (Paris: FlaUl,!mrlotl: 19H 1), 2: 
102~ 11, under the title: "L'illtelligence et III /<mctiou technique dll pOll voir: EnkilEa-pour 

donner lIue idee de la systcmiquc tit! pantheon." 
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In order to place this god we should not omit drawing an outline of what 
we may know regarding the constitution itself of the society of the gods. Its 
most characteristic feature is that it reflected the society of mankind, but 
"improved," and even its political evolution. The gods seem to have been 
imagined to explain the games of nature and of the world, that escape the 
will of men. Hence there was a god An, * "the On-high·· or "the Heaven"· 
behind the Heaven; Ukur, behind "the Storm"; Nanna, behind "the 
Moon"; Gibil, behind "Fire"; Nisaba, behind "Cereals," and so on. Some
times such a power over things was registered in the proper name of the 
corresponding god: Enlil, * "Lord Air··;3 Ninryursag, "Lady of the Moun
tain," and so on. The supernatural beings were distinguished from us not 
only by their supernatural power and knowledge but also by the length of 
their existence, which could not be terminated by death. Besides that, they 
were conceived in the image of man: they had a body, that had to be fed, 
clothed, and sheltered; they came and went, talked, laughed, and cried; 
they loved and bickered; they created h"nilies: fathers, mothers, children. 

Such a way of viewing things was natural for the local civilization and 
was shared by the entire land. Before the last third, or even the middle of 
the third millennium, that land was politically divided into principalities of 
sorts where the ancient villages of prehistory had heen reorganized around 
a capital city. These principalities coexisted, sometimes in peace, some
times in conflicts of interest. Even if the designation of the rulers of these 
mini-states eould differ from one to another, the monarchical principle was 
accepted by all. On the model of the king at the head of the state apparatus, 
surrounded in his palace by his close and remote family members, by his 
assistants and his functionaries, they imagined in the temple a supernatural 
ruler with this family and his court, made up of personalities regrouped and 
structured in a hierarchy, douhtless starting with the divinities of the an
cient villages and territories before their unification under the control of 
the capital city, whose major god had beeome the supernatural king. 

It is thus that from the very earliest texts on and continuously in a t1IUlt1-

imolls tradition of several millennia, Enki is presented as the king of the 
southern city-state, Eridu, * which at that timc was much closer to the 
lagoon that connects the mouths of the Tigris and the Euphrates rivers with 
the Persian Gulf. He resided in his tempJe (£, house) the name o('which, 
E.Englir or E,Apstl, stresses the close ties with "sweet water." Engur and 
the almost synonymous Apsfl indicate ill t~lct the suhterraneanlevcl of the 
world that in the opinion of the time {()rmed the enormous reservoir of 
water on which the ground had to float, hecause water was discovered 
wherever OTIC dug and it came lip in springs all~l wells. Whatever may have 

8. Wt' bavc to understand with this term something like the atmosphere, the space that 
separates heaven from earth. 
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merable divine personalities to which the ancient Mesopotamians 
addressed their devotion and their cult, would be pedantic, tedious, 

and almost useless. l As this has never been done up till now, it would he 
betler to point out at first that this pantheon, whatever its remote and badly 
known origin may have heen, constituted a perfectly structured system: 
where every element-every divine person-had its place and its original 
and irreplaceable role, like hones in a skeleton. In order to demonstrate 
things better from this point of view it is preferable to limit oneself to only 
one of the clements, chosen from among the most important and the best 
documentcd, and to study closely its role and its destiny. In this way the 
entire hierarchy and the fl.lnctioning of the whole should become apparent. 
Thus I will deal here with the god whom Sumerian texts called Enki, and 
those in Akkadian preferred to call Ea." 

1. For the Mesopotamian pantheon in general, see especially K. 'Ulllqvist, Akklldische 
GiJtterel'itlw/a, pp. 245-48G; D. O. Edzanl, ill Wijrterlmch der Mytlwlogie cd. H. W. 
I-Iaussig, 1: 19-139; Boltero, 1--11 Heiigioll !JabyloTlierl1le, pp. 33~45. For a hird's-(~ye view, see 

above, I'p. 2120'. 
2. EnkilEa has rarely been the subject ofa real synthetic study by an Assyriologisl. In 

addition to the works cited in the previous note one should at least see tlw article Erlki (l£a) by 
E. Ebeling in Reallexikorl cler Assyri%gie. 2: 374-79; J. Bottero, Les diviniU?s '~'emitiq!les aH
ciermes en AJesol'otamie, in S. Moscati, [,e (lIlticlie divini/(j semitiche. i'p. 36-39; J. J. M. 
Hoberls, The Earliest Semitic Pantheon, pp. 19~21, ami more recelltiy II. D. Calter, lJcr Gott 
Eal Enki in der akkarii,sclien UherliefenHl{!,. 

This chapter first appeared in the /Jicthmlwire des [\1ytlwloJ!,ies (Paris: FlaUl,!mrlotl: 19H 1), 2: 
102~ 11, under the title: "L'illtelligence et III /<mctiou technique dll pOll voir: EnkilEa-pour 

donner lIue idee de la systcmiquc tit! pantheon." 
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In order to place this god we should not omit drawing an outline of what 
we may know regarding the constitution itself of the society of the gods. Its 
most characteristic feature is that it reflected the society of mankind, but 
"improved," and even its political evolution. The gods seem to have been 
imagined to explain the games of nature and of the world, that escape the 
will of men. Hence there was a god An, * "the On-high·· or "the Heaven"· 
behind the Heaven; Ukur, behind "the Storm"; Nanna, behind "the 
Moon"; Gibil, behind "Fire"; Nisaba, behind "Cereals," and so on. Some
times such a power over things was registered in the proper name of the 
corresponding god: Enlil, * "Lord Air··;3 Ninryursag, "Lady of the Moun
tain," and so on. The supernatural beings were distinguished from us not 
only by their supernatural power and knowledge but also by the length of 
their existence, which could not be terminated by death. Besides that, they 
were conceived in the image of man: they had a body, that had to be fed, 
clothed, and sheltered; they came and went, talked, laughed, and cried; 
they loved and bickered; they created h"nilies: fathers, mothers, children. 

Such a way of viewing things was natural for the local civilization and 
was shared by the entire land. Before the last third, or even the middle of 
the third millennium, that land was politically divided into principalities of 
sorts where the ancient villages of prehistory had heen reorganized around 
a capital city. These principalities coexisted, sometimes in peace, some
times in conflicts of interest. Even if the designation of the rulers of these 
mini-states eould differ from one to another, the monarchical principle was 
accepted by all. On the model of the king at the head of the state apparatus, 
surrounded in his palace by his close and remote family members, by his 
assistants and his functionaries, they imagined in the temple a supernatural 
ruler with this family and his court, made up of personalities regrouped and 
structured in a hierarchy, douhtless starting with the divinities of the an
cient villages and territories before their unification under the control of 
the capital city, whose major god had beeome the supernatural king. 

It is thus that from the very earliest texts on and continuously in a t1IUlt1-

imolls tradition of several millennia, Enki is presented as the king of the 
southern city-state, Eridu, * which at that timc was much closer to the 
lagoon that connects the mouths of the Tigris and the Euphrates rivers with 
the Persian Gulf. He resided in his tempJe (£, house) the name o('which, 
E.Englir or E,Apstl, stresses the close ties with "sweet water." Engur and 
the almost synonymous Apsfl indicate ill t~lct the suhterraneanlevcl of the 
world that in the opinion of the time {()rmed the enormous reservoir of 
water on which the ground had to float, hecause water was discovered 
wherever OTIC dug and it came lip in springs all~l wells. Whatever may have 

8. Wt' bavc to understand with this term something like the atmosphere, the space that 
separates heaven from earth. 
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been th e original meaning of the dual nam e En. ki (it has been suggested 
moreover that it had been applied originally to more than one god), it was 
regarded as contai ning an allusion to that part of the world in wh ich the god 
was conside red to res ide: in the Be low, the liquid underground of the sur
face of the Earth. Also the theologians always re lated his name to that of 
' '''ater: thus E.a, or more often and regularly E .a, wh ich in fact attempts to 
re nde r the name A ill , or perhaps Ta /Ta 'u (Ebla), a divine pe rsonality or the 
Semites of Mesopotamia ;:1Ild syncre tized with Enki , is the Sumerian ex
press ion for "Spouting orWater" or " Hes i dell~e [ill the ] W~te r." 

]n his kin gdom of Erid u, Enki had as a lam ily his wile Damgainu1Hw/ 
DlIInkina , 'The Great Wife of the Prince/The true Wile," and the ir chil
dre n. Promin ent among the latter was f\saUlItd*-written at fi rst Asa,-(i)
' /1 11 i- th e ancient god of the neighbori ng town or Ku 'a I', which had been 
an~-I cxed by Eridu. As rar as we know only later was Marduk* also men
tioned , and he absorbed through syncretism the ancient ASlillub.i. In his 
cou rt we also know we ll his "lie ute nant" (s ukklll), the two-faced god 
ls il1w / Usmii. It appears that around these pe rsonalities, as around others , a 
great number of myths were wove n, starting in the beginning or time. We 
cannot say anything about the m except for the paltry parts that have sur
vived later in the written tradition and that have reached us . 

Th e political evolution of the land-certain cities became superior to 
olhe rs and became in turn the cente rs or extended kingdoms- was trans
lated in the reorganization of the divine personn el, who foll owed the 
careers of' the ir cities. Some me mbe rs of the supe rnatural society, without 
ahandon ing at first I·he ir local attachme nts and honor!) , started to play morc 
un iversal ru les. It seems that in th is way, start ing at least rrom the midd le of 
the third mille nnium , a type or central pantheon was created , wh ich was 
recognized by the entire euu ntr y. The divine popu lation was hie rarchica lly 
structured in th is pantheon, with a "triad" at the top or th e pyramid that 
remai ned pree min ent unti l the very e nd , despite later avatars. At the head 
was An (A nu), at first th e rule r or th e city Uruk, * who was take n unde r the 
circllm stances as the still -livi ng fath e r and ancestor or the ru ling dynasty. 
Th e real ru ler of the gods and the world was Enli l, whose persunal ci ty, 
Nippur, * seems always to h,we been only the cente r of some type ofSume
rian i1mphictiony, withOllt a real poliheal role. The third place was occupied 
by Enki . What exactly was his role? 

Our fore must" sOI lrce for defining his ro le is the mythology, or whieh the 
oldest known docume nts, li'orn somewhat before the midd le of the third 
mi lle nnium , are not yet" readily usable because of' the difficult ies and the 
impe rfections or the cll ne iform writing syste m, which was on ly three or 
lour centur ies old at thnt tin'le ilnd sti ll too close ("0 its original state as a 
mn e monic device. It is not before the firsl half' of' th e second mille nnium 
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that we have access to a literature, first in Sumerian and the n in Akkad ian , 
that is at the same time abundant and understandable. It is clearly highly 
elaboratcd and not at all "primitive," but we still find in it many ancient 
re mains. These are good indications for us if we can unde rstand them ac
cording to the ir own code, and if we look in the m for Enki /Ea's basic and 
constant features rathe r than for his stratified ele me nts. 

One of the accounts in Sume rian- we can discuss these first-which 
see ms to prese rve very ancie nt characteristics is pe rhaps the one that h3s 
been tit led Enki and Ninbl.lrsag, and is som e 300 verses long. 4 The god 
appears in it not ye t comp le tel y integrated into the great "triad ," whose two 
othe r me mbe rs are bare ly me ntioned . I-Ie appears indepe ndently and his 
wile is ide nt iRed as the ancient goddess Ninbursag. T he action takes place 
not in Eddu but furt he r south, ill the land ofTil l11un , the coastal area or 
Arabia on the northe rn part of the Persian Gulf The area is outside south 
e rn Mesopotamia, but active re latiuns of a comme rcia l nature at least had 
been maintained with it from very ca rlyon. The myth wants to explain how 
Ti lmun changed from a type or desert into a region that was , ifnot civilized , 
at least economicall y productive and capable or feeding "the land ,"' i. e. 
Sume !". 5Tile tran sformation was du e to Enki , who cam e to settle there with 
his wile lo r that very purpose. II is first act was to introduce, instead of the 
Biller Wal.er of the riveriin e marshes, Sweet Woter(drawn )Jrom. the soil by 
digging we lls. Soon the land was covered with cultivated and usefu l grain s. 

Then we see, among a numbe r of obscurities that are never absent in 
Sumerian lite rary texts , huw E,.,ki sleeps wilh his wile who in nine days/or 
,.,ille II"I rm lhs bears him Ninso ·r, I·he Lady orVegetable!). The n he sleeps with 
Ni nsar (lllhe bank a/lhe river and tlndc r the samc cond it ions she bears him 
NinKUIl , a polyval e nt n ~IITle which in this contex t mu st· he co nsidered as 
Lad y-of-the-fibro us-Plants(?). After that Ni"KUR bears him UUI/., known as 
the goddess of spinning. When the tex t becomes inte ll ig ible again the re 
is me nt ion of other plants, first for It)Qd , the n ror medicinal pu rposes. 
Nin[ulrs(J f!, gives the latter to he r husband , each one of the plnnts to heal a 
ce rtain part orhis diseased bod y. In the e nd these plants are hypostatized as 
minor dei ties, several of'whom arc known to us as having powe r in the vege
table world (like Ab.I': Father oj the herbs) and its products (e.g. Ni" . kosi: 
L"dy oj the beer). 

Of course we do not know what historical implications arc hidde n in the 
myth . What strikes us is the ro le assigned to Enki. li e civ ilized hy intro
dllcin~ swee t" W:ltcr- a characte ristic pe rfectly in accordance with his ';1-

4· S. N. Kramer, Erik; (/1Il1 N iIlLIll n'IIJ!" A SlIlIIm-;fII' "Pm·ot/i,.,·(J" """yl1. : kle in, TIn: S/llIIe
rio.l.\" . pp. ' 4711: , and I li810l'Y iJeJ!, i'M III SIIIIWI', pp. '43- 49. 

~. SCC! .1. 7 below. 
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Nippur, * seems always to h,we been only the cente r of some type ofSume
rian i1mphictiony, withOllt a real poliheal role. The third place was occupied 
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Our fore must" sOI lrce for defining his ro le is the mythology, or whieh the 
oldest known docume nts, li'orn somewhat before the midd le of the third 
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that is at the same time abundant and understandable. It is clearly highly 
elaboratcd and not at all "primitive," but we still find in it many ancient 
re mains. These are good indications for us if we can unde rstand them ac
cording to the ir own code, and if we look in the m for Enki /Ea's basic and 
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miliarity with the Apsu-i.e. artificial irrigation, thanks to which he has 
"created" in an empty and sterile land the cultivation and the processing of 
useful plants. In other words he introduced agricultural techniques. 

The same role, now extended over the entire universe, as far as it could be 
easily imagined by the Mesopotamians in those days, and still from the 
point of view of technology and profit, is the focus of another Sumerian 
work, of 467 verses, to which we have given the title Enki and the World 
Order. 6The text, whose first part, in honor of Enki, relates it to the liturgy, 
describes the activities that gave rise to the god's glory. His office was not 
the government of the world, but he planned the world, organizing every 
aspe~t of it so that it had its own purpose. At least he fixed the destinies of 
the latter always to the benefit of Sumer, 7 the center of the world. 

It is with Sumer that he begins: he assigns it as a destiny to be the great
est, the richest, the most civilized and civilizing. Then he goes to the south, 
where-he takes the city ofUr* as the connecting link with the foreign coun
tries accessible by sea, and he makes the city the commercial harbor of 
Lower Mesopotamia. Then, as if going from one extreme of the area to the 
other, he goes east and assigns to Melubba (at that time the western part of 
the Indian peninsula) the destiny to prosper because of its gold and its tin. 
Then, retracing; his steps, he assigns the fates of the immediate neighhors of 
Sumer: in the southwest Tilmun will bc blessed-in accordance with the 
myth just mentioned-with the provision of dates and grains; in the east, 
on thc Iranian plateau, Elam* and Marbasi* will be the regular producers 
of semiprecious stones and of silver; in the northwest, the Martll* (semi
nomadic Semites of Syria) will be the great providers of cattle. This is how 
Enki 011 the "international" level organizes his country and its surroundings 
so that he derives from the latter the consumer goods that are not, or not 
sufficiently, available in Smner. In return Sumerwill provide the surround
ings with its light and its culture. The god plays in l~lct the role of the stew
arcl who plans the halance hetween labor and exchange inside the domain 
that he controls. This domain is the universe, and I..ower Mesopotamia was 
its center. 

Finally he fulfills the same office in the interior of his own country. He 
sets in motion its principal cultural divisions, so to speak-first geograph
ical, then administrative and economical. Each of them he confidc~ to a 
"specialist" god, plaeed under his command according to the usual system 
of scaled responsibilities. To Enhilulu he assigns the functioning of the Ti-

6. C. Benito, Ellki and Ninllla[1 and Ellki mltl the World Order, pp. 77~l(}O. S. N. 
Kramer, The SlIlIIerimls, pp. 17 Iff; idem, IIistory Begins (II Sumer, pp. 94~"99· 

7. In antiquity it was understood that this t(~rm re/{mwi to the southern part of Meso

p~)talllia.l)o]"(lerillgoll the Persian (;ulf. 
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gris and the Euphrates; to Nanna the marshy area filled with fish in the 
south; to Nanse the sea; to ISkllrthe flow of rain; to Enkimdll the work in the 
fields; to A,nan the sprouting of plants; to Kulla the making of bricks; to 
Musdamma the construction of buildings; to Sumuqan the wild animals; to 
Dumuzi (Tammllz) animal husbandry; to Utu, the Sun god (Sarnas), the 
proper administrative and juridical direction of the land; to Uttu the entire 
area of textiles; to Aruru the production of humans; to Nininsinna the sec
tor of prostitution, or as we would say "free love," that was considered to be 
extremely important at that time; to Ninmug the work with wood and with 
metals; to Nidaba all that concerns birth-something that was very delicate 
and dangerous in those days of high infant mortality; and to (another?) 
Nanse writing and the entire cultural domain that depends on it. We have 
here, in an order whose justification escapes us, a panoramic view of the 
entire area of civilization. Only one aspect is missing: war. And it is pre
cisely to that aspect, it seems, that the author wants to get, as if to stress that 
in that country war, or perhaps the divinity on which war depends, is a 
latecomer. He ends his work in fact with the accusations by the goddess 
I narma (IStar)* who claims to have been forgotten and to have been left idle 
by Enki. The latter immediately reminds her that she already controls the 
field of war, and urges her to quiet down or to end its use entirely. 

In a broader manner even than in Enki and Ninbursag the god is 
placed here at the head of culture and the quality of life in Sumer, and, 
hence, in the rest of the world. 

The ancient Mesopotamians seem to have been very consciolls of their 
civilization and at the same time held a high opinion of it. I-Ience, when 
they reflected on it and sought to analyze its contents, which they were 
unahle to separate from their religious vision of the world, they were led to 
develop the concept of the me. That term is obscure to us and dHTicult to 
understand, as it does not correspond to any of Ollr semantic categories. It 
translates a point of view that is far removed from ours and that cannot be 
directly related to ours. A me is an entire cultural area, an acquisition of 
organized and civilized life reduced to an essential feature which SUHIS it up 
or evokes it. But at the same time it also presents this acquisition as the 
result of an "invention" and ofa divine decision. The me are always related 
to the gods, who are the only ones that hold them. In this sense they are like 
the specific contents of the divine plans (giS. burlu.~ltrtlt), of the destinies 
(nam/,i1imtu) assigned by the gods to all beings, animate or inanimate. And 
precisely hecause they are only in the hands of the gods, the me also indi
cate the power of each of them over a particular domain. 

The theologians of the creed had established a catalogue of these me in 
somewhat more than one hundred entries (see pp. 192[,). Here is a short 
selection that lists only the clearest ones and classifies them according to 
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miliarity with the Apsu-i.e. artificial irrigation, thanks to which he has 
"created" in an empty and sterile land the cultivation and the processing of 
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The same role, now extended over the entire universe, as far as it could be 
easily imagined by the Mesopotamians in those days, and still from the 
point of view of technology and profit, is the focus of another Sumerian 
work, of 467 verses, to which we have given the title Enki and the World 
Order. 6The text, whose first part, in honor of Enki, relates it to the liturgy, 
describes the activities that gave rise to the god's glory. His office was not 
the government of the world, but he planned the world, organizing every 
aspe~t of it so that it had its own purpose. At least he fixed the destinies of 
the latter always to the benefit of Sumer, 7 the center of the world. 

It is with Sumer that he begins: he assigns it as a destiny to be the great
est, the richest, the most civilized and civilizing. Then he goes to the south, 
where-he takes the city ofUr* as the connecting link with the foreign coun
tries accessible by sea, and he makes the city the commercial harbor of 
Lower Mesopotamia. Then, as if going from one extreme of the area to the 
other, he goes east and assigns to Melubba (at that time the western part of 
the Indian peninsula) the destiny to prosper because of its gold and its tin. 
Then, retracing; his steps, he assigns the fates of the immediate neighhors of 
Sumer: in the southwest Tilmun will bc blessed-in accordance with the 
myth just mentioned-with the provision of dates and grains; in the east, 
on thc Iranian plateau, Elam* and Marbasi* will be the regular producers 
of semiprecious stones and of silver; in the northwest, the Martll* (semi
nomadic Semites of Syria) will be the great providers of cattle. This is how 
Enki 011 the "international" level organizes his country and its surroundings 
so that he derives from the latter the consumer goods that are not, or not 
sufficiently, available in Smner. In return Sumerwill provide the surround
ings with its light and its culture. The god plays in l~lct the role of the stew
arcl who plans the halance hetween labor and exchange inside the domain 
that he controls. This domain is the universe, and I..ower Mesopotamia was 
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our way of thinking. Among them Divinity appears, to sum up the entire 
divine world; Shepherding, Royalty, the Exalted Scepter that indicate 
various aspects of the royal power and its functioning; various Priestly func
tions for men and for women; the masculine and feminine representatives 
of their highly valued prostitution with the related fields of Sexual trade 
and Embracing. We also find in it social relations, regulating communal 
life: the Assembled family; Compulsory Lahar; Dispute; Victory; Slander; 
Flattery and what we would call "social virtues" and their opposites: Cour
age; Superiority; Dishonor;] ustice; Happiness; FaLsehood; Respect; Atten
tion and Respectful silence, to direct the interactions between inferiors and 
superiors. And also: the Ability to give advice; Reflection; the Feeling for 
justice; Decision. For military life: various Anns; Pillaging of towns with its 
results fi:Jf the conquered people: Lamentation-which has produced a 
well-known literary genre; Revolt by foreign countries; the Condition of 
peace and the stability of the throne. Trade was not forgotten, represented 
by ExpediHons. The largest selection was reserved for what we would call 
"technology": Husbandry was represented by the Sheepfold. The entire 
cultivation of the earth was summed up by Irrigation, portrayed by the 
Flood-the annual rise of the waters-that set irrigation in motion. There 
was the Art of lighting fires; the Art of arranging embers to keep fire alive 
and to control it, and the Art of extinguishing lor when it got out of hand; 
Woodwork; Smelting; Bronze work for the entirety of Metallurgy; Leather
work; Masonry; the Scrihal art; Exorcism and Music suggested by several 
instruments. Finally as if to dominate this entire area, and also others 
which were acquired and realized through them: Intelligence and Knmvl
edge, entries that are essentially practical-we would do well to remember 
that. 

This enumeration appears-even more than once-in another myth 
in Surncrian which is unusually long (eight hundred lines). Its literary value 
is mediocre and it is called lnanna and Enki. H All the me arc presented in it 
as the foremost, the natural, and the universal possession ofEnki alone. At 
a certain moment Inanna, goddess ofUruk, wants to have them-in other 
words, she wants to give to her own city the civilization that is expressed by 
them-and she cannot think of any better way than to make their keeper 
drunk during a banquet which she cunningly makes him give for her in 
Eridll. She takes advantage of his dazed condition to take the mB away from 
him and to bring them to her own city. According to the mythological code, 
this would not mean that, once the thell was completed, Enki and Erichl 
were deprived of their me, but that hcncef(wth Inanna and Url.lk would aLw 

8. C. li'arhcr-Fliigge, {)er MytJws "Inanna und Enki" linter besollderer Beriicksiclitig
IUlg der Liste der /TIe: Text of the myth on pp. 16~6:3; study aft he list of me: pp. 97~213. Also S. 
N. Kramer, The SumeriaTls, pp. 16o~62; idem, IJistory Begins at Sumer, pp. 93~ 103. 
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have the possession and the use of them. Whatever the actual and historical 
circumstances immortalized in the accounts may have been, there is no 
better way to show that the creator, the sole initiator of all civilized life was 
E~,ooooeb~En~. ' 

And because all the meehanisms of the complex and refined existence 
of the land were in a sense concentrated in Enki, and he was the source and 
the regulator of the total, he was considered to be the intelligent god par 
excellence. That means that in a system where intelligence was almost en
tirely polarized by action, production, and success, he was considered to be 
::ome typ~, of super-engineer who was the only one able to deal with any 
techmcal problem and to find at once the most astute and most efficient 

solution. A number of mythological tales illustrate this prerogative abun
dantly. 

In ancient. Mesopotamia one naturally wondered about the origins and 
the purpose of mankind. The "thinkers" provided a certain number of an
swers. We have remains of more than one anthropology, each of them con
ferring the foremost role upon the divinity who was the foclls of the work 
sllch as Enlil for instance. The most elaborate version, however, the on~ 
that was douhtless considered to represent the common opinion, is the one 
that regards Enki as the creator of mankind. Ifhe created mankind, it was 
not by accident or goodness, or as a simple demonstration of his power, but 
to resolve a precise problem, a "technical" problem. 

Bec~~use it is in Sumerian and although it is rather late in date (some
what hefore the year 1500) and only mentions the creation of mankind in 
passing, we will first point out the short poem of one hundred and forty 
lines called Enki and NinnwlJ. H It introduces us to an anthropogony that is 
more explicit (and that probably inspired it, namely that of the Super
sage-sec below and p. 221 above) and places the issue in its real context
that of the absolute superiority ofEnki in matters of intelligence and tech
nical competence. We And here a battle of power, or more precisely of the 
capability to create and to adapt, between Enki and his wife, who here 
bears the name of the ancient goddess Ninmll/.J, the Exalted Lady. 

We are told that the gods all derive from the universal primordial 
Mother, who bears here the name ofNarnmu, and that they installed them
~elves on earth, each in his own plot of land. Married and taking care of 
families, they had to provide fi:)r their sllstenance by starting to dig canals, a 
rather remarkable fact! Only those of a category that was somehow second
ary had to devote themselves to work, while the great ones, exempted, 
spent their time relaxing: Enki sleeps. This inequality, not less than their 
tiredness, made the worker-gods unhappy, and Nammu warned Enki, rec-

g. C. Benito, E1Iki oudNillmah .... pp. 9~Bl; S. N. Kramer, The Sumerions, pp. 149ff; 
idem, lli.'flory Begi1ls at Sumer, pp.- 108·-!o. 
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ommending that he attend to their replacement. After having thought 
deeply, Enki "invented" a new being: he made its "mold"-a normal pro
cedure in the land of clay-and he showed Nammu how to use it. With the 
help of Ninmag and seven other goddesses, a man was made from it, who 
was clearly developed to resolve a difficulty that was at the same time eco
nomical and technical. Enki in the end behaved like an engineer, who on 
demand draws up the plans for an instrument that has been calculated to 
provide a certain output with the least effort. 

The rest of the account shows the genius of the god even further, It 
portrays between him and his spouse, who had become lighthearted from 
the beer drunk during a banquet held to celebrate his victory, one of these 
duels of prestige that were so well known in ancient Mesopotamia that they 
gave rise to a literary genre: the disputes, * By using the "mold" designed by 
Enki, Ninmab proposed to produce disabled people, and she challenged 
the god to "heal" them by finding a suitable use for them, 1I good destiny as 
they would have said. He accepted the challenge and he won six times over 
his opponent by assigning the creatures the following uses: to the being
that-wlIs-weak-and-incapable-of-effort he assigned the destiny of 1I court 
officer-an ironic feature!; to the blind that of the bard; the role he as
signed to the lame is lost in the break of the tablet; he who cannot hold his 
sperm (i.e. who is unable to procreate) is healed by one of these "exorcistic" 
charms of which Enki was a master, as we know from other sources; he as
signed to the sterile woman a place among the prostitutes; and i()r the asex
ual human beillg, neither male nor female he found a place in the royal 
COl1rt, very probably as one of the transvestites and cinedes* whose exis
tence is well attested. Afterwards Enki took his turn in challenging Ninrnab 
by making a last "disabled man" who he himself drew from the "mold." It 
was seemingly a monstrous creature such as is sometimes born: mal
I()rmed, f(~ehle, and unsalvageable. Ninmag, as was to he expected, eould 
Hot find him any good destiny. The triumph of Enki was not only to have 
invented mankind, all enormous technical success, but also in finding a 
function fiJI' all the types, even the impedect hut usahle ones, such as this 
"tool." Thus he is at the same time civilizer, inventor, keeper of all cultural 
values, but also the most intelligent, the most clear-sighted, the prototypi
cal technician, the only one capahle of overcomingall hurdles, and of adapt
illg everything Ie)!' his purposes, of molding matter f()r every possihle use, 

'Ne also find the same image in the myths in Akkadian, some of which 
represent real and full syntheses in contrast to the Sumerian ones. They are 
not limited to one point, one conHict, or one prohlem, but covel' an entire 
vision, a large aspect 0(' history or of theology. Among the many person
alities that are involved, Enki, or rather Ea as the Akkadians said, is only 
rarely the protagonist. But his essential characteristics that we have f(HInd 
up till now, remain the same and are even better developed. Two fl.1IllOUS 
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works have to be cited first. Although they are half a millennium apart, the 
role of Ea is the same in them, and each of them sheds a somewhat different 
light on him. 

We usually refer to the oldest one (from the year 1650 at the latest) 
by the name of its mortal hero, who was very closely associated with Ea; 
Atra&asis, * or the Supersage (see above, pp. 2zlff). The long poem, which 
in its entirety must have contained almost twelve hundred lines, of which 
we have less than two-thirds, comprised the entire ancient history of man
kind, from its "creation" to its present condition-a quite wonderful syn
thesis. 10 Without involving itself with the theogony, as in Enki and Ninmah 
(above) and Enftma ell§* (below), it takes matters from the moment that th~ 
gods of second rank, obliged to be the only ones to work for the divine com
munity, grow weary and revolt by going on strike, as we would say, In order 
to deal with this dangerous situation, which might lead a11 of them to starva
tion, the gods eome together in plenary assemhly, hut at first they find no 
solution. Finally, Ea alone relieves their anguish hy bringing to the prob
lem the solution that was described above, in Enki and Ninmab, He sug
gests the creation of a new being whose clay will he made soft and malleable 
with the hlood of a god, slain f(}I- that purpose. As a result, not only will it 
have hoth the aspect of the go(L., and of man, but the divine victim will be 
chosen to materialize with precision the model that Ea had conceived in his 
wise mind: the name and the definition of that god-i.e. his own heing in 
the land where each name derived from the essence, where it could replace 
and reproduce the heing-will control the constitution itself of mankind. 
As the god answered to the name "Ve-illl,' W(1-god, man will he aw'ilu, a term 
that in Akkadian means man. And as he had (en-w, i.e. a certain aspect of 
intelligence and of psyche, this "V(1 together with (emu will produce in man 
the (w)etemnw, * the ghost, this untouchable and fill1tastic iuwge of all of liS 

that survives after death and that allows liS to participate from afl.lr in the 
divine privilege, certainly not of immortality, but that of longevity, These 
features show to what degree the project of Ea was wise, complex, subtle, 
and precise, II As always, we have to stress that he was only the conceiver. 
Nowhere, and especially not here, do we see him taking matters ill hand to 
materialize what he has invented, He confides the production to the god
dess who is the universal Mother and Matrix, to whom he "dictates" his 
instructioTls. But, despite that, he is no less the only and the real creator of 
mankind, o('whom he will become the fierce def(m~ler. 

'fhat is the sui)ject of the second part of the work, We see in it' how men, 

10. W, c_ Lamhert and A. H. Millard, The B(lb!llolli(m Sto1"!I4t1w Flood: H. Labat, V~.\· 
Heligiolls . .. ,pp. 11:1.-22; 1- Bott(~ro, AnlHwire 19(j7~lfi)8 ... ,pp. I !:3~22 amI t\lHlIl(lire 
196f)--lg(Jg . ..• pp. ,s.'31'. 

11. See also "La creation de I'homme ('t son nature dans Ie poeme d'Atrahasis." cited 
above. chap. fi, n.5. ~ 
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once they are installed on earth and put to work, are so successful in their 
original calling that they prosper and multiply enormously. Their "noise," 
their stirring, their racket, disturbs the serene, idle, existence of the gods. 
Therefore, the king of the gods and the world, Enlil, wants to reduce the 
number of these troublesome masses, and for that purpose inflicts an epi
demic upon them. But Ea, eager to preserve his work though unable to 
openly oppose the will of the holder of power, acts in his own way: with 
cunning. He secretly warns his protege who shares with him the title of 
"Supersage" among the humans. He makes him take proper measures to 
avoid the calamity. \Vhen Enlil, defeated in his aims, sends Famine to deci
mate mankind, Ea saves it in the same way. 

Then Enlil, furious because he was tricked, decides this time to Finish 
off mankind by sending the Flood. To assure that his sinister project will not 
be betrayed, he demands fi'om all the gods a solemn oath that they will not 
reveal his plan to mankind. Here also Ea's ingenuity shows. First by his 
resistance to Enlil, wbose short,sighted plans would only lead the gods 
back to the disastrous situation from which they were saved by the "inven
tion" of mankind. Second, by the equivocal way, as we can easily say, in 
which he arranges to break his oath without being accused of doing so: he 
sends to the "Supersagc" a premonitory dream, which is not the same as 
speaking, and he gives him instructions by addressing the reed wall of the 
house where Atrabasls lives, which is not the same as speaking to man! 
Thus it happens that on Ea's advice his protege builds a great boat and saves 
himself from the Flood, with his family and the animals that inhabit the 
world. The actions of Ea have not only saved the future of his work, man
kind, but especially ensured the gods an indefinite opulent life that is free 
from worries, against the wish of the king, whose blind fury would have 
plunged them in destitution and ruin. To preserve the reasonable aspects of 
the decisions of his ruler, however, Ea agrees to slow down the great pro
liferation of man, hut in his way. He makes use, not of brute ,force, but of 
thought which adapts the means to the end. I-Ie introduces on earth not 
only a shorter duration of human life but also some categories of women 
who cannot bear children, either because of sterility, or because of a re
ligious state that prohihits it, or by having their children taken away early 
by the enemy of babies, the cruel demon who extinguishes (P~lsittu). Ea can 
act this way, if necessary even against the will of the ruler, on condition that 
it is in the interest of the latter and his subjects. He does not stand up 
against him, and not having the power he does not lise f(:>rce and command, 
hut he do~s use calculation, savoir-lilire, and cunning. 

Written half a century after Atrabasls, around the year 1200, the fiuTIOUS 
Epic ojCreation' (Emlrna eli-,: When On·High. .), of about eleven hun· 
dred verses over seven tablets that are almost entirely preserved, con-
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stitutes even more so than the poem of the Supersage a real treatise on 
theology. 12 The purpose is to legitimize the reorganization of the divine 
personnel which was the result ofa political revolution, as were the earlier 
reorganizations. In a lasting reorganization of' the entire country, around 
the year '750, Babylon had become, by force, the capital, and Marduk, the 
city-god of Babylon, had become the supreme deity of the country. The 
theologians had to justify this promotion which the worshipers had ex
tended from the terrestrial universe to the supernatural world. They thus 
explained in the Enttmll eli.§ that Marduk was unanimously placed by the 
gods at their head, because he had saved them from a mortal danger, when 
the Mother of all, the monstrous and primordial Till1nllt, * wanted to annihi
late them. And if he became similarly the absolute master of the world, it 
was because he had the idea of creating it hy using for its material the enor
mous body of his defeated enemy. And it was also he who conceived of a 
project to find a substitute to free the gods, who were his subjects hut also 
his f:unily, from their obligatory work, under conditions that we already 
know. . 

vVhat happened to Ea in this history? Far fI'om being removed from 
center stage, as were Anu and Enlil, who faded away to the status of dei 
otiosi (as Anu had already more or less been when EnHl ruled) because of 
the fact of Marduk's promotion, Ea maintained his preeminence and his 
role. First of all because he was the hither of Marduk, who inherited from 
him his intelligence among other qualities. Marduk in the end stresses the 
excellence of Ea insofar as he is the superlative replica of him. Second, Ea 
not only showed his son the way by triumphing himself over APSll, the hus
band ofTiamat, during an earlier battle, and by using him cleverly once he 
was "dead" f<)r the building of his dwelling; but also, when the gods were 
horror-stricken because of the new and frightening menace imposed upon 
them by Tiamat and looked in vain fi:lr a champion against her, it was Ea 
who discovered Marduk and pushed him into accepting the difficult task. 
Finally, when the new ruler decided to replace the gods at work and when 
he conceived a rather precise idea of their suhstitute, hecause he already 
had given it the name of man, it was to his father Ea that he gave the project 
to make it feasible, and it was under the direction of Ea that it was mate
rialized, as in Atrabasls. In the "new order of things" Ea had thus main
tained his indispensable and irreplaceable role of sllpcrtechnician, of 
ingenious conceiver, of the holder of intelligence par excellence. 

A few more touches taken from some other mythological accounts in 
Akkadian allow tiS to complete this portrait and to show its permanence in 
Mesopotamia, whose written culture survived for about three millennia. 
They always involve difficult problems in which the divine society is en-

12. See also ahove, p. 220. 
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gaged, either as a group or through one of its representatives. Only Ea can 
l~ri-ng a solution, either by the development of new instruments, or simply 
bv the execution of a crafty and efficient technique. 

, In the Descent of Inanna! Utar to the Netherworld,l3 of which there is 
a long Sumerian version (about four hundred lines) and one in Akkadian 
(one hundred and thirty-eight lines) that is somewhat different, Inanna! 
lStar falls imprudently into the hands of the ruler of the Nethelworld, 
Ereskigal. As she is the goddess oflove, her absence stops all sexual excite
ment ~n earth and compromises at once the survival of animals and 0(' 

man, to the great injury of the gods. To release her, Ea "invents" and 
"creates" something to seduce the inflexi~)le Ereskigal. It is a human being, 
hut asexual: the prototype of those transvestite and effeminate passive ho
mosexuals of whom we have already heard, "in the royal court," who were 
somewhat like buffoons (see above, 1', 240 and PI', ,goO, It is in this way 
that he obtains from the amused infernal queen the freedom of her prisoner 
and that he starts up again the mechanism of generation. 

In the myth ofAnzil, 14 known since the first halfofthe second millen
nium, the text of which is not completely preserved, Ea goes to work diHer
ently The problem is the disruption and the freezing of the functioning of 
the universe hecause the talisman-like insignia of supreme power have 
been stolen from their holder, who is still Enlil, by the giant and evil bird of 
prey Anzfl. It is only Ea who can find a champion to defeat the bird: the 
voting god Ningirsu/Ninurta. * The latter f~lils in his first attempt because 
AnzO had the time to pronounce an all-powerful spell that reduced the 
weapons of Ninuda to their original state: the arrow becomes a reed, the 
arrow's feathers becorne hird feathers, and so on. Ea teaches the young 
hero a successful tactic: to take advantage of the dizziness of Anzu, shocked 
by the winds used in the assault, by cutting off his wings. This mutilation 
should leave AnzO stupeficd, grounded, and speechless, in other words 
without a "magical" defense against the arrows. This is how order is re
stored in the world thanks to Ea's genius. 

Ea even happens to intervene with an astuteness and competence that 
is so artful and "in eastern filshion," that thc apparent defeat of his strat
agems hides his real victory to the superficial eye. In the myth of Nergal 
arid Ere,~kigal, 1.'5 of which two recensions in Akkadian are known, a short 

1:1. Suml'rian version: S. N. Kramer: "lnHllllH's Descent to the Nether \Vorld ... ," 
jOllnJa/ (~r ell/wifurm Studies s (19S1): 1~!7, and The Sumed(/TIS, pp. IS:3~55. Akkadian 
version: H. Labat, L(~s HeligioTlS ... , pp. 258~fi5. See also J. Boltero, Allntj(Jin~ 1971~ 
1972 ... ,pp. 79-97. Alld, for the gods, S. N. Kramer, The Sacred AJarritl/!,c Hite, pp. 1(>7-21 

and 154-SG. 
1+ H. Lahat, Les HeligiOJls ... , pp. 1-10-92: J. Bott{~ro, AllrJIwire 1970-1971 ... , pp. 

11G~~211. 

IS. H. Labat, Les Heligiow.· ... ,pp. 119-12:3: J. Bo{{cro, AWlUaire 1971-1972 ... ,pp. 
97'-110. 
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one from around the year 1400 and a much expanded one some centuries 
later, but less well preserved, an explanation is given of how the infernal 
kingdom, until then the property of the goddess Ereskigal, came to have a 
male ruler, N ergal, * who had been previously among the celestial gods, We 
are told that Nergal deeply insulted the infernal queen in the person of her 
ambassador in h~aven. Nergal is summoned by her to be punished, but he 
becomes in the end her husband and consort. The transformation had to be 
created to Ea, who advised Nergal first to disguise himself in order not to 
be recognized by the myrmidon of Ereskigal, and then to boldly confront 
the latter in her own subterranean palace. In both versions Nergal ends up 
by staying there, as the husband of the queen of the Below, and it seems 
thus to he against the wishes and the efforts ofEa, who seems to have done 
everything to keep the god with his original family in Heaven, But the real 
triumph ofEa is suggested in the older version by the mistake upon which 
the entire work tUrns: Ereskigal demanded the impertinent man ana mllti: 
for death, but she obtains him ana mul'i: as husband. In a world where 
names and words have such an objective value this is not an amusing pun 
but a trick by Ea, who plays on the homophony of the two terms, The later 
version presupposes a more subtle and more psychological play: when Ea 
returns Nergal to the Nethelworld, he knows that Nergal, on his first trip, 
established tender bonds with Ereskigal and that she will definitely suc
cumb to his charms when she finds him again. He knows it, but he does not 
say it He does it so well that his dealings seem to filii, although they are 
su'ccessful. What he wanted without sho~ing it, was in the end to "colonize" 
the Netherworld by installing as its ruler a member of the celestial divine 
family 

The procedure is perhaps even more subtle in the Legend of Aclapa, Hi 

also in Akkadian and known in three fragmentary versions starting in date 
from about the middle of' the second millennium. The hero is a legendary 
personality whorn we will encounter later and whose name is Adapa, the 
\Vise One, Hc is a creature of Ea, and has become the majordomo of his 
temple in Eridu, Attacked in his boat by the South Wind, Adapa breaks its 
wings. Thus he incites the wrath of the King of the world, who was at that 
time Anu. The latter summOIlS Adapa to punish him. Ea intervenes again to 
save him, He teaches him how to win the good f~lVor of the two gods who 
were charged with bringing him before Anu and who will take his side and 
intercede on his behalf if he knows how to flatter them. Anu will receive 
him, then, not as an accused hut as a guest, and will oHer him f()od and 
drink, as is the custom-evidently precious oHerings I()J' the simple mortal 
that Adapa is. Ea advises him to refuse so that Anu will he obliged to pre-

IG. H. Lahat, Les Hdigions ... ,pp. 287-H4: J 13ottero, Amllltlire 1969-1970 ... ,pp. 
lo8~t2. 
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sent him with the food that is reserved for the gods and that would give him 
immortality. But Anu, who detected the trap, makes an offering of super
natural dishes to Adapa. By refusing them in obedience to Ea, Adapa looses 
at once the chance to attain immortal life. In this subtle fight with Anu it 
seems thus that Ea had lost at the expense of his protege. But if we agree to 
take into account the finesses and the light and cunning touches, and if we 
consider the passage in the beginning of the text where Ea at the creation of 
Adapa seemingly refuses him imnwrtality when he gioes him wisdom, we 
read between the lines that he did not want his faithful servant to pass into 
the ranks of immortals, when he had Inade him mortal for a very good rea
son. In reality, there would have been something wrong with his intelli
gence, his ingenuity, and his cleverness, if these characteristics, as those of 
a good Oriental, had not been extremely subtle and capable of "ambigu
ities." 

That is the role of Enki/Ea in the position that he occupies in the sys
tem of the gods: at the side andjnst below the holder of rule. What he does, 
what he has to do, is never defined in terms of power, of government or of 
political authority, but only in terms of organization, of control, of the pro
motion of life and, to that goal, of intelligence and technieal and practical 
success-and aU this, always, in the supreme interests of the divine so
ciety. In the end he was portrayed as being at the head of an enormous 
and extremely complicated mechanism, which he guarded and animated. 
Beginning with his infallible directives and passing through his "fore
men," the minor deities each of whom he had charged with a section of this 
gigantic machine, this mechanism reached all the way down to the "work
men," the people who made it actually function. These people were first of 
all the "technicians." Ea is the only god who, according to the entire tradi
tion, is the patron of all of them and of all the technologies, as if he had 
established all of them: from agriculture and husbandry to writing and exor
cism. This is the first well-established f'lct about him. 

If we look now j,)r the model on which this office and the image of EnkilEa 
is developed, in other words to which it corresponds in ancient Mesopota
mian society-as the king provided the image f()r the supernatural holder 
or power over the entire universe-we can make a start with a little-known 
myth, that of the apkallu. * It is designed to answer this question: how has 
Enki/Ea, the "inventor" of civilization and of all technology, inserted these 
inventions into history and revealed them to mankind? 

The myth is 1I0t preserved by itself and in one f()rm. We have to par
tially reconstruct it. We own first of all the outlines to Berossos, * this 
"Babylonian priest of Bel" who around the year 300 B.C. summed up the 
"philosophy" and the history of his very ancient country in Greek. 
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He explains: 

in Babylonia a number of people came to install themselves in 
Chaldea (the part of Lower Mesopotamia that borders on the Per
sian Gulf) where they lived an irreligious life, similar to that of ani
mals. In the first year an extraordinary monster appeared. . on 
the shore of the Hed sea, and its name was Oannes. Its entire body 
was that of a fish, and underneath his head was a second one, as well 
as feet similar to those of a man-an image that is still remembered 
and that is still depicted up to today. This being lived among the 
people without eating anything and taught them writing, science, 
and technology of all types, the foundation of cities, the building of 
temples, jurisprudence and geometry. He also revealed to them 
(how to cultivate) grains and how to harvest fruits. In short, he gave 
them all that constitutes civilized life. He did it so well that ever 
since one has found nothing exceptional [in it]. When the sun set, 
the monster Oannes plunged back into the sea to pass the night in 
the water, because he was amphibious. Later similar creatures ap
peared .... 

There were a total of seven whom Berossos describes as also coming li'om 
the Red Sea and as fishmen. To each of them he connects an antediluvian 
reign. 17 

Berossos is an author who can be trusted. In the literary tradition in 
Surnerian and Akkadian we easily find several elements that agree with his 
narrative and that show a venerable tradition. A short mythological account 
inserted in an exorcistic text lH alludes to the seven brilliant apkallu, who 
are compared to carps, the model of splendor and brilliance in the poetic 
imagery of belief, and who assured the success of the plans thot the gods 
Iwd l1Ulde for heaven and earth. The famous Epic (~fErra*19 also recalls the 
seven apkallu of the Apse" I'ure carps, who, like Ea their lore/, had received 
(li'OIll him) extraordinary ingenuity. Another document, a list from the Se
leucid period,20 lists sixteen individuals, each of them associated with the 
rule of a king, to whom each of them seems to have played the role of those 
sages, traditionally placed in the Orient at the side of the king as advisers 
and called "viziers" by the Arabs. They are divided into three groups: 
the last group includes eight of them and goes back from the reign of 

17. P. Schnahel, Herossos. pp. 2531:: Ill. 
18. E. Heiner, 'The Etiological Myth orthe 'Seven Sages,'" Orientalia. n.s.,:}o (l~)fh): 
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Esarhaddon (680-669) to the Flood, and they are given the title of um
manu. The second group is from the time of the Flood, and the first group 
from the period before the Flood. Together they list eight names, but they 
are called apkallu. It is as if the apkallu were nothing but the ummanu of 
the mythological period, both diluvian and antediluvian. 

Moreover, the Akkadian word umml1nu refers to people of a certain 
calibre and includes the sages, the scholars (some of them that are men
tioned in the list are known to us from other sources as the writers and "au
thors," for instance, of the Epic of Erra and of the Epic of Gilgameii*), but 
also craftsmen who were especially skilled in thcir spccial fields. In a land 
where the purely speculative use of thought and the mind is almost un
known and where knowledge and intelligence are finalized by realization 
and success, the combining of these notions under one word is not at all 
surprising. The umnulnll in question were thus at the same time wise ad
visers of the king and some type of super-experts in his service. We have 
some instructive examples in iVlesopotamia itself, such as Mukannisum un
der King Zimrilim of Mari (around 1780),21 to mention but one. All the 
holders of power could not without exception have been initiated in their 
youth in the entire vast area of wisdom or of the knowledge of technical 
problems. Their role was, however, considerahle in such an "indus
trialized" society, devoted to the production and the transformation of us
able goods according to traditional procedures that were efficient and 
highly developed. The presence of such experts near them was thus inclis
pensable. The myth has taken rrom the memory of the historical age this 
figure of the umllulnu, the illustrious sage, thc deep spirit who knows all, 
who could decide everything with justice and wisdom, who often could 
promote or invent new technologies. It has transposed him into mythologi
cal timcs, giving him an evell more hrilliant glory, which is shown hy the 
designation of apkallll, a Sumerian superlative of UmnUltili. Supertechni
cians, incomparable sages, and farnous geniuses, they were considered as 
civilizing heroes who taught a mankind that was still unpolished all that 
constitutes civilized life, as stated by Berossos. He specified: writing, sci
ence, and technology, categories that were mHch more distinguished hy the 
Greeks and by ourselves than by the Mesopotamians, who saw in them first 
of all the traditional and efficient procedures, without giving much weight 
to whether they required mostly the use of the hands or of the mind. 

These lIpkallu were attached to Ea, their patron, and the first one 
among thcm was called Adapa, the Wise One, whose name, known /i'om the 
Seletlcid list summarized above, was precisely U'anna: OallIles. Ea used 
them to introduce culture in the history of his country: the great technical 
advances, the successive elements of the high civilization that had made, 

21. o. HUll<lllit, Archives nJyales de M(Jri, XVIII. 
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first Lower Mesopotamia in general, then Babylon, the cultural center of 
the world. Also here we are unable to isolate the historical memories fos
silized in the myth of the apkallu. At least we see clearlv, not on Iv that it 
illustrates the idea they had ofEnkilEa, the inventorof ali the com~odities 
oflile, of all technologies and of all culture, which he taught mankind little 
by little over time through his special envoys, the apkallu, but also that they 
imagined close affinities between Ea and the llJJkallu. 

Precisely one of the traditional titles that had been conferred upon him 
in devotion or in theology (and which he moreover passed on to his son, 
Marduk) was apkal ili; "l'kallu of the gods. 22 We should not translate this as 
is usually done, as the wisest of the gods but literally, as he who among the 
gods plays the role of apkallu, iu other words he who is placed as an i;ltel
ligent and subtle "vizier," as a wise adviser with inexhaustihle resources, 
ncar the ruler of the gods, who without him would not always be able to 
make gO,od use of his power-the story of the Flood provides a good ex
ample of that. Ilis office was different fi'om that of government-and that is 
why the two oHices were hypostatized in h\'o distinct personalities. But it 
was the indispensable complement of governing-and so the myth has jux
taposed them. At the side of authority, of' power, of ell1cient command, of 
commanding appearance, there was indeed need for clear and profound 
vision, of intelligence, of wisdom, to give a positive sense to these ordcrs
what we can call "the technical function of power," eminently incarnated by 
EnkilEa. 

Such a disposition stresses strongly, first of all, how the system of the 
gods in Mesopotamia was nothing hut the translation and the reRection of 
the social, economic, and political organization of mankind. This is true to 
the extent that this organization, which is hetter known, can help us to un
d?rstand more than one obscure aspect of the theology. The development 
of the theology in turn, properly analyzed and investigated, illuminates 
many aspects of the practices 01' the ideologies that directed communallift.~ 
and the viewpoints of the ancient inhahitants of Mesopotamia. Nothing, /()r 
example, gives us a hetter perception of the ((}rm they gave to kingship than 
the mythology of divine power. 

In the same way the image of Enki/Ea, and the unveiling of what it 
represents, undOll\)tedly introduces us better than any other consideration 
to the vision these auciellt pcoi)le had of their own culture, to the social 
hierarchy of values, and to their own way of conceiving and evaluating thc 
activity of their minds. 

[t is not the god of war or tIle god of justice wholn they pla<:ecl illsepara
bly at tlle side of their ruler of the universe, hut the god of technology. For 
them war and justice were nothing hut ways to live hettel', aillong many 

22. Set' Chicof!.oAssyrialllJicUOIwry, A/2. PI', 17tfl'. 
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othe rs, traditional and effici e nt procedures to obtain security and pros· 
pe rity- i.e. techniqu es, as we have seen in l ,wmw and Enki. 

If they have chosen the god who commands these techniques to pre
side , side by side with his rul er, over the evolution of the uni verse. it is 
because-man y ele me nts of their mythology and the ir history show it to 
us-the entire civilization of the country. the ir e ntire life and the ir way of 
living was first of all based , since the beginn ing of time, on com munal work , 
the ex te nsive production and transfonnation of usable goods. 1 n such a sys
te m, in the e nd , everyth ing is directed by a spiritual act ivity that re
searches, inve nts, promotes, and pe lfects procedures, not so much to see 
be lle r, but to do be tter. All knowl edge, all inte llige nce , was thu s polarized 
by production and action , and was mate rialized equally we ll in the "practi
cal judgme nt" or the artisans. in what we wou ld call "craft ," as in the 
sagacity of the tactician and hi s abi lity to adapt, and as in the "good sense" 
and the astute ness of what was known in tile old days as lln "upright man"
both on the collective le vel and in individual achieve ment. 

Unde r these conditions it was almost inevitable that the god in whom 
this type or wisdom was incarnated . whose most pe rlect f'orm was con 
stituled by the technical-knowledge- that-always-succeeds, was placed in 
the highest rank , just behind the pillar of sove re ign powe r without which no 
social life would be possible, and that his fun ction would be portrayed as 
the comple tion or that powe r. This god was not "anoie nt-" or an "oldman ," 
like Anu , the patriarch of the divine dynasty, to whom one might" think of 
givin g the rol e of adviser, but a youn ger god , Ea, as if'to stress his capacities 
not on ly in knowledge but also in action , in speed and in ve rsatility, which 
cannot" be de tached from th e '; technical fun ctions" or fromlhe ""unctions of 
govc rnmc nl " that form ed th e double aspect of power. 
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The Dialogue of Pessimism 
and Transcendence 

T
il E TEXT TIIAT FORr-.'IS THE SU BJEC r OF TillS CII A IYf'EH IS PEJUIAPS 

not we ll known among 1l0n·Assyriologists, and among Assyriologists 
it has the re putation of be ing a litenlrY enigma. The re is anything but 

agree me nt on the de Rnitive se nse orit among those who have studied it in 
depth. I cannot pre te nd to propose an irre futab le inte rpre tation orit he re . 
bUl , more prude ntly. I hope to awake n or to reawake n inte rest in a work 
that is original and very suggestive to a historian or religion , whatever his 
opinion of it may bc. 

It is a poe tic composition . e ve n though the me trics and prosody are 
ve ry loose and lyr icism is cntire ly abse nt , as is too On"e n the case in ancie nt 
Mcsopotamia , at least for Our lastc . 1 POI' a numhe r or reasons taken from 
the manuscript traditions, the language , th e ideology, and cve n rrom the 
eunt e nts itse lf of the "poe m," it" is improbabl e that the work had been COI11 -

posed before the e nd of the second mille nni um , or more like ly the begin 
ning of the Rrst mille nnium B.C. For ins tance, one strikin g piece of 
e vide nce is that" we find in it" a mention or an iron dagger (52) whe n work 
with that me tal did not spread in the Middle East be rore the twelfth cen
tury approx imatdy. 

C une ifo rm li te rature was writte n down on clay table ts that we re baked or 
simp ly sun-dried . that we re exposed for various le ngths of time in the past 
to the abuse ormore or less freque nt" usc, and we re buried f'or mi llennia in a 

I. The last- and hest- edition uf the tc.d is Ihe tln c by W. C . Lambert in 1960 in his 
maslf:rl y work IJaiJyfo llitlll Wisd om Ul urtllun; . pp. 139- 49. 

This chapt e r first appcared ill Ilcl)lI t: dli 1'h6% f!.iIJ vi fJllifo,w/Jltic 99 (1966); 7- 1.7. 
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This chapt e r first appcared ill Ilcl)lI t: dli 1'h6% f!.iIJ vi fJllifo,w/Jltic 99 (1966); 7- 1.7. 



C HAPTER FOURTEE N 

soil that was usually not very suitable for preserving the m without damage. 
Th erefore, the surviving lite rature is ofte n in fragme nts, with the text rid
dled with lacunae due to breaks in the clay and to eve ry kind of accident 
during the transmission. OUf "poe m" has not escaped that curse, but all in 
a ll it has pulled through without much damage. In fact we have pieces of 
fi ve diffe re nt man uscripts, one of which is almost comple te. With the m we 
have been ab le to reconstruct more than fi ve-s ixths of the e ntire tex t: of the 
e ighty-s ix lines that it contained only some fifteen re main fragme ntary and 
uninte lligibl e. But the ir context is almost always clear e nough for us to 
imagin e at leas t the broad sense of what was contained in the lacunae. 

The e ntire work is divided into eleven stanzas of unequal lengths. But 
all of th em- except the last one which clearly has the fun ction of a 
"conclusion "- are constructed on the same patte rn . It involves the dia
logue be tween a /lll/ sl.er , we wou ld say a "gentle man," and his slave, so me
thing like his "va le t" o r his " ,ootman .·' In each stanza the maste r starts by 
calling his servant , and the latte r is at his disposnl atonce. The master the n 
info rms him that he has the intention of de voting him self to some particu lar 
activity. Tile vale l not on ly agrees but also gives him some exce lle nt reasons 
lo e ncotlrage hi 111 in h is in te ntions. But the n, sudde nl y, the maste r te lls h illl 
that he has abandoned the project. The vale t approves immediately, with 
strong conviction , and presents his maste r with reasons to abstain that are 
as good as those he had offe red to make him act. 

Exce pt for the "co nclusion ," each of the ten stanzas is devoted to a par
ticular adivity The orde r in which they are presented is not vcry clear in 
itsel f', :lnd it is obscu red eve n more b)' the uncerlainties urlhe manuscript 
tradition . For instance, the only manllscript that contain s the continuous 
tex l or the f()Llrth stanza mixes toge the r two e ntirely dil1crent acti vities: the 
sctting 1.11' ofa homc (IV, 29-31 and 37-38) and litigation (ibid ., 35- 36 and 
perhaps 32-34. damaged). I n I he textual tradition re presented by this copy 
th e scrihe rnllst tllliS have skipped from on e stanza 1"0 :lnot"hc r by mistake. If' 
we accept" this hypothesis the damage is not great. But the re are worse 
probl c ms: it" see ms that the re we re at leasl two recension s of the text; one 
re prese nted by Assyrian manuscripts , the other by only one Bahylonian 
manuscript. Each recension seems to have followed an orde r that is partl)' 
diHc rc nl in the dislTibuUon of the stanzas, wh ich docs not make matte rs 
clea rer. I have adopted he re the order or the "Assyrian rccension" which is 
hest attested : d rive to the palace; banque t; hunl ; seHing up a home; litiga
tion ; revolution ; love; sacrifi ce; business; philanthropy. To justify this orde r 
it see ms to Ill e thai' the autho r alternated activities accordi ng 10 ce rtain op
posit es that he noticed in them : thus th e first four makc up all exchange 
be tween ac;tivii"ies done outside the homc (drive to the palace and hunt) and 
those done at hOllle (hanqne t" and ~etting up a hom e); philanthropy repre
se llts an unse lfi sh acti vit ), as opposed tu that of'bu sin ess. But as these CO n -

The Dialogue of Pessimism and Tra nscendence 

side rat ions clearly do not explain everything, we should say at leas t that we 
will not succeed in looking at the matte rs ill the same way as the author of 
our "poe m. 

Here is, first , a complete tran slation of the piece based on the Akkadian 
text, reconstructed especiall y through the efforts ofW. G. Lambert. 2 

l. Drive to the 1. [Slave, liste n to me! J- He re, I am , master, he re I 
palace am! 

II . l3anque t 

III. IIunt 

- [Quicklyl Fe tch me the charJiot and hitch it up: 
I want to drive to the palacel 
[Drive, master, drive !J It will be to [your 
advantageJ 
[Whe n he will see you , th e kingJ will give you 
honors! 

5· - [0 we ll , slaveJ I will not drive [toJ the palace! 
- [Do not drive, mastJer, do not drive! 
[Whe n he will see you , the kingJ may send you 
[God knows whereJ, 
he may make you take [a route that youJ do not 
know, 
he will make you suffc r agony [day and nJight! 

10. SI[ave, liste nJ to mel- He re I am, maste r, he re I 
am! 
- Quicklyl [FetchJ me wate r lo r my hands: I 
want to din e! 
- D[ine1. maste r, din e! A good meal re laxes the 
mind! 

] the meal of his god. lb wash on e's hands 
passes th e time! 
- 0 we ll , lslavJc, I will not din e! 

'5 · - Do not [diJ nc, maste r, do notdincl 
To cat (only) whc n one is hungry, to drink (onl y) 
whe n on e is thirsty is the best for man ! 

Slave, liste n to me!- Il e re I am , master, he re I 
am! 
- Qu ickly! Fe tch me my chario t, I am going to 
hunt! 
- Drive, maste r, drive! A hunte r ge ts his be lly 
fill ed! 

2 0. The hunting dog will brcak thc boncs (of the 
prey)1 

2. Sec II. I . above. 
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The [rav]e n that scours the cou ntry can feed its 
nes t! 
The fl eeting onager [find s rich pastures]! 
- 0 well , slave , I will not [go] hunting! 
- Do not go, master, do noft g]o 

25. The hunter's luck changes! 
T he hunt ing dog's teeth will ge t broken! 
The raven tha t scours the country has a [hole] in 
the wall as hom e! 
T he Aeeti ng onage r has the deser t as his s table! 

IV. Marr iage Slave, li ste n [to mel- He re I am , maste r, he re 1 
am !] 

30. - I want to set up (a hom e, I wan t to have a so] 11 1 

- Have the m [maste r]' halve the m! The man 
who s]ets up a home [ ... ] ... " 
- How cou ld J se t up a 11Ome! 
- Do not se t up a home; 
O therwise you win break lip your fathe r's ha mel 

V. Litiga tion O nly fragme nts o f this s tanza rc main . The y a llow us to 
sec tha t the "mas te r" wants to go to court . Fo r that purposc hc decides firs t 
to le t his opponc nt act , wilhoit'. saying a word. Thc ll , chang ing h is m ind ~s 
usua l, he docs not- want to ret/w ill silent anymore: 

- Do not re main s ile nt , maste r, ldo not re main 
sile nt]! 
ll' you do not ope n YOll r mOll th [you r oppone nt 
wi ll have a li'ec hand] , 
YO ll r prosecutors will be savage to y[ou, if you 

speak]! 

VI. Hcvoill tion Slave, li s te n to mc!- Il c re I am , maste l', hc re I 
am i 

40. - I want to lead a revolution!- So lead , mas te r, 

lead! 
If YOll do not lead a revolution, whe re will [your 
c101thes come fro m ? 
And who will e nabl e YO LI to fi ll YOllr blc lly]? 
- 0 well , slave , J do not wa nt to lead " 
rcvo l lItia n! 

3. Here the copyist's mi stake that I mentioned ahove appears. I have tried 10 disentan gle 
the Iwo o r i~illa l sta ll Z!IS fro m the n: llIain s. 

j 

VII. Love 

The Dialogue of Pess imism and Transcendence 

-(Do not lead , maste r, do not lead a 
revolution !)4 
The man who lead s a revolution is e ithe r killed , 
or Aayed, 

45· Or has his eyes put out, o r is arres ted and thrown 
in jail! 

Slave , lis[ te n] to [me]!- He re I am , master, here 
I am ! 
- I want to make love to a woman!- Make love, 
maste r, ma[ke 10ve]1 
T he man who makes love to a woman forge ts 
sor row and feorl 
- 0 we ll , s lave, I do not W~lrlt to make love to a 
woman! 

So. [Do not make] love, mas ter, do not m[ake love]! 
Woman is a real pitlil ll , a hole , a d itch, 
Woman is a ShtHV iron dagger that c uts a man's 
th roa t! 

VIII. SacriRcc Slave, lis te n to mel- He re I am , mas te r, he re I 
ami 

IX. Business 

- Q uick! Fe tch m e wate r for In)' hands, and g ive 
it to Ille: 

55. I want to sacrifice to my god!- Sac l' ifi ce , mas ter, 
sacrifice I 
The man who sacr ifi ces to his god is sat is fi ed at 
hearl' : 
lie acclIlllu lil tes be ne fit al'te r be ne fit! 
- 0 we ll , slavc , I do no t want to sacri fi ce to my 
godl 
- Do not sac rificc , maste r, do not sac rifice! 

60. You will teach your god to run afte r you like a dog, 
Whe the r he asks of you "Rites" or "Do you not 
consult your god ?" Or an ythi ng e lse! 

Slave, lis te n to mel- ll e re I am , mas te r, he re I 
am! 
- I want to inves t s il ve r- In ves t , Jll ~ls te r. 
[inves t]! 
T he Illa ll who inves ls keeps h is capita l while h is 
in te res t is e normo us! 

4. Th is entire verse was omit ted by Iho (;Opy i.~ t. 
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65· -0 well , slave, I do not want to invest s[ilver]! 
- Do not inves t , master, do not investl 
Making loans is as [sweet] as making love; but 
getting (them) back is like having child re n! 
They wi ll ta[ke away] your capita l, cursing you 
without cease, 
They will make [you] lose the interest on the 
capital! 

X. Philan 
thropy 

70. Slave, listen to me l- He re I am, maste r, he re 1 
aml 

XI. 

- 1 want to pe lform a public be ne fitS for my 
country! 
-So, do it, master, do it ! 
The man who pe rforms a public be ne fit for his 
country, 
llis actions arc "exposed" to the "c ircle"(?)G of 
Ma rduk! 
- 0 well , slave, I do not want to perfo rm a public 
be ne fit for my country! 

75. - Do not ped o rm , rnaste r, do not pe rform! 

Conc1llsion 
W ll;It to do? 

80. 

Co up the ancie nt te lls and walk abollt ,7 
See the (mi xed) skulls ol'plebe ians and nobles: 
Which is the lTIal ef~lcto r , and which is t he 
benefactor? 

Slave, liste n to me!- Il e re I am , maste r, he re I 
am! 
- \N hat th en is goocl'r 
To have In y neck and you rs broken , 
or to be thrown into the ri ve r, is that good ? 
- \-Vho is so ta ll as to ascend to heaven? 
\-V hu is so broad as to e ncompass the en tire 
world? 

:=;. \ 'J lri:mt or t l1l' Bahylon ian rccensiQlI : IIVilll tto disiribllli' ifn:l: oj c!wrl!.c) foud m tirm.\' 
to Illy cOfllllry, Also he re the scribe secms 10 have mixed Ihl' cunlellt s oflwu {linc renl s tanzas 
Ily rn i ,~ takl' , IJcca llse tht· verses that Ill' l.'Opics arc till' .~a l ne as tllose (lfli41T., lIIld t lliiS (:onCCI'lI 
lIot rrt'C ~ellcros it y bUI busi ness anilirs ro r the p ll l"pme uf ~;Ii n . 

G. The word kil'IHll1I I I.~cd here has thl' Illea ll in~ or/Of)I), or l'in·II '. Pl.' rhap.~ it involves a 
t)'PC or riug th at , tngd hcr wit h th e "s tall'. " 'HId till' rlllu:t ion or a t:tlisUI ;ln -like symhol of royal 
power. The c ,~pressioo , ot he lwisc Ll ll known, i .~ nhsell re ror 11 ddailcd Il'iIllslat itm, hUlthc ~c n 
end 111 canin,g is clear: t\bnlllk kccJl'~ accou nt of ~o()d works and he will COlllpc lI ,~atc th e m. 

7, Th is Vl' rse is a l.~o lo und at th e begi lllli n~ ('Ihhld I, i: ,(j) alit! at the e ml n hblc t XI: 3(3) 
orllw I::pic ()JGi/J!.fIllIt',~, 
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85. -0 well , slave! I will ki ll you and send you first! 
- Yes, but m y master would certainl y not survive 
me for three d ays! ... 

What d id the author of this beautifol work lVant to say? For almost fifty years 
now Assyriologists have not ceased discussing that. Witho ut going into de
ta il about their cont roversy or about the pecu liarities of the ir individual 
opinions, we can group the m in to two diame trica ll y opposed camps : those 
who take the tex t "seriollsly," as they say, and those who do not. 

Accord ing to th e firs t and largest g roup,8 the author has a lready rea
soned like the lege ndary donkey of j ean Buridan , so to speak, but on a 
somewhat more me taphys ical level, by attaching to his d eductions te rribl y 
important conseque nces, by trying to show us tha t in all as pects of human 
activ ity an ything goes, and that th e re does not ex is t any compelling reason 
to choose be tween action and non act ion . "Vhe n there are as man)' reasons 
to act as not" to act , no action whatsoever, e ithe r positive or negative. will 
rea ll y im pose itsel f; for a logical spirit the re is nothi ng le ft in the e nd but to 
renounce eve ryth ing, to hit on c's head against the wall , and to opt for a 
"ph ilosophical suicide." Tha t wou ld be the meani ng of the last stanza. We 
can ofcoll rsc won de r why the authur preaches voluntary death seemingly 
without doing anyth ing about it himself, In order to explain such an in
congruity, we are free to appeal to the well known illogical characte r of Ii t
c rary people in gene ral , or to a particula r "state or mind" of ou r 'lI lthor. If we 
take serio usly the lesson that he wanted to g ive us, we find he re the hymnal 
or a skeptical phi losoph y, d espe rate and very dark: "th e negation or all 
valu es" (jacobsen, Before Phi/oso/ll,y, p. 23 l). 

Ot-hen,!} say that the serious and '; philosophica l" aspects to th is work arc 
d earl y nut lhe on ly ones. Seve ra l cha rac te ristics be tray an in te ntion or rid i
eule , or sati rc and o f crit ic is ll"l , wh ich p lace lhe pu rpose 0 11 an e ntire ly dif
Ic rcn llevcl. Le t LI S fi rst (;onsidc r the cho ice ol' chanlctcrs. The master is;1 
rich idl e r, Th e list ofncl"ivities that" he wan ts I"u underlake is instructive: nut 
a si ngle Ulle rela tes to work, to labor that wou ld be necessary for sw·viva l. It 
is trlle t hat, il'h e had to earn a li ving by hard work, he wou ld no t have f(HlIld 
the lime lu worry his head offh y aski ng himscl r "what wou ld be suitab le to 
du." That firs t clement is already an indication , I Ie clearl y docs not know 
how to ki ll time: he fi nds nothing 1·0 his liking; he is a vic tim of th is indcci-

8. Especially E. Ebeli ng ill Mitleilllll l!,c lI tier dellisc/ICII O,.iclllJ!.t:,w:If~'clI/IJI 58 ( 197 1): 
35r.. ami in Q llclfe ll ;:'1/ 1' Ke ll ll/ll;S rlCI' bo IJyfulli,w;11C1/ lleii1!.iOIl 2 ( 19 19): 50; 8. Meissner in 
/JohylulliclI 1/11/1 t\ ,\'')'yriCII , 2 (1925): 432ff. : Th, JaC(IIJscl l il l II , Fnlllkrurt c t al., /Jcjorc Plliloso
IJlly ( pape rhack ed ilion orTlIC IIi/cUccl/ud Aduclltllre oj Allcicll t Mfl/l ), I ~NG, p, 23 11: Also 
W. C. Lamhe rt , /J tliJy/ollim l \ViM/om Ulero lllre, pp. 139- 4 1. 

g, Es pecilllly E. A, Spoiscr, '1 ' hc Case or the Ohli~i ll J..( Se rva nt ," j fJll nw/ oJCllll eiJorm 

51/,,/;1:.\' H (1954): 9811: 
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65· -0 well , slave, I do not want to invest s[ilver]! 
- Do not inves t , master, do not investl 
Making loans is as [sweet] as making love; but 
getting (them) back is like having child re n! 
They wi ll ta[ke away] your capita l, cursing you 
without cease, 
They will make [you] lose the interest on the 
capital! 

X. Philan 
thropy 

70. Slave, listen to me l- He re I am, maste r, he re 1 
aml 

XI. 

- 1 want to pe lform a public be ne fitS for my 
country! 
-So, do it, master, do it ! 
The man who pe rforms a public be ne fit for his 
country, 
llis actions arc "exposed" to the "c ircle"(?)G of 
Ma rduk! 
- 0 well , slave, I do not want to perfo rm a public 
be ne fit for my country! 
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80. 
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sion and of those constant changes in mood that are often found among the 
we ll fed and le isure ly. Moreover. he can do nothing, not even d ecide any
thing. without the advice of his va le t. "Vhen we think about that, it is indeed 
a lso r idiculous. And this servant, isn' t he also a "cha racte r"? When he is 
anal),zed , he is comical: with his answers alwa)'s read)' to suppo rt t he small 
es t caprice of h is maste r; with his ingenuity in Rnding reasons for and 
agai nst everyth ing without difFicul 1-y; with the composure that he maintains 
in I ~lce of the most contradictory views of h is master; half-servile, ha ll~ 

mocking; ha lf-robot b y his s tatus and h is function s, half~d i sdain fu l because 
of h is inte ll ige nce and h is psychologica l finesse which burst out in the fina l 
state me nt tha t he shoots on'at his pe rsecutor , It is impossible to take the las t 
ve rses "seriously" as an apology for a "p hilosoph ical suicide, '. W hat the 
val e t answers to his maste r, who has d ecided 10 kifillim flll d to send him off 
before hill/self, is not: I I wou ld/like !!Oll olll!!th ree dal)s r.O be also lI ll racted 

by I he slIpreme good (o r th e leas t of ev ils!) oj deal h' but, IJ I dislI ppea r, I am 
~o indispellsable 10 1)0[1 I.hal !!O l,/ will die without delay, heCff fl!W /jail carll/of 
do w il./wrllll/ c!, and e le me nt ofhul11or and fin esse tlla t re minds us of that of 
the astrologer or Louis XI in chapte r 29 of Qllelllill J)IIrward by "Vaile I' 
Scoll , as A. Ungnad has pOinte el OULIO 

Inte rpreted in th is way the work is no t' a type ol'philosophical parable 
but a sa tire. First orall <l social satire: the choice of charac te rs is significant. 
Some poignant elements he re and th e re, like the way in which th e va le t 
just ifies " Hcvolulion " (VI, 41 f. : one canno t escape misery without rcvo lt-ing 
a),!;ainst the es tah lished powe rs!)11 show lhat th e aut hor was vc ry criLical in 
the soci al area . 

Th e author was a lso cr itical in the "sp iritual" fi e ld , and we will re turn to 
thnllal'c r. But the pict ure that the author d nl\VS of thcse gods can not be un
de rstood othe rwise than as a sa tirical portrayal orthe rel igious bel iefs common 
in the mil ie u that he has taken as a ta rget. Th e gods a rc too spoiled by con
stant sac riFi ces, and e nd up by not bc ingablc t'o gowitholl t thcm . Thcy a lways 
havc somcth ing to ask from the ir worsh ipe rs, li ke dogs of the ir maste rs. 12 

I a lso wonde r to what degree, by d evelopi ng the work as he has , the 
author did not want to poke fun at the idea orbasing onc's lile in some forma l 
and narrow-minded way a lways on commonplaces. It is in 1 ~lc t striking that
man y oCthe reasons g ive n b y the va le t to act or not to act have the flavor and 

10. Archio/iirOrictlt!orschllllg 15( 1945): 75· 
II. Perh aps this passa~c has not becu slilTicie lltly .~ trcsscd in Ihe perspecti ve of Ihe 

chronic sodal IIdse ry ami lilt' rccllrl'ill~ soda l disorder Ihat we kllow were rife ill ""h:so
pot ll lll ia: sec jollnw! of fill! RCO/IO II/ie (//1(1 SOcill/ ll istory of till: OdclIl 4/'1. (1961 ): pp. I 13- 64: 
" Dc .~u rdc cCl lllOlni(II.c e t annl. lalil)ll des dcltes e ll Mcsop(.taluie .... " O i l worke rs' revolts in 
Mesopo tamia. see /..ll Voil' de I'OJl!IO,\·i/ioll (!II M CSOJlO/(llIIic, pp. 's til'. 

12, ·Ii. belte r appreciate this i1ml~e we sholi id recall the disdai ll ihat the allcienl Semites, 
iocllldillg thl! Mesopola1llialls, had fur dogs, as the I\ rahs .~ li ll have loda y. 
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the form of proverbs: EspeciaJly verses 16; 191,-22; 25-28; 48; soc. ; 56f; 64; 
67 ; 72f. In ancie nt Mesopotamian lite rature from before the second mille n
niulll , "proverbs" were very popu lar, although the genre was broader than 
what we would take it to be. 13 Excavations have yie ld ed fragments or lllallY 
collections where these say ings were brought together and class ified for 
the use of lite rate peop le. 14 It is very poss ib le- as we see elsewhere l 5-

that among these people at leas t a type of aphoristic "moral ity," preoc
cupied with basing actions constantly on solid traditional max ims and on 
infalli b le tru isms, had been developed . Such ru les of be havior are by de fi 
nition li m ited an d they can be expanded on ly throug h contradiction. The 
popu lar wisdom of wh ich prove rbs are the express ion, en vis ions only very 
conc re te situa tions and very singular circumstances. This wisdom is thus 
polyvale nt and often expresses the b lack and the wh ite of the same subject. 
Jt would say, as we uo, " Like father, like son," but the n im med iate ly fo llow
ing, "S tingy fil the r, generolls son ." How should on e be have if one takes as a 
guid e not th e objective necessity but tradit ional commonplaces? ] have the 
impress ion tha t th e author of the piecc hacl noticed th is and that he want-cd 
to expose th is way of th inking and action by ridicu le . 

Th ere fore. it cannot be d isputed that th e Dialogue of Pessimism. con
tains i.l purpose of humor, irony, and sa tire, 

But is t·hat all ? As r:u as J know the comme ntators lip ti ll now seem to 
havc be haved very j ealously and univocally. Eithe r we have to take the 
work as se rious or as alll usi ng. Eithe r it is an apology for pess im ism or it is a 
mocking and e nte rta ining lampoon , To repeat the conclusion of E. A. 

Spe iser's article, 16 e ithe r we have bclo re us "Ac(-he lred the Un read y, or a 
I lam let' , even a Schopcnhauc r or a Spengle r," or we have to th ink of~ not to 
mcnt ion Jonathan SWi ft , "the Ii onorub le Be rtie V\'oos te r and his ma tchless 
va let, t he imperturbabl e Jceves, of 1'. C. Woclc house.·' 

J wonder whe the r monoli th ic reconstruc tions in h istory a rc no t t-he most 
fragi le ones, since the subject ufthc disci pli ne is man . The re is nothi ng in 
this world that is more cl iffictJl I' to understand and morc complex, if not 
hope less ly intr icate , than human ac tions and the ir motivations. Why 

'3· Cumpare Allluw;re J g63- 1 ~)64, pp, 8.f. 
'4 · Fur Su me rian and Akkadian "prove rbs," sec E. I. Conlon. A New Look lIttite \Vis

dom ofSllmlJl' lIIul Akklld, in /Jib/iot/we(/ Orielll(l/b 18 (1960): 125fT. 
' 5· Let l i S I'ccall hc re the tendency of many tllcoiugians or J)I'eachcrs, cspecially t ho.~e of 

the Middle /\ gcs (follOWing ill this mat tel' the exa mple ofthei l' Jewish prcdcL'Cssors: cf. E. 
Schiirc l" Gt:,w;hich/e desjiirlisdwlI Volkes,:2 ; 37011'.) alit] perhap.~ sti ll in nur days, of not men
tioni ng anyt hing ill any li e ld of thought without " si l1~ e ndless cit lit ions from the l3ible or from 
the Chufeh Fathers. 111 all e lltire ly d iflcrcnl culture we can poillt to the imporl;llH,'C 1)( tradi
lional "phrascs," such as in C hi llese lit e ratu,.e and t holl~hl (M. Crane t, /"'(J /'c/lScechilloise, pp. 
sBtf. . etc.). 

I (). Sec 11: 9 ahove. 
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should we insist rigorously that our author had only one purpose, when, if 
we have read and analyzed his work correctly, it shows at least two pur~ 
poses? The fact that it has all the aspects of a satire does not suppress its 
"philosophical" content, nor does a certain mentality of skepticism and pes
simism abolish its purpose as ridicule and mockery. It is clear that the two 
characters have been put on stage f(Jr a critical and humorous purpose. But 
it is also clear that the general direction impressed upon the dialogue has 
been deliberately oriented towards concerns that are very serious and of 
great importance: those of the value of human activity and of the meaning of 
life itself. 

If we admit this coexistence, a first conclusion appears perhaps imme
(liately. vVe may consider it to be natural that an author mixes amusing and 
gloomy objectives, hut it is more difficult to imagine that a man who is even 
a little inclined towards humor would at the same time he a master of abso
lute despair, forgetting his comical sense entirely, and going on to preach 
"philosophical suicide." Everything is possible here on earth, but such a 
combination would be really exceptional, and it is not recommended for 
historians to appeal to exceptional explanations. Thus, I think that those 
who stress the "pessimism" of our D'ia/ogue are mistaken to take it, 1 would 
not say seriously, because it is serious, but literally, at least bY,interpretin? 
its conclusions as a call for voluntary death as the only refuge from the ll1ll

versal absurdity and absence of all meaning in the world and in life. In the 
state of mind of our author, as it can be discerned through his ahility to see 
and to underline the ridiculous side of things, it is mueh more likely that 
the end of the lampoon is a witticism, as I said ahove. 

As we always have to assume a minimum of coherence in the minds 
with which we deal, this witticism indicates that even though the author 
toyed with dark ideas about human life and affairs, with d(?uhts over the 
meaning and the importance of that life and its universal framework, he 
does not present himself here ex professo as a skeptic and a pessimist, pre
occupied ahove all with impressing upon us a system of thought revolving 
around the absurdity of the world and of existence, and based on the "nega
tion or all values." His pessimism and irony do not f()rHl a system by them
selves iHlt are only elements among otht.~rs ora way of seeing things. Can we 
discover this personal viewpoint oroul' author, and through it the real pur
pose and the right sense of his work? I helieve we can. 

We have to recognize that thc first commentators were correct when 
they compared the work to the Book of Ecclesiastes of our Bible, a book 
that is also considered to be disenchanted and somber. 17 Perhaps it has 
heen aftenvards forgotten in what way Ecclesiastes reminds us of 0111' Dia-

17. For inslanee E. Ehelillg, Quelle,) (see [I. 8 above). 
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logue. Here is at least one passage (3: 1-g) that seems to be like a summary 
and a transposition of the essential lessons of our Dialogue: 

1. For everything there is a season and a time for everything 
under heaven: 

a time to be born, and a time to die; 
a time to plant, and a time to uproot; 
a time to kill, and a time to heal; 
a time to break down, and a time to build up; 
a time to weep, and a time to laugh; 
a time to mourn, and a time to dance; 
a time to cast away stones, and a time to gather them 

together; 
a time to embrace, and a time to refrain from embracing; 
a time to seek, and a time to lose; 
a time to keep, and a time to cast away; 
a time to rend, and a time to sew; 
a time to keep silent, and a time to speak; 
a time to love, and a time to hate; 
a time for war, and a time for peace. 
What gain has the worker from his toil? 

The last line gives the key to the rest: Ecclesiastes does not at all want 
to develop the truism "Each thing in its own time." He wants to show that 
man's actions regarding the same object follow each other and canee1 each 
other out to sllch an extent that nothing remains in the end and all actions 
seem to be futile, That is also the "serious" thesis of our Dialogue. 

But the comparison with Ecclesiastes goes further, in my opinion. Af
ter centuries, and even after more than one hundred years of historical and 
critical exegesis, the general interpretations of Ecclesiastes have also var
ied, producing diametrically opposed views. HI The largest group of inter
preters has seen in this book the manifestation of a ruthless pessimism, 
intended to convince us that "life isn't worth living." The other group has 
transfi)fJned it into a handbook of perfect optimism, When I studied the 
work, this contradiction urged me to wonder whether one could not find 
justification for both views, Would it not be wiser to consider that the au
thor, who was after all responsible fi}!" both views, wanted to indicate that 
he put the matter on an entire1y different level than the one where his 
thoughts gave the impression of developing into contradictory proposi
tions, In f'let, that is, at least, the idea that I have developed. l9 The 

IR. NaisSllfice de l)iell, pp. 24811". 
19. Ihid. 
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Preache r used the contradic tions of th e good and the bad side of things to 
es tablish the tru e thes is of his work: not only are contradictions inherent in 
Ihe orde r es tab lished and willed by Cod , their author, but they are incom 
prehe nsible . This was also willed by the C reato r, who is th e only one able to 
understand the plan of the universe. For instance, the passage ci ted above 
is foll owed by: If Cod has given the entire IIni verse /.0 (be in ves tigated by) 
I1UItJ 'S lI1ind, /jet man emma! find Olli. the plall a/Godfrom the beginning to 
the eml (3: J J). In conclu sion , Eccles iastes begins from the natural weak
ness or man 's mind to de monstrate the limits or our intelligence at the same 
tim e as the absolute tran scende nce oreod: " I do not Il eed a C od that I lIn 
de rstanti ... 

Le l LIS rotu rn now to ou r own SlI bjcct matte r. I n the Dialogue, j list as in 
the Book or Eccles iastes , we have also found two lines ofdc ve lopme nt that 
are , if not contradictory, at least at n rst glance disparate : a sati re or a certain 
milic u and a pess imistic and negative criticism of hulllan ac tions. Thu s it is 
poss ible thal also he re (eve n ifit is doubtless in a dif-fe re nt way) the issue lies 
o n a dif-le re nl and highe r leve l. 

Let us re read the "conclusion" of our Dialogue. Amung the six ve rses 
that e nd it , the pess irnists place a lo t or e mphasis on the first lwo
especiall y whe n they are take n lite ra lly: 

To have my neck and yours brokc n, 
or 10 be thrown inlo the rive r, is that good ? (8 JI'. ) 

The supporte rs ofthc "satirc " theory rc turn the argum ent with the last two 
lin es, which they und erstand, correctly in my opinion , as a witty e nding of 
nonacceptance. But ne ither side see llls to dealll1uch with the two lin es in 
be tween, and J wunder whethe r the real meaning of the book isn' t revcaled 
he re: 

Who is so tall as to ascend to heaven ? 
Who is so broad as to e ncompass the e ntire world ? (83f. ) 

In orde r to unde rstand what the author wanted to say in these lines, le t 
us place these two verses in their context. At this stage oft-he work, atte n
tion has been ultimate ly drawn to thoughts about death (the last ve rse of 
stanza X). At the same time the e ntire de ve lopm ent- o rthe te n stanzas had to 
convince th e maste r that if it is not reall y possible to choose be tween action 
and nonaction in any fi e ld whatsoever, th e major qu estion is reall y: What 
can we do in the e nd ? What is truly good and useful , as e ve rything is at the 
sarno time good and bad , useful and harmful , acccptable and de batable? 
ARe r a ll that precedes, this question ge ts no answe r- in bet the vale t re
mains si le nt. It thus seems to the master that , confronted with such a uni
versal confusion, the re re mains nothing but to break one 's head , and to die 
Willingly, Ifone ahsolute ly does not know what to choose in life, isn't death 
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all that remains to be chosen? That is at least the q uestion that he asks his 
servant (81r ), to which the latter responds w ith a double "rhe torical ques
tion" (in fact , as we will see, it is an indjrect negation) cited above, in verses 
83f. What does he want to say exact ly? 

Starting from what he was asked and what concerns on ly what is good 
to do, i. e ,. in the e nd whe the r one can Rnd in human activity some thing 
really useful with an indisputable value and a de finiti ve meaning, the vale t 
rises up to e mbrace the entire unive rse. Almost e ve rywhe re, but notabl y in 
ancient Mesopotamia, heaven above and earth below is a common figure or 
speech to indicate the ulliverse ,20 Man is too small to touch heave n, and his 
view is too limi ted to e mbrace the entire world . ln other words, the uni
ve rse is larger than him , indeed too large for him. That is an indirect way 01' 
saying that no one in this world can answe r the question of the meaning 
ofhulllan life, because Ill~ln , as he is, is unable to comprehend the course of 
th e cosmos; such a question is one of numbe rless ones that we ask in vain 
about the universe and its fllllctionin g. 

J laving said this, th e author moreove r re turns, in fact, to a real re
ligious traditio ll , which is duly rooted in ancie nt Mesopotamia (and which 
in my o pinion be trays a Se mitic orig in rathe r than a Sume rian one, ir we 
really have to choose betwee n the lwo inAue nces that made up Mesopota
mian civiljzatio n). It is the tradition that onl y the gods, maste rs of the uni
ve rse, know and understand its progress ; that on ly they are aware or the 
syste m that rul es the unive rse; that on ly they arc able to answer the jnnu
me rabl e and unsolvable question s that we ask about the universc. 

To prove such an assertion we should provide he re a large sample or 
texts, or eve n be tte r group th em in such a way that they reco nstruct the 
history of the card inal idea of transcende nce as we ll as poss ib le , which like 
so man y oth e r Se mitic religious ideas seems to have found its full and abso
lute dcvc lopn1ent on ly in the re ligion of Israe l. Le t us postpon e this task 
that wou lei require a de l icate and difficu It analysis and wou Id de mand m lIch 
space and timc. Le t li S be satisfi ed with citing on ly one example , but one 
that is most important forollr imm cdiate purpose. It involves in f~lC l a work 
whe re one "asks qucs tions" about re lig ion and me taphys ics, so to speak . 
Especiall y since it deals with the same proble ms and reaches the same es
senlial conclusions as the Dialogue, th e re is such illl affinity be tween the 
two works that it is ve ry like ly that the author or l-he /Jialoglle , which was 
probably the late r work , could vc ry we ll have known and have de rived di 
rectly or indirectly h is inspiration from the other. It" is a long monologue of 
seve ra l hundred ve rses, on ly two-thirds or which arc preserved. 1t was 
sce m ing ly com posed during the second half or the second mille nniu m, and 
was we ll known in Mesopot::unia unde r the titl e (de rived from thc incipil) : 

20. Examples ciled in C"IC(lgOA.~·syri(1II Didlollar!/, I~ : pp. 309f . 
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Ludlul bel nemeqi. ><1 want to praise the Lord of wisdom."2l It has been 
famous among Assyriologists since the beginning of the century, and they 
refe r to it very ofte n as the Monologue of the Righteous Suffe rer. 

The protagonist is in fact a pious man who talks for a long time, and 
reci tes with a certain e mphasis all the accide nts that have befalle n him , 
looking for a reason for those accidents. He cannot find the reason. ]11 the 
theology of the time, there seems to have bee n an axiom that the gods, who 
were just, had to treat mankind with justice . They had to punish the evil 
and the unfaithful and to reward the vi rtuolls and the faithful. The e ntire 
issue involves "materiaJ" disaste r or happiness here on earth , because at 
this time the idea of a real survival afte r death had not been fOfm ed yet. 
That he, devoted and irreproachable, was thus exposed to suf-le ring and di s~ 
aste r, see med to be an intellectual scandal to the hero of the Monologlle, an 
in explicable reversal of values, an incomprehensibl e e nigma. From this 
enigma he also passed on to man y others that are presented to human re
Aection by the universe and its functionin g. And it is re markable that 
among the m he chooses to illustrate his thesis by a group of si tuations that 
are not far re moved from those developed in our Dialogue. 

I-Jere is the passage in question:22 

35· 

40 . 

45· 

Indeed . I thought (my piety) to be pl easing to the gods! 
But, perhaps what is prope r to oneself is an offence to them ? 
And what one thinks to be a blasphe my may be proper to 

th e m? 
"Vho can know the will of the gods in heave n? 
''''ho unde rstands the plans ol'the underworld gods? 
Il ow could the mortal s understand th e plan s of the gods? 
li e who prospe red yesterday is dead today. 
(lI e who) was dejected for a minute, sudde nl y is ex uberant. 
One mome nt" people are singing in exalt:ltion ; 
the ot he r they groan like professional mourners I 
An instant (is thus e nough) to change (mun 's) condition . 
"Vhe n starving they become like corpscs. 
When we ll-fed . one would say they arc gods. 
In prosperity they speak of scaling heaven, 
Under adversity they complain or going down to he ll. 
"Vith so many (contradictions) I wonder: 

no, I cannot unde rstand the ir significance. 

'll. Again . the best ve rsion of the text is ill W. C. L:llnhe rt , 1111111)lollioll H'isdmll Li'CI'(/ ~ 
"II'C , pp. ZI- ()Z. A Fre nch t ranslation and COllllll c litary Cll n be fOlilld in J.A: I1foblelile rill M(/I ell 

M em/lO /fIIl/it' (/1It: /t: /IIw. "I'ologlle (/ IIIW ella/e rill ' 'jIlSlt: .wllf!I'tJl ll .·· pp. IOff. 
22. 'lilblct II : verses 33- 48, 
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In th e e nd . the same problem bothers both the author of the Mono
logue and the author of the Dialogue. The first deals with a reversal of 
vi:l lues that makes him wonde r about the apparent injustice of the gods to
wards h im; he also raises the iss ue of the universal e nigma that is posed to 
man by the plan of the gods in its entirety. And as irto prove that the uni
verse, and especially the uni verse of mankind, is filled with questions that 
are equally unanswe rable, even beyond his own "scandal ," i.e. the di vin e 
injustice, he tOllches all a the me that is very si milar to the one that the au
thor orthe Dialogue made his principal subject: the inconstancy and espe
ciall y the pe l1)e tual contradiction that rules all human activities. What is 
th eir ultimate meaning? Why are we thu s obliged , in a sense by nature, to 
pass constantly through the pros and cons both of our feelings and or our 
activiti es? 

Th e author of the Dialoglle poses the same ques tions even more ex
p licitl y. But he goes furth e r by stress ing that such in constancy, sllch an in
te rnal contradiction- wh ich he analyzes much better than the other 
write r- leads to the same unan swerable question: is there a mean ing 
to Iii,,? 

He answe rs the question as did th e autho r of the Monologue: no one 
can understand the meaning, because it is part of the mys te ry of the uni
verse: 

\,Vho is so ta ll as to ascend to heave l1 ? 
Who is su broad as to e ncom pass the e ntire world ? (83f.) 

Th 'onl y differe nce that can be seen is that he expresses only the nega
ti ve side or the conclusiun , ;'Man ca1lnot unde rstand ," wh ile th e author or 
th e IHonologlle adds the posit ive side , "The guds know. " 

Is this omission s i gllifi c~H1t'r In othe r words, do we have tu make our 
author a "s ke ptic" in the strict sense, and refu se hirn what we assign tu the 
author ur the Mmwlogue: a religious fee ling ur transce nde nce as the onl y 
way to escape the 1Iniversal confusio n? Could we say that by avoiding men 
tion of the gods, in cu ntrast to the author of the MOIIO/oglle, he shows a di s~ 
like fiJI' that solution, he deliberately re lTwins an "athe ist" or "agnostiC," 
prcie rring a "nol decided" stance? I do not think so. 

First oLdl , "athe ism" or eve n "agnusticis m," eve n in the most muder
ale way, are concepts and ele me nt s of a proble m that was e ntire ly unknown 
ill ancient Mesopotamia and , fllrth e rmore, generall y everywhere in the 
ea rly first mille nniuTll B.C. 

Secu nd , because the e ntire ty of the Dia/ogue. when carefull ), exam 
in ed , dues not sugges t that its author wou ld have hee n irre ligious or anti 
re ligious. li e speaks equi val entl y abolll' the god Marduk , the supre me 
de ity of' (,he Babylonian pantheon at that time, as rewarding the deeds of 
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40 . 

45· 
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someone who devotes himself to phi lanthropy (s tanza X, 72-73). We can 
say, of course, that the unde rlying idea and likewise the expression the 
circle(?) of Man/Ilk-even if we do not Find it e lsewhere-were pe rhaps 
traditional , and that they do not re Hect the be liefs of the person using 
them , But the n, there is stanza VIlL As I have sugges ted , it is much more 
like ly that our author did not get involved in blasphe my or in mockery of 
the gods and the ir cults. but that he wanted to criticize the traditional re
ligiosily of the milie u represented by his principal character, if not the 
"prcssure gro ups" hiddcn behind th e representation s of the gods. Thus he 
regards such a re ligious conce ption , shameless ly based on the princip le of 
do /II des. as an aberration that should be mocked and chastised , a real deg
radation ol"the gods. To treat the gods in th e way that he de nounces the m is 
in reality to take the m as dogs. starved and greed y. dri ven by the ir av idity. 
If tha t is ind eed the meaning or this cr itic ism. does not the allthor want to 
defe nd, ill 1Jet-to . a much higher and pure r idea of the divin e world ? 

Finall y, 1 wonder if" in the antepenu ltimate verses of Our work the de
libe rate suppression of every allusion to the gods as holde rs of the sccre ts of 
the IIniverse that are inaccessible to mankind . wo uld not make what rollows 
and what leads to the e nd of the work inex plicable: a well , I will kill yOIl alld 
semi !lOll first! (85). Does this verse have a meaning ill its emlle_l'! ? The mo
me llt th e valet declares that the re is no a llswer he re on ear th for the ques
tions asked by hi s master, why wou ld the latter threa te n to kill him ? Sure ly 
not to take revenge 0 11 him : the re is rcally no reason for that. Nor is it out of 
pure caprice and cruelty: the char~lc te r or the mast-e r has nothing bl ood
thirsty in it ; he is onl y idl e and indecisive. It is lIluch more likel y that, in his 
opi nio n, the vale t would be usef'ld to him in d ying, ~lS he was usel'ul to him 
up till the ll : hy e nlighte ning his confusion . Il ow could he be uscrul to him 
in dC;lth? It is spoiled outc1carl y in the tcx t: by gOing beJore I,is IIwst.er. And 
why? Evide ntl y to givc him . rrom th e Il ercan'c r, an answe r that cannot be 
found on earth- somewhat like Enkidll did lor his maste r and li'iend 
G ilgamcs in rnlblc t XII or th e EIIllOU S epic. It is certain in I~lct that in an 
cienl Mesopotamia the spirits oft-he dead . the e(emnlll ,· or at leas t some or 
the m, wcre assigned a supernatural knowledge, inaccess ible to man , poss i ~ 
hly bec::lllse orthe l~lC t that they visited those among the gods that li ved in 
the area o rthe ncthc rworld and who ruled the c mpire or darkness. Othc r
wise the qll cs tioning of these "ghosts" and the prncticc of' necromancy. both 
wc ll -att es ted practices,2."l would be inexplicable . Thus when the vale t an 
swc red to his maste r that no one he re on earth cou ld infc)rm him about the 
things that worri cd him , the mastcr re plied , in eflcct, "We ll , 1 will send you 

23. See especiall y Chicago As." ydtnl I)iclimlflry. E, pp. 3970'. (s . .... (~ ( (.J/ IrIIIII ). and L. Op
penheim, I)n:",m •. especiall y p. 223. More I"Ix:(:l1ll y, I. L . Finkel. "Necromancy in Ancienl 

Mesopotamia ," Arc!lio fij" Qdeu'forsclllmg 291"· (1g83r. ): Ilf. 
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to look for the answer where it can be found : in th e I-I ereafter. " He re satire 
takes the upper hand . preparing us for the last verse that is clearly hu
morous, as we have said , It was not necessary to explain it: at th e time ev
e ryone understood that it involved til e gods, to who m the dead valet cou ld 
ask these questions and conseque ntly bring answers back to his maste r 
whe n the latter wou ld consu lt him through the techniques of necromancy. 
That was unde rstood . This is why 1 have said that if our author does not 
name th e gods explicitly here , it is onl y because of the concise style and 
brevity. It is because he evide ntly be lieves that they are th e holde rs of the 
universal wisdom re fu sed to mankind. 

By do ing thi s and by giving div ine tran scende nce as th e on ly answcr to the 
proble m raised by his work- in a very original way. moreove r- o ur author 
stays in a tradition of essential relig ious tho ught in ancie nt Mesopotamia 
(present . in my op inion, ever since the Se mites became dominant). It 
st resses thc difTcre nce in nature, and le t us say order, be tween !TIe n and the 
guds; it stresses continuously the limits of hllman intel ligence ; it recognizes 
the low liness of our condition. eve n of our le vel of thought; and it stresses 
the ct! rl"ainty thal" we never have the last word . incliiding that rt!garding the 
pure meaning of the world . of our ac tivit'ies, and of our ex iste nce. Olhers 
krlOW ii , higher than us, and that sho uld sulTice to keep us tranquil. 

As I said before, we should pursue the long history orthis idea ortran 
sce ndcncc to sec that in Mcsopo tamia it st ill seems to have been, so 1"0 

speak, in an c mbryonic sta tc. 11" could onl y bear rruit in monoth e ism, the 
pre rogative or Israe l.24 But even if it is formulated and conce ived in a rudi
me nlary filsilion , it is in my opinion a re ligiOU S attitude that is in thc c nd 
metaphys ical , ex tre me ly elevated and noble, whatever one's pe rsonal att i
tude toward s it. This should make li S admire even more the little work stud
ied he re- provided I"hal" we don 't still find it" e nigmatic. 

24. NfI;SSflII Ct: rill Difm , pass im . 
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The Mythology of Death 

D
EATH, A VEHY DEPRESSING EVENT, PRESENTS US WITH A CHEAT 

number of speculative pro~:lems. Fi;,s,~ of all on the levd?fthe com
munity where Its vIctIms decease, become defunct, I.e. 111 the 

etymological sense of the words "cease to fulfill their roles" and "retire from 
the functions" that they occupied on the economic, social and political1ev
cIs. That is the enormous sector of the sociology of death, which is still too 
little explored. 

But there is also a purely theoretical level that interests men more, per
haps because in the end it directs everything else, From this point of view 
one can say that there arc invariahly three types of relationships between 
all humans and death. The first is universal and, let us say in passing, very 
uni()rtunate; one submits to it, and he who is dead cannot communicate 
his experience and advicc-"Death, that is something that happens to 
others. " 

The second and the third types can at least be communicated. One ap
peals to sentiment, the other to imagination and intelligence, Bcf(we sub
mitting to one's own death, or to the sight of someone elsc's death, the heart 
reacts to this event: one resents it as an enemy, or somctimes welcomes it as 
a friend; one f(~ars it, or one challenges it; one deplores it and one pities 

This chaptcr first appeared in Death ill Mesopotamia, pp. 25~52, under the tille "La my
tholop;ie de la mort en rvt(\Sopotamie <lucienne." I-Jere and tlwre I will cite mon~ thorough 
studies that I have puhlished on the same subjcd, ill particular "Les inseripti(H1s ellueif(wmes 
funeraires," in La Mort, les morts dans les socMtCs (wcielHles, pp. 373-4oG, under the direc
tion ofC. Gnoli and J. -Po Vernant (henceforth 1Iiscripti(JIIs); and especially "Les morts et J'au
deli\. dans les ritueis ell akkadien contre I'adion des 'revenants'," Zeitschriftfiir Assyrilllo{!,ie 73 

(lg8:)): 153'-203 (hellcd/xth ZA). 
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those who have been struck by it. That is the area of the psychology of 
death. 

On the other hand, death necessarily confronts each of us with a num
ber of questions: Why do we have to die? How does one die? What happens 
afterwards? To give answers, we cannot count on those who have passed 
away, as they are mute and cannot be reached, they are gone to "the land 
from which no one has ever returned," and we can only resort to conjec
tures and constructions of the mind. In societies that can only think in im
ages, not in abstract terms, all those operations derive from the type of 
"calculated imagination" that we call mythology. This is why I speak here of 
the mythology of death and understand by that phrase the totality of an
swers given by the ancient Mesopotamians to the paradoxes that came to 
their minds (and that still come to ours today) before this irrevocable and 
troubling constraint of death. 

In order to give an idea of this mythology it has seemed to me useful to 
draw up a systematic overview of all that we know about, or believe we 
know about, the Mesopotamian notion of death and the hereafter, It may 
provide a useful framework even for Assyriologists, and they will be able to 
improve it by filling in the gaps and by correcting the mistakes and replac
ing them with more correct or new elements when they are provided by 
new discoveries. 

BeI()re we draw this outline, of which it should be well understood that it 
cannot take into account evolution over time because of the lack of signifi
cant numbers of "datable" documents, evenly divided over time-espe
cially if we work on such a broad scale as we do here-[ have to recall the 
sources of our knowledge in this matter, The archeological sources are nu
merous, I but they only illustrate a material aspect of the problem: the treat
ment of the corpse. Among the written documentation of first importance 
are the texts known by everyone and used for a long time: the accounts of 
the Descent into the Netherworld, of the Flight from Death and the Quest 
for 111urwrtaUty,2 not to mention legends such as that of Etana, and espe
cially that of Adapa, * which are not relevant here in my opinion. 3 There 

1. See, for instance, Grab, Grabbeif!,abe, Grabgej'iiss in Reallexikoll del' Assyrio!ogie,:3 
(1957f[): 581fI, GoSff., and Gog!: 

2. Especially, Irw1Irwll.Nflf in the Nethenvorld, abow, p. 244 and n. 13; The Epic of 
Gilgarnes* in its various editions, including tahlet Xli which is an addition and a simple trans
lation of the account in Sumerian called Gilgamd, Enkidu and the Nethenvorld; lor the latest 
translation, ill French, see H. Labat, Les Religions. , pp. 14S-22G; Umammu it! the 
Netherworld (publislled by S. N. Kramer injotlrrwi ofCurwifonn Studies 21 [19671: 104ff.); 
The Death of Gi/gamd (published by S, N. Kramer in Bullelitl of the American Sclwols of 
Oriental Research 94 [1944]: 2ff.). 

:3· See AlIrHwire 1969-1970 ... ,pp. 113f1'. and 108L 
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1. See, for instance, Grab, Grabbeif!,abe, Grabgej'iiss in Reallexikoll del' Assyrio!ogie,:3 
(1957f[): 581fI, GoSff., and Gog!: 

2. Especially, Irw1Irwll.Nflf in the Nethenvorld, abow, p. 244 and n. 13; The Epic of 
Gilgarnes* in its various editions, including tahlet Xli which is an addition and a simple trans
lation of the account in Sumerian called Gilgamd, Enkidu and the Nethenvorld; lor the latest 
translation, ill French, see H. Labat, Les Religions. , pp. 14S-22G; Umammu it! the 
Netherworld (publislled by S. N. Kramer injotlrrwi ofCurwifonn Studies 21 [19671: 104ff.); 
The Death of Gi/gamd (published by S, N. Kramer in Bullelitl of the American Sclwols of 
Oriental Research 94 [1944]: 2ff.). 

:3· See AlIrHwire 1969-1970 ... ,pp. 113f1'. and 108L 
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is also an entire mythologicalliterature4 and even a "paramythological" lit
erature,5 so to speak. \-Ve can even track down, here and there, precious 
information in the great mass of texts said to be of practical nature: let
ters, juridical and administrative documents. But there are especially two 
important types of documents: first the (all too few) texts of a "funerary" 
character, that are directly associated with tombs;fi second, a very small 
dossier (a part of which has been known, or has become better known, only 
very recently) of exorcisms to chase away the evils thought to he inflicted by 
the returned dead, a mine of information insufficiently explored and of 
great value.7 

A last word, for the sake of honesty and prudence. As we of course, do 
not have a "Treatise on Death and the Hereafter" by some ancient scholar of 
Mesopotamia, but only sparse and fragmentary allusions, occasional shreds 
of a whole that apparently was itself not constructed in a univocal and 
coherent way (this will be better understood at the end of the chapter), all 
that we can do with these 'membra disjecta is to attempt to fit them together 
in order to reconstruct a picture that is very likely to reflect only very badly, 
even mistakenly here and there, the original view on the matter. Of course, 
an increase in independent testimonies and their integration into the pic
ture would reinforce our conclusions, hut our reconstruction is very fragile 
and always subject to caution and revisions-as in every historical work. It 
would be unwise to forget that, here as elsewhere. 

DEATl-j AND THE DEAD 

In Mesopotamia death (nultu) was fCIt as a destiny that was so universal and 
inescapable for mankind that when the people wanted to create an idea of 
the gods, imagined on our model, an endless life was reserved fIJI' them, to 
better indicate their distance and their difference. The feeling of the inev
itability of death was so strong that, even though a srnall number of eminent 
men were made immortal in the image of the gods,,<; this did not prevent 
them from suhmitting at least a few gods to death. H But these were excep-

4. For exmnple, the end of the Poem of the SuperslIgc, '" ahove, pp. 223 and 242. 
5. In particular the neo-Assyrian political pamphlet entitled A Vision of the Netherworld 

(Amllloire 1972-1973 ... ,pp. 93ff.). 
6. See inscrilJtiolls. 
7. See ZA. 
8. That is, for instance, the cast! of Uta-napiStim, the hero of the Flood in Cilgllmd. '" 
9. The prohlem of' dead gods" is complex, and we can only say a few words about it here. 

On the one hand the gods, immortal by nature, never die a natural death. But they can he 
"killed" by their equals in order to he "used" in some way or another. That is the case for 
Apsu, ~ Tiamal, * and Kingu in the Epic ofCreotioTl,· and fnr We in The Supersllge* (p. 241). 
On the other hand, it seems that especially in the first millennium, and perhaps already ear
lier, there was a tendency to explain the loss of effective rule by the "ancient gods" hy assim-
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tional cases, and the formal or implicit answer to the question "Why do we 
have to die?" was always: "Because it is the nature and the destiny itself of 
mankind, as the gods have wanted and made it." 

j know of nothing that makes us believe that Mesopotamians asked 
themselves about the "how" of death. It was a fact, a moment of existence 
that profoundly changed those struck by it. Death was observed, it was not 
analyzed, It is not surprising that death was related to a total loss of the 
blood, which was considered to give life. But a passage in a letter from Mari 
would seem to be more to the point. There is a reference to slaughtering an 
ox by making him blowout his last breath. 10 This makes us believe that, like 
the ancient Hebrews, II the Mesopotamians of the past considered death as 
the final return of "breath," which had been given ad tempus by the gods, 
and which during the entire lifetime had left and reentered man con
tinuously, but now left him forever. 

It seems that they were more interested in determining the nature of 
this transformation of man by death: what happened afterwards? How did 
one exist? Difficult even for minds like ours that are familiar with a certain 
abstraction, nothingness could not be imagined by people whose knowl
edge was entirely expressed by the concrete, the material, the imaginable. 
It could also not sink into their minds that death was the definitive and total 
disappearance of the dead. Someone who died continued to exist as a per
son. But what remained of him, since clearly the visible and tangible parts 
of his being, the body (zumru, pagni), became a corpse (salamtu) and disin
tegrated relatively fast by the disappearance of the Hesh (,>1ru)? 

What remained was first of all what they considered to be the frame
work and the support of a live person: the bones (esemtu), From this idea 
derives the extreme respect for tombs, evidenced especially by the funer
ary inscriptions. One had to leave in peace (nalu, pasaiJu) what still con
stituted the dead person, who was as if asleep (salalu) when death overtook 
him, 12 This is why the remains of ancestors were taken along when one left 
the country. 

Something else remained that represented the dead more imme
diately and undoubtedly more essentially: his phantom, his ghost, his soul, 
his spirit (the last two terms are used in their folkloristic sense rather than 
in their philosophical sense)-what was usually called his e(emmu. * In or-

ilating them to the kings on earth, whose reigns were usually ended by their deaths: hence the 
presence in the Nethelworld of gods, especially of older date. The "esoteric" theological com
mentaries even speak ofthe e(emmll* ofthese gods (Mythes et rites de IJlllJylorw, p. 275). 

10. The letter in question appears in M. Birot, Archives royales de Mari, XIV, pp. 261'., 
no. 5: 17f. 

11. For the biblical point of view, see especially Ecclesia.stes, 12: 7 (Nai.'istlnce de Dieu, p. 

12. Inscriptions, pp. 381ff. 
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der to understand what would represent this e!emmu, and first of all how its 
existence came to be posited, we are forced to formulate conjectures based 
on what we are told, as our documents give us no clear information. More
over several sources allude to appearances by the dead, seen and perceived 
in a dream or otherwise. The odds are good that they are more or less vague 
silhouettes, imprecise and phantom-like, but still recognizable and poorly 
distinguished from the material and actual objects of vision and of real per
ceptions. They have given the idea of the "survival" of the dead in an airy, 
impalpable form that resembles the person, represents him, and sub
stitutes for him (ardanan miti). It was a breath (zaqiqu, ziqiqu; Siiru), a 
shadow ($illu)-an e(emmu. The corresponding Sumerian term gedim is 
attested at least from around the year 2500, but we do not know its funda
mental meaning. All that we know is that in cuneiform writing itself, at least 
from the second millennium on, the sign gedim is barely or not at all graph
ically distinguished from the sign udug, which indicated a type of demon 
(lltrtkkll), a supernatural being-certainly also having an imprecise and un
seizable silhouette. In fact, not only are the e(emmu sometimes mentioned 
together with demons, as if they were easily mistaken for each other, at 
least by their imaginary presentation and their way of acting, but it hap
pened that they were referred to with the word uduglutukku. They seem 
even to have been given, occasionally, the epithet of i/u (literally: god) with 
the meaning of supernatural being, sometimes with the "classifying" sign 
reserved in the script lor the gods. 13 

Whatever the value of this hypothesis regarding the possible origin of 
the idea ofetemmu, related to the idea that they had of the entire imaginary 
supernatural population, it is certain that in the thoughts of the Meso
potamians only two things remained of man after death: one was plainly 
material, numb and paralyzed and then subject to gradual erosion-his 
skeleton; the other I(>nnal, airy, a shady and volatile image of what he was 
during life, hut permanent; his ghost, his phantom, his spirit, his e(em.mu, 
active and mobile in its own way, as we will see later on. The relations be
tween the two remains were certain and very close, because it still involved 
the same person who still bore the same proper name after his death. But 
these relations have never been defined as far as I know: every mythology 
necessarily contains various areas that are obscure and vague. Perhaps they 
were imagined more or less consciously on the model of what each of us 
experiences all the time: Ollr body, localized and immobile, does not pre
vent our spirit from roaming around, when we are awake as well as when we 
are asleep. 

The importance of the elemm" in the mythology of death and in the 
idea that existed about mankind, does not only appear in the activities that 

I:]. E!'ipecially in personal nanws. See C/dcagoAssyriflTl Dictionary, II). p. 202a: 6. 
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they were considered to undertake, which we will discuss in more detail 
later, but also in the fact that in the Poem of the Supersage at least, the au
thors of that remarkable synthesis on the nature and destiny of mankind 
thought it necessary to include the etemmu in the creation of mankind (1: 
208-30). They stressed that, in the plan ofEa, the "inventor" of our condi
tion and structure, our existence is brought about in two successive stages: 
one where we are aHve and fully active in service of the gods, under the 
name of ([welu; the other after the termination by death of all our functions, 
under the name of etemmu. 14 

THE HEREAFTER 

The Enviromnent of "Survivar 

How was the existence of a dead man, after his decease and in the state of 
etemnw, imagined? And first of all, in what milieu was it supposed to take 
place? 

This is one of the cases where a certain coherence seems to have been 
striven for and a system outlined through the basing of one myth on the 
others. Traditionally the ancient Mesopotamians had made a conception of 
the universe that was, so to speak, vertical and bipolar; they saw it as an 
immense globe composed of two symmetrical hemispheres horizontally 
separated in the middle, i.e. the On-High (an/"amu) or, if you want, 
Heaven, and the Below (kifer'Jetll) or the Netherworld. In its center, en
circled like an island by the bitter waters of the sea (tilmtu), and lying on a 

sheet of sweet water of the ApsO, * was what we call the earth: the earth of 
living humans. The lower hemisphere was given as a space and an environ
ment for the existence ofthe dead. Such a view certainly has to be related to 
the traditional way in which corpses were treated in Mesopotamia: they 
were always shrouded, and put in the earth in a trench, in a tomb, or in a 
cave. 'Nith the exception of a small number of doubtful archeological ex
amples, for which we have no correspondence in the written documenta
tion, burials on or ahove grollnd, exposure to the air, or cremation were 
never used, unless it was done deliherately because one wanted to "mis
treat" the dead fiJI' reasons of disdain or of vengeance. Placed undergrollnd, 
the deceased was in a way introduced to his new environment, hoth as hody 
and as shade. 

The new environment had different names, several of which arc not 
clear to liS: what is the exact meallingofAralhl, Larmnll, and Ganzer? They 
often ,aid ki, or kurl Eq'etll ("Earth"), the global name of the lower hemi-

1+ See "La creation de I'homme et son nature dans Ie poclIle d'Atra[wsis" (cited ahove, 
chap. 6, II. 5), pp. 31f 
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sphere, or also ki.ta(mel)/Sapldtu, The regions down below, sometimes 
ki.gaIlKigallu, The Great-Below or perhaps the SoeZe suppo:ting ou;. own 
earth; to these words of similar meaning were related Danmnu (the Plat
fonn") and Qaqqaru (the Earth). It happened that the Netherworld became 
more or less confused with the Apsft, which can also be located underneath 
the earth. Kukkft, clearly derived from the Sumerian ku 10' ku w , Darkness, 
is easy to understand. Similarly with the popular name of kur (or 
ki).nu.gii-a)/Erset (or Asar) la tllri, the Land (or Place)-of-no:retum. An
other series of designations is drawn from the material and polItIcal orgalll
zation that was assigned to the Kingdom of the Dead, to which we will 
return later on: unux.gal; urux.gal; eriliri11·gal/lrkallu, ~he Gr~at City, to 
which they seem sometimes to have given the name of the city here on 
earth whose ruling god was also the one of the Netherworld, Nergal, * KutCi. 
vVe also find as an allusion to the principal Entrance to the infernal area 
ki. u4.~~;U4' for ki. dUtu.Sll.a, the place where the Sun gae.s dou: n . . 

This hemisphere symmetrical to heaven was not lInagllled as an nn
mense empty space. It was occupied not only by the Apsfi, the domain of 
the god Enkil Ea, * but also by residential quartcrs for the gods who were 
assigned to it. 15 These gods were called th,~ A.mlrt!wki* h~, dis~inguish t~le~. 
Ii'om the Igigi* who, "in the same number, occupIed the regIOn On-f-hgh. 
It is probable that they had a very conllJsed idea of the internal disposition 
of the Netherworld, because everything that is related to the Hereafter 
was in itself uncontrollable. In Mesopotatnia, as elsewhere, the Hereafter 
{<mnd itself in the same approximation, the same haziness, the same vague
ness, and perhaps even more than in other sectors of mythology, ideas 
ahout it were full of inconsistencies and variable or contradictory elements. 
vVhen doubtless rather late, some theologians wanted to introduce some 
order in this confusion, they divided the hemisphere of the Below, as well 
as heaven, into three vast levels, assigning the lowest one, the one most 
remote from our earth, to the court of the Anunnaki, the middle one to the 
Apsfl, and the upper one, immediately underneath our earth and in which 
tombs were dug, to the residence (the verb used, ,~urbu~u, almost evokes 
the image of laying down) of the spirits of men (ziqlqi amf!/uti). But other 

15. Without attemptiug to give more than a short list of the deities presented as h~illg 
inierm;l, let tiS only mention Nergai (also called Erra*) and Erdkigal, king. and queen o~, the 

L'md-ol~no-return and the AIIlIll¥laki-sometimes the collective nllme 01 all the gods Be-
" r'" d .. S~ x "' t1 S low," sometimes a group of seven gods that fulfill the function 0 JU ges : , anw~, W , un 

god, who on his nocturnal trip underneath the world came to piny a role amor~g the dead, llmI 
Gilgmnd in person, who seems to have heen placed among the dead to exercise so~ne ll~'thor~ 
·t Also fOllnd there are Nam/ar ("Destiny"). PetU (still referred to hy most Assynologlsts as 
~~dtl): the "Doorman" of hell, and llll entire string of minor deities. Plus the (~(~t1ples ~)f) "an
dent" and "dead" gods (d. u. 9, above); Dud·Dlld, 1 ... al1l1lu-L.alllllTlu, Ala[ll-Belllt, etc. See ZA, 
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documents that do not deal with the location of the Apsu, seem to connect 
the e(emmu and the infernal gods, especially in matters of space. 

The same uncertainties and same disagreements exist about the en
trance to the Netherworld (nereb Ersetim). In the absence of explicit evi
dence (I, at least, do not know of any), "logic" would have it that each tomb 
acted as the point of passage for the deceased who was deposited in it, the 
lobby and the doorstep to the Netherworld: hence the impossibility, pro
claimed here and there, for the unburied dead to reach their proper resi
dence. 

But they also seem to have imagined that cracks, crevices and holes 
(ab.lalltakkllf1u; nigio$~'ll; burnt) could give access to the Nethenvorld; it is 
through them that ill Uruk* the insignia of power, pukku and l1wkku, fell, 
and that the spirit of Enkidu came up. 

Another f~mtastic idea is reflected elsewhere: it was imagined that the 
entry or the return of the e(emmll to the Netherworld was done in the ex
treme west of the world where the Sun went down into the earth each day, 
in order to travel underneath it at night and to reappear the next morning at 
the other side. In f~\ct, Samas, the Sun god, was often closely associated 
with the dead, with whom he had to occupy himself as much as with the 
living. Even though, at least according to tablet XI of the NinivUe version of 
Gilgame.§* (col. IV: 46ff.), the subterranean road of Sam as is a sort of unend
ing tunnel that seems to have been dug separately and has nothing to do 
with the Netherworld, it is easily understood that the entrances to the two 
would be more or less confused. 

The same perception agreed with the geography as it was then known. 
An eIlormOllS and dismal desert-the desert that bordered Mesopotamia 
in the west-was thought to extend to the place where the Still disappeared 
and to end at an enormolls hody of water, which was perhaps called Sa[wnl 
Iraan, but more often Iju./wr, The latter, as stated by Tiarnat* in Enilma 
eli,,* (I: 133), designates almost certainly the Sea that encircles the Earth 
and separates it from the gloomy horder of the Hereafter, so distant and so 
poorly visihle that one did not know whether the cosmic sea was heyond or 
beneath it. 

The "Voyage" 

The space assigned to the dead was the Nethelworld, To express it other
wise, the last breath took the dead away from the rule of the gods On- High 
and made them pass into the control of the gods Down Below. Therefore, 
the e(emmu, the human phantom, had to have a way of going to his new 
land as soon as he replaced the awelu in death. How? lIere the variants and 
disagreements already noticed with regard to the entrance of the Nether
world reappear. Insofar as the individual tomb-or the family tomb (kimaiJ 
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kimti)-formed the first step of the stairway leaving the Ear;h, a bu~al 
should suffice to allow the dead to go to his final homeland. ThIs transfer IS 
nowhere explicitly documented, as far as I know. But, as I have said before, 
the fact itself that corpses left on the surface of the earth were thought to be 
unable to go to their new destination, and were condemned to wander mIS
erably and spitefully above, instead of disappearing below the earth, shows 
quite well that their transfer was a descent (aradu)I6 assured by therr ntual 
inhumation. 

vVe are not infonned of other "ways" of gaining access to the Nether
world such as those that must have been used by the divinities who were 
said to have left it, such as the charge d'affaires (sukkallu) of the Queen of 
the Netherworld in Nergal and Ereskigal, or to have descended into it, like 
Nergal in the same myth, or like Inanna/Eitar and lat~r Dwnuzi* in t.he fa
mous Descent. We do not know whether all the creVIces and holes 111 the 

. th could lead to the Kingdom of the Dead. On the other hand, the docu
~~:nts that place The Great Gate (ka. gal "Utu. suo al Abul ereb "Samsi) of the 
Netherworld in the extreme west, are more explicit. They foresee a long 
and painful journey leading to the entrance, for which outfit~ (cloth,;s, san
dals, waterbags, and sacks) and provisions for ajourney (sudu, suddu) were 
needed. 17 One set out to the west; one had to cross a gloomy, endless des
ert, an area of desolation, of hunger and thirst, fill~d with wild animals and 
demons, where one was exposed to all sorts of attacks and consh:ntly 
tempted to turn hack. At the end one reached the sinist.er banks of the 
[{uIJllr, which one still had to cross, doubtless in the boat of the Boatman of 
the Netherworld namcd {/rt"llIt-tabal (Bringfast!), in order to finally cross 
the horder of the Land-of-no-return. 

The Stay in the Netherworld 

Having arrived in whatever way, what did one find? Here also the ,~ytho
poetic fimtasy could put togethe.r this ur~known .a~ld unknowa.hle urllv~rse 
by transposing to it the images familiar In a pOSItive or negative way from 
the earth. 

First of all, the subterranean environment as well as the images of the 
dead f()rced them to replace our light by darkness, our noise and our move
ment by immobility and silence, the brightness of all that .sllrrollnd~ us. hy 
dust and filth, This is the often-cited picture that is given III the begll1nmg 
of [Mar's Descent to the Netherworld and in Gilgamd, Ninevite version, 
tablet VII, whose characteristics can be f(lUnd here and there in other texts. 

6 The movement in the opposite direction is indkated with the verb cUt, to (re)asceml, 

1 1 ,~. t' "I'· n I'" ,"IJ/'1 to make (re)af>ceTld The cOlljurersoflhe spirits of tile dead are Wlose causa Ive OIl .>. u, ... , . 
called mll.M/II e(emmi/:iilli, those who make re-ascend the l)iul1Itollllslwc/cs. 

17. SeeZA. pp. Ifllf. 

The Mythology of Death 

To the Land-of-no-return, the area of Ereskigal, 
IStar the daughter ofSin* was determined to go; 
The daughter of Sin was determined to go, 
To the dark house, the dwelling ofIrkalla; 

5· To the house which those who enter eannot leave; 
On the road where traveling is one-way only; 
To the house where those who arrive are deprived oflight, 
Where mould is their food, dust their bread, 
They dwell in darkness, they never see light. 

10. They are dressed like birds, with feathers, 
While over the door and the doorbolts dust has 

settled ... 18 

This gives the idea clearly; whatever was thought about the existence 
that follows death and its environment, one could only judge it to be ex
tremely sad, gloomy, torpid, and as the extreme opposite of our joie de 
vivre, which is clear and loud even in its worst disasters. 

Even the gods who lived in this enormous, dirty, and dark cavern had 
something oppressive, severe, and morose about them, as we see from the 
sad Ereskigal in Nergal and Ere§kigal, or from the dreadful gods in the in
("mal court in the Vision of the Netherworld. They were not "dead," how
ever, and they laid claim as much as their celestial counterparts to respect 
and to tIle opulent life fl·ee of worries-even if they were sometimes pre
sented as also being a£Hicted by the negative signs. Be this as it may, they 
had to be provided like the other gods with all their needs, and an abun
dance and luxury is suggested by the Infernal Palace of lapis lawli that was 
assigned to them. Whether or not this palace was placed in the depths of the 
Below, it was usually seen as being in the middle of an enormous subterra
nean citadel, enclosed hy an awesome wall. No one could enter it except 
through a Gate, closely guarded by the merciless Petti, the ehief gaoler, 
who was assisted by an entire team of minor deities in order to assure se
curity and surveillance. To improve upon this image, driven by the incur
able tendency in works ofimaginatioll towards exaggeration, they had even 
multiplied this rampart by seven, and the seven concentric walls that pro
teeted the central palace of the infernal rulers were each provided with a 
gate, guarded by its own Cerberus. This organization, transposed fl'om the 
capital cities here on earth, apparently explains the name of Great-City, 
Metropolis, given to the Netherworld-a city in which even streets (suM) 
were imagined to exist. The [plan] of the City of the Dead, which an ex
orcistie ritual urged to draw ([usurt"] qeru), apparently to direct bettcr the 
haunting ghost that one wanted to send hack, was doubtless like that. 

39· 
18. Ular's Descent to the Nethenvorld: l-11IICilgamd, Nincvite version, VlI/iv: 33-
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It is probable tbat wbat is told in lnannalIiitar's Descent to the Nether
world about the gradual undressing of the newly arrived goddess, who at 
each gate had to leave something of herself behind until she was entirely 
naked in the final circle, where she was to be detained, expresses a devel
opment of the same basic idea that death takes everything away /i-om us, 
adapted to "topography," Once the deceased passes the Gate or the Gates 
of the Land-of~no-return, he is informed of the "laws" that will henceforth 
govern him. He is behind closed doors and under strict surveillance, in 
other words unable ever to leave-at least in principle. 

Here the inevitable question arises, whether at this entry into the 
Nethelworld each dead person was subjected to a real judgment, as 
scholars have often suggested, using doubtful or false arguments. It is true 
that the infernal Anunnaki, and pcrhaps the highest placed of them some
times grouped in a council with seven members, were often presented as 
"judges" (di, kudl daiil1nu), rendering verdicts Jar the people below and de
liveringjudgntents to the entirety of humanity, whenever humans arrived 
in thei; king-dom. But in Mesopotamia these expressions covered a seman
tic field that is broader tban the simple exercise of judicial power. The latter 
in our opinion consists of applying the laws to each person brought he fore a 
court, and of determining the person's fate based on his behavior. In Meso
potamia, to judge is especially to decide: to assign, to impose a d~stiny 
without necessarily taking into account the merits and the demerits of those 
on whom the destinies are imposed. It is not an act oflogic or of morality, 
hut of power. When in [nanna in the Netherworld the Anunnaki pronounce 
their ,itulgment, it is their decision to detain the goddess, treating her ac
cording to the laws oj the Netherworld, in other words like the other dead 
there. They were considered to play the same role vis-a.-vis each dead per
son by notifying him at his arrival in their domain of his final destiny, a des
tiny which settled him forever in his dead state and assigned him an eternal 
stay in the Land-of-no-return. We are far from the "individual judgment" of 
the Christian tradition, or even from the psychostasy of the ancient Egyp
tians. 

"Condemned" in a sense, i.e. being confined once and for all in the 
world of the dead, the e(emmu were thought to have an existence in their 
new kingdom that was nothing but dull and negative: asleep, powerless, 
immohile, and cadaverous, they were similar to the nocturnal birds that 
live in "hole" and caverns. They had nothing but mud to sink their teeth 
into, and as drink only the foul water oflow-Iying grounds-conditions en
tirely opposite to those ofliving people on earth. 

Because the universal destiny of men is death, this existence should 
logically be exactly the same for everyone; this is suggested by tbe total un
dressing mentioned above that was imposed on the dead at their entering 
tbe Netherworld, But in a society as hierarchically structured as the Mcso-

The Mythology of Death 

potamian one, where differences in life-style were commonplace and con
sidered to be normal, it was difficult not to transpose these differences into 
the Hereafter. Hence differences were introduced in this new way of 
living-or better of existing-that was dusty, obscure, torpid, and nega
tive. These differences were of the kind that exist here on earth, separating 
rulers from subjects, powerful from weak, and rich from poor. 

Such a fantasy is ancient: It must have been what, in the end, led the 
Mesopotamians to pile up the treasures and commodities oflife, even to kill 
domestic personnel around the remains of the rulers of the First Dynasty of 
Vr* and of the rulers of KiS, around the year 2500. Thus kings remained 
kings after death; and why not others? Even if soon afterwards they re
frained from pushing this maxim to its most bloody consequences by sacri
ficing for the king's attendance his entire court or only part ofil, and even if 
what was given to the clead king in his tomb was reduced in quantity and 
splendor, if the kings and the great of this world were richly endowed in 
their tombs, and the little people modestly, 19 was this not because hoth 
groups counted on maintaining their different conditions of life into the 
Hereafter? This is what we find, for instance, in the Death oJGilgame.! and 
in Urnammu in the Netherworld (above, n. 2). Both these men at least were 
able to arrange a more comfortable existence for themselves by sumptuolls 
offerings to the infernal divinities, Gilgame§, Enkidu, and the Netherworld 
drew the conclusion of such an axiom, by introducing among the dead an 
entire hierarchy of situations and fates, based not on their own merits hut in 
the end on chance; in short, on the destinu that is a reproduction of what 
prevailed on earth. This is a perfect contradiction, but it will be better un

derstood at the end of this discussion, and it is not the only one in the my
thology of death, in Mesopotamia as elsewhere. 

The Dependence oj the Dead 

The inequalities in the fate of the dead during their eternal existence can 
also be partly explained by the difference in treatment that they received 
from those they had left behind on earth, The e(emmu was in hlct extremely 
dependent on his survivors, and the latter had obligations towards the 
dead, 

These obligations were based of course on family solidarity, which is 
always powerful in a patriarchal society. Among the ritual exorcisms against 
the e(emmu we find an evocation of the ancestors and family memhers: 
grandf"ther and grandmother, father and mother, brothers and sisters, and 
then the other members summed up under the collective term of kimtu, 
nWltu, and saltltu:family, relations, and kindred. Iftbese catalogues do not 

19· See the articles in the ReallexikoTi da AS$yriologie, 3. mentioned above (n. 1). 
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potamian one, where differences in life-style were commonplace and con
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derstood at the end of this discussion, and it is not the only one in the my
thology of death, in Mesopotamia as elsewhere. 

The Dependence oj the Dead 
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also be partly explained by the difference in treatment that they received 
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These obligations were based of course on family solidarity, which is 
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nWltu, and saltltu:family, relations, and kindred. Iftbese catalogues do not 

19· See the articles in the ReallexikoTi da AS$yriologie, 3. mentioned above (n. 1). 
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go further than the third generation it is not because the earlier ancestors 
were neglected, even if they were only indirectly and increasingly less 
known because of the distance in time. But one of the texts in question 
adds: everyone as many as there are asleep and on earth, and a few other 
texts invoke also the banu qab[ ril which referred to the founders of the 
family and of the family tomb. Moreover, we know that at least when it in
volved the ruling dynasty, one could go back much farther by listing a long 
line of ancestors whose names were doubtless better retained in the collec
tive memory orin the official "papers." Moreover, the burial inscriptions do 
not place any limit in time on the age of the bones for whose peace they 
demand respect. The entire deceased part of the ancestry, without limita
tion or exception, had the collective name ofe("em kirnti,family e("emmu, or 
if you like, Manes. The survivors, regardless of generation or sex, and espe
cially the children (maru, martu), even the adopted ones, and certainly es
pecially the oldest one (aplu) were thus charged with taking care of the 
Manes. The latter, who passed from the state of aunlu to the state of e(emmu 
were henceforth unable to provide for their own paltry existence, and in
asmuch as the offspring (litcrally, the hearth) were not extinct (kinilnu 
balil), the Manes expected everything from their heirs. 

First of all the descendants had to mourn their dead. They had to weep 
(baku) and to bury (qeberu) them according to the established rituals-to 
put them in the ground so that they, as we understand it, could reach their 
supreme place (ki.maVlkima!i!.w), their place of sleep, their residence of 
peace, of rest, their eternal dwelling (bit saldlilqftitiltap.'''bti; .",bat 
danUi). Under the worst of threats nobody could disturb the arrangement 
of the suprel1W place, or remove the dead from it, except out of hatred and 
hostility. 20 To be left unburied was an extremely heavy punishment. It was 
used, fix instance, to punish a woman who had committed abortion and 
who had been first impaled. 

Necropolises of various sizes had heen created near the settlements, 
and especially in the cities, apparently for reasons of convenience, hut it 
seems that they were always at the borders of the social space. And it is even 
possible that they would have sometimes prepared hurials within the cities 
not f~lI' ii-om the temples and the palace, or erected mausoleums for the 
great of this world. But the custom of burying the dead underneath the fam
ily houses themselves (or on the family property) also survived, from the 
rulers to their subjects, down to the lowest one. A passage of an exorcistic 
ritual may suggest that these burials were more likely situated in one area 
of the house; in the wing of the building that was called fiJI' that purpose 
wing of the dead of the family (.'iddi e(em kimti), and also served as the do
mestic chapel. 

20, See Inscriptions, pp. 381ft 
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We have already said that each body was usually provided with a cer
tain number of objects in the tomb. The latter were usually individual 
ones, but that did not exclude successive reuse, at which we have some ex
amples. These objects included vessels, ornaments, tools for work, war, or 
play, clearly put at the disposal of the deceased not only because they re
mained his property (sometimes his name was written on them), to which 
he was thought to have been attached and to be still attached, but also be
cause it was thought that they could be useful to him in his new existence. 
Let us say in passing that such an existence was not free fi-om supernatural 
dangers, since more than one of these presents had only the value of a 
charm: for example, the seals, when they had not been the property of the 
dead, and very likely the cuneiform tablets placed near them at the time of 
burial, the contents of which had by all indications nothing to do with the 
person buried. For several good reasons I remain convinced that the fa
mous "funerary tablets" found in a tomb in Susa* had a connection with the 
"voyage" of the dead to the Hercafter. 21 In my opinion, moreover, it is es
pecially for this voyag:~-and the rituals of exorcism show it very clearly
that the food (and doubtless also the drink) were provided, traces of which 
archeologists have sometimes found in the vessels deposited near the dead. 

After the dead were huried, the survivors were not discharged from 
their duties, perhaps especially those among them that hy their rank in the 
family or by their connections to the dead were in charge (paqidu, salJiru), 
without excluding the others of' course. One had to protect the survival of 
the dead in some way, first of all by pronouncing his name here on earth so 
that he would not sink into oblivion. In othcr words, in the land where a 
name was the same as a substance, one called up his person, and conf(~rred 
reality, presence, and existence upon him. It is in the same spirit that one 
always had to treal' him with respect, with honor, with regard (kunnll, .~ur
I'u(w, kubbutu). 

But most of all the dead had to be provided elmvn-helow with the indis
pensable goods f<lr consumption-as, with due respect to proportions, one 
had to do fin' the gods. We have to imagine that f)·om time to time, according 
to a schedule that we do not know, the living were husy with/ceding and 
especially with giving drink to the dead hy pouring fresh water for them. 
There is even mention of a type of' pipe, called anJtu, inserted into the 
tomb, through which one coukl pour liquids fiJr the dead-an arl'angernent 
(e)1' which, perhaps, some archeological remains exist. It is possihle that cer
tain terms, such as kisikkfl (ki.sl.ga), designated these occasional offerings 
of f()od and drink reserved for the dead. The exorcistic rituals prescrihe 
them more than once. 

For this reason an institution existed, especially f(Hlnded fen the benefit 

21. See Imcriptions, pp. 39:1f[ 
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of the dead it seems, celebrated usually in a part of the famil y house that 
was devoted to it: the wing oftlw Ma nes(siddi e!em kimti , see above), or the 
place of the kispu (bit kispi) where the surviving me mbers of the fa mily 
cam e toge the r pe riodicall y. The prefe rred mome nt for this gathe ring was 
the e nd or the month , when the di sappearance of the 11100n turned the at
te ntion naturall y towards death and the dead. But it seems also to have 
bee n celebrated in othe r circumstances, in particular whe n there was a 
need felt to conci lia te the dead in such cere monies. This is what was called 
the kisp" , in Sume rian ki .si. ga (Akkadianized as kisikkfi, but pe rhaps with a 
slightly d iRe re nt meaning-see be low).22 

This ce re mony could be accompanied by the oAe ring ofa ce rtain num
be r of objet:ts: various accessories, jewel ry, etc. But, as its name indicates 
(kmul plt , to hreak , 1,0 divide food), it was essentiall y a meal. It is possible 
that originally it had been, and had always fu ndame ntall y re mained , in 
spite of its secondary application, one of these meals of solid<l rity that we rc 
take n on some occasions by the re uni ted me mbe rs of a fa mil y, and which in 
the ways or the ancie nt Semites had the purpose or re inforcing the ir vita l 
bonds to th e extcnt that they drew life frOIll the sallie Juud hroken and di
vided am onl4 the m. That is in short the type orm.on/.hfu banquet, that all the 
me mbe rs of the di vine "~1111il y had in Nergalllnd Ereskigal, with the abse nt 
gods scnding the ir agents to pick up th eir shares. Amon g the gods eve ryone 
was present or duly re presented . Among the humans the dead we re called 
to come and join in a meal with the li ving anti to share it. We sec it very we ll 
in Mari. whc re the kispIl is regularl y celebra ted Jor the kings by the royal 
fam il y, and oitc n (if not always) also fur fh e lIIolikll 0 )" the Nethe rworld, an 
Iinclear te rm , but the choice of which in this context could be ind icat ive. 

This is how the ir surv ivors regularly prOVided the e(.emm.1I WitJl th e 
goods that we re cOllside red to be indispe llsabl e for Illuintaining the m in 
the ir fceble ex iste nce . Those who we re neglected by thei r descendants 
we re pitied , even if they had heen propcrly buri ed , and also those who ~ad 
no one to preve nt the m from sin king in/.() obli vion and who would therclore 
lead a very miserable "life" in the Netherworld . They we re pitied , and they 
we re leared , as were all the dissatisfi ed in the lI e reaftc r. 

The Rellcf.iOll s of f.he Delld 

If the survivors had the advantage ove r the dead , the latte r could act against 
the liVing- anothe r "illogicality." How could the dead , sent lor e te rn ity to 
the Land-of-no-re turn , kept behind the enormous walls of the infe rnal 
ci tadel, still in volve the mselves with the amlirs here-above? 

22. Sec. on this suhject . the article in L'//istuire 85 (1g86): p. 641l . "Le plus vie llx festin 

du monti e. " 

The Mythology of Deafh 

The unive rsal fo lklore is full of "visits" of the dead to the living. The 
latte r see the dead in a dream or oth erw ise ; they feel that they are close, 
they hear th em talk, cry, or complain; they feel pe rsecuted , haunted , te r
ro rized, and some times appeased or consoled by the m. This airy and 
p.hanto '~1 - like :lppearance in which the dead we re e ncounte red did not only 
gl:e an Idea of th e ir n.ew sta te 3S shadows and spirits, it also gave rise to, or 
rClIlforced , the bel ie f in their in te rventions and the ir "returns" to earth. In 
spite of the ir belie )" that death ind icated the definit ive transfe r to anothe r 
uni ve rse, the ancient Mesopotamians, impressed by such experie nces, 
cou ld not res ist the fantas tic imaginings tha t these expe rie nces arollsed. 
Thus they we re convinced that, as such, the e~el1mU,1 could reall y act among 
th e (lw'il.u , in a doubl e way. 

The first way was to the advantage of the li ving. Th e he lping attitud e 
doubtless had its basis both in th e I,"nil y re lations betwce n the dead and 
the liv ing and in a type of gra titude that the dead we re supposed to have 
towards those who, by paying the ir respects to thc rn , helped to make the ir 
life as shades bearable. But also- and the graphic similarity of the signs 
udug and gedim , with the conseque nces indicated above (p. 73) points LI S in 
this di rection- one had to assimilate the e~e"Hml' 111 0re or less de facto to 
the va rious de moniacal supe rnatu ra l be ings that, without haVing th e pres
tige or th e powe rs of' the gods, were endowed with the supernatural 
capacities to accompl ish the miss ions that the gods ass igned to the m, both 
to do good and to do e vil. E~eml1l11 and de mons of' a ll kinds oft en appear 
toge the r in a more or less ste reotypica l list of exorcis ms. This is why one 
invoked and prayed to the dead ror liwors ' to the living, whethe r or not the 
dead belonged to t"~ f amill). The dead we re thought to be slandiug up ill 
the Netherworld beJore the COllncil of the ArllIlllwki. and inte rcedin g: It)!' 
th eir desce,~dants. They could fi·cc patie nts fro m the evil they suffe red . 
Moreover, from very early on the Mesopotamian s seem to have ass igned 
the dead , among other supe rhuman powcrs, a much more exte nsive and 
pene h:ati ng knowledge than ours, perhaps because ofth c ir fi.lI11iliari ty with 
the i~l fe rnal gods. They we re thought to have in particular a knowledge or 
the future, about which the y we re consulted just as d ivine rs were con
sulted . For this purpose one could e ve n '/I'llike them. retllrn , lite rall y rClIs
cend (sul Ci ; see above , n. 16) from the ir Nethe rworld , as we see with the 
spi.rit. (IItllkkll !) of Enkidu in C ilgllllle8, Enkidu, and the Nethen vorld. To 
practice this skill th ere we re recallers of the e(enmw {musel" e(emmi; I ite r
ally who "'/lIke (re)ascend the ghosls), necromancers 101' whom , we might 
note, the re is no indica tion at all of a sinister re putation. 

Out th e dead could also turn again st the living and harm the m. They 
could appear inl"he night and scare the m; they could get hold of them and 
haunt th em, plunge the m into fcar, inAict all sorts of tortures upon the m 
both "psychological " and ph ysical , to such a degree that the diagnosticians 
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knew what we would call the syndrome of the e(emmu (qiit/~ibit/monzaz 
etemmi). Perhaps because so many formulas for fighting such evils are pre
served, we are well informed about these misdeeds. Some scholars have 
wondered whether the evil deeds of the returning spirits did not largely 
outweigh their good deeds. For every good e(emmu (etemmu damqu) the 
number of evil ones (etemmu lemnu) is enormous, to the extent that the 
simple appearance (in a dream or hallucination) of one of these ghosts was 
considered to be in itself a bad omen. 

These attacks and nuisances were blamed onforeign etemmlt (abi't), i.e. 
without family ties to the patient and who doubtless had never been buried 
for various reasons-either because they had died in an uninhabited 
region, or because they had died of hunger or thirst in an area rarely vis
ited, or because they had he en drowned, burned, or executed and were 
therefore wandering and vagrant (murtappidu, muttaggisu). They were 
vindicative, quarrelsome, and capable of jumping upon the first victim 
walking by to take revenge for their own misery. It could also he a ghost 
properly huried but neglected by his descendants a~ld leading a ~niserahle 
existence in the Hereafter. He also took revenge, In a sense, either on a 
stranger or on a member of his forgetful family. 

In order to haunt, to "possess" and to persecutc their victims, it was 
necessary for the spirits to get near them, and hence they had to leave the 
Land, even ir it was of-no-return, after they had descended into it. It is 
never explained to us what unusual circumstances allowed this, what wa: 
or what mysterious means were used. It seems to ha~e been assumed that It 
happened with the permission, or even the orders of the gods, to who.1ll ~he 
etemlnu, no less than the numerous demons, served as agents for pUllIshmg 
tl~ose who had incited the rage of the gods. Like the demons the etemmu 
could under these conditions come and go outside the horders orthe awful 
prisoll that had been constructed hy the mythology of death. The exact pur
pose of the exorcistic rituals was to send them back through all sorts of pro
cedures, and a study of these rituals sheds light Oil many aspects or that 
mythology. 21 , 

For instance, onc threw the persecuting e(emmu, in the shape of a 
substitute figurine, into the river, so that it could be carried rar away and 
hecome lost-a method that was also used ror other evildoers. Alterna
tively, they were buried in some part or the desert in the west, or they were 
provided with clothes and travel provisions so that this burial or .rehllri~~l 
resulted in the returning spirit's redescent to the Netherworld, eIther ch
rectly or by getting the departure signal fiJr a new voyage to the Great-Gate 
of the Netherworld in the west. One could also treat the spirit-through its 
substitute figurine-as a prisoner to he returned to his cell. When it in-

23. See especially ZA. pp. 17411'. 
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volved an etemmu who was thought not to have been buried, to have been 
abandoned and wandering, he was offered the family tomb as a type of 
adoption post mortem, so to speak, in order to make his condition normal. 
He was given, belatedly, a ritual burial that would finally allow him to enter 
the Netherworld, and he was promised the normal gifts that he had the 
right to expect from his own descendants. Finally, to mention only the most 
interesting procedure, one could take advantage of the celebration of the 
"death" and the disappearance into the Netherworld of the god Tammuz, 
in the last days of the month named after him (June-July). The haunting 
spirit could be given to the god somewhat like a sheep is given to a shep
herd, which Tammuz still was, so that he would take the spirit back with 
him; once back in the Hereafter, Tammuz could lock up the Spirit there 
forever. It should be said in passing that this "forever" was not certain at all. 
Among the same exorcistic rituals we find some that foresee the failure 
of the first and even of the second procedure! In any case, when we go 
through our dossier, we see that the mysterious ways of this Hereafter, 
even though it was called the Land-of-no-return, were filled with a per
petual coming and going of the dead, who returned sometimes to help but 
more often to persecute the living, and who were sent back to their subter
ranean homes. 

The Two Ideas of the Netherworld and the Contradictions 
of the Mythology 

It if is true that this evil aspect of the activities of the dcad was much 
stronger than their helpful goocl nature, the Netherworld could only seem 
to the ancient Mesopotamians as a region with f()rces hostile to mankind, 
With their limited freedom, the dead were capable of ascending to earth ta 
eat the living, as is shown in Utar's Descent. That is uncloubtedlyone of the 
reasons why the apparitions of the dead were so terrirying, Even the infer
nal gods, fi-om the greatest down to their demon-agents, took on fearf~II 
shapes and incited terror. To get an idea of this, it suffices to glance at the 
description in the Neo-Assyrian Vision of the Netherworld (above, n. 5). 

However, jf we consult other texts, slich as Urnammu in the Nether
world (ahove, n. 2), a dillerent image is given. There, the place is much 
more serene, but sad, gloomy, and dull, where existence tends to be a 
caricature of the one we lead on earth. Its life is nothing but a melancholic 
shadow, with ceaseless regret over the loss of real life forever. But the place, 
the inhabitants, and the gods have nothing cruel and terrible about them. 

These two presentations of the Hereafter, one simply negative and pitiful, 
the other fully hostile and terrible, were they contemporaneous or do we 
have to imagine an evolution of thought from one to the other? After all, 
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there are perhaps a good one thousand years between Urnammu in the 
Netherworld and the Vision! It is possible that the infernal gods, especially 
the most important ones, became more and more dangerous and frighten
ing to mankind, due to the fact that they were husy, ex officio, populating 
their empire by provoking the great hecatombs of epidemics, catastropbes 
and wars here on earth, tbat are described in the Erra epic. * The role of 
these demons, a large number of whom had close connections with the 
Netherworld, could have been focused more and more on the evil and 
frightening aspects in the communal conscience, from the moment that 
they were imagined to play essentially tbe role of benchmen of the gods 
who were irritated with mankind. The e(emmu "took advantage" of this, so 
to speak, since they were closely related to the demons, as we have seen. 
Therefore one can postulate a change in the ideas of the Netherworld: first 
it was the home ofthe ex-living, later, little by little, of the anti-living. 

I wonder whether the suggestion is not too simplistic and much too 
logical. Not only are we missing the stages of this transformation, which 
greatly weakens this hypothesis, but in the text itself of IStar's Descent in 
the Netherworld, for instance, we find dead who are at the same time 
threatening and terrible on the one hand, and immobile and prostrated in 
the dust of their dark and silent cavern on the other hand-two visions that 
are entirely oppossed. 

Thus itwould be hetter to wait for more documentation that was spread 
out over time, and in the meantime to consider this double image of the 
Netherworld as one more contradiction to he addcd to those that we have 
already found in the mythology of death among the ancient Mesopota
mians. Those contradictions include the entrance to the kingdom of the 
dead, both through numerous individual tombs and through the unique 
entrance at the end of a long voyage to the west; the dead heing either 
numh and as if paralyzed, or'aggressive and active; the l...and-of-no-return 
that lets its inhabitants continuously "return"; the equality of everyone in 
this essentially negative condition, yet the continued hierarchy of great and 
small, of rich and poor, etc. 

The typical aspect of all mythological thought, in contrast to logical 
thought, is that it provides clifierent answers to the same question, even 
opposing answers, because the answers arc imaginary, exact, and calcu
lated, toties quoties, without concern fe}1' coherence; they envision, not 
truth, but the probable. In the field of death anel the Hereafter, the only 
hasic heliefthat has "preceded" and influenced all mythological elahoration 
is that death had to put an end to all that is positive, hright, noisy, joyous, 
active, comforting, and happy in our existence. On that point the ancient 
Mesopotamians never wavered. And we still think like them! 
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accidents of daily life (divination throngh the) 
A hranch of deductive divination which extracted its oracles from the 
phenomena of the geographical, mineral, hotanical, animal, and hu
man worlel in the sctting of daily life. See p. 33. 

acrophony 

A procedure that consists of giving as a phonetic value to a pictogram 
the phoneme (syllable or clement of a syllable) by which the name of 
the ohject that it represents begins. Thus, in the "Phoenician" alphahe
tic writing, the sign of "the hOllse," which was read "het," indicated the 
consonant h. See pp. 80 n. 10 and p. go. 

Adad 

The Semitic lIame of a god who had control over the rain, hurricanes, 
storms, and other weather conditions. By suncretism he absorbed the 
personality of his Sumerian coullterpart, ISkur. See pp. 215 and 233. 

Adapa 

An epithe~ of unknown ,origin that meant "the Wise one." This epithet 
was used lor the f1r~t of the apkallu, whose lIame was U'anna. Sec pp. 
247 and 248. A legend existeel about him (PI'. 245 and 2(jg) which oFten 
has been erroneously considered to be a myth. 

Akkad/ Akkadian 

Agade i.s the name of an ,-~ncient city (the location of which is not yet 
determmcd; perhaps not far from Sippar?): p. 167f. It became the capi
tal of the First Semitic Empire, the Empire, or Dynasty of Akkad 
(p. vii). The narne of its inhahitants, Akkadians, is cOllventionally ex- J 
tended to the oldest Semites settled in Mesopotarnia. The upper halfof 1 
~()~er Mesopotamia, the region where they were originally in the ma- I 
Jonty, has heen called Akkad. Hence the name Akkadian fe)1' the local 
Semitic language (pp. 48, 60 and 2(4) which, in its oldest stage hef()re <, 
the s~cond millennium, defines the so-called Old Akkadian period of 
the hIstory of the country (p. vii). This language was later divided into I 
two principal dialects: Babylonian in the south and Assyrian in the 
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north (p. 60 n. 2). Those who made common use of the language are 
known as the speakers of Akkadian. 

Amurnl/Amorites 
The Akkadian name for the members of the semi nomadic Semitic 
tribes who entered Mesopotamia, individually or in groups, in order to 
settle there, starting from the end of the third millennium (p. vii). They 
were called Martu in Sumerian (I'. 236). Martul Amurru is the designa
tion I'lr "the west" (p. 145). The language that they used, Amorite, 
which was related to Canaanite, was replaced by Akkadian. 

An/Anu 
An is a Sumerian word; it means "(the) above," "the heaven," andAnu is 
its Akkadianized form. It was the name ofthe god of Heaven, the oldest 
member and the founder of the ruling divine dynasty. lIe resided in 
Umk in his "Temple of I-leaven" (E. anna), which he shared with his 
courtesan, Inanna. See pp. 213, 22Sf and 234. 

Anarchy (Time or Period of) 
The traditional designation for the last century of decline of the Empire 
of Akkad (I'. vii). 

Anunnakul Anunnaki 
Derived from the Sumerian A, nunna(k), "OHspring of the divine 
Prince" (by whom we perbaps have to understand Enkil Ea?). It is the 
collective name of a group of higher divinities, ranking above the Ig
igullgigi (p. 222). Beginning with the second half of the second millen
nium the term was more readily used for the gods of the Netherworld 
(I'. 278). Sometimes the word refers to the totality of the gods. 

apkallu 
A designation of Sumerian origin for the seven "Sages" (the exact mean
ing of the word is unknown), the civilizing heroes sent by Enkil Ea to 
teach culture to the arcbaic inhabitants of Mesopotamia (pp. 247f). The 
first of these sages was U'anna/Adapa. 

apodosis 
A definition, especially in the language of the Treatises, of the principal 
proposition introduced by a conditional clause which is itself called 
protasis; "If a man drearns that he is a leather tanner (protasis): he will 
be successively rich and poor (apodosis)." Presenteu in this way, the 
two together form the basic element of these Treatises, both styl
istically and logically. 

apograph" 
Reproduction of the traces of the cuneiform signs as they appear on the 
original tablet. This term is preferable to "autography," which is more 
generally used. 
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Apstl 

vVord of unknown origin, as is its synonym Engur. In Mesopotamian 
cosmology it applied to the immense hody of sweet water underneath 
the earth (I'. 215). It was the realm and the habitat of EnkilEa (I'. 233). 
In the Epic of Creation it represented the male half of the primordial 
couple, while Tiamat, "Sea," was the female half(p. 220). 

Arameans 

A group of Semi tie people coming from the northwest, who were origi
nally seminomadic and started to settle in southern Mesopotamia from 
the second half of the second millennium on (I'. viii). There they be
came progressively sedentary and then mixed with the autochthonous 
population. Their language, Aramaic, was written in an alphabetic 
script derived from the "PllOenician" alphabet. Starting in the middle 
of the first millennium, Aramaic came to replace Akkadian in daily lISC, 

step by step. It reduced Akkadian, which was still written in cunei
form, to the state of a literary and scholarly language. 

AsalluiJi 

Written Asari.iu. bi. A Sumerian compound of unknown meaning of 
which the first clement, ASllri, is not clear either (p. 88 n. 2). Asallu\1i 
was an archaic deity of the city Ku'ar, whose personality and name 
were later absorbed by Marduk, especially in his function as patron 
deity of the rites of' exorcism. This function he exercised together with 
his father EnkilEIl (p. 234). 

Asari 
See the preceding entry. 

Assllr (A.,sllr) 

Name (of Semitic origin but of unknown meaning) of the patron deity of 
Assyria (pp, 1 and 214), the northern part of Mesopotamia, The same 
name also indicated the first capital city of Assyria (Assur: pp. 49 and 
206). Assyria became an independent kingdom, especially starting 
from the second half of the second millennium, and remained so until 
its disappearance in the year (jog (p, viii), The Assyrian language was a 
dialect of Akkadian, and its development subdivides the history of the 
kingdom: Old Assyrian was used during the first half of the second mil
lennium, Middle Assyrian during the second half, and Nco-Assyrian 
later (Pl'· viif.). Even while it was politically triumphant, Assyria al
ways remained culturally dependent on Babylonia. 

Assl.lr/mnipal 

One of the greatest kings of Assyria, who reigned between the years 
669 and 629. In his palace in Nineveh (KuYllndjik) he collected the en
tire current literary production of his time in a famous library. This li-
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Apstl 

vVord of unknown origin, as is its synonym Engur. In Mesopotamian 
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206). Assyria became an independent kingdom, especially starting 
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its disappearance in the year (jog (p, viii), The Assyrian language was a 
dialect of Akkadian, and its development subdivides the history of the 
kingdom: Old Assyrian was used during the first half of the second mil
lennium, Middle Assyrian during the second half, and Nco-Assyrian 
later (Pl'· viif.). Even while it was politically triumphant, Assyria al
ways remained culturally dependent on Babylonia. 

Assl.lr/mnipal 

One of the greatest kings of Assyria, who reigned between the years 
669 and 629. In his palace in Nineveh (KuYllndjik) he collected the en
tire current literary production of his time in a famous library. This li-
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brary was found in some 30,000 tablets and fragments, and is now in 
the British Museum in London. 

astrology 
A branch of deductive divination that drew its oracles from the aspects 
and the movements of the stars and the meteorites (Pl'· 34 and 141). 

AtralJasis (The Supersage) 
This epithet, belonging to EnkilEa, was also used to indicate his devo
tee, who was saved from the Flood by Enkil Ea in order to preserve the 
human race. Atrabasls is the subject of a long mythological poem, of 
1,200 lines on three tablets, about three-quarters of which is pre
served, composed apparently around the year 1700. The poem is of 
considerable importance, especially for the study of the creation of 
mankind (Pl'. 22 I ff. and 241fl'.). 

Babylon/ Babylonians 

Bel 

A city almost entirely unknown in its early history but one that left ob
scurity under its First Dynasty (between the years L894 and L595; see 
p. vii). Babylon then became the capital of the kingdom which ljam
murabi had established around the city. When the kingdom of Assyria 
emerged, Babylonia became the name of the southern part of the coun
try (I'. 1). As with thc Assyrian dialed, Babylonian f()\lows the great 
periods of the history of Babylonia: Old Babylonian used before the 
year 1500, Middle Babylonian used during the second half of the sec
ond millennium, and Nco-Babylonian used in the first millennium 
(pp. viif'.). Late Babylonian refers to thc litcrary language in IISC during 
the first millcnnium. 

An Akkadian word that ref<:rs to Marduk, and that means "The Lord," 

Bi!let-ekallim 
"Lady of the palace" in Akkadian: epithet of Htar (I'. II I). 

BerOS80S 
Babylonian scholar who, shortly after the year 300, recorded in Greek 
the history and the traditions of his country. Although the fragments 
that are preserved of his Babylon-iaka are only scraps, they are precious, 
considering the importance of their author (pp. 139 n, 6, and 246f). 

Canaanite 
i Derived from Canaan, the ancient name of Palestine. It refers to a lin-

I guistic hranch of north Semitic (likc the later Aramaic) to which He
brew, Ugaritic, and the even older Amorite are related (p. 66). 

canonicity 
Helates to a type of choice in the corpus of the written works of'liturgi-
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c~l, l~terary, and scientific nature, that took place in Mesopotamia star
tIng III the second half of the second millennium, These works were 
from that moment on diligently copied in the same general form that 
was established once and for all at that time. Thus the Epic oJCreation 
was c~H~onic~ny divided into seven tablets, and the Epic of Gilgames 
was dlVlded mto eleven tablets, to which later a twelfth was added. 

catamite 

A term de~-ived from an ancient Latin name of Ganymedes, which 
came to refer to passive homosexuals. 

Chaldea 

The Chaldeans (Kaldu) were the tribes that were seemingly Semitic, 
pOSSIbly the forerunners of the Arameans, to whom they must have 
been more or less related. The Chaldeans came to settle in the south
ern part of Babylonia, which later came to be ca\led Chaldea. The 
name Chaldea was later extended to ioclude the entirety of Babylonia. 
Sometimes the last independent dynasty of the land, which ruled afier 
the year 609, is referred to as "Chaldean," 

cinedes 

A word derived from Greek and more or less synonymous with 
catamite. 

city-state (urhan-state) 

A ~olitical r~g.ime in which the country was divided into independent 
umts compnsmg a rural countryside with scattered viIlages around a 
capital city, where the central power was located. See Pl'. 48, 6g, and 
2051. 

classifying (signs) 
Another designation of determinative signs, 

"Code" (oj ljammurabi) 
See {lamnu.lrahi, 

copyists 

Among the indigenolls users of the cuneif(Jrm script one has to distin
guish between the crowd of' copyists (scribes, notaries, redactors, sec
reta~'ies, w,ho worked hy the job and were satisfied with copying and 
stormg vanous docllments) and the scholars, learned men who created 
ideas and new works. The latter were ahle to make "active" use of the 
script, and thus surpassed by fill' in ability the copyists, who relied on 
routines. See p. 89. 

Creation (Epic or Poem oj) 
See Epic oJCreation. 
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cuneiform 
The word refers to the local script of Mesopotamia, where the marks 
impressed on soft clay by a stylus cut in the shape of a bevel give the 
impression of "wedges" or "nails." See p. 56. 

Dagan 
~ God of the highest order in the pantheon of the Canaanites and the 
Arnorltes, who is attested in that capacity in Marl (p. 111). 

deductive/inspired divination 
The difference between these two types of mantic in ancient Meso
potamia is explained on pp. 106[, and 125[, 

Descent of I nnana/ Btar to the Netherworld 
This is the name given to a myth that relates how I nanna/ !.Star, who 
wanted to go to the Kingdom of Hell, was taken prisoner there and 
could be saved only by a trick of EnkilEa, at the expense of the "life" of 
her lover, DllmllzilTarnmuz. A complete Sumerian version of more 
than 400 lines, and another version in Akkadian that is much shorter, 
are extant. See pp. 194f., 244, and 277. 

determinative (signs) 
Also called classifying signs. In cuneiform these are signs placed rather 
regularly before or after a word to indicate the class of objects to which 
the word belongs. See Pl'· ix, 59, and 8g. 

diacritic (signs) 
Graphic signs (accents or index numbers) intended to differentiatc 
homophonous characters. Their presence has no relationshi[: at all ~o 
the pronunciation: sa, S~l, sa(l are all equally pronounced SA. See pp. IX 

and 95 n. 4· 

disputes 
A particular genre of the ancient Mesopotamian literature: a type of 
duel in dialogue form. See pp. 3of. 

divination 
See deducUvelinsplred divination. 

Dumuzi 
See rfammuz. 

Ea 
See Enki. 

Eblai Eblaite 
Modern Tell Mardikh, located SOllIe 60 kilometers southwest of 
Aleppo. The capital of a Syrian state flourishing around the middle of 
the third millennium. Around 12,000 cuneiform tablets were found 
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there, written partly in Sumerian and partly in Eblaite, the local Se
mitic idiom (pp. 10 and 22). 

Elam/ Elamites 

A state located in the southwestern part ofIran, bordered by different 
political entities-such as Marbasi-and known primarily from the 
city of Susa, which has been the most extensively excavated Elamite 
site. Elam seems to have been at the same time one of the most stub
born adversaries of Mesopotamia, which ultimately subjugated Elam, 
and one of its oldest cultural subordinates. It borrowed first of all the 
idea of the pictographic writing system from Mesopotamia, which still 
remains un deciphered, and later adopted the real cuneiform script. 
The local language, Elamite, is still badly understood, and is lin
guisticallyas isolated as is Sumerian. See pp. 10, 22, 58f, 236. 

EnkilEa 

The first of these two terms is Sumerian, but its exact meaning is not 
certain. The second term is of Sumerian outlook hut was used only by I 
the speakers of Akkadian, and seems to have been a popular etymology 
that tried to render something like Ayya, Aya, Ya. For this major god, , 
one of the best characterized of the Mesopotamian pantheon, "inven
tor" and protector of mankind and of all technical achievements, mas
ter of all the works of the exorcists, father of Marduk, and the one who 
resided in the temple of the Apsil in the cityofEridu, see especially pp. 
213 and 232ff. 

Enlif 

In Sumerian "Lord atmosphere" (p. 233 n. 3), sovereign deity of the 
universe according to the ancient system of the pantheon (pp. 213f., 
also p. 20g). His residential city was Nippur, where the main temple 
was named ''Temple [of the} Mountain" (E. kur), referring to one of En
iiI's epithets. 

Em/ma eliS 
See Epic afCreation 

Epic of Creation 

This poem was referred to in antiquity by its incipit: Entlma 
eliS,"When on high .... " It is a long work of some one thousand 
verses, on seven tablets, composed probably around the year 1200 in 
Babylon. It describecl, starting from the beginning of the universe, the 
accession of Man/uk as ruler of the gods and of the world. See pp. 88, 
214, and 2421'. 

Epic of GifgameS 

Gilgames was the Sumerian name (of unknown meaning) of a king of 
Uruk, dating to the seconcl quarter of the third millennium, who very 
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soon became the hero ofacertain numberoflegends in Sumerian, and 
who later became deified (1'.274 n. 15). The content of the majority of 
these legends was taken up again in Akkadian and put together in one 
continuous story which has great strength and a real poetic character: it 
is what we call the Epic ojGilgameS. In it were depicted the prowess of 
Cilgames and of his friend Enkidu, a wild man who was introduced to 
civilization; how, after the premature death ofEnkidu, Cilgames went 
to search for a means to have eternal life; and how he returned home 
empty-handed. This work is best known from the version that was 
found in the library of Assurhanipal, known as the Ninevite version. 
This version is written on eleven tablets, about three-quarters of which 
are preserved (I'. 193)' Olderfragments (especially the "Pennsylvania" 
and "Meissner" fragments, etc.) lead liS to believe that there could 
have existed one (or more) Old Babylonian version(s} or edition(s) of 
the work (Pl" 111f.). Later a twelfth tablet was added to the work, an 
Akkadian translation of a Sumerian legend: Gilgmnes, Enkidu, and the 

Netherworld (I'. 219). 

Ere.'kigal 
"L:ldy of the Great-Earth" (one of the names of the Netherworld) in 
Sumerian. She was the queen of the Kingdom of the Dead. She first 
ruled by herself, but later was joined by her husband, Nergal (1'1'.216, 

244f., 274 n. 15). 

Eridll 
Ancient city in the south of Mesopotamia, whose tutelary dcity was 
EnkilEa. 

Erra (or Irra) . 
Another name for Nergal. He was the hero of a long composition of 
around 700 lines, on five tablets, the Poem. or Epic oIErrll, of which 
about a third is lost. It was written around the year 850 and explains the 
misfortunes of Bahylon by the destructive will of Erra, and its resur
rection when he was appeased at the end. See pp. 247f. 

Esagil 
The major temple of Marduk in Baby/on. 

etemmu 
. Akkadian f()!· the Sumerian gedim, indicating the "spirits" of the dead, 

who lived in the Nethenvorld after passing away (pp. 2711f.). 

exorcism 
Often inappropriately called "magic." It was the totality of.' the pro
cedures executed to avoid the evils of life, using a mixture of mutually 
reinforcing manual and oral rites (pp. 177, n. 12, and p. 230). 
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extispicy 
Synonym for haTllspicy. 

Fara 

Modern name of the ancient city of Suruppak, seat of the dynasty un
der whose rule the Flood was thought to have taken place. Tablets and 
fragments from around 2700/2600 have been found there, as well as in 
the neighboring site of Abu Salabikh. Among these tablets were sev
eral hundred that represent the oldest stage of Sumerian literature. 
See Pl'. 70f. and 83. 

jull words 
See hollow/jull words. 

Gilgames 
See Epic oj Gilgarnes 

Gudea 

A Sumerian name, mcaning something like "Prophet." It is the name of 
a ruler of Lagas (ca. 2 L44-2124), for whom we have found a number of 
documents and especially inscriptions on cylinders of clay (now in the 
Louvre museum) containing two long poems which he composed to 
celebrate the local temple of his god Ningirsu (I'. 85). 

l}mnmurahi 

King of Babylon (1792-175°) and founder of the kingdom whose capi
tal was Babylon (pp. vii, 48[, and 206). Author of a famolls collection, 
mistakenly taken for a "Code" oflaws. See on this pp. lS6fF. 

haruspicy 

A branch of deductive divination that derived its oracles from the ap
pearance of the entrails of sacrificed animals. See pp. 34 and 141. 

{laW 
See lIittites. 

hepatoscopy 

A hranch ofextispicy that derived its oracles from the shape of the liver 
ofsacrificed animals (1'.34). 

llittites 
An Indo-European population that settled fi'om the seventeenth cen
tury on in Anatolia, whcre it created a powerful empire f()r half a mil
lennium. The Hittites horrowed from Mesopotamia its cuneifc)rm 
script, among other institutions and technologies. However, the Hit
tites invented simultaneollsly an original system of hieroglyphic char
acter. We have the remains of a considerahle written documentation 
li'om these people. See Pl'. 10, 221'., 631'. 
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exorcism 
Often inappropriately called "magic." It was the totality of.' the pro
cedures executed to avoid the evils of life, using a mixture of mutually 
reinforcing manual and oral rites (pp. 177, n. 12, and p. 230). 
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extispicy 
Synonym for haTllspicy. 

Fara 

Modern name of the ancient city of Suruppak, seat of the dynasty un
der whose rule the Flood was thought to have taken place. Tablets and 
fragments from around 2700/2600 have been found there, as well as in 
the neighboring site of Abu Salabikh. Among these tablets were sev
eral hundred that represent the oldest stage of Sumerian literature. 
See Pl'. 70f. and 83. 

jull words 
See hollow/jull words. 

Gilgames 
See Epic oj Gilgarnes 

Gudea 

A Sumerian name, mcaning something like "Prophet." It is the name of 
a ruler of Lagas (ca. 2 L44-2124), for whom we have found a number of 
documents and especially inscriptions on cylinders of clay (now in the 
Louvre museum) containing two long poems which he composed to 
celebrate the local temple of his god Ningirsu (I'. 85). 

l}mnmurahi 

King of Babylon (1792-175°) and founder of the kingdom whose capi
tal was Babylon (pp. vii, 48[, and 206). Author of a famolls collection, 
mistakenly taken for a "Code" oflaws. See on this pp. lS6fF. 

haruspicy 

A branch of deductive divination that derived its oracles from the ap
pearance of the entrails of sacrificed animals. See pp. 34 and 141. 

{laW 
See lIittites. 

hepatoscopy 

A hranch ofextispicy that derived its oracles from the shape of the liver 
ofsacrificed animals (1'.34). 

llittites 
An Indo-European population that settled fi'om the seventeenth cen
tury on in Anatolia, whcre it created a powerful empire f()r half a mil
lennium. The Hittites horrowed from Mesopotamia its cuneifc)rm 
script, among other institutions and technologies. However, the Hit
tites invented simultaneollsly an original system of hieroglyphic char
acter. We have the remains of a considerahle written documentation 
li'om these people. See Pl'. 10, 221'., 631'. 
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hollowl full word'! 
In any given language the full words indicate the actual realities (the 
beings and their movements), the hollow words indicate their mutual 
relations, by themselves or from our own point of view (pp. 68f., 78). 

homophony 
A phonetic coincidence of two different signs or words, which seem to 
have been particularly frequent in Sumerian and which thus appears 
often in the cuneiform script (pp. 79f.). 

Hurrians 
- From the end of the third millennium on, the IJurrians descended 

from the mountains to the north and the northwest of Mesopotamia. 
They were scattered for more than 1,000 years, not only throughout 
Mesopotamia, but also throughout Syria, where they founded short
lived kingdoms. They also wrote their language in cuneiform. This lan
guage is isolated (related only to its descendant, Urartean) and we are 
only starting to master it. See pp. 10 and 65. 

/mnenites 
In Amorite, "people of the south." Seminomadic tribe(s) that settled in 
the region of the Upper and Middle Euphrates, at least during the first 
half of the second millennium (p. 110). 

ideography 
A system of writing where the signs, at first simple pictograms, became 
differentiated from the primitive sketch by a certain stylization on the 
one hand, and on the other saw their original restricted meaning ex
tended to a real semantic constellation (pp. 38 and 73 n. 7). 

IgigulIgigi 
A term of unknown origin and meaning that ended up by indicating in 
some instances the entirety of the gods, and sometimes more com
monly those that occupied heaven. See p. 222. See Anunnaku. 

lnllnnal/star 
Inanna is Sumerian for "Lady of the sky"; Htar is the Semitic divine 
name used by the speakers of Akkadian. She is a composite divinity in 
whom syncretism joined a Sumerian goddess of"free love" (pp. 1881f.) 
and a Semitic deity of discord and war (p. 237), as well as a goddess 
(Dilbat or Delebat) of the planet Venus. One of her high residences was 
in U ruk (p. 238) but she had worshipers and sanctuaries almost every
where (compare with Belet'-ekallim), and her importance was so great 
that she eventually absorbed the m,~ority of other goddesses. See also 
Descent of In annal Utar to the Netherworld. 
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incubation 
We have a few attestations of this practice, which tried to provoke di
vinatory dreams: see pp. 34 and 112. 

Utar 
See I nannal IStar. 

Kanw 
Modern Nimrud, some forty kilometers south of Mosul. It was the sec
ond capital of Assyria starting around the year 850. 

Kassites 
Invaders of whom little is known, who came from the mountains of the 
east and the northeast and who, uncler a Kassite dynasty, occupied 
Babylonia between the years 1600 and 1200 (pp. vii and 49). 

Kingdom of the dead 
See Netherworld. 

Kuyundjik 
Modern name of the mounds of Nineveh where Assurbanipal had his 
palace ancl his library. 

Land-of-no-return 
See Netherworld. 

lists 
The first known presentation of "scientific" works in Mesopotamia. The 
lists contained catalogues of signs and words, duly classified according 
to variolls criteria. In the beginning they were only in Sumerian, but 
later they were expanded with a parallel column to indicate the Akka
dian equivalents. See pp. 2gf. 

Dudlul (bid neme"i) 
In Akkadian:"I want to praise [the Lord of wisdom]." Incipit ofa type of 
monologue on four tablets and almost 400 verses in length, in which a 
devotee searches in vain fiJI' the reasons of the misfortunes which sud
denly overcame him. In the end Marc/uk removes his misfortunes. The 
text was composed during the second half of the second millennium, 
and most of it is preserved. See p. 264. 

magic 
See exorcism. 

nwntic techniques 
Another name for divination. 

Marduk 
Name (with a disputed origin and etymology) of the god of the city of 
Babylon, who was originally obscure but became later the official pa-
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tron de ity of the kingdom of lfammurabi. Finall y he came to be recog
nized , in the cu lt and in theology, as the highest deity of the gods and 
the people . See Epic o!Creation. He was the son ofEa and shared with 

\ him more particu larly the patronage of exorcism., prefe rring in that 
\ role the l1 ame of Asalluhi . I-Ie resided in Babylon in his famous temple 

"On the raised p latform";' (Esagi0 with his wife, Sarpanitu or Zarpanitu . 
See Pl'· 20g, 214, and 234-

Marbasi 
See Elam . 

Ma r i 
An ancien t city on the Midd le E uphrates , which was fo r a long tim e an 
indepe ndc nt (All1or ite) ki ngdom , and which was des troyed and incor
porated by Uawm.l.lrabi around th e year] 760. Nume rou s mlministra
t ive arch ives were fo und the re as well as an e normous inte rnatiunal 
dip lomatic correspondence, dat ing to around 1780. Sec pp. 22, ] 1Of. , 
142, and 282. 

Marl.1I 

Sec A1I'Il.Irru. 

Middle Assyrian ·'Laws" 
Fragrne ntary table ts found in Assur and datcd around I ] 00, where 
state me nts analogous to those of the "Code" of IJfllIIl1wrabi were cu l
lected . These state me nts we re , howeve r, much more de ta iled and 
rigorous than those of t lammurabi. 

lIIy lllO/Of!,y 
An intel lectual proced ure which consists 01' respond ing lo the great 
q ues tion s about the origins and I·he meani ng of' th e unive rse and our 
ex iste nce , as well as the ro le ~Hl d the acl'iv ity of' the gods, who are con 
side red to have d irected everyth ing. This procedure worked not by ra
tio na l and conceptual analys is, ill o rder to Rnd the truth , b ul· by 
imaginative act ivity that gavc answe rs thal we re no more than probable 
bl lt thal we rc considered to be sll ffi c ic ]lt . See pp. ] 94 , 218. Alte r a long 
o ra lt rad ilion which is e nt irel y unknown to li S, bUllate r undoubted ly 
accompan ying this oral tradition , a great numbe r of rnyths came to be 
prese nt in Mesopotam ian lite rature. These ]n yt hs arc 1'110 products of 
the me ntal activity ol'authors who re rnain unknown to us and whom we 
some t imes qua li fy as mythographe rs (p. ] I). 

NaM 
Name (Akkad ian , but of' unknown e tymology) of:t god who appeared 
ra the r late in the Mesopotamian pantheo n. li e was made the "son" of' 
Mtlrd ,tk and had as a I'euda l es tal'c the city uf' 130rsippa. In certa in mi -
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lieus in the first millenn ium there was a te ndency to make him the suc
cessor of his father at the head of the gods (p. 214). 

nambll ,-bt, 

Akkadianized form of the Sume rian !lam. bur. bi "appropriate dissolu
tion (of evi l)". It was used for exorcistic procedures, a g reat quantity of 
whieh have been preserved . The procedures were intended and ex
ecuted to avert the evils foreseen by d ivination. See pp. 124 n. 12, pp. 
l42f. n . '4. 

Nall"a(r) 

Sume rian name of' th e Moon god, ca lled Sin by the Akkad ian speake rs. 

Nerga/ 

De rived rrom the Sume rian name nc.eri] ].gal, "Authority or the 
C reat-C ity" i. e. the Nel.herworld . Ne rgal, who also used the name 
Erro , was the hu sband of th e queen of' the Netherworld , EreSkigal. 
See pp. 216, 244f. , 274 11 . 15. 

Netherworld (Kingdom. oj the dead. Land-oJ-,-,o-retllrn ) 
Subte rranean space, in symmc try with heaven, whe re the "phan
tom "-e(.emmu we nt afte r death , and resided for e te rnity. See pp. 273f. 

N imrlld 

Modern name ofKa1tlll . 

Ni"eveh 

Th e last capital of Assyria, starting from the reign ofScn nacherib (70 4-
68 1) (Pl'. viii , J). 

N i t'lg i.r sll / NilHI ria 

T he first of' these Sume rian te rms is an epi the t (" Lord of the city of 
G irs,, ·) ror the secol1d name C Lord orlhe earth ·'), which app lied 1-0 an 
ancie nt god ",,110 was origiml lly conside red to be th e patron ofagricul
ture. He expe rie nced h is period of g reatest' cele brity ilnd devotion in 
the th ird mi lle nn ium . lI e was conside red , somewhat like Marduk late r 
on , to have bee n the champio n of' the gods and the sav ior of the land 
from the harbarian peoples of the mountains in the north and the 
northeast . 

NiptJllr 

An ancient city, without an y direct political in fl ue nce, whose ro le 
seems ne ve r to have been more than re lig iOUS . I t was the seat of E,.,W, 
the supe rnahlra llord of the world and of Mesopotamia. 

one; rmna Hey 

For this bran ch of divina tion , which der ived its o racles fro m d reams, 
see especially Pl'. IOsff. 
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phonetism 
Said of script where the signs (qualified in such a system as phono
grams; therefore the term "phonography" is also used) express the 
sounds, i.e. phonemes. See especially pp. 79ff. 

physiognomy 
Sector of deductive divination where the oracles were derived From the 
appearance of the hody of the interested party (physiognomy in the 
strict sense) or from its behavior (physiognomy in the broad sense). 

pictography 
Refers to the oldest stage of writing where the characters consist of 
sketches of the objects that they signifY, directly or indirectly. See es
pecially PI'· 79ft and 99. 

polyphony 
In the cuneiform writing system it is the ability of the characters to in
dicate several diflerent realities, due to the picto-/ideographic origins, 
and as many different syllabic phonemes, following the discovery of 
their phonetic values, each of them derived from one of the names of 
these realities. See especially PI'. 8z and 911". 

protasis 
See apodosis. 

Ras Sharnra 
Modern name of Ugarit. 

Rosetta Stone 
This is the name of a trilingual document, the last column of which con
tained a text in Greek, thereby allowing]. -F. Champollion to break the 
code of the hieroglyphs in the first column (1'.4). 

Sarna,~ 
The Semitic name of the Sun god, known as Utu in Sumerian (pp. 
z091"., 274 n. 15). 

Sargonids 
'The name is used to refer to the successors of Sargon II (721-7°5) in 
Assyria, under whose rule the country reached its apogee, before its 
disappearance in the year 609 (p. viii). 

Sorgon the Great, or the Elder, or Sorgon I 
Founder of the Akkadian empire (I'. vii). 

scholars 
See copyists. 

SemUes 
An ethnic group characterized by an original common language and 
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culture, which spread since prehistory (at the latest the fourth millen
nium) in the area around Arabia in successive linguistic and cultural 
waves: in Mesopotamia (the original inhabitants, then the "Akkadians," 
then the Amorites, then the Arameans), in Syria and Palestine 
(Eblaites, then Amorites, then Canaanites, then Arameans), and fi
nally starting in the first millennium in Arabia itself, the South Ara
bians and the Arabs. See pp. vi if. , 47, and 204-

Semitic name of the Moon god. See Nanna! r). 

SumerlSumerians 

The name Sumer is the original deSignation of the southern part of J 
Lower Mes(~potamia. The name Sumerian was applied to those people f 
who had arnved probably from the south or the southeast, and who in
habited Sumer as a majority in the beginning of history (around the I 
year 3000) (pp. vii, 1, 47f., 69, Z04). The term Sumerian is also used for f 
the lingUistically isolated language that they spoke and wrote (thus the 
qualification speakers of Surnerian that is sometimes used for them) 
(pp. 47, (3). They disappeared quickly in the course of the third mil-! 
lennium, and were absorbed by the Semites in Mesopotamia, to whom! 
they left, besides a number of inventions, the use of their language for; 
literature, liturgy, and science. ' 

surnerograrns 

The name Assyriologists give to the ideograms in the cuneiform script 
to the extent that each ofthcm indicates a Sumerian word by its proper 
origins (1'.86 n. 15). 

Supersage 
See Atraaasis. 

SuruPl'ak 
See Fara. 

Susa 

Capital of Elom (pp. "4, 159,281). 

syllabary 

The totality of the signs in a syllabic script. Each sign refers to a sound 
that is basically pronounceable (syllabograms) and together they form a 
syllabary. The cllneif<>nn script is only partly syllabic (1'.61). 

syncretism 

A synthesis of cultural elements whieh took place by the contact of cul
tural systems. This happened very often in Mesopotamia as a result of 
the original Sumero-Semitic symbiosis. We have numerous examples 
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habited Sumer as a majority in the beginning of history (around the I 
year 3000) (pp. vii, 1, 47f., 69, Z04). The term Sumerian is also used for f 
the lingUistically isolated language that they spoke and wrote (thus the 
qualification speakers of Surnerian that is sometimes used for them) 
(pp. 47, (3). They disappeared quickly in the course of the third mil-! 
lennium, and were absorbed by the Semites in Mesopotamia, to whom! 
they left, besides a number of inventions, the use of their language for; 
literature, liturgy, and science. ' 

surnerograrns 

The name Assyriologists give to the ideograms in the cuneiform script 
to the extent that each ofthcm indicates a Sumerian word by its proper 
origins (1'.86 n. 15). 

Supersage 
See Atraaasis. 

SuruPl'ak 
See Fara. 

Susa 

Capital of Elom (pp. "4, 159,281). 

syllabary 

The totality of the signs in a syllabic script. Each sign refers to a sound 
that is basically pronounceable (syllabograms) and together they form a 
syllabary. The cllneif<>nn script is only partly syllabic (1'.61). 

syncretism 

A synthesis of cultural elements whieh took place by the contact of cul
tural systems. This happened very often in Mesopotamia as a result of 
the original Sumero-Semitic symbiosis. We have numerous examples 
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of syncretism, especially in the religious sphere. See p. 216 and above, 
I nannallStar. 

Tammuz 
Akkadianized form af the Sumerian Dumuzi ("legitimate" or "faithful 
son"). The name referred to an ancient and partly legendary ruler who 
was made the first lover ofInannalI§tar by the mythology. A month of 
the year was named after him (the fourth month: June-July). See 

P· 285· 

teratonwncy 
A branch of deductive divination that draws its oracles from the abnor
mal appearance of animals and humans at birth, both in premature 
births and full-term births (1'.34). 

Tiamat 
In Akkadian, "sea." In the Poem of Creation it is the female halfofthc 
primordial couple, whose male counterpart was Apstl (p. 220). 

tocomancy 
A branch of deductive divination, partly covered by terat'01nancy, 
whose oracles were derived from the appearance of newborn animals 
or humans (p. 34). 

treatises 
The usual presentation in ancient Mesopotamiaof"scientific" material. 
Treatises took the form of long lists of analytic and varied descriptions 
of the studied objects. Sometimes they are also called "manuals." See 
Pl'· 31f, 127f, 169f. 

UgarU 

Ur 

Modern Ras Shamra on the Syrian coast. It was a city and a state ill 
Syria that flourished after the middle of the seeond millennium. An es
pecially great numher of documents was (lUnd in this city. These are 
not only in a particular Semitic language of the Canaanite type, known 
as Ugaritic, hut also in a cuneiform alphabetic script (p. 6S). 

A fiuTIOUS city in the south of Lower Mesopotamia, which was the seat of 
several dynasties (p. vii). It was the fcudal holding of the Sumerian 
Moon god Nanna!r), p. 236. 

Urariu/Urariearl 
The ancient name of Armenia. The language used there in the first mil
lennium, Urartean, is known to us only from a small number of intelli
gihle documents. It was written in cuneiform and was derived from 
Uurrian (Pl'· 65!:). 
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urban-state 
See city-state. 

Uruk 

Utu 

One of the most important archaic cities of Lower Mesopotamia; espe
cially celebrated far its "Temple afHeaven" (E. anna) where An resided 
(pp. 225f) with his hieradule lnanna. 

The Sumerian name ofthe Sun god, called Samas by the Semites. 

Vision of the Netherworld 

A sort oflampoon in Akkadian dating to around the year 6so, of which 
only half is preserved. In it a political message is thought to have been 
given to the crown prince (probably Assurhani"al) during a dream(?). 
In the dream he saw himself summoned hy the court of horrifying gods 
that preside over the Netherworld. See p. 270 n. 5, and p. 285. 
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BIBLIOGRAPHICAL 
ORIENTATION 

For readers 'who are eager to hroaden, a little or a lot, their knowledge of ancient 
Mesopotamia I offer here a few titles of works that are able to give a more detailed, 
yet still accessible, idea of the country's geography, people, economy, its long politi
cal, economic, and cultural history, its mentality and its entire culture. 111ere are 
few works available for such a purpose and many of them are of either secondary or 
even tertiary nature, are outdated, or they are indigestihle and overpowering with 
thcir heavy load of scientific exposition. Those that I will list seem to me to be 
largely free of these problems. 

First of all there are two books that have a broad horizon and that should be able to 
introduce the entire issue of ancient Mesopotamia. The best up till now, the most 
up-to~date methodical, and complete, the easiest to read, and in my opinion the 
most indispensable, is that by Dr, C. Roux, La Mesopotamia, Essai d'histoire ])0-

litique, ecollomique et culturelle (Paris: Editions du Seuil, 1985), 
Ancient Mesopotamia. Portrait of a Dead Civilization, by L Oppenheim 

(Chicago; University of Chicago Press, 1977), is a masterful and original synlhesis 
and.in any case as suggestive as instructive, even ifits author, an Assyriologist of 
renown in his day, was not always able to control his imagination and his weakness 
for paradoxes (for an example sec above, chap, 12, n, 1). 

In Les Civilisations de rOrient atlcien (Paris; Arthaud, 1969; generously illustrated) 
J. Deshayes, an excellent archeologist, but in that capacity cut offfi'oJll any personal 
familiarity with the enormous mass of written documentation, has painted a 
praiseworthy image of Mesopotamian history, starting from the depths of prehis
tory, and placed in its native surroundings. 

The two volumes by A. Parrot in the collection "The Arts of Mankind" (New 
York: Golden Press): SUlner: the Dawll of Art (1961) and The Arts of Assyria (1961 ) 
are especially valuable for their abundant and beautiful illustrations. 

In the field of archcology the most magnificent and lIseful collection remains 
that by E, Strom menger, 5,000 Years of the Art 0/ Mesopotamia (New York: H. N. 
Abrams, 1964): the photographs and the reproductions are numerous, varied, and 
first-rate, and they arc discussed briefly but accurately. 

The Dictionlwire archcologique des techniques (Paris: lo:ditions de l'Aceueil, 
1963-64) contains in its two volumes 11 mass ofinformation, often with illustrations, 
about all aspects of material life and thc many technologies used in Mesopotamia. 

To understand particular areas of the written documentation, half of the 
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Catalogue de l'exposition Naissance de l'Ecriture (Paris: Editions de la Reunion des 
M usees nationaux, 1982) is devoted to cuneiform writing and is a treasure of pic
tures and explanations on the subject. 

On pp. 109-55 of the collective work Ecrits de [,Orient ancient et sources hih
liques (Paris: Desclec, 1986) J.-M. Durand has given an overview of both Sumerian 
and Akkadian literature under the title "Les ecrits mesopotamiens. " 

Thc recent Diction/wire des mythologies (Paris: Flammarion, 1981) presents 
some succinct studies of problems that deal with the mentality and the world vision 
of the ancient Mesopotamians, and here and there they open up into the field of 
religion: "Le champs de l'etude" of the religiolls area (vol. 2: 99f.); "La Hcligion 
comille expression de la condition hurnaine" (2: lOOf.; hy E. Cassin); "La SOll

verainite divine ct la division des pOllvoirs" 2: 455-65; same author); "La Cos
Illogonie" (1: 228-35; same author); and "Le Problcme de Mal: mythologie et 
'theologie'" (2: 56-64; my "L'Intelligence et la fonction technique du pouvoir" from 
the same volume has been reprinted ahove as chapter 14)' The dictionary has been 
translated into English as Mythologies, 2 vols. (Chicago: University of Chicago 
Press, 1991). 

Almost all the articles by Mme. E. Cassin collected in her book I.e semhlable et 
Ie different (Paris: La Decouvcrte, 1987) have as subject matter an original, pen~ 
drating, and extremely fruitful "entry" into Mesopotamian anthropology. 

A few blunders and archaisms, excusable thirty years ago, do not seem to have 
outdated the short synthesis of the religious thought, the religious ideology, and the 
religious behavior that I attempted to give in L.a Religion hahylonierme (Paris: 
Presses Ulliversitaires de France, 1952). 

To hecome hcttcr acquainted with such an ancient world onc should perhaps be~ 
comc I~uniliar with authentic texts and documents, properly rendered ill a modem 
language and made accessible. There are a certain number of these translations. 
((ere are a few that arc not pedantic, heavy or annoying, as is usually the case. 

The best anthology of texts written in the Sumerian language -although it 
om,~rs only extracts-remains that by thc great Sumerologist S. N. Kramer, History 
Hegins (It Swner (with illustrations) (New York: The Falcon Wing Press, 19S6), rc
vised hy the same author in 1975 and 19~h. The author selects from the enormous 
corpus of "belles-lettres" pieces that he rcnders in a pleasing way and that he 
dise(lsses, thus illtroducillg with intelligence the life and the ideas oflileir authors. 

By the same author is The Sacred Marriage Rite (Bloomington: Indiana Uni
versity Prcss, 19(i9) also illustrated, and with longer translations ofpocms (includ
ing on pp. 108-,33 almost thc entire lext of the Sumerian version of inaTlna's 
Descent into the Netherworld) that are sometimes still moving and that illustrate 
the emotional life and the religious life of our ancicnt ancestors. 

The collection "Litteratures anciennes du Proche-Orient" (Paris, l;;ditions du 
Cerf) contains to date only {I'Hlr volumes that fall in our area. First, Les IllsCriptioTls 
rO!la!es SlIlIuJrienrJes et akkadiermes, by E. Sollberger and J. Ii. Kupper (1971). Sec~ 
ond, in the field of liter at lire in the Akkadian language, Le Code de {lammurapi, by 
A, Finet (1973, 2<.1 edition 198:~). The scholarly apparatus ofthe Lois assyrielifleS, hy 
C. Cardascia (19(i9), and of J-l!ll1meS et prieres {lUX dieftx de BaiJyi<mie et d'Assyrie, 
by J.~M, Seux (l~}7G) runs the risk scaring away laymen, 
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The most extensive, the most IIp-to-date, and the best-translated collection of Ak
kadian works of interest for religion remains that ofR. Labat on pp. 13-349 of the 
collective work entitled Les Religions du Proche-Orient asiatique (Paris: Fayardl 
Denoel, 1970). In particular, one can find there the majority ofthe texts (or what has 
survived of them) of the principal documents often cited above: Atrahasis or The 
Supersage (pp. 26ft); The Descent ofHtarin the Netherworld (pp. 258ff.); The Epic 
or Poem ofCrelltion, alias Emlmll eli,~ (pp. 3Ciff.); The Epic or Poem of Erra (pp. 
116ff.); TI", Epic afGi/game.! (pp. 14Sff.); The Legend af Ada!,a (pp. z87H·.); The 
Myth of Anztl (pp. 8off.); Nergal and Erdkiglll (pp. 98ff.); and A Vision of the 
Netherworld (Pl'. 940:)· 

Allow me to mention the promise made above of the puhlication in translation, 
with S. N. Kramer, of the most complete collection possible of myths in SUIllerian 
and in Akkadian (there arc about Afty of them) as they have come down to us, and 
without too much of the forhidding erudition that has been so responsible for mak~ 
ing this world inaccessible, a world, that is, in the cnd, so close to our.s. (Now puh
lished, under the title Lorsqlle les dieux fllisaient I'hol1lllle [Paris: Gallirnard, 
1989J·) 
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